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He's back!

Jeff Minter's
Mutant
Camels
storm
onto this
month's
Cover
V
Disk
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, Start making more of your ST
•

Over 20 pages of essential advice

f to help you get more from your ST
• Discover the equipment you need
to make your life far easier
\ Don't be put off by the jargon we explain every term you'll meet
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STEREO
MASTER
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Useable preview
ol Microdcal's new
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budget stereo sampler

All PROGRAMS STE COMPATIBLE

If* ESSENTIAL
U UTILITIES
Text editor, text viewer,

picture viewer, file identifier,
Accessory selector, mouse
accelerator, free memory
program, RAMdisk, caps
indicatorand a fully functional

REVENGE OF THE I

1

MUTANT CAMELS |

Beg for mercy in Jeff Minter's z \
frenzied camel shoot-'em-up ^ \

tar

I

calculator. A choice bunch!
PLUS:

Win over £500 with our

SequencerOnesamples and -^,-J

competition. Then create

J$~~f

simplemenus in GFA Basic c?\

NO COVER DISK?
THEN ASK FOR ONE FROM YOUR
NEWSAGENT IMMEDIATELY

'!«&-

We cheat over 65 of yoi
favourite games - page

] Plus: Get your hands on FORMATG
winning programs for under £5! Pat

6
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Your guarantee of value

770957"485007!

"Fast just isn't the word for this 3D - an excellent game that more

than lives up to it's name." - ACE
"Epic is one of the finest products i have played this year, the depth
of gameplay and graphics are of a truly stunning

standard... the sheer number of vectors used on the
screen is incredible with the final battle having
over 500 independently minded ships." - Games X

^ ^

^
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BOTH AVAILABLE FOR ATARI ST
OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED . 6 CENTRAL STREET . MANC

"Knocks your socks off... youVe never seen 3D as good as this.
The 3D twist works extremely well and arguably makes Robocop 3

the best film licence yet." - ACE "The vectors are super slick and
smooth, all animations are top notch, giving us
some of the best vectors around and the screens
are superbly drawn. This is definitely one of

the

best

film

licences

yet."
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16 GETTING STARTED

Or an old hand

Your ST is the most versatile home micro you can

with just a few
queries? Look
for this symbol
throughout this
special issue - and see page
135 for an explanation of all
that mystifying computer jargon

buy, but ifyou're newto it, or computing in general,
it can seem a tad daunting. Not any more!
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• The ST was never easier to get to

grips with. We show you what's what.

Aspecial report on whyShadowlands, coming soon
from Domark, is likely to be the best role-playing

game ever. Hint: it's not to be taken lightly

32 COVER DISK
Bash yourway through Jeff Minter's manic Revenge
of the Mutant Camels, test Microdeal's new stereo

sampler and get your hands on ten top utilities

45 PUBLIC SECTOR
Wantto get yourhands on quality softwarebut can't
afford it? Yes you can! We reveal the Public Domain
software worth getting - all at around £3 a disk!

96 ALL POWERED UP

51 SCREENPLAY

Make more of your ST by plugging in extra hardware.
But it can be a big investment - how can you know
what to choose? We revea! all you need

Moredefinitive reviews of the ST games released
this month (check out the index on the right)including a guide to the 25 best STgames.

other publisher inBritain. Weoffer:
ter advice. Ourtitles are packed withtips, suggestions and

anatory features, written bythe verybest inthe business,
onger reviews. We havea cast-iron policy of editorial
pendence andourreviews give clearbuying recommendations.
arer design. You needsolid information fast. Soour
•on-wielders highlight keyelements byusing charts, diagrams,
maryboxes, annotatedphotographs, and so on...
>ater relevance. AtFuture,editors operate undertwo
lenrules:
• Understand yourreaders' needs.
• Satisfythem.
re reader interaction. We draw on readers' contributions,

ilting inthe liveliest letters pagesandthe bestreader tips,
ngoneofourmagazines is like joining a nationwide usergroup.
iter value for money. Morepages, better quality:
;azines you can trust.
ST FORMAT* PC Format

Public Domain • Sega Power

uiure
ome of Britain's
nest computer

magazines

Commodore Format • PC Plus
PC Answers • Amstrad Action

Your Sinclair • Amiga Format
Amiga Power • Amiga Shopper
PCW Plus • Mountain Biking UK
Needlecraft • Classic CD

30 MAKE THE MOST OF
YOUR COVER DISK
Ifyou're an ST newcomerhere's a
step-by-step guide to backing up the files
on the CoverDiskso you can keep youroriginal safe

110 WORKING UNDER COVER

85 GAMEBUSTERS

The 520STE is a powerful and friendly machine, but
where does its power come from? We lift the lid on

A massive 63 games cheated this
month, including the programmer's own
guide to tearing through Magic Pockets

how it works - literally!

135 JARGON DEMYSTIFIED

102 MUSIC MAIL ORDER

Bits, bytes, nibbles... Don't be baffled bythe jargon.

Your ST, with its built-in MIDI ports and top music
software, is the ideal music machine - and now you
can save up to £120 with our music special offers

40 THE SOFTWARE SENSATION

We reveal what all those technical terms mean

YourST's pretty useless without any software - but
there's so much to choose from. Our special guide
helps you decide what's rightfor your needs

Win a Roland keyboard and sound module worth

104 STOS TIPS

over £500 in our musical competition

53 CLASSIC GAMES

Discover all you need to make the most
of STOS, the game-making language

Thousands of games have been released in the
ST's history- but which are worthgoingback to?

106 KANDY KOLOURED...

144 THE FEBRUARY QUIZ

85 HOW TO CHEAT

7 NEWS

You don't need to be a professional game-player to

The latest ST news from around the globe, including

winat games. We expose exactlyhowit's done!

details of the arrival of Atari's new portable ST Book

Find out what software you need to cre
ate your own graphic masterpieces, then
admire what can be done and pick up
some tips from our expert readers

Hello and welcome to this special
issue of ST FORMAT. Whether

you're a new hand on the ST or
an old timer, there's something
here for you! Even ifyoufeel all
this beginners' stuff is beneath

25 FILES ON THI:

.,,-..

you, chances are there's some

aspect of the STthat still has you
tching your head - and just

MONTH'S DISI

Blast your way throug
mutant camels; mak
the most of your S
with ten top utilities

ie, somewhere in this issue
the solution to that one
iblem...

X's face it, the manual
ch came with your machine
5hardlyenough to get you

win £500 worth i

MIDI music ge<
as part of 01
massive sample
compo; and mor<

started! On page 16 we talk youthrough allyou need to get yourST running
smoothly.Ofcourse, once you've got your new ST motoring, youwant to
see just howfar youcan go when you push the pedal to the floor. Desktop
publishing, word processing, games, graphics, business and more are all at
your fingertips. On page 40 we guide youthrough the vast arrayof software
you can buyforyour ST. On page 106 we detail the art packages you can

See page 3!

buy and give you ster>by-step guides on how to draw your own stunning
visual masterpieces. Then on page 53 we examine allthe different game
genres you're likely to find and pick out our 25 best games.
Even ifyou're strapped for cash, that's no excuse to take a back seat
inthe STworld. OurPublic Domain reviews on page 45 helpyoufind some
ofthe best PD programs available for undera fiver. Butyou don't even have
to spend this much - on this month's Cover Disk we're giving away ten

essential utilities and a complete game (see the panel on the right and
page32). For the hardware fans we'relifting the lid on the STE on page
110 to reveal what all those powerful chips do. Then on page 96 we switch

STEREO MASTER

A useable preview of Microdeal's
new stereo sampler, offering a dazzling
range of functions and stereo input
even on a standard ST

our attention to bolt-on hardware and reveal all you need to know before
buying a printer, hard drive, second floppy drive and more.
Happyreading!
Mark Higham, Editor.

MUTANT CAMELS, JEFF MINTER'S LATEST
ABSORBING CHALLENGE, IS ON THIS DISK

113 ASSEMBLY POINTERS

139 FEEDBACK

Programming in powerful assembly

Why can't you make backup copies of yourgame
disks - or get them replaced ifthey're accidentally
damaged? The most controversial letters pages
you're likely to find anywhere!

language was never easier

119 DESKTOP
All your ST technical problems solved,

plus help in GFA Basicprogramming

142 SUBSCRIPTIONS

126 SPECIAL OFFERS!

Guaranteeyourself a copyof Britain's best-selling ST
magazineeach and everymonthfor a wholeyear

Now the best ST software can be yours for the
lowest prices in the STFORMAT bargain basement

compliments. Plus the FORMAT back issue service

129 EDUCATION

146 TWILIGHT ZONE

and receive up to £25 worth of software with our

The Fun School series has hit the software charts in

Fincfout what's been goingon behindthe scenes -

the past - does Fun School4 make the grade?

plus all that's coming next month

PLUS • Complete text editor

SCREENPLAY

• Text viewer • An extra disk

The definitive ST games guide begins on page 51

drive from thin air • File type

ACTION PACK

74

MAGIC FLY

79

identifier •

BOOLY

79

REALMS

66

CHART ATTACK

74

ROBOCOD

56

RUGBY - THE WORLD CUP

73

70

THE SIMPSONS

60

65

ESCAPE FROM

SINGE'S CASTLE
FIGHTER COMMAND

79

SMASH TV

GAUNTLET 3

70

SUSPICIOUS CARGO

69

GUARDIANS

79

THUNDER BURNER

76

TITANIC BLINKY

79

69

TURRICAN

82

MAGNETIC SCROLLS
COLLECTION

PLUS 25 all-time classics reassessed - page 53

Mouse accelerator

• Accessory selector
to enable you to load
your choice of Desk
Accessories every
time • Free memory
program • Capitals
indicator • Fully
functional calculator

GASTEINER 5

Tec*"*

COMPUTERS

MEGA DRIVES

Atari
520STFM

POA

Gasteiner Mega Drive
All drives are autobooting and parking.

520STE Discovery Xtra

POA

520STE 1Mb
520STE 2Mb
520STE 4Mb
1040STE 1Mb
1040STE2Mb
1040STE4Mb

POA
POA

POA
POA
POA
POA

Tel: +44 081 365 1151
Fax: +44 081 885 1953
SOFTWARE
Desktop Publishing
Timeworks Publisher
Timeworks Publisher Tutor
Scan Art
Draw Art
Borders
Timeworks Publisher VII

30Mb 28ms

£269.00

50Mb 28ms

£349.00

60Mb 24ms

£399.00

Replacement Desktop

85Mb 24ms

£399.00

52Mb 11ms

£399.00

100Mb 11ms

£499.00

Supercharged Easy-Draw 2
Easy Tools
Databases

POA

Base II

POA
POA

Atari SCI224

MEGA KIT
£99.00

GE Soft Host Adaptor
£59.00
(includes SCSI lead & DMA lead) Megakit, as above
but also case and power supply
£ 129.00

Power Supply
DMA Cable

£34.95
£7.99

PRO MONITORS
'NEC 3D
Quadram 1480

£499.00
£399.00

PERIPHERALS
Golden Image Mouse

. Free Switch Box with Audio Out

Gasteiner Mouse
Alfa Data Mouse

PRINTERS

Golden Image Optical
Golden Image Scanner

POA>
£14.95

£19.95
£29.95

Bettle Mouse

£24.95

Track Ball (click and hold)

£39.95

KXP-1180

£159.00

Track Ball

£24.95

KXP-1123

£209.00

£29.00

KXP-I124i

£269.00

Internal Power Supply for ST
External 1 Meg Disk Drives
10 x Sony Disks

£169.00

ST Clock

£19.95.

LC-20

LC24-200 (Col)

£299.00

LC24-200 (Mono)

£269.00

Canon BJ10

£249.00

LASERS
Panasonic KXP 4420
Atari SLM 605

HP Laserjet HIP
NEC 560P (Postscript)

£849.00
POA

£55.00

£9.95

£99.00

Sage Fin Control

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

£69.00

£399.00

£35.00

C-Lab Creator

£269.00
£449.00
£229.00

£59.00
£55.00

Prodata

Write On
Protext

£159.00

Fleet ST Publisher
Calamus

POA

Calligrapher
Page StreamerPro

POA

£129.00

Credit Cards Welcome

Calligrapher
Calligrapher Junior

START

Panner ST

£8.00
£8.00
£8.00

Spreadsheets
K-Spread

POA

Logistix

£79.00

1 DW

£89.00

Miscellaneous

Word Processors
That's Write

POA
POA
POA
£6.95
£35.00

Let's Make Greeting Cards
Let's Make Signs & Banners

C-Lab Notator
Cubase

Navigator

Valuetime Budget Range
Let's Make Calendars & Stationery

£76.00

Cubeat

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Flash
Kermil & Remote
PIE

£139.00.

POA
POA

Maps & Legends
Datamap Collection 1
Datamap Collection 2
Expert Opinion

Quicktran

2Mb

£169.00

Prospero C Compiler
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£20.00

4Mb

Databases

£109.00
£49.00
£15.00
£15.00
£15.00
£89.00
£89.00
£89.00

Mark Williams C Version 3,0
csd for the Atari ST
GST Macro Assembler
Fractal Generator
GSTC

STE

£849.00

£379.00

Languages

£29.95

Music

Small Business

Spectrum 512

£59.00

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
Sage Cash Trader

£45.00
£15.00
£15.00
£24.00
£15.00
£15.00
£24.00
£19.95
£24.00
£24.00
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£34.00
£24.00

Plotter and Printer Drivers
GIST
Genesis

Unpop Board

£1799.00.

Accounts

£45.00
£69.00

3D Fonts II
CAD 3D 1.0

1/2 Mb
l/2Mb

£45.00
£35.00

Stand-Ahne Programs
COLR Object Editor
Crystal

MEMORY
Easterner 2Mb for ST,
STFM & Mega 2

Anti Cyber Series 3D Design and Animation
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
3D Developer's Disk
Architectural Design Disk
Cartoon Design Disk
Future Design Disk
Human Design Disk
Microbot Design Disk
Video Titling Design Disk

£149.95

£155.00

Star

£32.00
£24.00

3D Fonts I

KXP-1081

Panasonic

£29.00
£65.00
£34.00

Data Manager Professional

Syquest 44Mb Cart

Atari SMI24 (In Stock)

£29.00

NecDesk 3

Drawing Programs
Easy-Draw 2

TT

£229.00

£49.00
POA
£44.00
£10.00

Word Writer
1st Mail

POA
POA

Philips 8833 II

£24.00
£34.00
£39.00
£24.00
£89.00

WordProcessing
1st Word Plus (English)
1st Word Plus (USA)

Mega STE (2Mb)
Mega STE (4Mb)

MONITORS

£59.00

other languages also available

£49.00
£24.00
£29.95
POA

Deluxe Paint
£29.95

£45.00
£109.00

Hyperpaint
PC Speed
AT Speed

POA
POA

Trade and Educational Orders Welcome

"THIS MONTHS SPECIALS'
Gasteiner 85Mb - 20ms
Gasteiner 30Mb - 2ms

£399.00
£269.00

Personal Callers Welcome

Business Centre, Millincad Road, London, N17. Tel:081 365 1151. Fax: 081 885 1953. Mon-I'ri <9.30sini-5.30piii).Sal (9am
II prices arecorrect at time ofgoing to press - prices art subject tochange - please phone. Prices include VAT - postage &packing: extra.

NEWS

Complete documentation on all the ST range nowavailable • ST Book, Atari's new portable ST, reaches the UK

Atari release full ST
manuals at last
by Neil Jackson
A f t e r years of waiting and hop
ing, ST owners can finally get
their hands on a real ST man

ual, thanks to a far-reaching
decision by Atari to make their
detailed ST documentation public.

advanced TTs, machines in the pipeline
such as ST Book [Atari's new portable see page 8] and STyle [the keyboardless ST that can read your handwriting]
and also future machines still in the de

velopment stage."
Bodin's comments are unlikely to
fall on deaf ears -

ST owners have

A GUIDE TO THE NEW GUIDES
The new manuals from Atari are arranged into several different packages for ease of
use. To get hold of yours, contact Atari (UK) Spares Administrator on ~ 0753 533344.
DocSupport One Kit - £29.99 - GEMDOS &
General Programming

• Atari GEMDOS ReferenceManual 48pp

now standard.

This describes the internals and use of GEMDOS on the

• TT030TOS Release Notes32pp
This document describes the changes made in TT030
TOS (and MegaSTETOS),and covers newsystem

been waiting nearly six years for some
Atari-approved information on the ST

ST. There's a tutorial and introduction tor beginners,and
a reference manualwitha host of appendices forGEM

mers, the documents contain some cru

alone. It seems that Atari have begun to
realise that only by encouraging sup
port for their machines at all levels can
they ensure their long-term future and

• Pexec Cookbook 22pp
Pexecis the internal command used to startyourpro
grams from the Desktop. Thiscookbook tellsyouevery
thingyou need to knowabout startingand terminating

cial information which the average ST
owner could previously only guess at.

popularity.
Indeed, this new sentiment is some

Atari have announced that they are
releasing the complete set of documen
tation for the entire range of ST and
STE micros. Mainly aimed at program

Much of the information has been

available to professional Atari-regis
tered programmers since the earliest
days of the ST - but at a high price.

thing that Bodin is actively promoting:
"We want you to produce astonishing
new products that enhance the value of
our computers. We wish you success in

"We want you to produce astonishing new products
that enhance the value of our computers"
•^•m

ATARI

SOFTWA RE

SUPPORT

MANAGER

programmers.

programs.

• A Hitchhiker's Guide to the BIOS78pp
The BasicInput/Output System (BIOS) is the heart of
the ST operatingsystem. Thisguideexplainsall BIOS
and Extended BIOS(XBIOS) internalfunctions,errorhandling,system variables and interrupts.
• AHDI 3.00 Release Notes20pp
The Atari standard for hard drives is unmasked in this

guide.Learnhowto partition and set up hard drivesto

your endeavours and stand ready to

a small part of a development package
which included updates, technical sup

help you achieve that success."
Let's hope Bodin and the rest of
Atari are ready for the stampede of ST
owners that's likely to follow such a
heart-warming announce

port and hardware loans.
The original development kit was

(and still is) covered by a Non-Disclo
sure Agreement which legally prevented
developers from passing on their ST
knowledge to the general public. Atari

memory map.

• Atari VME Expansion forTT030and MegaSTE
Products 6pp
A document explainingthe single slot VME expansion
and the minor differences from the VITA C1

specification.
• Disk 1 HDX 4.0/Rainbow TOS/STE TOS

A disk fullof utilitiesfor use with hard drives, Rainbow

TOS and STE TOS. Programsand source code for
using the new features are included.
• Disk 2 Demonstrator/XControl Panel

make them ST efficient.

Contains a GEMprogram demonstrator whichenables

self-running, real-time demosofmostGEM applications.
Alsocontains examplecode forthe new ExtendedCon
trolPanel,plusiconsand documentation enabling the
writing of XControl modules(CPXs).

• Atari CHKDSK3 Documentation 4pp
Ashort guideto Atari's handyCHKDSK3 program,
whichanalyses a diskfile-structure and attemptsto
repairit ifit is damaged.
t MIDI Association Address

Sheet 2pp
Addresses and information about

the MIDI Association- the body
behind the computer-music

ment.

interface standard.

DocSupport Three - £49.99 - GEM VDI &
AES

• GEM Virtual Display Interface (VDI) 302pp
Thisguidedescribesthe featuresand operation ofthe
GEM VDI and the Graphic Device Operating System
(GDOS).Itcovers the use of VDI functionsfromwithin
yourownprogramsand providesa full library of Clanguagefiles.
• GEM Application Environment Services (AES) 214pp
Introduces the concepts and structures behind GEM
AES,enabling youto writesolidGEM applications and
programs.The majorfeatures are describedalongwith
the correctcalling sequences and a listof allAESpro
gram libraries.

DocSupport Two Kit £29.99 - New Machine

have now decided to make the

Programming Guides
(contains two disks with
programs, examples

document part of the develop
ment kit available to all ST owners,
with no strings attached.

and further useful

documentation)

Alistair Bodin, Atari's Software

• Rainbow TOS

Support Manager, had this to say on

Release Notes68pp

the new DocSupport scheme: "This

This document
describes the

makes the documentation for the ST

and TT range available to the likes of
hobbyists, educational establishments
and budding developers.
"If you study it carefully, you can
learn to create robust applications
which operate correctly with all con
figurations of every Atari TOS machine
from the earliest 520ST to the Mega
STs, the STEs, the new Mega STEs, the

callsandthe twokinds ofmemory.
• TT030 Hardware ReferenceManual 32pp
Aguide to the hardwaredetailsofthe TT,including the

• Still Another Line„A Document 42pp
The Line^Ainternalfunctionsdescribed in this manual
are the core of the ST's graphic capability.
• Intelligent Keyboard Protocol 22pp
The ST's keyboardis linkedto the mainprocessor via
the Intelligent Keyboard Interface (ikbd). Usethisguide
to make the mostofyourmouse and joysticks in your
programs.

This is because the documents formed

and 1.62).Itcoversthe newfeatures likethe cookiejar
(a method of passing information to programs) whichare

changes made in
Rainbow TOS

(TOS 1.4). Italso con
tains supplemental informationon
Rainbow and earlier versions of TOS.

•

The STE's

workings in all their
glory. ST FORMAT can tell you

what's what (see page 110), but now
Atari are revealing how it all works too.

• STE DeveloperAddendum 28pp
A set of documents that enables the ST developer to
use the new graphics, sound and interface ports on the
now-standard STE.

• STE TOS Release Notes 18pp
Aguide to the changes made in the STETOS (TOS1.6

DocSupport Four - £99.99

• Abumperpack made up of DocSupport One, Two
and Three together.
DocSupport Five - £29.99 - Hardware &
Chip Specifications

• Engineering Hardware Specifications 38pp
A guide to the ST's hardware characteristics and
idiosyncrasies.
• Application Notes on the AtariComputer System Inter
face (ACSI) 26pp
Covers manyaspects ofthe ACS! system which enables
the ST to interface to Atari hard drives.

• Chip Specification 164pp

Documentation on the following chips is included:
MC6850(MIDI &Keyboardinterfaces), MFP68901
(Multi-Function Processor}, AY-3-8910 PSG (Pro
grammable Sound Generator) WD1770(FloppyDisk
Controller) and the Blitter chip.
The Atari monitor specification and Cartridge Port
diagrams are also included.

TOP DEALS ON THE TOP ST MAG EVERY MONTH - PAGE 142
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NEWS

Showing off the ST

ST Book arrives
this month
•

Atari UK's

Product

Manager,

Darryl Still:
putting on

tery pack as standard. This unit pro

by Neil Jackson

vides around three hours' worth of

T h e ST Book, the radical new

portable ST with LCD screen, is
finally to get a public airing at the
16-bit Show this month, Atari
have revealed. The ST Book,

which is expected to sell for around
£1,500, is planned as the biggest
launch of the show.

Darryl Still, Atari UK's ST Product
Manager, is keeping his fingers crossed
that the ST Book can make its debut at

the show in February (see the box on
this page). "It'll be our first major show

piece of the year and we're putting on
quite a bit of razz," he said. "We'rewait
ing with bated breath; it's such a lovely
looking machine."
The new machine, which features
up to 4MByt.es of internal RAM and a

40MByte internal hard drive, completed
its initial production proofing run of 80
units early in December.

power - comparable to most portables
and adequate for most uses.
Atari UK have yet to announce a

price for the Ni-Cad pack, which is
supplied in the States with a com
bined mains adapter and battery

charger, though it's expected to
sell for around £150.

16-Bit

Computer

and focuses on the business, entertainment

and education aspects of the ST (oh, and a
couple of 16-bit toys we can't remember the
names of).
To order yourself a ticket in advance
and save time queueing, call the show's
Ticket Hotline '-" 0726 68020. Tickets are a
mere £5 each.

Companies from the UK, USA and
Europe will be using the show to launch new
software and hardware. One of the major
exhibitors is Atari UK, who will be demon
strating music, education, business and
leisure packages - most of them on the ST.
Atari are hoping to launch the ST Book
(see separate story) and a number of other
new offerings for 1992. So that everyone
can see just how good the ST really is, Atari
have installed a 32-foot long video wall

• Business exhibitors: Compo Software,
Power Computing, Checkmate Digital, Pio
neer Office Automation, Hi-Soft, GFA Data
Media, Pandaal Marketing, Precision Soft
ware - Oxxi, Surface UK.
• Education exhibitors: Soft Stuff Software,
LCL Educational Software, Adamsoft, Com
puter Manuals.

further

exclusive
details from

Tracy Hall, Atari US's
Senior Design Engineer
himself, in issue 24. Ifyou

• Entertainment and Leisure exhibitors:
•

The ST Book is a

compact 297 x 210mm

missed either of these vital reports,

catch up by turning to page 142 for the
FORMAT back issue service.

and 25mm thick. It features

MIDI ports just like a full-size ST, but in
a portable case ideal for musicians.

Trojan Products, Rombo Ltd, On-line, Care
Electronics, Syntronix Systems, Association
of Atari User Groups
• Music exhibitors: Brixton Exchange Mart,

Roland (UK) Ltd, Atari Corporation (UK).

RELEASES, RUMOURS AND REVELATIONS
News andsnippets from all over the ST universe

for the US. These units were built,

production of the 4MByte ST Book

International

Other exhibitors at the show include:

Book's specification
as long ago as
April (STF
22), and

scale production began, starting with
1,000 1MByte RAM ST Books destined
tested and shipped in a mere 11 days and a further increase in production lev
els was scheduled for January, when

Fifth

Show, the first big show of 1992, kicks off
at Wembley Exhibiton Centre this month.
The three day event takes place on Friday
14, Saturday 15 and Sunday 16 February,

which will show the ST at work.

ST FORMAT brought you
advance details of the

After a minor alteration to one of
the internal components, the first mass-

The

The Christmas season has caused a national shortage of 3.5

inch disks this year, bringing confusion and chaos with it. A low
level of imports from disk manufacturers like Sony and TDK, com
bined with the usual high demand for disks at this time of the

written by ST FORMAT'S very own education specialist Terry
Freedman - he has several strings to his bow, it seems. The book
takes you through using the program and shows you how to pro
duce documents from a newsletter to a book. It's £14.95 from

Kuma Computers on « 0734 844335.

started up in earnest.

year,has resulted in many suppliers going short. If you'rethinking
of buyingdisks to boost yourcollection, check with yoursuppliers

Prior to this, the only ST Books to
be found in the world were being jeal

before ordering - you could save yourself from delays and shortterm price-rises if you shop around.

•
Music users might be more interested in Music in Sequence,
a complete guide to MIDI sequencing by William Lloyd and Paul
Terry. It shows how to interpret music notation using a sequencer
and covers topics like synth-playing techniques and MIDI con

ously guarded by Bill Rehbock, Atari
USA's Director of Applications Soft

•

ware, and Sam Tramiel, Atari USA's

to exclusively distribute the popular Neochrome art package for
the ST. As ST FORMAT reported in issue 28, Atari recently
asserted their ownership rights over Neochrome and 43 other pro

trollers. It costs £12.95 and is available from Music Sales Limited

grams previously treated as in the Public Domain. (If you missed

•
Steinberg have released Synthworks SQ for the Ensoniq SQ
series. It makes editing using the Ensoniq much easier, thanks to
its graphical user interface and the "Librarian" function, which

President. Tramiel took his ST Book all

over Europe during his recent visit
here. According to sources at Atari
USA, Tramiel writes all his memos and
FAXes on the ST Book, and uses it to

store

his

appointments,

schedule,

phone and address data. Such are the
perks of being in charge.
In tests, the ST Book demonstrated
an impressive battery life of over eight
hours using the separately-supplied

rechargeable Ni-Cad pack, but the
machine is supplied with an alkaline bat-

"We're waiting with
bated breath; it's such a
lovely looking machine"
DARRYL

STILL

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

Goodman PDL have successfully negotiated a deal with Atari

the full list in that issue, turn to page 142 for how to order back
issues.) A limited number of original-package Neochromes is now
available at a budget price of only £6.95. Contact Goodman PDL
on s 0782 335650

- they're on « 0284 702600.

can store and search for specific sounds. Synthworks SQ needs an
ST with at least 1MByte of RAM to run. It's £150 from Evenlode
Soundworks Ltd w 0993 898484. Also available is Tango, an

•
Laser Distribution have just announced that they are dis
tributing Art Master, a new art package for the ST, at £29.95. The

program contains features like multiple workscreens and
advanced block manipulation which enables images to be
stretched and mapped onto spheres and other shapes. Art Master
supports all Neochrome, Degas and IFF picture file formats and
can use the entire STE colour palette. Laser are also able to offer
Art Master bundled with their video-titling software for £44.95.
Contact them on ~ 0579 82426.

•
Got Calamus? Bemused and flummoxed by it? Get hold of A
Practical Guide to Calamus Desktop Publishing on the Atari ST,

improvisation program. Tango records the music played on a mas
ter keyboard into the ST via MIDI, and modifies it in real time, cre
ating its own melodies from your input. In effect it provides "the
other six members of your band." Tango is £211.50, also from
Evenlode.

•
Ladbroke Computing have announced the release of new
hardware protection system for the ST. Called ST Secure, it con
sists of a 1 inch square board which you fit into the ST (no solder
ing) and which resets the ST 45 seconds after booting (from a key
disk) if the correct password isn't entered. ST Secure is £25 from
Ladbroke on " 0772 203166.
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Biggest and Bes

CHAOS

DUNGEON MASTER

INDY JONES ADV

ELITE

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

F16 FALCON

LSR SUIT LARRY 3

TEENAGE QUEEN

9.99

10.99

7.99

9.99

12.99

9.99

72.99

7.99

Huge catalogue. Huge discount!
Huge stocks. Huge staff.
Huge membership.

Biggest Value, Best Servi
No obligation to buy

Free Colour Catalogu
Just phone our sales team on

KICK OFF 2

SPEEDBALL 2

LEMMINGS

MEGATRAVELLER1

MIDWINTER

7.99

9.99

13.99

11.99

11.99

:-'•:, '-"-

0279 60020Open to 8pm Weekday
and to 5pm Weekend

: ::

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.0

•~

We only supply members but you can order as you

• •"*>
mf-mt
PLAYER MGR

POWERDRIFT

PRINCE OF PERSIA

ROCKET RANGER

SCRABBLE

TURRICAN2

WHEELS OF FIRE

CORRUPTION

7.99

2.99

9.99

2.99

7.99

8.49

7.99

3.99

1229.991

Atari ST Software

GODS
GOLDEN AXE

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT
3D POOL

GOLF WORLD CLASS
LEADERBOARD
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD

27.99
7,99

3D TENNIS

|Philips CM8833 *
Mk 2 Monitor

7,99

4 WHEEL DRIVE (LOTUS ESPRIT

CLASS CRICKET

TURBO. TEAM SUZUKI, TOYOTA

GRANDSTAND

(GAZZA SUPER SOCCER,

16.99
16.99
6.99

17.99

RBI BASEBALL 2

19.

REALMS
ROBIN HOOD
ROBOCOP 2 D/S
ROBOCOP3
ROBOZONE

19.
16.
16.
16,
16.

ROCKET RANGER

CELICA, COMBO RACER)

19.49

4D SPORTS BOXING

16.99

LEADERBOARD, PRO TENNIS,

4D SPORTS DRIVING
ACTION MASTERS

16.99

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS)

19.49

GUILD OF THIEVES

12.99

RODLAND
ROLLING RONNY
RORKE'S DRIFT
RUGBYWORLDCUP

16.
16,
15.
16.

SARAKON

13.

FREE MEMBERSHIP

(F16 COMBAT PILOT, ITALY 1990,

HEAD OVER HEELS

DOUBLE DRAGON 2, TURBO

FREE MONITOR LEAD

OUTRUN, WELLTRIS)

18.99

HEIMDALL (1 MEG)
HEROQUEST (GREMLIN)

AGONY
AIR SEA SUPREMACY

16.99

HEROQUEST EXPANSION -

P47.F15 STRIKE EAGLE,
CARRIER COMMAND)

1999

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

SHADOW OF THE BEAST D/S ...7.
SHADOW SORCFRER
16.

ALIEN STORM
ARMOUR-GEDDON

16.99
16.99

(ROBOCOP. GHOSTBUSTERS 2,

SHADOWGATE

3.

INDIANA JONES ACTION,

SHINOBI

6.

*B

TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CM8833

MONITOR (TURNS MONITOR INTO A TV)

CITIZEN 120D+

RETURN OF THE WITCH LORD

(GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE,

134.99
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR PRINTER,
80 COLUMN, 9 PIN, 213 CPS, 24 MTH WARR i
: FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP
FREEPRINTER LEAD

199.99

lCITIZEN 224 24 PIN COLOUR PRINTER,
j80 COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 24 MTH WARR
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP,
: FREEPRINTER LEAD

249.99

I AUTO SHEET FEEDER FOR CITIZEN 224

79.99 i

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 224

15.99

RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 120D+

6.99

RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 224

6.99 |

15.49
7.99

6.
16.

16.99
1699
699
799
1999

HUDSON HAWK
HUNTER
IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET
IK+

16.99
19.49
19.49
6.99

SMASHTV

16.

INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE ,..7.99

SPOT

BLUES BROTHERS

16 99

INFESTATION

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER

BONANZABROS
BRAT

1699
1699

BREACH 2 (ENHANCED)

17.99

BEAST BUSTERS
BILLYTHEKID
BLOOD MONEY
BLOODWYCH
BLUE MAX

6.99

19.

STOS MAESTRO

15.

JET +JAPAN DISK (SUBLOGIC) 5.99

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

3.99

SUPER LEAGLE MANAGER

JUDGE DREDD
KICKOFF
KICK OFF 2 D/S

9.99
4.99
7.99

SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX
SUPER SPACE INVADERS
SUPREMACY
SUSPICIOUS CARGO

16
16.
19.
16.

SWITCHBLADE2
SWIV

16.
16

CAPTIVE

16.99

CARRIER COMMAND

7.99

CELTIC LEGENDS

19.99

CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN (SSI)

19.99

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

9,99

CHART ATTACK (LOTUS ESPRIT,
GHOULS+GHOSTS. JAMES

POND, VENUS FLY TRAP)
CHASE H.Q 2 (SCI) D/S

19,49
14.99

CHESSMASTER 2000
CHRONOQUEST?
CHUCK ROCK

6.99
4.99
15.99

KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE

7.99

KICK OFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE
KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
KLAX

7.99
7.99
7.99
6.99

LEATHER GODDESSES

7.99

LEGEND OF THE SWORD
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 D/S
LEMMINGS

13.99

CHUCKIEEGG

8.99

LEMMINGS DISK-OH NO!

13.99

8.99
6.99

LIFE AND DEATH
LOMBARD RAC RALLY

16.99
6.99

CORRUPTION (M SCROLLS)
CRACK DOWN

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

6.
8.
16,

TV SPORTS (US) FOOTBALL

.7.

7.99

DELUXE PAINT
DEMONIAK

42.99
9.99

16.99

DGBASE REI ATIONAL DATABASE

19.99!
QUiCKSHOT111A
TURBO 2

8.99

31.99

DGCALC SPREADSHEET

29 99

DOUBLE DRAGON 3
DRAGONS BREATH
DRAKKHEN
DUNGEON MASTER

16 99
9.99
7 99
1099
5.99

ELF
ELITE
EPIC

1649
9-99
t6.99

ESCAPE FTPOT ROBOT

.

,. 19.99
15.49
8.99
1699
16.99

MEGA TWINS
MEGATRAVELLER 1

16.99
.11.99

STUNT CAR RACER.

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

15.99

CARRIER COMMAND)

MIDWINTER

11.99

MOONSHINE RACERS
MOONSTONE

16.99
19.49

VIZ
VOYAGER

13.
3.

VROOM

16.

WAR ZONE
WARHEAD
WATERLOO

12.
5.
7,

4.99

2.99
7 99

6.99
13.99
15.99

OUTRUN EUROPA

6.99
21.99

PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE)

16.99

6.99

PANG
PAPERBOY

14.49
5.99

PAPERBOY2

16.99

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

12.99

PAWN (M/SCROLLS)

F29 RETALIATOR

1699

PITFIGHTER

FACEOFF
FERRARI FORMULA 1

16.99
8.99

PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS & SIM CITY

16 99

FINALBLOW
FINALFIG^T
FIRST SAMURI

16.99
16-99
16.99

POPULOUS2

19,99

POWER UP (CHASE H.Q,
TURRICAN, X-OUT, ALTERED

FISH! (M/SCROLLS)
3.99
FISTS OF FURY (DYNAMITE DUX.
NINJA WARRIORS. SHINOBI,

DOUBLE DRAGON 2)
FLAMES OF FREEDOM

FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

19.49
21,99

...21.99
22.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6, 6-8 or 8+) 13.99
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5, 5-7 or 7+) 15.99
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5, 5-7 or 7+) 15.99
GAUNTLET 2

3,99

GAUNTLET 3
16.99
GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPILER ...27.99
GFA BASIC V3.0 INTERPRETER 39.99

(MIDWINTER. STARGLIDER 2.

5.99

EXILE

9.99

19.

18.49
22.99

N.A.R.CD/S

7.99
16.49

7.99

BEAST RAINBOW ISLANDS) ...19.99
POWERDRIFT

2,99

POWERMONGER D/S
19.49
POWERMONGER DATA WW 1 ...11.99
PRINCE OF PERSIA
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

9.99
16.99

PROTEXTV5 W/PROCESSOR
R-TYPE

94.99
4.99

R-TYPE2

16.99

RACE DRIVIN

16.49

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)...21.99
RAINBOW COLLECTION

(BUBBLE BOBBLE. RAINBOW
ISLANDS, N/ZEALAND STORY) 13.99

19.49

NINTENDO WORLD CUP

19.49

TENNIS
WIZARDS AND WARRIORS

ffii

Win £200 to spend i
Special Reserve
Members only. See catalogue for det.
ELY, SOME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT YET BEREL
Irrter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office:
!

WEONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUTYOU CAN ORDERAS YOU .
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED O

(PLEASEPRINTINBLOCK CAPITALS)

o-i-ba

'Address

3.

19.

UTOPIA

MERCHANT COLONY
MICROPROSE 3DCOLF

EYEOFHORUS
F15STRiKE EAGLE 2

1999

UNINVITED

UMS2(1 MEG)

MICROPROSE SOCCER

MONSTERS
ESWATOS

F16FALCON

19,
19,
20.

VIRTUAL REAL'TYVOLI

MYSTICAL D/S

19.49

MOTOR CROSS MANIACS

SKATE OR DIE

SOLAR STRIKEH
SPIDERMAN
SUPER MARIO LAND

4.

ULT1MA6

"5 99

NITRO
0.99
OPERATION STEALTH D'S - - 16.99
OPERATION WOLF
6.99

F16 FALCON + MISSIONS 1&2

7.
15.
16.
...16.

TV SPORTS BASEBALL
ULTIMA 5

MERCENARY 3

MURDER D/S

19.49

16.
17.

TURRICAN
TURRICAN 2 D/S
TURTLES2

DEUTEROS (NOP)

E-MOTION

THE SIMPSONS
THUNDERHAWK

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)

MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE
MANIC MINER
MEAN STREETS
MEGALOMANIA

19.49

KING OF THE ZOO

I KWtRK

TERMINATOR2
16.
TETRIS
12.
THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION ...6.

MAGIC POCKETS

16.99

HYPERLODE RU\NER

7.

LURKING HORROR (INFOCOM) ...7.99

DEJAVU2

.

TEENAGE QUEEN (STRIP POKER)

4.99

MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1

19.49
19.49
19.49

16.
6.

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 16.99

19.99

^ DOUBLEDRAGON
I GARGOYLES QUEST
I GOLF

...15.

...399

CURSE OF THE AZURE

WITH MA.L M=HG=

SUPER CARS 2
SUPER HANG ON

THUNDERSTRIKE
TIP OFF
TOKI
TOYOTA CELICA GT RALLY

CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)

MEGASTAR

4.99
...12.99

CHUCKIEEGG2
CORPORATION

15.99

fRSFj.

19.99

OTHELLO .

QIX
RADAR MISSION
REVENGE OF GATOR
SIDE POCKET

19.49

6.

CAPTAIN PLANET

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

19.49

19.49

f CHESSMASTER

7.

CADAVER
1649
CADAVER LEVELS • THE PAY OFF 11 99
9.99

(Please specify all free items on order form)
:. BALLOON KID

£ BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE

13.

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)

(GUILD OF THIEVES. FISH.

QUICKJOY |

7.
9,
5.

SUPER CARS (GBH)

3.99

6.99

SPEEDBALL
SPEEDBALL 2
SPELLBOUND

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER CHALL 16.99

19.99

COMPETITION PRO

...21.

J. KHANN WORLD SQUASH ...16.49
JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD ...16.99

1699
7 99

5000 (COLOURS MAY
VARY)

16.

SILKWORM
SIM CITY & POPULOUS

DEJA VU

8.99

16.

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2

SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG)

BOND(1 MEG)(SS!)

EXTRA COMBAT

SHADOW DANCER

19.99

DARKMAN
DEFENDhROf- DECROWN

COMPETITION PRO

16,

39.99
16.49

1999

Gameb

Tetris, Stereo Headphones, Batteries, 2 Player I
PLUS choose any game from the list below
PLUS FREE Gamelight for dark or dim light
PLUS FREE Holsters, Belt and Cartridge Holde
PLUS FREE Special Reserve Membership

7.

ISLAND (1 MEG)

BATMAN THE MOVIE) D/S

BATTLE OF BRITAIN D'S

SQUIK MOUSE FOR ATARI ST

SPECIAL RESERVE MOUSE MAT 4.99

SCRABBLE DE LUXE
SECRET OF MONKEY

HOME ACCOUNTS 2
HOME ALONE

8 99

BARBARIAN 2 (P3YGNOSIS) ...17.49

144CPS/25NLQ
24 MTH WARRANTY
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE PRINTER LEAD

..,10.99

HILL STREET BLUES
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

BALANCE OF POWER

80 COLUMN, 9 PIN

6.99

20.99
16.99

Z9S

2.

Telephone _

_Machine type

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER.

19.

I Enter membership number (if applicable) or
I Membership fee £6 UK. £8 EEC. £10 World

WHEELS OF FIRE (HARD DRIVIN.
POWERDRIFT. CHASE H.O.

TURBO OUTRUN)
WILD WHEELS

7,
17.

WISHBRINGER (INFOCOM)
WOLFPACK

4,
19,

WONDERLAND (1 MEG)

19.

WORLD CLASS RUGBY

15

WWF WRESTLING

16,

X-OUT

5

XENOMORPH
XENON 2, MEGA3LAST

6.
7

I

Sony DS/DD
with labels

59p each a

I ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGES. VAT £

jCheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa
[Credit card expiry date
Switch Issue Number_

JCheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra cr

World software orders please add £1.00 per item
Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% Wc
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

THE BEST THING SINCE
TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER!

TIME WORKS
PUBLISHER 2

ST

If you wonder how you ever got along without your
Timeworks Publisher® - wait till you get your hands on
Timeworks Publisher 2!

All the features that have made this outstanding Desk

top Publishing program a world bestseller are there - plus
many new and exciting extras.
To start with, there's a brand new choice of typefaces

and styles to give the right mood and feel to your
documents. Text flow -

including the facility to wrap

around irregular shapes - is automatic. You can also
design your own customised page sizes - and have as many
as 999 pages per document. We've even added style sheets
to get your creative ideas off to a flying start.
Text and graphics imports now cover an even wider
range of word processing and art packages, and new
quick-keys make a speedier job of selecting text blocks and
graphics. There's a superb new manual too.
These are just some of the enhancements offered by
this major upgrade - in addition to all the Timeworks
Publisher features you know and love. It's still just as
simple to use and enjoy; still superb value for money.
If you're already a Timeworks Publisher user, you'll
know our policy on preferential upgrade offers. If you're not,
then why not find out what all the excitement is about?
Clip the coupon or phone for the full details. At
only £110 (RRP excluding VAT) for new users, or £34.95
(excluding VAT and p+p) for a full upgrade, you'll soon
be wondering how you ever got by without Timeworks
Publisher 2!

UPGRADE

•
•

HOTLINE:

Tel

0480

496575
ST

I am already a Timeworks Publisher user please send me upgrade details
I would like to be a Timeworks Publisher user -

please send me further details
( please tick the appropriate box)

Name

Address

GST
SoftwareProducts

Postcode

Telephone

To: Lorri Morton, Electric Distribution,* Meadow Lane,
St Ives, Cambridgeshire PE17 4LG.

Telephone 0480 496666; Facsimile 0480 496189.
Timeworks Publisher'" is a trademark of GST Software Products Limited.

GST

*Electric Distribution is the UKsales division of GST Software Products Limited. 5TF 0292

NEWS

Lucasfilm unveil more secrets
by Mark Higham

ual pieces for specific scenes in a
game, the composers write tunes for

They changed the world of ST

the whole game so that you can create
different moods depending on what you
want to do. Being interactive, iMUSE

gaming with SCUMM, and now
Lucasfilm are poised to intro
duce another revolution certain
to

add

a

new

dimension

to

games. It's called /MUSE (trust the
Americans to give it a name!) and it's a
unique sound system which adds everchanging atmosphere to adventures.
The first game to receive the iMUSE
treatment is Monkey Island 2: Le
Chuck's Revenge, due out in March.
This is the follow-up to the FORMAT
Gold rated Secret of Monkey Island,
which was widely acclaimed as the
greatest game of 1991. Their next
adventure, Indy 4: Fate of Atlantis, is
also set to include this /MUSE system.
iMUSE stands for Interactive Music

and Sound Effects - there's no explana
tion why the i needs to italicised. At a
brief stop-over in Birmingham in Decem
ber, Lucasfilm joint Chairman Doug
Glenn

demonstrated

the

future

of

Lucasfilm adventures. /MUSE responds
to the action in the adventure in a very
graceful way. Instead of writing individ

games of 1991. With its
new music and sound

effects system, Monkey

example, on Scabb island there's a very
light and happy tune, but as you pro

Revenge (left), may beat
it in '92. It certainly
should be rMUSE-ing, at
any rate...

Island 2 - Le Chuck's

gress the tunes become darker and
more depressing.
iMUSE follows hard on the heels of

SCUMM - an almost equally bizarre
acronym standing for Script Creation
Utility for Maniac Mansion. This was a
programming language developed by

before they figured they could move the
camera left and right. Much later they

dramatically reduced and an array of

learned how to zoom."

interface more logical. The humour is
superb, including such memorable lines
as "Two, four, six, eight, let's expecto
rate." Doug readily boasts that "Monkey
2 is our best graphic adventure ever -

Lucasfilm to enable them to write their

Speak to Doug Glenn for more than

adventures more quickly and easily.
Doug attributes the success of

a few minutes and you realise that
Lucasfilm aren't particularly interested

their adventures to Lucasfilm's movie

in amassing giant profits - it's the art of
creating games which drives them for

making history. A division of George
Lucas's film empire (which created such
cinema greats as Star Wars and Indiana

Jones), Lucasfilm Games is in the per
fect position to exploit the techniques
movies discovered years ago. "In movie
terms we're probably at about 1905,"
grins Doug. "That was the tenth anniver

ward.

"It used to cost us

between

£20,000-£30,000 to develop a game Even so, in a few years' time we'll look
back at these games and laugh like you
would at a Buster Keaton movie now."

Besides /'MUSE, Monkey 2 is also
benefitting from an improved user inter

were shown regularly. It was 20 years

face. The number of verbs has been

request.

STE Kits

£20.00
£68.00
£ 138.00

STF(M) MEMORY UPGRADE KITS
There are 2 types of upgrade available. The solder-in type with
everything necessary to solder the chips into the computer. Xtraram

Deluxe which plugs into the STFM, Mega. STM or ST to allow hassle
free upgrading to 4Mb in the same way as the STE! The 2MB kit can
be configured to upgrade the Mega 2 to a Mega 4.
Solder-in upgrade Kit to 1Mb

£30.00

Fitting for above (exclusive of post)

the ST version is released in March.

HCS Computer
Peripheral Supplies

• Monkey 2: LeClmck's Revenge is
being distributed in the UK by US Gold.
They are currently debating whether to
convert Indy 4 to the ST - if you think
they should, write to Danielle
Woodyatt, US Gold, Units 2/3, Holford
Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.

2 year guarantee an memory!
14 day money bask guarantee!

PC Emulators sit on top of the microprocessor of the ST. When in use, they
take over control of the processor. This allows Speed and a high degree of
compatibility. PC Speed runs 4 times faster than a PC. The AT Speed CI6
8.3 times. The AT Speed CI6 co-processor socket allows the extra chip to

accelerate numerical calculations 5000% (five thousand!)
AT SPEED C16
SUPPLIED
AT SPEED 8MHZ SUPPLIED
PC SPEED
SUPPLIED
AT SPEED STE ADAPTOR

£220.00
FITTED
£ 140.00 FITTED
£90.00 FITTED
SUPPLIED

£245.00
£ 165.00
£120.00
£20.00

GADGETS PRODUCTS
Spectre GCR allows the ST to emulate the MAC using the ST's own processor
(as used in the Macintosh). It simply plugs into the cartridge slot and the disk
drive port. (It also has a through port toallow a second drive).
SPECTRE GCR
128KR0MS
MEGATALK

68030 SST ACCELERATor

SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED
SUPPLIED

£250.00
£70.00
£250.00
£450.00

DISK DRIVES
The double sided disk drive kit replaces the internal single sided drive in the
STFM. The PROTAR hard drives supplied are of the highest quality and are
ST Format GOLD winners of 1991.

Xtraram M„„ Quality SIMM UPGRADING SYSTEM
Populated to %Mb
Populated to 2Mb
Populated to 4Mb

it's the funniest and hangs together
well." We'll find out for ourselves when

PCEMUIATORS

HCS STE MEMORY UPGRADE KITS
STE kits are available with either of the 2 types of modules required for
the STE. All types plug into special sockets in the STE, the job shouldn't
take more than 10 minutes with instructions. The STE connot support
2.5MB without a software patch, which can cause incompatibility All
kits come c/w illustrated instructions. 2+4 Mb kits come C/VV FREE
multitasking software and memory tester. Free fitting available on

512K TO 1024K
2 MEGABYTE
4 MEGABYTE

icons has been added to make the

now it costs us ten times this much.

sary of movies, a time when movies

MEMORY UPGRADES

£60.00
,—w £99.99

.•^£155.00

DOUBLE SIDED DISK DRIVE UPGRADE
40MB PROTAR HARD DRIVE
80MB PROTAR HARD DRIVE

£20.00

ppj( ;

CHIPS

16x256Kx 1 Dram Chips.
16 x 1Mb xl Dram Chips....

The Secret of Monkey

adjusts the music depending on how
you react to certain problems. For

FEED YOUR ST!
B

•

P Island was one of the hit

.£24.00
.£70.00

£47.00
£335.00
£485.00

HOW TO ORDER
Telephone orders and enquiries welcome on

iwriiine Tel/Fax 081 777 0751. Please make cheques/P.O's payable toVAT

HCS, 35 HARTLAND WAY, SHIRLEY, CROYDON CRO 8RJ
Goods normally despatched within 2 days ofreceipt. Trade-in paid as a refund E&OE

BrrcoMPUTEII
Europe's biggest show specialising in everything for the
ST, Amiga and PC - Business, Education and Entertainment

tf&*•"
V \j&<^:

14, 15 & 16 February, 1992

Pre-Purchase

your Fast Lane

Open 10am - 6pm, Friday and Saturday. Open 10am - 4pm, Sunday.

Hall 1, Wembley Conference
& Exhibition Centre,
London

.4*

H||
WEMBLEY
••I
VENUE OF LEGENDS

Nearest tube station - Wembley Park (Metropolitan & Jubilee Lines)
Easy access - On siteparking - Follow the signs to Wembley

Wider gangways and facilities for the disabled

tickets before
Over 150 companies
from all over the world showing

February 7th.
Save £1 and
enter the

FREE prize
draw if you
apply NOW!
4 Atari Lynx

the latest hardware, software,

peripherals and consumables.

Bring the family
for a great
VS
day out!
V. %v %,*K
*'%
o

to be won!
Regular ticket prices £6 Adult, £4 Child
(Under 10)
__
at door or
after

I

February
7th.

To: 16 Bit Show, PO Box 68,

^

*o*
%%
Competitions!
%S*
4?f '% Lots of prizes to be won
,o° h *
including Atari hardware
EXHIBITIONS

Please send me

St. Austell PL25 4YB

Fast Lane

I enclose a cheque/RO/Credit card details for £

Ticket

Name

Prices

- £5 Adult, !

estmmster

Terrific bargains!

Adult Fast Lane Tickets @ £5.

I Westminster

Child Fast Lane Tickets @ £3

Exhibitions Ltd,
_ Surrey House,

made payable to 16 Bit Show | 34 Eden Street;
(Kingston,
Surrey

Address

KT1 1ER

I

£3 Child

Postcode

(Under 10) FCredit Card No.

Expiry date

OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card ***

O

Telephone
I 081-549 3444

* Fax
I 081-547 1311

GAMES

NEWS

Previews
Not feeling yourself today? Then why
not try being somebody else for a
bit? Ed Ricketts takes time off from

staring vacantly at nothing for hours
on end for just long enough to have a
look at Domark's up and - indeed coming RPG, Shadowlands
Domark have decided to grow
up. After years of releasing
arcade licences and mediocre

action games, they've taken a
big step and signed their first
role-playing game, Shadowlands. It's
due sometime around March.

The team that convinced Domark

an RPG was for them was Teque Lon
don, who were responsible for the
recent manic beat-'em-up Pit-Fighter,
among other things. The three Teque
members behind the project are Dean
Lester (designer), Barry Costas (pro
grammer) and Mark Anthony (graphics).
Dean explains why they felt the
need to write the game: "We've all
played Dungeon Master [the classic
maze adventure] many times, and
although we love it to death we felt
there were several areas where it could

be improved. We didn't want to copy

so by the time they realise it's an RPG
they're hooked."
Shadow/ands is a puzzle-loaded
RPG in the style of Dungeon Master, but
seen from an isometric 3D viewpoint.
You take charge of four characters and
lead them through a series of 14 levels,
solving the puzzles en route to reach
the next level and fighting the beasties
scattered around - the usual sort of

thing. But there are a number of innova
tions in Sfiadow/ands.
First and most obvious is the omni

work with larger squares, so a rough
circle of light surrounds any source.
Light can also be used to trigger
off puzzles, thanks to the cunning
placement of light-sensitive photo
receptors. So, for example, you might
be searching around the walls of a
room with your torch in hand to find any
hidden objects, and unwittingly set off a
receptor, closing the door to the room
and unleashing a monster.
As well as photo-receptors, there
are teleporters, switches (hidden and
otherwise), floor pads, locked doors,
hints on the walls, and all the other
tricks and traps you'd expect of a good

D 'n' D-style game. Things can get com
plex. Say you throw a lighted torch into

gests, the land you're in is very dark,
so you can only ever see anything with

a teleporter; it could end up in another

the aid of a light source - a torch, a
fireball, or anything else you can find.

opens a locked door and releases a

To implement this, the team created a
new technique by the impressive name
of PhotoScape (™). Dean describes

the game but to keep its spirit. We also
wanted to convert people who have
never played an RPG before to this
genre, by making the game appear
more

We

the ST ran at 50MHz and had 16 million

want to fool people - not to rip them
off, but to lead people who would never
touch this sort of game into it gently,

colours it would be possible to calcu
late the effect of light down to individual
pixels; as it is, the effect is averaged to

at first.

• A typical puzzle. Two characters can
teleport into these rooms, where there
are keys lying conveniently about. But
they don't fit the doors... Read the sign
on the wall. It says "Swapsies."
Solution: throw the keys to each other
across the pits - you find they fit the
doors. Then it gets a little bit harder.

One of the innovations in this forth

present effect of light. As the title sug

this as "almost like raytracing in real
time." The position of any light source
is constantly taken into account, and
the strength of the light coming from it
dictates how much you can see by it. If

arcade-orientated

•

coming RPG is the use of light. Here,
one member of the party has a torch.
Objects close to the party can be seen
clearly, but outside the circle of light
it's impossible to tell what they are.
That black thing in the background is a
chest - but it might have been a pit...

level, set off a photo-receptor which
monster. The monster stumbles about

and treads on a pressure pad, which in
turn opens another locked door on the

level you're in. You wouldn't actually

know what opened the door, but with
experience you could learn the rules of

the objects in the game.
Another innovation: your party of
characters is fully dividable. It's per
fectly feasible to lock one of them in a
room at the start of the game, go off
and play through every single one of
the levels in the game, work your way
back and find the character still sitting
there. (Of course, he may have been
killed in the meantime.) Any character
can perform any action on any level,
regardless of what anyone else is
doing. Many of the puzzles depend on
this feature of gameplay, forcing you to
split the team at certain points.
"We

didn't want to

discriminate

against anyone who bought this game,"
says Dean. "If you've never played an
RPG, it doesn't matter. If you get stuck,
there are always hints about to help
you. Everything is there in the game to
make it completable - but that doesn't
mean it's easy!" stf
• Characters can either be generated
at random for you, or you can put in a
bit of effort and create a proper party
for yourself. Faces and names can be
specified, and clicking on the card at

the top of the screen pseudo-randomly
alters the values for combat and so on.

SAINSBURY'S BAG NOT INCLUDED
Agreat deal can be done in Shadowlands from the inventory screens,
Again, you might think it looks a little bit like Dungeon Master (you
The 16 slots you have currently availabl
carry objects in. When opened, chests gi
you an extra six slots

The object this character is carrying in hi
right hand

move everything from place to place by dragging it about), but then
with a system as tried and tested as that, why change it?
Use these scales to transfer "magik power"
to or from an object. If an object has run out
of power you can transfer some of your own
rgy to it and revitalise it. Spells, such as
kails, are available as sheets of parchit, and are used in the normal way
stats you need to keep an eye on,
; to make sure the character is alive

The chessboards are used to determine t

players' marching order. Just drag the pit
around and the characters adopt their ne
relative positions. Use the right-hand board
to split the group

Player's name

fairly well

Objects can be given directly to other
characters by clicking on their icons

se icons enable you to sleep or eat
•ething. Characters can sleep indepently of each other
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, COURIER DELIVERY

•P

DISCOVERY EXTRA

FAMILY

PACK

CURRICULUM PACK

•

ATARI520 STE COMPUTER

• ATARI 1040STE COMPUTER

•

Imb DRIVE

• 1 mb RAM

•

DIGITAL STEREO SOUND

•

FINAL FLIGHT

•

NINE LIVES

•

SIM CITY

•DIGITAL STEREO SOUND
•FIVE EDUCATIONAL MODULES

1) Play &Learn
2) Junior School
3)GCSE Revision
4) Business Computing
5)Creative Computing

• ESCAPEFROM THEPLANETOF

"

THE ROBOT MONSTERS
•

NEOCHROME

•

FIRSTBASIC

•

ST TOUR

£399.99

£329.99

PLUS FREE WITH EVERY ST PACK
•TEN TOPGAMES COMPRISING

Asterix • Chess Player 2150 • Driving Force • Live &Let Die • Onslaught
Pipemania • Rick Dangerous • Rock 'nRoll • Squeek • Trivial Pursuit
QUICKSHOT TURBO MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK • HIGH QUALITY MOUSE PAD • TAILOR MADE
DUSTCOVER

X

\

COLOUR/MONO MONITORS
ATARI SM124

A

PHILLIPS 8833/MK2

£139.95

£249.95*
*FreeF19 Stealth Fighter

DISK ACCESSORY PACK
•100 HIGH QUALITY 3.5" DS/DD DISKS
• 120 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX

• 3.5" DISK DRIVE CLEANER KIT

All for just £44.95

CONSOLE CORNER
ALL PRICES INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY & 2 YEARGUARANTEE

CONSOLE SYSTEMS

Sega Master System
£59.95
Sega Master System Plus £79.95
Sega Megadrive
£129.95

COLOUR PORTABLES

Atari Lynx
Sega Game gear

£84.95
£99.95

We stock awide range ofsoftware and peripherals for all ofthe above ring for details

r

~\n!7y~&gi
JUL
computers

PLUS A COMPREHENSIVE 2 YEAR GUARANTEE! PRINTERS

ORDERING
MADE EASY.

All printers come with connecting cables free of charge
STAR

CITIZEN

GOLD STAR DEALER
LC-20 MONO 9 pin Dot Matrix, 180/45 cps.

PREMIER SUPER DEALER
120D+ MONO 9 pin Dot Matrix, 120/25 cps.

£149.95

£149.95

LC-200 COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 185/45 cps.

SWIFT COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 160/40 cps.

£214.95

£214.95

LC-24/200 MON024 pin Dot Matrix,220/55 cps.

124D MONO 24 pin Dot Matrix, 144/48 cps.

Simply call our Head Office quoting your Access/Visa number on

0234 218060 (5 lines)
f

£259.95
£209.95
LC-24/200 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Matrix, 220/55 cps SWIFT 24 COLOUR 24Pin Dot Matrix, 160/50 cps.

£309.95

\ r
BY PHONE

BY CALLING PERSONALLY

m

Simply call into your nearest FutureWorld store where our fully

fv

trained personnel will be more than hoppy to deal with your

a

requirements

5 BY POST

£319.95

Make cheques, Building Society drafts or Postal Orders payable

SSgt

PRINTER STARTER PACK
•UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND • QUALITY DUST COVER •',

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD

••

UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BEDFORD MK410EH

)SHEETS OF PAPER

Please write cheque guarantee card number on reverse of cheque to ensure
same day clearance

All for only £9.95

. -JHMj REMEMBER
LM I ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT &COURIER DELIVERY'
^ a * UK MAINLAND ONLY
FINANCE

Finance available to suit your specific needs. Written details on request.
Instontcredit is available in all FutureWorld stores.

AUTHORISED PROTAR STOCKISTS
THE VERY BEST IN PERIPHERAL ADD-ONS

PROGATE 20meg Hard disk

occur

• Exclusive Premier Gold Cord with Personal Membership Number entitling
you tospecial offers

• All this for only £19.95 per item purchased
2 YEAR GUARANTEE

For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be completely free of

£581.95
£792.95

charge
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS

PROTAR'VIST0'COLOUR MONITOR

Identical to Phillips 8833 MKII

• 7day money bock guarantee if not completely satisfied
• 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur
• 2year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service should a fault

£279.95

PR0GATE 40 meg Hard disk
£341.95
PROGATE 60 meg Hard disk
£437.95
Configurations up to160 meg -please call for details
PROGATE 60 meg Tape Steamer
PROGATE 150 meg Tape Steamer

PREMIER GOLD CARD

Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE &STAR, we
ore equipped todeal with the majority of queries

£248.00

FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM

This enables our telesales staff toprovide up-to-the-minute stock
information coupled with efficient dispatch
FULLTESTING PROCEDURE

All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining our motto:

POWER DISK DRIVE STARTER PACK
New PC720B intelligent disk drive featuring: Blitz Hardware,Virus Hardware, Anti-click, Thru-port,
Isolating Switch • Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels • 40 capacity lockable disk box • 3.5" disk drive
cleaner kit

B

S

X

Only £79.95

YOUR NEAREST M

STORE

BEDFORD

70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070
NORTHAMPTON

1-7 College Street Northampton Tel: 0604 33996
WELWYN GARDEN CITY

16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel: 0707 390029
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BASICS

getting to know your ST

Getting

Y o u r new (or even secondhand) ST is a computer
with immense power and flexibility. It's also easy to
use. But getting the best out of it can be a little
daunting... especially since the manual supplied is
not amazingly comprehensive. Fear not: this is
where we tell you all you need to know. Worried about the

dreaded jargon? You needn't be: any
words in bold type are explained
elsewhere

started
SWITCHING ON OR
BOOTING UP?

in

the

feature.

We've

also got a complete jargon bust
ing special on page 135, an
array of software advice on page
40 and details of all those sexy
hardware add-ons on page 96.
There's no better place to start!

New to the ST? The Atari manual might not have been particularly
inspirational but we're here to help. Welcome to the complete begin

ner's guide. Tim Anderson guides you through all you need to know

• Simply hold down <Control>-<Alternate>-<Delete>
and your ST becomes a housewife! Er, maybe not...

When you turn on a vacuum cleaner or a pop-up
toaster, it just starts working. Switching on an ST is a
bit more involved, because it doesn't just wake up - it

gets dressed and does the housework as well.
Because of this, computer buffs talk about "booting"
the machine, rather than switching it on. It means the
same: think of it as "booting the ST out of bed."
There's another good reason to call it "booting."
Sometimes, it's handy to make your ST think it's just

been switched on, without actually touching the on
switch. That's called "rebooting," and it's usually done
by pressing <Control>-<Alternate>-<Delete> to

gether (this only works on recent STs or the STE), or
by pressing the little button at the back left, near
where the mains cable goes in.

When you boot up, your ST does these things:
• It looks in drive A for a disk. If it doesn't find one,
or if the disk is unformatted (see Disk facts, page

18), the drive clunks away for a while until your ST
decides there isn't anything there, and starts up any

way. Tip: normally boot up with a disk in drive A
- it's much faster.

• It looks in the folder called AUTO, if there is one. If

it finds one or more programs there, it runs them
automatically (see Games, page 18).
• It looks for any files with names ending .ACC. It

only looks at the top level of the disk, and doesn't find
any ACCs within folders. ACCs found are loaded as
Desk Accessories (see Desk Menu on page 20)
• Next, the ST hunts for a file called DESKTOP.INF.
This tells your ST which resolution to start in, which
colours to use, which windows to open up automati

cally, and other details. In fact, it will be just as you
left it last time you gave a "Save Desktop" instruction
from the Options menu. On the STE, it can also con
tain an instruction for a program to run automatically.
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

getting to know your ST

GEM - THINKING
IN PICTURES
The ST is easy to use, because it presents information
and enables you to carry out functions graphically,
using pictures and graphics to represent objects, files
and functions. The little images on the ST's opening
screen, or Desktop, represent the disk drives; the dust
bin represents the delete function. Pictures like these
are called icons. As you use the ST, you see a lot of
icons, both on the Desktop and in many other pro
grams, making them very simple to use. The ST's
graphical system is called GEM, which stands for
Graphics Environment Manager.
If you've only got one disk drive, you may wonder
why the Desktop shows two. For copying disks and
files, it's useful to pretend there are two drives, and

that's what GEM does. Copy a disk, for example, by
dragging one icon over the other, and the ST tells you
when to swap disks in the drive.

BASICS

USING THE MOUSE
The mouse may

DRAGGING

WITH

ward at first, but
using it soon
becomes second
nature.

you
mouse

flat

the

over

a

surface,

pointer
screen

When

roll

on

a
the

moves

in

the same direction. If you run out of tabletop or
mouse mat before the pointer gets where you want it,
just pick the mouse up, move it back to the centre,
put it down again and carry on rolling. The pointer
doesn't move unless the mouse is touching the sur
face. Tip: you can move the mouse pointer using
the keyboard as well. Press <Alternate> and any
of the arrow keys. For very fine movements, try
<Alternate>-<Shift>-Arrow key.
BASIC

MOUSE

TECHNIQUES

Clicking is when you press the left mouse button and
let go. If the pointer is over an icon or button when
you click, it selects that item. Often, the icon changes
colour to show that it is selected. If the pointer is

THE

MOUSE

Dragging is a tech
nique
for
moving

seem a bit awk

"objects"
on
the
screen. Say, for exam
ple, you wanted to
move the Trashcan from bottom left to bottom right,
on the Desktop screen. Place the mouse pointer over
the Trashcan, press the left mouse button and this
time hold it down. Now, when you move the mouse,
the Trashcan moves with it. You see a ghostly outline

of the Trashcan as you move. When you're happy with
the new position, release the left button, and the
Trashcan is glued to a new spot on the Desktop.
Like it there? Use "Save Desktop" from the Options
menu and the ST remembers where you put it next
time you boot up.
RUBBER

BANDING

Rubber Banding, or lassoing, is a method for
selecting a number of items at once. With the pointer
Desk

File

View

287672
FLOPFV

DISK

FLOPPV

DISK

Options

biitcs

used

CONTROL.ACC EMULATOR.HCC

in

11

i T

DEMO. BP.S

over a line of text (as in the Fileselector), clicking
moves the text editing cursor to that point. Inciden
tally, this makes a very speedy way of getting about a
word processor document. Keyboard alternative:
<Alternate>-<lnsert>.

Many programs don't use the right mouse button
at all; it's a matter of studying the manual. Keyboard

HP.NOI .BRS

SIEUE.BFIS

• DESKTOP. INF

=:p.MP LE . PRG

JACK.SCR

iJRCKMED.SCP

2n

alternative: <Alternate>-<Home>.

M

Double-clicking is two left-button clicks in quick
succession. This takes a bit of getting used to if

anywhere on the Desktop (but not over an icon), click

you're new to the mouse.

mouse down and right, and you see a ghostly "rubber

How can you tell the difference between two sin
gle clicks and one double-click? Fortunately, you can
experiment with different settings in the Control
Panel until you find one that suits you. The general
effect of a double-click is that it not only selects the
item under the mouse pointer, but also activates it.

So, for example, double-clicking on a program icon
actually runs the program. Double-clicking on a file
displays its contents to the screen.

and hold down the left mouse button. Now move the

band" appear that starts in the corner where you
clicked and stretches as you move the mouse.
Stretch it far enough so that it encloses an icon or
two, and then release the button. All those items
within the band are now selected. Click once on the

Desktop to de-select them again.
Tip: This technique is particularly useful within
directory windows, for selecting a number of
files at once, and in drawing programs.

WORKING WITH WINDOWS
A lot of things on the ST happen in windows - instead of
filling the whole screen, something you're working on
appears in a screen-within-a-screen. The good thing about

this is that you can often have several windows open at
once, almost as if you were running several STs simultane
ously. This diagram shows the various parts of a window.

The close button. This closes the

The move bar. Click
and hold down the

The scroll bars, horizontal
and vertical, enable you to

The zoom button.

window; in some programs it
even stops the program running
and returns you to the Desktop.
You usually get a chance to

mouse button here

see more of what's in the

the window as

to drag the window

window without making
the window any larger.

screen. If it's

change your mind,

somewhere else.

Click here to make

large as the whole
already maximum
size, click here to

zoom back again.
Click on the gap in
the scroll bar and

drag for fast scrolling.
Click on a shaded

area to scroll the win

dow up or down.
The resize button.

Drag this to change
the window size.

The arrows scroll line

1by line, or character
by character.
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DISK FACTS
Those square, hard plastic wotsits are called floppy disks
- because inside the case is a thin magnetic flexible disk.
The ST uses 3.5 inch disks, but be careful when you buy
them because there are three different kinds:

• Single-sided. Unless your ST is more than three years

old, you should avoid these. They work okay but only hold
half as much as double-sided disks. Some commercial pro

grams come on single-sided disks, for the sake of those
older STs around.

• Double-sided, double-density. These are the ones you
should normally use. The ST disk drive reads both sides of
the disk without your having to turn it over. In fact, the
only difference in use between a single-sided and a doublesided disk is the extra capacity you get.

• Double-sided, high density. More expensive than ordi
nary disks, these have an extra hole punched in the top
• You're not going to get far before you encounter
floppy disks. Once you've mastered the art of
moving the mouse, your next step is to load some
programs from those very unfloppy floppy disks.

left of the case and the disk inside is made of higher grade
material. Don't buy them, though. The ST disk drives can't
make use of the extra capacity. In fact, they work less

reliably than double-density disks. And if you try to read a
high-density disk in the ST, you just get nasty messages.

MENUS
Many important ST operations use drop-down menus.
Why "drop-down?" Well, move the mouse pointer up
to one of the headings along the top of the Desktop
screen, and a menu magically drops down. Run the
pointer down the list of choices, and each choice is
highlighted as you move over it. When you find the
one you want, click the left button and it happens. Oh
- so you didn't actually want any of the choices? No
problem. Move the mouse right away from the menu
and click the left button - it meekly folds up again.
Alternatively, move the pointer along the line of menu
headings, and other menus drop down as you go.
Simple.
"GREYED

OUT?"

Some menu choices are only possible at certain
• Menus give you access to a range of features
with a simple movement of the mouse - no need to
remember a series of keyboard shortcuts.

times - for example, you can only format a disk if
you have first selected a disk drive. When they're not
available, the ST tells you so by showing the unavail
able choices in faint type.

FORMATTING

Quite often, the ST asks you to
make choices, or to confirm that
you really want to go ahead with
something you've asked for.
That's when you see a Dialog
Box. Usually there are one or
more choices made by clicking
on buttons, and sometimes a
name to type in. Then there are
two exit buttons, one

THE

WRITE-PROTECT

TAB

Take a look at the top right of the disk and you'll notice a
small sliding tab. if you slide this to the open position - so
you can see through the hole - then the disk is write-protected. That means the disk drive refuses to write informa

tion to or delete information from the disk (even viruses
can't be written to disk - see the "Infection" panel on
page 25). It's a good precaution with disks you can't
afford to tamper with - like the ST FORMAT Cover Disk or
the master disks that came with your stonking new £200
desktop publishing program, for example...

GAMES,
GAMES, GAMES
The ST is brilliant for games; even if you got your ST for
word processing or the like, the chances are you have
a game or two as well - and if not, check out Jeff
Minter's Mutant Camels on this month's Cover Disk

(see page 32). Most games aren't loaded in the same
way as serious programs. Usually, you simply pop a
games disk in drive A and reboot. Then the game loads
and runs automatically. Games programmers often
want to squeeze the maximum from the ST, in speed
and use of available memory, so they tend to bypass
the usual GEM operating system. You can't usually
copy a games disk because games are formatted or
coded in such a way as to make ordinary copying
impossible, to protect the copyright in the program.
Disks are normally very reliable; but if one wears out,
you should be able to get a replacement from the
games company - usually free of charge. Contact them
directly if you have any problems.

o
e
©

o

labelled

log box without causing anything

Never plug anything into your ST or unplug any
thing from it while it is on.
Write out disk labels before you stick them on. If

you have to amend them afterwards, use a felt
tip pen and press very gently.
Don't touch the monitor screen while your ST is

running. You may pick up a static charge which
When you switch on, turn the ST on last, after
the monitor, printer, external disk drive, or what
ever. When you switch off, turn the ST off first.

OK activates the choices you've
made; Cancel gets rid of the dia
to happen. It's nice to know you
can change your mind!
Tip: if one of the buttons has
a bold border, you can select
it by pressing <Return> in
stead of clicking the mouse.

Always keep backups.

can damage the ST.

"OK" and one marked "Cancel."
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DISK

TEN COMMANDMENTS

DIALOG BOXES

• Do you really want to do this? Are you sure? Oh, if you insist then
go on, but don't blame me if it all goes wrong - it's your fault!

THE

Whether you have single- or double-sided disks, they aren't
any use until they are formatted. The ST needs to check
the surface of the disk, and to write magnetic lines on it
so that it can find its way around. This process is called
formatting. To format a disk, pop it in the disk drive,
select the icon for that drive by clicking on it once, and
then choose "Format" from the File menu. A dialog box
pops up. Check or alter the information in the resulting
box, and click on OK. Beware! - Formatting a disk which
already has files on it permanently wipes out all the files.

o
©
©

Always keep backups.

©

Always keep backups.

Make sure you subscribe to ST FORMAT-see pl42
Thank God you didn't get an Amiga. It's slower
than the ST and flickers badly in high resolution.

Always keep important disks write-protected.

getting to know your ST

Disks wear out. Sometimes there are power cuts. Some

end of day two, back up to a new disk called "Backup 2."
At the end of day three, go to "Backup 1" again. That way,
there's always a copy of your work safe. If you only keep
one backup, and your working copy gets corrupted, you
may find that your only copy was made after the problem
occurred. Or a power cut might strike while you're making
the copy, and scramble both disks. Then you've got two
corrupted copies and one big dose of frustration.
Some would even recommend a rota of three backups
- grandfather, father, and son. That may sound over the

times you might delete a precious file from a disk by mis

top, but after your first tragedy - say, a month's program

take. The only solution is to keep copies of all the work

ming effort down the drain - you may not think so.

DISK

CARE

The amount of information stored on that tiny 3.5 inch
disk is mind-boggling! Disks are amazingly reliable, but,
not surprisingly, things can go wrong. In particular, heat,
damp and magnetism do them no good. Keep them away
from loudspeakers, direct sunshine, radiators, and so on.
Even more important, keep backup copies of everything.
BACKING

UP

that you would mind losing. And when you get a new pro
gram (games aside, because these are specially formatted
so you can't copy them), the first thing you must do is to
write-protect the disks and then copy them. Put the origi
nals somewhere safe, and work from the copies. Then you
have something to go back to in the event of a disaster.

While you work, save what you're doing to disk every
15 minutes or so. Keep additional backup copies of your
material at the end of each period of work (at least). It's
best to have a rota of backup disks. At the end of day one,
for example, back up to a disk called "Backup 1." At the

BASICS

because the disk head doesn't touch the surface of the

disk, but glides above it. Best of all, they read and write
data far faster than floppies. Hard drives are so convenient
that once you've used one you'll never want to go back.
See page 96 for our best buys. But don't worry - almost all
programs work perfectly well without one.
R A M DIS KS
The last kind of disk isn't a disk at all. Sometimes it's

handy to fool the ST into treating an area of RAM (mem
ory) as if it were a disk. You can store files there, or run
programs from it, and it works faster than a hard drive.

The disadvantage is that it uses up valuable memory
HARD

DRIVES

Wouldn't it be nice to have a disk so huge that you could
keep all your most used programs on one disk and load
them in a fraction of the time? You can do just that with a
hard drive - an add-on box containing a non-flexible disk
which rotates much faster than floppy disks. Hard drives
are sealed units, so you can't swap disks as you can with
floppies. They make up for that by holding much more. The
smallest around are 20MByt.es - that's about 28 double-

sided floppies in one. They last longer than floppies, too,

space and anything saved is
lost when you switch off. But
RAMdisks can still be handy,
especially if you don't have a
hard disk. To create a

RAM-

disk, you need to run a pro
gram designed for that. We've
put one on this month's Cover
Disk to help out. Check out • Flick the write-pro
tect tab for protection.
page 32 for more details.

PROGRAMS AND FILES
would be documents. Data icons are the ones with an

upturned corner bottom right. You can't run data files -

only display them, print them (by double-clicking on
them) or load them into programs.
FOLDERS

•

ST disks store information rather like

folder name to open it up. Click on OK to set it in action.
Use the Directory line to filter the filenames, so you
only see the ones that interest you. * is a wildcard - it

matches everything. So putting *.D0C in the Directory
line shows all files ending .DOC. Click once in the listing
itself to update it.

a filing cabinet holds bits of paper. The

FILE
R:\*.PI?_

the files are not in any folder, it is like
having loose papers in the drawer - you can see them as

Selection:
TST—

soon as you ask the ST to look in the disk. It's tidier to

• Different icons for different file types make it
easy for you to work out what's going on.
PROGRAM AND FILE ICONS
It's worth grasping the difference
between two kinds of disk file. The
ISTE A S I C .PRG

first kind is a program file - a set of

PRG, APP, TOS, or TTP, and you can
run them by double-clicking on their icon. Program icons
are like mini-Desktops, rectangles with a solid bar along
the top. Data files, on the other hand, contain information
for programs to use. In a word processor, the data files

FftB_PIC
*.pi?::"!";

^fflWr?

have the files in folders - then, you see the name of the

TREE

folder, but not the contents. You can have folders within
folders as well, up to eight levels. To see what's in the

folder, you ask the ST to open it up by double-clicking on
it. Folder icons are the ones that look like office folders.

Folders are also called Directories - the meaning is
Older STs have a slightly different fileselector.

exactly the same.

Instead of clicking on drive buttons, you type the drive

instructions which the ST can load and

run, or set in operation to perform
some activity, such as word process
ing. Program files have extensions of

SELECTOR

Directory:

disk is like a drawer in the cabinet. If

THE

FILESELECTOR

A familiar dialog box which turns up in all sorts of pro
grams! The fileselector is an easy way of selecting files
from disk. PC owners have to type long incomprehensible
strings like c:\docs\newwork\letter.doc; but you
just click with the mouse instead. First, click on the drive
letter to choose the drive containing the file you want to
load (or save). Then click on the filename, or type it in if
it's a new one. If you need to go into a folder, click on the

letter into the directory line.
THE TRASHCAN
Drag a file or program to the Trashcan

to delete it. You get a warning first,
unless you switched off the warning in
"Set Preferences" (in the Options
menu). If you do it by mistake, is there any hope of recov

ery? Maybe - see Common Problems on page 24.

FILE EXTENSIONS
You've probably noticed that most files on the ST
have a name divided into parts. There's a name of

• .TTP for non-GEM programs which expect infor
mation to be provided before they run (TOS Takes

up to eight characters and then a dot followed by a
three letter "extension." This is a neat way of

•

.ASC or .TXT for plain text files only.

• .PI? for picture files in the common Degas for
mat. They're called that because the first program
to use it was called Degas. The "?" can be 1, 2 or 3,
for low, medium or high resolution.

•

.BASfor programs in BASIC code.

•

•

.DOC for word processor documents or plain

enabling both you and your ST to recognise what
kind of file it is. For example:

Parameters).

•
.APP as an alternative to .PRG - it stands for
Application.

text files.

•

standard GEM format, although it's normally only
used for black and white images.

.PRG for GEM programs, which use windows,

menus, and the mouse.

• .TOS for non-GEM programs, like the well-known
word processor Protext.

•

•

.IMG for picture files in IMG format. This is the

.NEO for pictures in the low resolution Neo

chrome format.

.PC? for files in Degas compressed format.
There are many others as well.
Another odd thing you see in filenames is the under
line character. Filenames must not include a space,
so you're limited to one word only. The underline
character looks almost like a space, so it's used
when you really wanted a name of two words - like
NEW.DOC.ASC.
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THE DESK MENU
The first of the four Desktop menus is simply
called "Desk." Most often, you use it to run
Desktop Accessories.
File

Uiew

Options

What's in a
All the choices available from the Desktop menu bar explained. Want to

format a disk, change screen resolution, install an application or disk drive

or just copy or delete a file? This is where you find out how to do it
DESKTOP

INFO

Choose Desktop Info and you get a copyright message.
Pretty useless, you're thinking. Not totally, though, since
the dates given can be useful in solving some software
problems. The built-in software on the ST (called TOS - The
Operating System) has changed slightly over the years, and

THE FILE MENU
This menu is for file management.

(/iew

Desk

Options

DISK

Upen

some older programs don't run properly under some ver

Show Info

sions. The most important change was the arrival of TOS
1.4 (also known as Rainbow TOS, because the logo in
Desktop Info developed rainbow colours). The STE came
with TOS 1.6, and this was followed by TOS 1.62 which

Hunters

of

cable. But the Control Panel is very useful.
CONTROL
File

Uiev

PANEL

Options

OPEN

If you have selected a file, this option activates it. Pro
grams run; other files give you the Show - Print - Cancel
dialog box. Like a double-click, but easier to use at first.

designed to be used within other programs, so showing or
printing them from the Desktop is not very rewarding. If the
file extender is ASC, TXT, or sometimes DOC, then you are
able to read it or print it. If a file is called README, then
always show it to the screen - it may contain important
information about the program it comes with. Press Q if
you want to return to the Desktop before the end of the
file. Better still, use the viewer on this issue's Cover Disk.

/<p?<

OnN""+a"W.—g-N ftN <890ftayPfi> RU?9
Ru?
?90
Se-J9Sc?9Sa?<?</<9aN""-UM">"'Ru?9Sr)?9St?9S
?<?</<9aH~-0«n-u

y—08gj>"<t?9<r?9<pa9Siu
U*>9<n89SaiiW?<N""rPfl>"<i?9<i?9<Se9S£.uW?9<i

09SaJiW?<R >P. — gnB90uv iBn-.v , On-. omii"|0
U889HC"|P'4n_•sucn~•

colours; four in medium resolution; and in high resolution
you choose between black on white... or white on black.
The ST knows the date and time - at least, it does if

you tell it. Then all your files and programs are stamped
with the date they are created or updated. To change the
date and time, click on them and edit the numbers.
Other options control the keyboard response and how

quick a click is a double-click. Click on "RS232 configura
tion" to set options - useful if you own a modem (modems
connect computers together over the telephone). "Install
printer" brings up another dialog box, for you to tell the ST
the type of printer you have. It's not usually worth taking a
lot of trouble over, since most programs use their own prin
ter drivers - software specifically designed to work with

particular printers - so programs often ignore these set
tings. But it does affect the Print Screen command. Older
STs have a slightly different control panel, and, of course,
fewer colours to choose from.
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as well as files. The technique is the same for both: click in
the file name area, press <Esc> to clear the name, and
type in a new one. Or edit the existing name using the cur
sor keys, <Delete> key, and so on.

Showing a data file
What about Show - Print - Cancel? Most data files are only

?9ps?<?<?<3H VfW"8=e-s>^N +t.qisS/'<sa/<sS

erence. Click on a colour box and adjust its colour using
the slider bars. In low resolution, you have up to 16

'

• Show Info gives you lots of useful information

5^<Ra?<fi9N:;+aM* 3« 0u3»P&BuP<pN"ih" rN !>
N 8u.N fH 0HANuH»-^ .qiS!4/'<Oi/<S)4/<
SJS/ <0 !>/ <0 ofjg? <uB/ <OiiiBqBgBgBgBgBgBgBqBgBg

Here's where you set a number of options to your own pref

5E

about your disk.

and sit there waiting to be run when you need them, even

when you're running another program. VT52 Emulator
(shown above) is a bit specialist; it might help you transfer
files from other computers if you get hold of a suitable

11
287672
513824

Files:

I

PDlibrary. But if it's a new ST, you have the latest version.

These handy little programs are loaded when you boot up

A

960392ST.DP1
6

Bytes used:
Bytes available:

grams in the Public Domain which can tell you (TOS Teller,
for example). Check the PD Directory on page 48 to find a

ACCESSORIES

ID:

Disk Label:
Nunber of Folders:

fixes the medium res bug - see Boot Up Bug on page 23.
Coming soon is the improved TOS 2.0.
Want to know which TOS you've got? There are pro

DESK

INFORMATION

Drive

NEW

You are asked to give it a name.
The folder is created within the cur

rently active window. So, if the
REC

active window is showing the con

tents of a folder, the new folder will be inside the one
that's showing. This way, you can nest folders one within
another - handy to keep track of your files.
CLOSE

AND

^"890YSgO©f C

—OogH"'<>'"SnN""3t3«—Ofi^ SB90YSy06f £N

i>

nN"+i>'"Ru?9SB?9St?9Sa?9Oa?9Op9RuHijUn?09
SciiW89SBHijlin?B9SaiiWN .hNO> OnN "+m>" SnN"3
,3"—08 Ffl9BYSg08fr> 0S?9Br?90«?90A?<?9B
H +BM"

.g|Ru/<Se/<St/<Sa?<?90uN +aN«3*S§9

•q|RU/<S§/<Sf./<Sa?<?90fiH-taW«3-Sa9

WINDOW

Window closes the active window, whether it is on the top
level or not. And you won't use either of them, 'cos you'll
use the mouse. Won't you?
FORMAT

BHBgBgBg?<
?906H +BM»

CLOSE

This gets confusing. Close closes a folder. If the window is
on the top level of the disk, it closes the window. Close

»e090Y3u0nf$> "0E?90r?90«?90ABgN" rPV T090
VSy06f

FOLDER

Makes a new folder on the disk.

This is only available if a disk drive is selected. Formatting
a disk makes it useable, and also wipes out any existing
files on the disk. You can choose between formatting as

single-sided or double-sided. You can format double-sided
disks as single-sided but not the other way round. You
would normally want all your disks double-sided anyway.

• It all looks like a load of rubbish - possibly

because it is. Some data files contain spurious
characters which don't make any sense when
they're displayed on the screen.
SHOW

INFO

The FORMAT DISK dialog box
copy

|

• Jil:l!MM

rename files. If you've selected a disk drive or folder, you
are told how many files it contains, and how much space is
free. Beware! The information about how many files, and
how much space they take up, doesn't include files in fold
ers. But the "bytes free" figure Is reliable.
On recent STs and on the STE, you can rename folders

Drive MM re"1
Label: ]

If you've selected a file, a folder or a disk icon, this gives
you its vital statistics. It also gives you the opportunity to

1single! ETjJJJjTjrjl
Dr-i u e

ft :

s

ided

t

Drive B: 1
1
OK

I
1

1 Cance S3

When the formatting is complete, don't forget to get rid of
the dialog box with Cancel, and not OK. Otherwise, you
start the format over again, which is boring!

getting to know your ST
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THE OPTIONS MENU
This is where you find all the options that didn't belongin any of the other menus!

menu

Desk

Uiew IjIjBHjjg

File

SET

Install disk Drive. •.
WvA

File

Set Preferences,..

FLOPPY DISK J

Print Screen

explanation of all the
jargon used, turn to
page 135 now!

File

screen

1
DISK

Ok

f or :

H7H

Ho

mi*

No

|

No

|

c

wnm l
resolution

SEE3H i Mec iun |

w
INSTALL

Copies

Overwrites:
Set

v' Blitter

eS*

required

Deletes

File

Save Desktop

For a detailed

PRE FERENCES

Conf irnat-ion

1

:

Hi »h

1 Uancel

1

1

• Set up your Desktop exactly as you want it, then
preserve it forever by saving it to disk.

DRIVE

You get at the contents of a disk drive by simply clicking

VIEW MENU
Here you can control how files and folders
appear in the windows.

on the disk icon. But what if you have the disk but no icon?
For example, you might install a RAMdisk or attach a hard
drive. How do you access it? Here's where you add and

to display medium resolution screens but the display looks

remove icons from the Desktop - you can't, however,

outstanding 640 x 400 dots, which is excellent for working
with spreadsheets, word processors or desktop publishing,
but the image is black and white only. The Atari mono mon
itor (see our monitor roundup on page 96) gives a perfectly

remove all the floppy disk icons.

File l'jp| Options

Desk

INSTALL

|7 Show as Icons

Driue

Show as Text

DISK

DRIVE

crisp display and is ideal for detailed work. Not all resolu
tions are available on all monitors, and those not available

identifier! nl:
Icon

label:

FLOPPV

very fuzzy and is difficult to use for detailed work like word
processing or desktop publishing.) High Resolution has an

DISK_

are greyed-out. See the Monitor Matters panel on page 23

IInstall! I Kenove 1 I Cancel 1

FLOPPY DISK

for more details.

• Set up a new disk drive icon here - handy for

SAVE

running a RAMdisk like the one on the Cover Disk.

•e"~ME i w m
3}2 <>?<

[FLOPPY dis

Set

INSTALL
SHOW

AS

Once you've set up
t)t- TvW* .

Preferences.

Msmmsm—

APPLICATION

Print

"Application" is computer-speak for a program. Many pro
grams enable you to load and save files - for example, a

TEXT

DESKTOP

/

Scr

Blitter

the Desktop and all
its colours, icons
and so on as you
want them, you can
get your ST to save

Show as Text can be useful. Icons are attractive, but

word processor loads and saves documents. Wouldn't it be

these settings to disk. That's what Save Desktop does. It

sometimes it's helpful to have the contents of a disk listed

handy if, instead of running the word processor and then
loadingthe document, you could do it all in one go? Here's
how you do it. Select a program, say 1STBASIC.PRG. Don't
run it, just select it. You're going to configure it so that if
you double-click on a file with an extender of .BAS, 1st
Basic loads and runs with your BASIC program loaded auto
matically. Now select Install Application. The following dia

saves a file called DESKTOP.INF, which has to be on the

as text. Why? The text listing shows more information like the date, time and size of the file. And it's a lot easier
to run down a list than to scroll a windowall over the place

to find an icon. You can still select by clicking, doubleclickingand dragging. Ifyou really like icons, consider get
ting Neodesk (see page 24) which presents them that
much better and offers some handy extra features as well.

top level of your boot disk to take effect. If you have sev
eral different boot disks, you can save a different Desktop
file to each one. Perhaps you could have a disk containing
a different Desktop for each of the three resolutions and

then use different disks to boot with, depending on the pro
gram you want to use.

log box appears:
PRINT

Ot ' ::•

A:\

287672 b
CONTROL-

EMULATOR
DEMO
DUMP

HANOI
SIEVE
DESKTOP
1STBASIC
SAMPLE
JACK
JACKMED

jtes

in

ACC
ACC
BAS

28150
7708
3146

BAS
BAS
BAS
INF
PRG
PRG

1269

2235
546
478
183600
4540

SCR

32000
328O0

SCR

Ik

;

used

11

INSTALL

i "tens .

Application

Docunent type:

8 1 - 0 8 - 8 9 f>

Boot

31-01-90
20-11-85
20-11-85

I

28-11-85
29-87-89
86-83-89
31-81-90
20-11-85
28-11-85

Install

I

l

Kenpve

I

I

Uancel

I

Where it says "Document type," type in BAS. Leave
gram which uses the mouse. Click on Install. That's all

there is to it. If you want the ST to remember the setup
next time you switch on, do Save Desktop to your usual
boot disk - it's explainedon the right of this page.

1* R

SET

discover the file size and the date and time at which
each file was last updated.

Uptions

7 Show
low

as

Show

as

"Icons
Text

Do you want a warn
ing when you copy or

Preferences.

delete a file? Choose

i>js-|< iiciuf, ,

•pBapapg]—
P r i n t Sci

NAME...

These options determine
the order in which your
files appear in the win

/

PREFERENCES

mm

\:a\ i
Set

BY

Blitter

yes or no from the
Set Preferences dia

log box. Here's where
you switch resolution as well. Resolution? The word "reso

jort

by

ate

dow. You'll soon find the

Sort
Sort

by
bq

Size

type which is most useful

lution" refers to the density of the dots which make up an
image. On a printer, it's usually quoted in dots per inch, or

to

generally

dpi, but for monitors, the total horizontal and vertical dot

alphabetical order (sort by name) is the one to go for
because it makes it easy to know where you can find the

count for the whole screen is normally given. The more
dots, the sharper the picture.

file you need. Sort by type is useful when you want to see,
for example, all the files with a DOC extender together.
Tip: Sort by size is a good way of getting the program
files, whichtend to be bigger than data files, at the top

The ST works in three resolutions. Low Resolution

of the listing.

Tape

you,

but

Set Preferences.,
Save Desktop
liPtgata;

{ Blitter

matrix printer, and if you've got the right settings in Install
Printer. As a menu option it's not much help because you
can't reach it from within other programs. The trick is to
hit the <Alternate>-<Help> key combination, which has the
same effect, even while other programs are running. But
make sure the printer is connected and on-line first; other
wise your ST sulks for a half a minute while it tries to find

• Display your files in text form and you can then

SORT

You're probably think
ing, "I bet this one
prints the screen."
Well, it might do, if
you've got an Epsoncompatible 9-pin dot

aiAtiiiiMi

BAs|

Status:
I
Auto ~|
• •I.IJ1HW
Application type:

"Application type" on GEM, since 1st Basic is a GEM pro

7>

*l

•»

1STBASIC.PRG

EElM I TOS "I ITOS-takes paraneters I

20-11-85

SCREEN

APPLICATION

nane:

gives 320 x 200 dots - a little blocky, but with up to 16
colours included. Medium Resolution offers 640 x 200 dots

- just about good enough for word processing or database
work, but with only four colours available. (TVs can be used

it before eventually returning you to your program.
If Print Screen doesn't work with your printer, check
out the Public Domain libraries (see our PD directory on
page 48 - the Southwest Software Library produce a range
of printer drivers). They also have programs to save the
screen to disk when you hit <Alternate>-<Help>, so you
can load it into a graphics program and print from there,
which is usually more flexible.
BLITTER
Imi'faJ i

Set

a)j <;i<

i>r s w

Preferences.,

Save
Print

Desktop
Screen

, . .

If you've got a Blit
ter chip (it speeds
up text and graphics
display and is stan
dard on the STE),
this switches it

on

and off. Why off? One or two older programs won't run with
the Blitter active. Not many, though.
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Magical Deals...

S 2S P 031 S) §

^«rainreEOfl«
Playanil

Mart 1040 STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM,

Answer Back & Gen Kno

ts) o

PLAYER with lull infra red

remotecontrolplus leadsto '•awe
TVand audio system and an ,-"

SOSE

5

11 Primary Maths

A Great collection of Atari games in a GREAT
520 STE PACK... IDEAL FOR ALL THE FAMILY!!!
ATARI 520STE WITH BUILT-IN 1 Mb 3.5"D/S DRIVE,
512KRAM, MOUSE, STEREO SOUND, 4096 COLOURS,
PORTFORLIGHT PEN/GUN, UP TO4Mb EXPANSION

FrenchMistress

POSSIBLE (SIMMS), ABILITY TO USEGENLOCK DEVISES,

•~ Geography Quiz

CD

Encyclopaedia all on CD!!!

0>

04-

GO

*x
1—
CO
rr:

rr
d>

i%

...BUT THEN MERLIN WILL INCLUDE
ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE EITHER...

ra

)—

INDIANA JONES & THE LAST CRUSADE, SUPER CYCLE,

DRAGONSBREATH.ANDANARCHY along with

j~ p Music Maker II
.^::£ FirST Basic

ptVifolST BASIC. ST TUTORIAL. NEOCHROME (ArtPackage)

£364

99

AND CX40 JOYSTICK!

MOW WITH FREE ST BASIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE WORTH £24.99!!!

.99

An 88 KeyQWERTY Keyboard Worth £49.95!
OR A 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive Worth £56.95!

CO

cr
u_

£299

Buy a Sorcerors Pack Too!
(See Listed Prices)

Ol

UJ

OJ

F

j° d

fi»

s

j—

=B
=B
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Buya Sorcerors Pack Too! (See ListedPrices)

Ai

OJ

«r

*S» :....

I UlllrKJS M i n i m
"g- ST Word...Word Processor •••& •'•§£ Hyperpaint i!

1 $T Data...Database
5 STCaic.Spreadshefit

introductorywelcome disc" f
plus Lemmlnos S HutchinsonsV (

revision

so? •. "„• Micro Maths

Spelling

£499.99

Youget... THENEWCDTV

School

'-" Some GREAT EDUCATIONAL &BUSINESS SOFTWARE!
"88
II IBVH •
MODULE 1 1 M
HECDDII
• ProfPlays a New Game

PRICE ONLY

A NEW MEDIA
REVQiUTIOti...

Junior

8 COLOUR PALETTE, 10 DIFFERENT PORTS INC. MIDI
JIT PCM SOUND-ln Stereo, 1Mb. FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
2 BUTTON MOUSE, EXTERNAL GENLOCK SUPPORT

| Prol looks aiWords
| Prof Makes Sentences

NEW LOW

CcbTv

•Qesflw

Computing

IL DJ/ffl:,0 U 1 ®

GREAT VALUE, THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN

Arange olCDTV accessories are now coming online, please prions locheck availability.
CDTV KEYBOARD 88 KeyQWERTY, plugs into the CDTV. £49.95
CDTV MOUSE
Two way infrared remote control.
£39.95
includes battery saver feature

ja

(B

j

s:

COTVTRACKBALL Infrared remote control with sockets for £79.95

UJ_

two standard joysticks. Can plug in too!
COTV CADDIES
Spare caddies to take compact discs.
CDTV 3.5" DRIVE Allows loading of compatible Amiga

£8.95
£99.95
software.Rackmountable.880Kcapacity,
CDTV 64K&256K Memory Cards, Genlocking Device, VideoInterface
Cardetc. due to be released soon, phone for full details/prices.

^^^^^^SMPMS
5TOMZE YOUR OWN EXCLUSIVE ATARI BUMBLE
H MERLINS UNIQUE SQRCERORS PACKS ANQ...

NEW STAR LC 20f.50N0

SHWEEBTs

£145.99

Replacement lorthe ever popular LC10, this

UST RIGHT FOR CHRISTMAS AND YOU CHOOSE
A/HAT TO HAVE...From our simple Pack 1 to our
extensive Pack 4 that gives you everything!!!
ND...because YOU have a choice, you don't end

ip with lots of items you don't really want. With
ime bundles you see advertised you have to take
what you get, with Merlin you don't!!!
SORCERORS PACK 1

.

f'r ,£1SJS^
ft»W3il-Mtl
10GREAT GAMES FDR ALL THE FAMILY...

Asterii. Chess Player 2150. Drivin' Force, Live and
Let Die, Onslaught. Pipe Mania, Rick Dangerous.
Rock nRoll. Skweek andTrivial Pursuit.

NEW STARJET SJ-4S Inkjet

£249.99

'y^TvCitizen Printers

Near silent printer similar totheBJ1 Oe Bubble
butwith Epson LQ/IBM Proprinter emulations
360dpi, 100cps, 28K Buffer. Fantastic Print1"

\j£2J> carry atwo
^V' year warranty.

LC2Q0C0L0UR

£199.99

ALL Merlin Prices Include VAT @ 17.5%

9 Pin Dot Matrix
£139.99
24 Pin Dot Matrix
£184.99
9 Pin Dot Matrix £189.99
9 Pin Dot Matrix £219.99

new printer is25% FASTER • 150/38cps and LASERPRINTER 4
£749.99
Fully HP-HP 8 Epson compatible, 300dpi, 1Mb
hasnew push button controls. Released for
Europe approx 12mnth agosoit'swell proven mem.(exp. to5Mb.} serial/parallel, 14fonts.
RISC processor, with full 1yrsonsitemaim.

Just telephone our 24 Mom Order Hotline using your Access/Visa
Card, or, send a cheque/postal order with your requirement
details, delivery address & daytime telephone number (cheques

LASERPRINTER 4 STABSC«!PT [1099.99 SWIFT 2,4. MOMO
special lowprices £239.99
LC 2400 MONO
£229.99 Asabove, butwith StarsPostscript, 2Mb Mem, SWIFT 24 COLBUH whilst stocks last£259.99
14+35 fonts,Appletalk Int. lyrs onsitemaint.
24PinDot Matrix, 360x360dpi, 220/55cps
NEW CITIZEN 224 MONO
£219.99

9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x240dpi, 185/40cps

LC 24,200 COLOUR

£269.99

24Pin Dot Matrix, 360x360dpi, 220/25cps
NEW XS 24/200 COLOUR
£379.99
24PinDot Matrix, 360x 360dpi, 275/80cps,
29K Buffer, exceptional 4x48 pindpisuper
letter quality fonts, 14x24 pin dpi near letter
quality fonts. QUALITY PRINT ALL THE WAY!
NEW XB 24/250 Wide Can.COL. £454.99
Specification astheXB 24/200 above butwith
a massive 76K buffer andfeaturing a wider
carriage for those applications that need it.

Quality Mouse Mat, Quality Thick Vinyl AtariDust
Cover, Quality Guaranteed Joystick and Ten Blank

T^m^ Disks In aVinyl Disk Library Case

InZ&hjSs.lt£&<? MERLIN EXPRESS

£25
1SQRGER08SPACO

EXCLUSIVE TO MERLIN
10GREAT QUALITY ATARI TITLES FROM

ilFeeder £69.99 ,£69.99
lirtUrM WA £32.99 £64.99 £32.99
Foul Ms
N/A j£27
Pleasestateprinter modelwhenordering

FREE FROM MERLIN
WITH ALL PRINTERS
Ynurchoiceol EITHER a FPU OIISICOVER or a
FREE 2 PARTPRIN1ERSIAIIL'rL.CT.iSv, .iv:c. f,
•'STING

5 Pack
5 Pack
Mono Mono Colour Colour

Star
Star
Star
Star

£4.75
£6.49
£6.99
£6.99

LC10/20
LC200
LC 24/200
XB Printers

£19.95
£29.95
£32.99
£32.99

24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 360 dpi, 160/53cps
NEW CITIZEN 224 COLOUR
£249.99

£5.95

£27.95

£12.49
£12.99
£12.99

£59.95
£59.95
£59.95

Small Items are despatched by post FREE to all UK Mainland
addresses unless otherwise discussed. Hardware Is despatched by

Colour Version of the New 224 Mono above

courier service (up to 25Kg) as follows: NEXT WORKING DAY...add
C7.50 la

NEWC

E74.99
£44.99
£94.99

124D. Swift24- 32KRAM Expansion

£13.99

100 Continuous Address Labels, 1Printer Driver Disk.

rectified by Ihe relevant manulacturers' repair agenl and returned
lo you by courier. Software and small ilems carry various

E39.99ea

warranties, please ask lor details.

Merlin Express Limited are predominantly a mail order company,

:.

j

ihuritawlsaitigooi , r '' ''' 'i '•! • i • .: • '• m :u

PHILIPS CM 8833/II
COLOUR MONITOR

Funny c!qsne t • :^"]Gici: 'nvia qu? toanus; a,Uie lami y!"
Based onttie popular childrens cartoon, Thunderats. Action packed!!!
The crazy dua ternt,'AD cawm:: roi-:n .i"ihsir a:ct cantics!!!

Put yourself nthe driving seat ofaTurbo assisted Formula 1car!!!
The revolution begins- the people are rolonger free. Their lives and
NG

Whost hirj t

RT

Home computer version oftheever popular TV series quiz game!!!

£239

irlliffl'lir

NEW! PHILIPS TELEVISION/MONITORS
All with superb quality reproduction when usedas a monitor orTV!
2000Character High Definition FST specifically designed for useas a
botha high quality TV anda monitor. Full twoyearwarranty!!!

just.£44.99
TOPSOFTWARE TITLE OFFER

PHILIPS 3332 •15" remote control with sleeptimer £239.99 [
PHILIPS 2331 •15", spec as 3332 but with Teletext £279.99 [
PHILIPS 2341 -17" version ol the 2331 with Teletext £339.991
PROTAR 'VISTO'14" COLOUR MONITOR

rifromMerlin wewill onlychargeyouas follows...
ANY title withan rrpol £24.99-YOU PAY JUST £16.99!!!
ANY titlewith an rrpof£29.99 -YOU PAY JUST £19.9911!
ANY title withan rrp of £34.99 -YOU PAY JUST£22.99!!!
asmany GAMES asyou like! We can supply any GAME that's published
jject toavailability), socall us NOW toenquire about your next order!

MEGA 2 STE - 2Mb. RAM, 3.5" Disk Drive,47Mb HD

£899.99

MEGA4 STE - 4Mb. RAM,3.5" Disk Drive, 47Mb HD

our suppliers etc. As our advertising is booked so far in advance
Merlin therefore reserve the right to alter product specifications,
withdraw any product/offer/service or update prices (and that can be
up OR down), without prior notice. Merlin guarantee never to supply
anything that has been subject to change without you. the customer,

being informed of and agreeing to that change. Please ALWAYS

NEWATARITT RANBE- The Serious ST CompuUrl

confirm details PRIOR to placing your order.

Theincredibly powerful Atari TTrangeis a true professional workstation
compatible with mostSTsoftware... butwithfantastic speed! Ideal for
graphic intensive applications suchas CAD. studio animation andDTP.

All our currently advertised offers supercede previously advertised
offers and goods are NOTsupplied on a trial basis.
E&OE.

ATARI TT With 2Mb.RAM, 40Mb. Hard Disk,3.5" FloppyDrive £1599

NOW OPENSATURDAYS ANDSUNDAYS!!!

ATARI TTWith4Mb. RAM. 40Mb.Hard Disk,3.5' FloppyDrive £1869

Please phone usforexact opening times

BlNtJlNIJ ATARI PERIPHERALS* ACCESSORIES

£244.99

AV7300 TV Tuner £79.95 • CM8833 Mkl
£14.99
Univ.Monitor Stand£12.95 • NEW! CM8333 Mkll£14.99

ROCTEC 3.5" FLOPPY DISKDRIVE
CUMANA 3.5" FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
PACE LINNET MODEMS:

£629.99

shown and will ONLY change details should it be made necessary by

FHEE12 MONTHS ON SITE MAINTENANCE WARRANTY WITH ALL IT'S

licence fromPhilips. Comes with 1 yearREPLACEMENT warranty!!!
MONITOR ACCESSORIES:
Monitor Dust Cover £5.95 PHILIPSTilt/Swivel Stands...

iiyou can buy one ottheLATEST NEW SOFTWARE RELEASES
ti thetopsoftware companies...AND ALL AT ADISCOUNT!!!
example ifyou would like to buy a topgames title WITH an

MEGA1 STE - 1Mb RAM,3.5' Disk Drive.

ATARI TT With 8Mb. RAM. 40Mb. Hard Disk, 3.5' Floppy Drive £2049 |

Great colour monitor based on Philips CM8833/H but enhanced under |
ALL THE LATEST GflW.fS ASTHEY'RE RELEASED
BUT AT DISCOUNT PH1CES WHEN BOUGHT WITH /
MERLIN ATAHI PACKAGE...YOII CAN SAVE AGAIN!!

correct, you should always confirm any offers, prices, availability
etc. prior to placing your order. We endeavour to supply goods as

Available as either1Mb,2Mb,or 4Mb,

BRAND NEW PHILIPS RANGE OFTVSETS WITH ALMOST MONITOR
QUALITY OFOUTPUT TOO! CHOOSE FROM THREE MODELS...

And all atanincredible Special Merlin Price.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure information in this advert is

1-2-3compatible spreadsheet,and PCcompatible for datatransfer.A
:NEW ATARIWEBASTE RANGE- Available soon!I!

KrlftlllK

hud Ihe Wages us:og the CIA s central computer...and MORE!!!

BUYTWOPACKSIg™, w
i That's Right Packs... IS
I

iATARI POTFOLIQ POSIffilPC_ELECfRONia ORGANISER; £189 I
vast selection of accessories is also available, please phone for details,

I QQ FREE LEAD 8DUST COVER

frj l ijnafpersard

•EETiT?

relumed to Merlin by Ihe customer and re-delivery charges will

Willi address &telephone book, calculator, textprocessor, diary, Lotus I

14' Stereo Colour Monitor with
Green Screen Switch AND...

destinies are controlled by apowerful corporate body. Can tbey escape!!!
i

trade/collection counter who

apply.

#]

•,-!|:

Corwleie v;.lh :;m ;;•,-..«•: cjsserfi; si;•:•:' anaaPoster.

i

we welcome customers to our

Merlin are happy lo supply BFPO and export markets tor which VAT

variety of KtajMiM ffltt 'iI ffl:IH il( MIS, tlA Pawtoo!!!

i

but

wish to pick up goods from us. Why not pay us a visit, we are
always pleased lo help you with your enquiries.

Is normally deducllble. Delivery charges vary trom UK rates and,
as products carry UK warranties only, faulty items are to be

3flrai«Fttir,'

Fred, Barney, Pebbles, Barn-Bam. Wilma. Berty, Dino and all Ihe crew
get uptosome strange erb t f hf!"c'av 'alienstyle game!!!

RIVIA

SPECIAL

Hardware proving laulty within 30 days will be exchanged lor NEW.

On/en T20D«'S«iitl 9 MonoRich,: £4.99 each or £22 95 lor a 5 Pack
Citiicn 124D/Swilt24MonoRil)0»'i £4.99 each or £22 95 for a 5 Pack
Citizen Swilt9 and 24 ColourRibbon£16.45 each or £76.95 lor a 5 Pack

Cheap PD software!) AT ALOW PRICEl!!
i

tor

Alter 30 days and within 12 months tram purchase, lauits will be

£24.99

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE HOUSES (Not

0ri::i:Hr:BlC.ArT '"iV;

£6,

£269.99

PN 48 'NOTEBOOK' PORTABLE
120D+ Cut Sheet Feeder

124D. Swift 9/24 Semi-auto Sht.Feede
1240. Swift 9/24 Auto-Sheel Feeder
124D. Swift 9/24 Printer Stand

8uy20-3 Sheets Conlmuous A4 Paoer. 5Continuous Envelopes.

order, TWO WORKING DAYS...add

SATURDAY DELIVERY...add Just £12. (Please note courier service
applies to MOST UK Mainland addresses).

24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 360 dpi, 180/60cps

Font Cards Swift 24 (Any of 6)

GENUINE RIBBONS

need clearance unless Issued by a Bank/Building Society for you).

£59.99
£64.99

Model...LINNET
Model. ..1200

£239.99
£289.99

Model. ..2400
CONTRIVER MOUSEPACKAGE

£319.99
£14.99

Complete withMouse Holderand Sottwarevoucher

Merlin can supply youwith a host ofspecialist
Atari accessories, peripherals and software.
PHONE US AND ASK FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED

1

ATARIMEGAFILE 30 HARDDISKDRIVEfor ST's, 30Mb.

£349

ATARI MEGAFILE 60 HARD DISKDRIVE for STs, 60Mb.
ATARI SLM605 LASER PRINTER, 6ppm - 300dpi

£459

(Comes witha FREE 12 monthson site maintenance warranty).
ATARI SM 124 MONOHIGHRESOLUTION MONITOR
ATARI SC 1435 STEREOCOLOUR14" MONITOR

EPhOhe
£239

ATARI PTC1426 COLOUR 14"MULTISYNC MONITOR ITS

£419

I NEW SERIOUSSOFTWARE PACKS FROM ATARI
AVAILABLE SOON, PLEASE PHONE!!!
WORD PflOCESSING, Contains:

Calligrapher Light

PERSONAL FINANCE. Contains:

Pers. Finance Manager+, Datafax I

sffAD^MANAGES^9 ffltt, ConS'"
Contains: Master/plan

STWord.STBase,STCalc

SOUNDS MUSIC, Contains; '

BASK? PROGRAMMING, Contains: |

MusicMaker+. Sampler Master+

PowerBasic

PROGRAlJlMnNG, Contains: Clock & DATABASES,'Contains:
Calculator, Works, Saver), Archive, Font Kit+ Superbase Personal
'Requirean ST or STEwitha D/Sdriveand 1Mb. memory
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF ANYTHING NOT LISTED
WE'D BE DELIGHTEDTO TRY AND QUOTE YOUII"

MERliN

IXPEESS

UMITID

UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,

122

PROGATE 20
PROGATE 30

30Mb Hard Drive £327

20Mb Hard Drive £279

PROGATE 40

40Mb Hard Drive £341

PROGATE 50DC 50Mb Hard Drive £423

•aaai

Leo.

PROGATE 80

/lb Hard Drive

£437

•aBH
PROGATE 10ODC 100Mb Hard Drive £565
PROGATE 160DC 160Mb Hard Drive £922
PROGATE 440DC 440Mb Hard Drive £1589

Complete with 1years REPLACEMENT warranty &2years REPLACEMENT on 'DC models

SPECIAL LIMITED PURCHASE TO FIRST 50 CUSTOMERS |
1 - K0NIX SPEEDKING JOYSTICK
1 - MIG29 SOVIET FIGHTER

1-BMX SIMULATOR

1 - PRO TENNIS
1-TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

H4 A .99

£1Q
I 9

+E1.50|
p&p

STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 SHX.

Telephone: 0602 441442 FAX: 0602 440141

getting to know your ST

BASICS

I

ST OR STE?
The "E" in STE stands for Enhanced - it's an

can display at once remains the same - see Set

improved version of the ST which Atari brought out
a couple of years ago, although the older version
was still on sale alongside the new until quite
recently. Which one have you got, and what's the

•

Preferences on page 22.

The STE has improved sound capability. Sadly,

many games don't use this extra qualityfor the sake
of compatibilitywith the older STFM.
• A Blitter chip comes as standard in the STE.

difference?

•

The STE has two additional 15-pin joystick
ports, located on the left hand side below the key
board, and two additional phono sockets for plug

This is an additional integrated circuit which speeds
up the screen display - use the Options menu (see

ging the ST into a stereo system. These are on the
back under the power switch.
• The STE gives you more colours to choose

• There are a number of smaller changes to the
way the system operates. Some things work a little

page 22) to turn it on and off.

differently on the STE, and in those cases we've
explained precisely how both systems work.

from - 4,096, to be precise. But the number you

• Games and sound packages are making increas
ing use of the enhanced features of the STE.

PORTS AND PERIPHERALS
To communicate with the outside
world, STs have sockets

them, into which you can
things like printers, monitor
additional disk drives. These
sockets are often known as

ports. And the things you plug
into them are known as periph

erals, because they're con- J
trolled by the ST.

• The back of the ST is burst

ing with potential. Turn to
page 96 for more details on

the hardware you can plug in.

BOOT UP BUG?
Early STEs suffered from a curious fault in

TOS. If you save the Desktop in medium
res and then reboot, the system pops
you back into low res. There are little pro
grams around in the Public Domain to fix

this - see the directory on page 48.

RAM AND ROM
The ST, like other micros, has two kinds of memory. Some data
is held in Read-Only Memory (ROM), so that it can never be
deleted and remains intact even when the ST is turned off. For
example, the GEM Desktop is a program which is stored in

ROM. Other memory, called Random Access Memory (RAM),
only stores data while the ST is switched on. When you load a
program, you are moving data from disk into RAM. And when

you're using the ST, what you're working on - whether it's a

game, a document, or a picture - is stored in RAM. Don't forget
to save it all to disk if you want to preserve it, before switching
your ST off.

• Under here are all the important bits and

• On early STEs there was no way to stop
your ST from booting up in low resolution
unless you obtained a PD patch. That was

pieces which make your ST motor - on page
110 we rip the lid off the STE and explain
what goes on under this cover.

solved with the release of TOS 1.62.

MONITOR MATTERS
There are four kinds of monitor for you to consider. The
cheapest option is simply to plug the ST into a television.

monitor socket at one end and the TV's SCART socket at

a very reasonable price (£110 can't be bad!). The anti

the other. Consult your dealer about getting the correct

It works fine, though you may find it hard on the eyes if

glare screen makes it easier than ever to concentrate on

cable - It's worth it.

you try doing word processing or other detailed work on a

Better still Is to get a dedicated monitor. The quality
of the picture is far superior. A colour monitor, like a tele

the display. Forserious computing, it's hard to beat.
Want to use all three resolutions? High res users can

TV. You can use low or medium resolution only.
Most people using TVs use the cable supplied, which
plugs into the aerial socket. The signal is modulated by
the ST, so that the TV treats it as if it were an ordinary
broadcastsignal. If your TVhas a SCART or RGB socket, it
may be possibleto bypass the modulation process and get

The displayis farclearerthan that of a TV, making it possi
ble to do detailed work without straining your eyes badly.
Atari's own SM124, reviewed on page 96, which works In

And you'd still be well-advised to turn the ST off while

better quality. Then you would need a cable to fit the ST's

high resolution only. It gives an excellent, stable display at

switching to or from high resolution.

vision, gives you a choice of low or medium resolution.

If you choose a monochrome monitor, most people go for

still use the TV option forgames - but better still is to get
a multi-sync monitor, which overcomes the limitations by
offering all three resolutions. The price is high, though
(typically £800), and you need a special cable - check
carefully with the dealer before parting with any money.
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getting to know your ST

IT DON'T WORK.
What about the dreaded moment

when it all goes dead? STs are
highlycomplex machines, so
any numberof things can go
wrong- the amazingthing is
that they usually work so
reliably. Here are a few tips
about some common problems.

Does the power light (bottom
left of the keyboard) come on?
If not, you may have a failed

power supply... or you may have
forgotten to turn it on at the

Mouse playing up? Try clean

Have you checked
nections? Turn evei,.

ing it - unclip the panel on the

unplug everything, and carefully
reattach all the cables, pushing
them in gently but firmly. Remove

underside of the mouse, take out
the rubber ball, and clean out the
dust from the small silver rollers.

any peripherals - hard drive,
printer, and so on, - while you
check the basic system. Then
switch on again.

GDOS
Yes, well, it stands for Graphics Device Operating

ALTERNATIVE DESKTOPS

System. It's a pig to set up but when it's humming
you can get excellent graphics and fancy text

amazed at what other Desktops can do. There are one or

well? The best is Neodesk 3 (£39.95 from Electric Distri
bution « 0480 496666) - see page 40 for our review -

two replacement Desktops bristling with extra features.

which does all that and more. DC Desktop (STF: 71%) is

printouts from it.

Fancy a picture for a backdrop, instead of dull green?

a bit cheaper (DC Software « 0747 51953), and Gemim

Word processors usually print using the prin
ter's "text mode" - the printer receives instruc

tions to print a certain character, but the actual
design of the character is stored in the printer's

If you think your ST Desktop is pretty neat, you'll be

And how about special icons for your main programs.
with

the chance to create your own individual icons as
File

Uiew

Sort

is Public Domain (see page 45). Worth thinking about,

once you've gotfamiliar with the basics ofusing theST.

Options

ROM. In "graphics mode," the characters are
sent dot-by-dot to the printer - much slower, but

• Alternative Desktops like Neodesk

give you the freedom to customise your
Desktop - but looks aren't everything!

far more flexible.

GDOS is a way of incorporating lots of differ
ent fonts which are then printed in graphics
mode. It's a format used by many popular publish

ing and drawing programs on the ST - for exam
ple, Degas Elite and Timeworks DTP. For more on
these programs, see our software roundup on
page 40. Fonts in GDOS (or GEM) format are
handy, because many different programs can use
them. They are very easy to get hold of because

many Public Domain libraries (see page 48) stock
them - either selling common ones or creating
their own. Making the best of GDOS, though,

goes beyond the scope of this feature - though
we will be covering it in detail in a future issue.

TEN COMMON PROBLEMS
£\ I chose "Show" for a file onthe Desktop butonly half

I tried to copy a disk by dragging the Disk A icon

all resolutions?

the text showed on the screen, and part of it shot off

over the Disk B icon, but got a message saying "The

Because it depends which monitoryou have. See Set

the top of the screen before I could read it.

destination disk is not the same type as the source

Preferences on page 21.

Always "show" files in medium resolution. Otherwise,
you may not be able to get all the text on screen.

disk." What's wrong? Howcan I copy the disk?
The Disk copying routine (dragging one disk icon
over another) only works whenthe two disks are for
matted to the same size. To copy a single-sided disk
to a double-sided disk, for instance, you can't drag
one icon over another - you need to copy files indi
vidually instead. Open the window for the blankdisk,
and drag the icon for the source disk into the win
dow. All files are copied one by one. Alternatively

fl Why can't Iuse the Set Preferences option toobtain

f\ When I double-click on a document file and choose
Print from the dialog box, I get strange characters in

£\ I bought a monochrome monitor with my STE. But

the printout. Why?

the games that came with it don't run. Why can't I

If you create a document in a word processor, you

play them In black and white?

have to print it from within the wordprocessor. Oth
erwise, the hidden formatting codes in the docu
ment are printed out as characters. The only flies
worth printing from the Desktop are plain text files,

Most games don't run in high resolution. You could
always plug the ST into a TV for the odd game play
ing occasion. If you bought your ST for games, then
you'vegot the wrong monitor - take it back. Games

like the ones called README that come with some

are available for mono monitors - see our roundup in

get a good copying program like Fastcopy 3 from a
PD library (see page 48). File-by-file copying is

programs.

STF30. {Turn to page 142 if you missed it.)

needed to back up STF's Cover Disk (see page 30).
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getting to know your ST

BASICS
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the disk drive soon after you
turn it on (the drive light above the

ere could be a problem with

its own on/off, brightness and
volume switches.

number keypad comes on; the
drive whirrs)? If so, the ST itself is
mostly working, since it goes
through a self-testing routine

the disk you're using to boot
from. Try a cold boot - switch off,
wait a minute, and switch on with
out a disk in the drive.

Still not working? Contact your
dealer or ST technician.

Before you ring, note which ST(E)
model you have, how old it is, any
other equipment you're using, and
the dates which appear when you
select "Desktop Info" from the

before it gets to that stage.

Desk menu. In fact, you'd better
make a note of the dates now,

before anything goes wrong...

CRASH...

INFECTION?

You're tapping away on the keyboard, everything's going

And what about the bombs? The number of bombs

fine. Suddenly, you notice the screen go dead and noth
ing you type seems to have any effect. You move the
mouse, but the pointerjust won't budge. Or maybe a row
of little bombs has appeared on-screen, or some bizarre

gives information about what kind of system error has
occurred. The idea is, the more bombs there are, the
moresevere the crash. You need to learn about program
mingto make sense of these error messages.
Use reliable software and you won't get many

message like "address error" or "illegal instruction."
What's gone wrong?

TheSTmaybe compact, but it's an immensely com
plex piece of hardware. And software is highly intricate
as well. One wrong number in one bit of the program and
the whole system may come crashing down. Maybe
some part of the ST's brain is caught in an infinite loop
or maybe some essential operating information in RAM
has been deleted. The result is system failure.

The good news is that there's probably nothing
wrongwith yourST. The bad news is that often the only
way out is to reboot - and that means wiping out what
ever was in the ST's memory. You did remember to save

your work to disk every 15 minutes, didn't you? Usually,
you can reboot without having to switch off - just press
<Control>-<Alternate>-<Delete> on the STE, or press the
reset button on any ST. Just occasionally, the crash is so

crashes. The dodgiest software is at one of two

extremes: Public Domain software which could do any
thing really, and the most complex commercial software,
like Desktop Publishing programs, which sometimes fall
over because of their sheer complexity.
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severe that only the on-off switch will do. When you
switch off, wait a minute before switching on again,
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because otherwise there may be unwanted information
which is not cleared properlyfrom RAM.

• Shome mishtake shurely? Cursing should soon
become a Pavlovian response to seeing bombs.

I know taking backups is important, but I only have
one disk drive and this disk swapping is driving me
wild! There must be a better way.

There is. Use QuickDisk (on this issue's Cover Disk)
to make a RAMdisk, copy the source disk into the
RAMdisk and then copy out of the RAMdisk onto a

rhan»ntPBfln

library (see page 48). You need onedesigned for your
particular printer. Alternatively, don't bother with
PrintScreen - it's better to printgraphics from within
an art program or Desktop Publishingprogramin any
case. Degas Elite would do nicely - see page 106.

blank disk. If you have a S20ST, you might need to
do it in two stages. Remember also that Disk copy

I've got a window on-screen showing the contents of
drive A. I changed the disk, but the window still

usuallyneeds fewer disk swaps than a file copy.

shows the old disk.

I've tried doing Print Screen but all I get is rubbish.
The Print Screencommand onlyworkson 9-pin print
ers, and some 9-pins may be incompatible. It might

sionally, some STs still refuse to read the new disk. If

so, temporarilyswitch the write-protect tab to open,
and that forces a directoryupdate. Don'task why!

be possible to get a program for the AUTO folder
which fixes the problem - ask a good Public Domain

Help! I worked all night on a picture, and I was so
tired that I formatted the disk it was on by mistake.

Press <Esc> and the window is updated. Very occa

How can your ST be infected? It's a good way to
describe what happens when a virus gets into the
system. Viruses are hidden programs which auto

matically load themselves without you realising it.
They sit in memory and copy themselves to any
disks you put in the drive. And they may have mali

cious "special features," like causing your system
to crash, or wiping out all your files. Bad news

city. But remember, a virus is just a program and
can't damage the ST itself. It sits in RAM and is
cleaned out when the ST is turned off. And it can't

get into the system unless you boot up from an
infected disk. If you suspect a virus, turn the ST
off, wait one minute and reboot from a disk you
know to be clean or without a disk in drive A.

Then, get the most up-to-date virus killer program
from a PD library (see page 48). This enables you
to check suspect disks and erase any viruses that
might be present. Viruses cannot copy themselves
onto disks which you have write-protected.
Warning: don't check commercial game disks for
viruses!Because of their weird copy-protection and
autostart features, game disks often fool virus

killers into thinking there's a virus there - but if
you try to "kill" the virus, you ruin the game disk.

Yup, that was a mistake all right. First check to see
if there's a BAK file on the disk - some programs
keep these automatically. When you save a new ver
sion of your work, the old one is renamed with a BAK

extension. If not, there is still hope: there are special
programs that might recover it - see Utilities on page
42. The first thing you should do is write-protect the
disk, then take a copy. Now use the appropriate soft
ware to recover the file from the copy. It doesn't

always work. If you just deleted a file, without refor
matting, there's more chance of success.

(TT) My brand new disk won't format!
Check that the write-protect tab is closed. If it is, it's
probablya dud disk. See the dealer and replace it.
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It's 100% Nintendo,
it's on sale n jXl
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d you've never
Got an NES or a Game Boy?

This is the only mag for you,
because it's the only mag
dedicated to Nintendo games.

(And 'cos it's brill too!)

i a maa like it!

protar - Looking after number one

r
L
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protar are unashamedly committed to looking after number one, here's why.
protar are the Number One manufacturer of third party Hard
Disc Drives for the world's Number One small computers, the
Atari and the Amiga, protar are Number One
European market leaders in our field. Because of

our many years of expertise in this field and the
Number One in-bouse software and hardware

technicians the quality of all protar products is
absolutely second to none.

prfctar

high performance ProGate DC range.
Because protar listen to the needs of both, Dealer and End-User

alike, we offer the Number One range of
products in terms of variety and flexibility. Our
dedication to excellence and three years
by
extensive research have resulted in us producing
design the Number One Hard Disc management

-exellence

software package. Included are features such as

Because we batch test one in five of all components that go into
Read/Write access and Password privileges, up to 12 partitions
our products, we are Number One in terms of quality control
per device, full utilities package and de - bugging software. Full
and reliability. This is supported by our minimum 1 year
DMA capabilities also allow the End-User to "Daisy Chain" any
replacement warranty on all our products and 2 years on the
combination of our products.
Finally protar never forget that you, the customer are Number One.
protar Ltd Park House • Greenhill Cresent • Watford Business Pa rk, Watford, Herts, WDl 8QU • Tel: 0923 54133 • Fax: 0923 212046

OPEN MON - SAT 9.00AM-5.30PM
SUNDAY OPENING I I.00AM-3.00PM
THURSDAY LATE NIGHT 9.30AM-7.30PM

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE
AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN,

COMMODORE, ACORN, ROMBO & PHOENIX
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This pack now comes with:

Final Fight, 9 Lives, Sim City and Robot Monsters,
Neochrome, First Basic, ST Tutorial, Mouse, and manuals

only £294.99

With I Megas standard this pack
must be one of the best educa

Take the headache out of buying a com

puter this Christmas with our ever popu
lar FIRST CHOIGE XMAS PACK

tional packages. Inc. ST Word,
ST Base, Hyperpaint 2, Music

All the essentials required for the first

Maker 2, First Basic, Micro Maths,

value too!

We can also upgrade the Atari STE Discovery pack:

French Mistress language tutor,

1Meg version
2Meg version
4Meg version

Reading tutorand general knowl
edge tutor, Mouse & manuals

now only £314.99
now only £349.99
now only £419.99

only £359.99

time buyer. Ideal for anyAtari and great
* Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick
* Mouse Mat
* Dust Cover

* 10 Blank Disks

* Plus 3 Extra games//

ATARI MEGA STE 4

tkl: \m Mil i « Sit mm
nternal hard drive Only £1079.99

4 meg of RAM plus a 48 meg

ATARI MEGA STE 1

ADD JUST £99.99 FORTHE ATARI

with I meg of RAM and internal expansion

SMI24 HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A MEGA STE

for hard drive Only £649.99

Technical Specification:

ATARI MEGA STE 2
2 meg of RAM plus a 48 meg internal

hard drive only £969.99

cable and 12 month guarantee

The New Star LC20
Our best selling budget 9 pin mono printer is

I £10.00"
I Replacing the famous LCI0, the LC20 is faster at

dem has been designed to offer the maxi
mum of facilities at the lowest costV21 /V23,
auto dial, auto answer, Hayes compatible

only £139.99
PACL1NI2 This modem comes with a

highertransmission speed suitable for more
demanding applications V2I, V23AND V22,
auto answer/dial. Hayes compatible

only £219.99
PACLIN24 Top of the range quad modem
with even higher speeds and optional error

sound, separate keyboard, mouse, built in modulator, palette of 4096

correctionV21, V23 V22 AND V22BIS

only £245.99

colours with 16 on screen, midi in/out ports

Colour9 pin printerwith8 residentfonts anda
high speedof225cps draftand 45cpsinNLQ. A4
Landscape printing

now only £199.99

now even better value for money from First

Choice. We've dropped our price by another

MODEMS bv PACE
PACLINPLUS The standard Linnet mo

16/8 Mhz clock speed switchable, 32k cache, TOS version 2.2, stereo

Siy\lM;UHNiVl=US I Star LC200
AM Star printers inc free std printer

£29.99

Star LC24-200

StarXB24-10
Professional Series
Colour
The choice of many professional organisations,

this printer comes with one year on-site
maintenance. 240 cps draft, 80 cps NLQ. 27k
buffer exp to 187k, 4 super LQfonts and 25 LQ
fonts

now only £339.99

Monoand colour. 222 cps draft and 67 cps LQ 10

TttlE WIEW STAli SMS
IBUUUUE J LET
I With Epson LQ and IBM Proprinter emulation. The
I SJ48 isarevolution in printer technology. The quality
I isalmost as good as an expensive laser printer yet
I costsless thanmany 24pin printers. Portable insize,
I very quiet, and faster than mostdotmatrix printers at
1 100 cps in LQ. Printer cable included

only £229.99
IAuto sheetfeeder £52.99

panel now has push button operation replacing the
I LCI0 membrane panel. Other spec is similar to the

Starl_C24-10

tkie ra mm 4ioo

only £229.99 mono

24pin quality at the price ofmany 9 pins. 180 cps
draft, 60cpsinNLQ, 8kbuffer expandable to37k

With 512k of RAM as standard from First

now only £139.99//

or £289.99 colour

now only £189.99

180cps draft and 45 cps NLQ and quieter. The front resident fonts. A4 Landscape printing

^ « _ _

cura

Citizen 124D
(Micro Decision Best Buy)

The New Citizen
Swift 24e and 24x
(What Micro Best Buy)

Choice expandable to 6 meg. 6 pages per minute,
HP2, FX. LQ. GQ compatible. 150 autosheet
feeder, 12 months on-site maintenance and
printer cable

only £719.99
Toner cartridge £59.99
U-LEVli! l_L£W L-Zi.etv£±U2.

All Citizen printersinc.free printercable
and come with a full 2 year warranty!

The I24D brings quality 24 pin output to you at
the price of a 9 pin.

The New Citizen 224

only £189.99

The best budget 24 pin printer
hasjustgot better!

The HP Deskjet 500 printer allows

This must be the best 24 pin colour printer for less
than £300. 8k buffer expandable to 40k. 2I6 cps
draft, 72 cps LQ and multilingual

minute speedand 3 year UK warranty

only £279.99 (80 col)|

The famous HP PaintJet isnow

or £389.99 (136 col)

now only £589.99

If you want 24 pin quality, you want to print in

colour ifnecessary and you don'twant to spend a
fortune, the new 224 is an ideal solution. Using the

The Citizen Swift 9 Colour

same technology as the Swift24, the 224 is basi

Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 resident fonts.

cally a cut down version.

192 cpi draftand64 cpi letter quality with3 built

192 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ. Highly recom
mended. This printer is also available in a wide

in fonts.

carriage (136 column) version

only £219.99
£249.99 inc Colour kit

only £199.99 (80 col)
or £289.99 (136 col)

youto create laserjet quality without the cost, with
!00 pageauto sheet feeder, printer cable,3 page/

only £359.99
available at a great new price. With this
printer you can get stunning colour output
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8 Mhz AT SPEED
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IBM AT EMULATOR

We are now ableto offeryou high quality scanning at a

only £149.99

fraction of the normal cost with the Pandaal scanner.

NEW 16 Mhz AT SPEED

software this scanner is able to pick out text and
graphics at up to 400 d.p.i in real time. Daata-scan
enables you to easily manipulate the image. Ideal for
desk top publishing and presentation.

Frame grabber.
High quality digitizing. Inc Vidi

L=J.tZ»lL^LStZ»

chrome colourising software

As official dealers for Rombo, we are

only £84.99

now able to offer this excellent pack
age at a great price. The Complete

LWalS Sl-LllTLEK

Colour Solution comes with RGB

IBM AT EMULATOR

Enables you to Colour Digitize
in a second. Replaces red green

Splitter, VidiST,VidiChrome, Power

supplyand Spectrum 512k graphics

only £224.99

blue filterset Can be used with all

package

PC SPEED 8 Mhz PC/XT emulator

Rombo products

now only£134.99

Complete with the latest version of Daata-scan

only £95.99

only £54.99

only £109.99
COME IN FOR A DEMO

DISCOUNT SCL:1WAUL=
Illi'MYOlilLt- [•liliLMim
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The successor to the popular Timeworks

New low price on this excellent mu
sic package. TCB Tracker is a 4 chan
nel music synthesizer, drum machine,

ST this new version boasts over 40 new

* Runs on all ST's

significantfeatures.

* Support for fsmgdos

r»r»lw PQQ QQ

* 5 extra fonts ( 9 in total )

stereo sound for the Atari ST

UMly L03.33

Completely new manual with many hints & tips

W

The very latest version of this WYSIWYG word publisher with

Canvas Paint package

£13.99

Deluxe Paint ST

£46.99

graphic import, spell checker andmail merge. Fora limited period First word
only we are able to offer this package at a special introductory Neodesk 3

lVAA^L=STUL=/^vK'i v t l . l
A powerful DTP package for professional use. This is the very latest
version of this package. Includes 10 compugraphic fonts, colour
printing, spell checker and much more

only £134.99

Neochrome 3 Desktop

£34.99

Prodata Database

£59.99

Plus

.

___. _._

only £31.99

£ 109.99

Quartet Sequencer
Replay Pro Digitiser

£47.99
£109.99

Replay 8 Digitiser

£66.99

Sequencer One
System 3 Accounts

£74.99
£39.99

Timeworks DTP

£59.9

K'lOLsillOUS

Zydec 3.5"

The New Atari 1435
Stereo Colour Monitor

PSU only £54.99
Roctec 3.5"
I meg external drive, high
quality low noise drive. Roctec

are rapidlygaininga reputation
for high reliability. Inc PSU

only £59.99

KAkSKAll'lOUSlf
This famous Hi-res mouse

nowcomes with Operation
Stealth, mouse mat, holder

and 2year warranty

only £24.99

SGUlk U'lCUSlf
Very similar to the Naksha
but without the extras

only £18.99

Same tube and resolution as the CM8833 Mk IIbut

restyled, rebadged andcolour codedto matchyour
Atari. Includes a built in tilt and swivel stand.

only £214.99

cache as standard that can reduce

only £139.99

Acorn Archimedes.

The

speakers

are

optimised with reflex
ported cabinets. The 3
way system has bass, mid
range and treble drivers.

system can also be

years

L5l2£l
sided, double density disks are recognised as
being of the highestquality in magnetic media

3
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where the quality counts
The new Deluxe range of RAM expan
sions by Frontier for the older STFM
must be the best available on the Atari.

liULLL

OR

14" high res screen
High resolution mono monitor.640 * 400 resolution.

for

diskaccessingtime by 50%Stand powered by batteries
ard warranty I year, DC range 2
only £34.99

All our disks 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED
FOR A LIFETIME and are CERTIFIED 100%
ERROR FREE.Both Verbatim and KAO double

New Atari SM 144 with
Stable image and razor sharp quality. The obvious
choicefor demanding screen intensiveapplications

dealers

Complete with its own
DC range come with a 64k disk power supply the Zy-Fi

Write On word publisher..£44.99

mSKDlilVLES
I megexternal drive, high quality
low noise and high reliability. Inc

£99.99

Protex t Version 5.5 W/P

authorised

Progate 20 40ms..£279.00
Progate 40
28ms..£339.99
Progate 40D
I9ms...£422.99
Progate 80
24ms..£436.99
Progate IOODC... 19ms £564.99
Progate 160DC...19ms....£921.99
Progate440DC...19ms..£ 1588.99
These drives are autobooting,high
spec, fast access and quiet.The

With

only £59.99

Prodigy Sequencer

highest quality on a dot matrix printer. Printer drivers include
LC10,LC24, Swift 9/24 and NEC

Plus v3.2

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.S £39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5
£24.99
Home Accounts 2
£34.99
Mini Office Spreadsheet
£19.99
Mastersound 2 Digitiser
£34.99
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor £24.99

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED OnlV £84.99

L LLE^lUlllAl:

speaker system with built
PROTAR we can offer these high in stereo amplifier. It will
performance drivesat truly
plug into an Atari STE,
realistic prices
Commodore Amiga or

As
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This printer utility allows you to produce colour dumps of the

This is a powerful 3 way

now only £13.99

* More printer drivers inc. BJI Oe

VLl/i.V*fcg:

The Zy-Fi Stereo
System

and mixing studeo which supports

10
25

£4.99
£l 1.99

50

LUl/dCliLL'
£6.99
£13.99

Expandable to 4 Mbbythe use of I*8/9
SIMMS modules, the 512I< expansion is
ideal for the user who may need more
RAM later on. There may be similar
products on the market, but when it

comes to quality Frontier have few

£21.99

£25.99

rivals.

Philips CM8833 MK2

100....£42.99

£44.99

Colourstereo monitor. 640*200 line resolution, green

200...£79.99

£84.99

STFM Deluxe SIMMS modules:
4 Mb unpopulated
£37.99
4 Mb populated to 512k
£64.99
4 Mb populated to 2 Mb
£99.99
4Mb populated to 4 Mb
£ 169.99

screen facility, one years on site maintenance,cablefor
the Atari ST included

now only £229.99

Disk Labels.. .500...
Disk Labels.. 1000..

.now only £6.99
.now only £9.99

or £239.99 with F19 Stealth

L=0LlC£l£l--lLf(L=-QLCUTK LI
I MEGby8/9SIMMboardsasusedinthe

jAtari STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion

| modules

only £34.99 (perMt>)

MAIL UKDL:Ii 1
Order by telephone quoting your credit card
number. Ifpaying bychequeplease makepayable to
FIRST CHOICE. In any correspondance please
quote a contact phone number and post code

TEL. 0532 637988

This is areal time clock that plugs into the cartridge
port. Includes a through port and software for

setting time and date. All Frontier products carry a

full 2year guarantee nOW Only£18.99

[•Ull^il /d»l'lLL&£ /;LL
(&HiiLm»iU_»/d£Cii VO :
DEPTSTF, UNIT 8

ARMLEY PARK COURT,
OFF CECIL STREET,
LEEDS, LSI2 2AE

STE RAM expansion:
512K
2Mb
4 Mb

Frontier offer a seven day money back
guarantee provided the product is still

in as new condition. All Frontier prod
ucts come with a full 2 year guarantee

m\' Mi Qit'lCt ?

* All prices include VAT and fast delivery
* All products are genuine UK spec.
* Free postage UK mainland
* Next day delivery only £3.00 extra!
* Goods despatched same day as order
unless otherwise stated.

£24.99
£74.99
£ 139.99

Personal Cheques Will Require
Clearance Before We Can Des

patch Your Goods. All Prices

Correct At Time Of Going To
Press. All Items Listed In Our
Advertisments Are Ex Stock

Ready To Ship Unless We Ad
vise Otherwise. Computers
Are Always Tested Before
Despatch.E&OE.

COVER

DISK

start here!

The programs on the SIT Cover Disk
are yours forever - providing they

Keep it

never get damaged. Avoid disaster

by taking a perfect copy- now!
Desk |JIF1 Uieu
Show

• Before you try it - you can't use the ST's normal
"A to B" copy function to back up your Cover Disk.
This method (where you drag one Floppy Disk icon
onto another) misses the extra data which is
squeezed onto your Cover Disk.

Options

Info..

• Get a spare disk to store your Cover Disk programs

• Next, move the mouse up to the menu bar at the

on and pop it into your ST's drive slot. Make sure it's
either already blank or one that doesn't contain any
thing you want to keep. Why? Because you're going

top of the screen, where it says File. A menu appears

with a highlight over the word you're pointing at.
Move the pointer down to Format and click the left

to clear it completely, using the Format operation.

mouse button again.

Before you pop it into the drive, make sure it's
write-enabled - close the small black tab in the cor

ner of the disk, so you can't see through the hole.
Insert the disk and then highlight the Drive A icon by

clicking on it once with the left mouse button.
Desk

Fil e

Uiew

ol

Options

«;\

Ik

/

0 tmtes used in 6 items.
Ji_
flopfv
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• A successful format brings up a display like this.
For a standard ST double-sided disk, this is the nor
mal free space. You can improve on this figure check out Desktop (see page 119) to find out how.

For single-sided disks, the figure is roughly half.

• Once you've read the free-space information, just
press <Return> or click on the OK box to get back to
the Format display again. You can format another
disk from here or you can just return to the Desktop

by clicking on Exit. You're going to need more than
one blank disk, so you can format the second one
now or when you need it later.

1* 1
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Please insert disk B

1

1
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• At the Desktop, double-click the left mouse button
on Drive A to open up a window showing the disk's
contents. It should be empty because you just for
matted it. You can reposition or re-size the window

by draggingthe small marker at the bottom righthand corner. To open up another window for your
Cover Disk files, double-click on Drive B. Your ST

responds by asking you to insert a disk. Just pop out
the blank one and put in your Cover Disk. Make sure

your Cover Disk is write-protected (the hole in the
corner should be open) to prevent any mishaps.

• When your list is correct, click and hold the left
mouse button on any one of the highlighted entries.

• Your ST now kicks into copy mode and brings up

this confirmation dialog box. Clicking on Cancel stops

• This is where the fun really starts. Because your

ST has only one drive fitted as standard, it uses it for

the entire copy operation, while clicking on the OK

both Drive A and Drive B. It prompts you to swap the

to the cursor. Keeping the button held down, move

box makes the ST go through its final disk checks

disks around each time it reads and writes.

the block of ghost-boxes over to the window for
Drive A. When they are directly over the window,

before copying the files.

A ghost-image of the highlighted boxes is attached

release the button.
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It's up to you to remember which is which, or

your ST gets confused. If you've followed everything
so far, the Cover Disk is Disk B and the blank disk is
Disk A. When the appropriate disk is inserted, tell
your ST by clicking on OK.

COVER

start here!

I f you're a regular STFORMAT reader, you might
be able to spend these two pages patting your
self on the back, saying "I know this already" and
remembering the fun (?) you had backing up your
first Cover Disk.

Cover Disk is slightly different from ST disks you'd
make yourself - and it needs special care to make

doesn't copy it properly. To make an accurate
backup, you have to use the slower file-copy function

sure you copy everything intact.

described below.

We use a special disk-formatting program to
squeeze an extra 40K onto the Cover Disk. This can

But if you're new to ST FORMAT and your ST or

STE, these pages are your guide to looking after your
copyof the Cover Disk. You mayknow how to copya
disk already, but have a read anyway. Your STF

DISK

be read perfectly byall STs and is virtually invisible to

you, the user. However, the ST's standard disk-copy
function (dragging the Drive A icon onto the Drive B

icon) cannot "see" the extra data and consequently it

FORMAT

DRIUE

You need one or two spare disks on which to
store your Cover Disk data. Before you start, make
sure that the spare disks are write-enabled (close the

notch on the disk so you can't see through the hole)
and your original Cover Disk is write-protected (with
the disk-notch open).

FORMAT

ID:

A:

WORKING

DISK LABEL: VOURNAME. ERE|
FORMAT:

IBBgBMHBgB

• After this, your ST warns you that it's going to
wipe the disk in the drive. If you want to wimp out,

• Go on and the next display is this dialog box which
enables you to choose the type of disk you make.

do it now.

Type in a name for it, if you wish. This name can be
read later, using the Show Info command in the File

• Your ST keeps you informed of its progress with
this display. The horizontal bar constantly shows how
much of the disk is formatted.

menu. Click on Double Sided so the whole disk is for

matted (only really old STs have single sided drives).
Click on Format to start clearing the disk.

lie

PTew

upturns

iew Options
A:\
ates used in B it e n s

KCflPS
KFREEMEM

"
*l

B:\

SCAPS

A.

•iFREEHEH

K6ALLERV

—\
is

SGALLERY
19MCCEL

aiflCCEL
KNEHHORD
KOIIIEM

3NEHM0RP
•MUIEH
•MMDISK
•:reuen6e
OSEUC-TOfi
JSIDE-2
•HHATIS

XRAHDISK
IOREUEMGE

MSELECTOR
KSIDE-2
HJHATIS

♦

\

4• Press <Return> when the Cover Disk is safely in
the drive. After a bit of whirring, the window for Drive
B appears. You should see the Cover Disk files either

as icons or as text like the list above. To display files
as text, use the Show as Text option stashed away in
the Desktop's View menu at the top of the screen.

±J

1*

r.

• Now you need to select the first batch of files to
be copied from your Cover Disk. Use the mouse to
point at the top left-hand corner of the list and then
hold down the left button. Keep the button held while
you drag a "rubber band" box around all the folder
names above the one called SIDE 2. Let go of the
button when you reach the position above.

• When you release the button, the files should be
highlighted like those above. To select the WHATIS
file, or if you've inadvertently selected the SIDE 2

folder, hold down the <Shift> key and click on the
appropriate name to add it to or remove it from the
highlighted list.

•ICAPS
SFSEEMEM
•ii.fin rev

•JIACCEL
oheuhord
(quieh

• The older your ST, the more disk-swapping you
have to do. The newer STEs have an improved

operating system, and they generally only need

This disk does not have

{REUENGE
{SELECTOR
Minns

operation.

enough roon for this

• The remaining data is copied in the same way, but

• It's likely that your ST may display an alert box

you've got to find it first. Just double-click on the

warning you that you've run out of room on Drive A.

SIDE 2 folder and the B window updates, showing

about three or four disk swaps to get the data
across. On very early STs it's a time-consuming pro
cess, but it's worth it to protect your Cover Disk.
When all the disk-swapping finishes, you should

Repeat the processes in 11,12,13,14 and 15 to
select the remaining files and copy them to Drive A.
There's a bit more disk-swapping before the files are

see a new list in the Drive A window. This means the

safely across.

first half of the data is safely copied.

•MHDISK

the remaining files.

If this happens, you need to insert your second blank
disk (or format another spare disk, if you haven't

already done so) and repeat the copy process using
exactly the same procedure, but selecting just the
missing files which didn't get copied. Once all your
files are safely copied, you can move on to the
remaining Cover Disk Info pages to find out how to
use your new programs.
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COVER

DISK

It's so full! Chris Lloyd spills the beans on this month's Cover Disk

STEREO
MASTER
Useable preview

ON THE DISK THIS MONTH

of Microdeal's new

FORMAT

budget stereo!

SIDE 1

FREE SPACE - Find out exactly how much
memory you've got.

REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS -

CAPS - Instant indicator of caps status.

Exclusive! Complete! Riotous colours, frenzied
blasting and some frankly weird aliens. It has
to be another Jeff Minter game.

QUICK VIEW - Makes reading those text files
an absolute doddle.

QUICK DISK - An extra disk drive from thin

MOUSE ACCELERATOR - A rocket-powered
mouse can be yours.

WHAT IS - What's that file? This can tell you.

SIDE 2

air - but faster and easier to use than your

SOUND MASTER - Preview of the latest st-st-

average RAMdisk.

stereo sampler package from Microdeal.

ART GALLERY - View your graphic master

SEQUENCER ONE SAMPLES - Ten sounds

pieces inthree formats from the Desktop.
NEWWORD - Complete text editor - and
guess what? It's a Desk Accessory, so you can

for last month's sequencer that could win you
some serious musical kit.

access it even when running other programs.

PROCALC - Fully-featured scientific and pro
gramming calculator.

SELECTOR - Enables you to choose at boot-

GFA LISTING - Accompanying our program

up which Desk Accessories you want loaded.

ming clinic, this month it's all about menus.

Revenge of the
Mutant Camels
BY: JEFF MINTER
SIDE: 1

MACHINE: ALL STS

RESOLUTION: LOW RES ONLY
FOLDER: REVENGE

FILES: REVENGE.TOS,
README.DOC

READ: README.DOC

GET STARTED WITH: REVENGE.TOS

You're being attacked by telephone
boxes, walking sticks, computer chips
and exploding sheep. That'll teach you
to eat cheese before bed! Luckily, you

brought your goat along with you. Itcan

only be another masterpiece from Jeff
Minter, programmer of truly original
games (like Llamarron, which was yours
on Cover Disk 24 - if you missed it,

you missed a classic! Turn to page 142
for the FORMAT back issue service).

Revenge ot the Mutant Camels is a
strange and wonderful horizontallyscrolling shoot-'em-up with a few differ
ences. For starters, you're a camel and
your best friend's a goat.

Open up the REVENGE folder and
double-click on REVENGE.TOS to enter
the weird zone. Press <Fire> to get

past the title screen and you're treated
to a demo of the first 20 levels. Press

ing <Fire> again brings up the main
option screen. Resume Attract mode
sends you back to the demo and More
Options gives you the opportunity to
view the high scrores, select the inten

sity of the strobe effects and switch
from 50 to 60Hz. This is the speed of
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the screen display. Don't switch to

60Hz if you're using a telly 'cos it won't
like it at all.

After choosing to play Revenge,

you can go for one or two players, or
CPU assist. Player one gets the camel

and player two the goat. (Plug the sec
ond joystick into the ST's mouse port.)
In CPU assist your ST controls the goat
for you. Every five levels there's an
oasis where you can refuel your camel
and get given a restart code. Remem

ber these codes - you can use them
with the restart option to zap straight to
that level.

Everything is joystick controlled.
Your beasties spit bullets continually in
the direction the joystick is pointing.
Move it up and you jump, down and he
sits. If the camel sits when the goat is

alongside or ahead of you, then the
goat mounts the camel - as it were. If
you're in one player mode that gives
you a sort of goat-cannon on your back.
If you hold down the <Fire> button the
camel doesn't jump, so you can fire
straight up - great for standing below

COVER

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Stop! To protect your precious Cover Disk, write-protect it and back itup now!

DISK

One

Just follow the step-by-step guide on pages 30-31
Write-protect your Disk

ited, so you'll often find text files on

You don't want anything untoward to
happen to your Disk, do you? The best
thing to do is write-protect it at once.
This'll prevent anything being written

the disk with more information. These
use the file extension - the three let

worth doing to protect your Cover
Disk. Do it before you do anything else
- it beats being sorry later!

SIDE: 2

ters after the full-stop - .DOC. It's
always worth reading these for more

Stiil single?

FOLDER: SAMPLES

BY: GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE

MACHINE: ALL STS

to the disk, so there's no chance of

information on the program before you

ST FORMAT uses a rather clever disk

FILES: READ_ME.DOC PLUS TEN

mishaps. Simply move the little black
tab so you can see through the hole.

try to use it. Just double-click on them

format, created by the very creative
Rob Northen, which can be used by

READ: READ_ME.DOC

and select Showto display the text on
screen - or even better, use QuickView, which is on this veryCover Disk!

both single and double-sided drives. If
you have no problem with other fold

then corrupt data or generally make

Back Me Up!

ers on the Disk but when you try to
open the SIDE_2 folder your ST grum

nuisances of themselves. The Cover

To keep your prized Cover Disk safe

bles aboutdamaged data, then you've

Stops viruses too. Viruses are nasty
little programs that can copy them
selves onto unprotected disks and

Disk is guaranteed virus-free, so don't
take any chances...
Read Me!

Space on the Cover Disk pages is lim-

things and giving them a good pasting.
Make a backup copy using the
directions on pages 30-31 this issue,
leave the write-protect off and Revenge
saves the high score table for you.
Don't run Revengefrom the Cover Disk

you should back up the disk, so ifany
thing should go horribly wrong you've
still got the original. The procedure is
explained in step-by-step detail on
pages 30-31. Ifs not difficult, and it is

to upgrade, perhaps?

of Revenge

with

jazzier

mer asks you to make a fiver donation
to his old age. As with Jeff Minter's

The more people that do, the more

other Shareware masterpiece, Llamatron, you get a little something for

you know it makes sense.

their programs doing the honest thing.
chance of more goodies in the future -

THE GOOD NEWS

sequencer. The special "Get You Star
• It's all gone horribly wrong! Death at

extra punch to your

plains how to use them. Thafs not all,
though - they could win you over £500

tactics and presents its own problems

worth of top-quality music kit from
Roland! Turn to page 144 at once!

for you to solve... or fail to solve.

,

Weapon power-

, J down-lose one
level of weapon

"ield

power.

last forever, though.
r - does a

i damage but
nly fires left and
rang situation.

•

everything

en powered-up
-luce a speadii

•

s I you've smoked it.
• * J Sometimes handy if
""*

you want to stay in
the air longer.

- doubles

le game with
is weapon. Can

>ll speed >n tricky

1 all directions.

mel - an extra

e. Quick, grab it!
Er, try not to die in

vn

,

Confuzer - little

I i green question-

1 marks appear above
-J your head and
things get, er, con

fusing. If you're on your own, then
the controls are reversed: left

becomes right and right sends you

.' bomb - ene

Very smart bomb -

mies on the screen

nemies on the

take a bit of a bash

turns you

•* !

niffty little listing to go with this month's
GFA Programmers' surgery - see Desk
top, page 119. It shows you howto set
up those rather sexy GEM menus, like
the one on your ST's Desktop. You
need a copy of GFA Basic to load it
into, though - the complete GFA Basic

can turn to page 142 to order that
issue. But do it now - that issue won't

camel and beastie..

Disk 19, so ifyou haven't got it yet you
be offered again!

•

*=;>.

questions asked.

You're dead, matey.

~ •'••"'"

TO GET STARTED: merge file into
GFA Basic (not on this Disk)

Confuzer reverses control of the

eath - no

straight to the ne!

ronds. Dead

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS

FOLDER: GFA
FILES: GFAMENU.LST

2 package was yours free on Cover

re of a bashing.

invincible for about

BY: BARRIE CAPEL
SIDE: 2
MACHINE: ALL STS

straight into a nasty you wanted to
avoid. With two players the

en take even

ing.

GFA listing

Inside the GFA folder there's a rather
i .

^m

Oval sinewave bullets -

can't fire directly left or
right, but do heaps of
damage and aren't
I by enemies.

slows down until

r Of Shots.

bullets - you

ted" supplement free with last issue ex

the nasty end of the mutant camels.
Each wave of attackers takes different

damage to your
shield. 12 apples =

weapon. Doesn't

vice is on page 142.
Our specially written version had all

full of the beasts, and this issue they're
giving you ten juicy ones to go with the

- repairs a bit

adds one level of

erful music tool. Don't despair if you
missed it: the FORMAT back issue ser

sounds converted into digital data that
your ST can use. Gajits produce disks

THE BAD NEWS

Weapon power-up -

plete special version of Gajits' Sequen
cer One program - a rather spiffy
package that turns your ST into a pow

your ST to a synthesizer or other MIDIcompatible instrument. Samples are

choose between these or

rather flash poster, too. Shareware
authors like Jeff depend on users of

weren't here you missed out on a com

MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digi
tal Interface - it's a way of connecting

effects,

copies of Llamatron, Colourspace or
Gridrunner. What's more, you get a

TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

Where were you last month? If you

the features of the original but could
also handle samples as well as MIDI.

smoother scrolling, more colours and
even more noise, and if you register

muck up the Disk!

[

becoming obsolete. Replacement
drives are cheap and easy to fit. Time

cial STE, 1MByte and even TT versions

you can

have a groovy time with it the program

fitted to early 520 STs and are rapidly

being such a fine upstanding citizen and
registering your copy. There are spe

with the write-protect off or you might
Revenge is Shareware - that is, it
can be distributed freely, but if you

got a single-sided drive. These were

IFF SAMPLES

One to avoid?

J)
Jm

Iks
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COVER

DISK

capability.

(Obviously

you

KEYBOARD COMMANDS

can only play them back in

Certain functions can only be accessed
from the keyboard. They are:

true stereo with an STE or

with the Microdeal Playback

<Control>-E: changes edit buffer size.
This enables you to change the amount
of memory allocated to the area used to
hold any sample when copying or over

cartridge - £29.95 from
Microdeal ^ 0726 68020.)
To load this Cover Disk

BY: MICRODEAL
SIDE: 2

preview, make sure you're in

MACHINE: ALL STS

low resolution and

click on SMJ3EM0.PRG. This

FOLDER: SSMASTER

is a near complete version of
the software part of the

FILES: SIvLDEMO.PRG,
DEMOKEYS.SET

GET STARTED WITH: SrVL.DEMO.PRG

laying it.

double

RESOLUTION: LOW RES ONLY

<Control>-N: toggles the sample
between "signed" and "unsigned" for
• You can load in the Sequencer One samples into

at all in the demo.

are several built-in which you

edit the line under "directory-'' Click on SAM and a
vertical line appears. Use <Backspace> to delete

tings. Again, not applicable to the

SAM and type in a <*>. Now click on the little sym

demo.

Stereo Master is the new sampling/

can manipulatewith the pack

playback

Microdeal

age's many dazzling func

which enables you to record stereo

tions, described in the boxes

bol at the top left of the list of samples. You can
now load any sample. Go into the samples folder

samples even without an STE's stereo

on this page.

and have a listen to those funky sounds.

package

from

mat. You won't need to use this control

package. You can't save our Stereo Master. Because Stereo Master is set
samples yourself but there up to load in its own type of samples you need to

A SMALL SAMPLE OF
WHAT CAN BE DONE

<Control>-S: saves current program set

Cursor left and right: swaps the display
between bright and not-so-bright.

All the functions except Record, Listen and
Save are working in this preview version.
Play about with the built-in samples to get
a feel of what the program can do.
© Copy to sample. You use this in

A Only the sample area between

exactly the same wayas Overlay, but

these two lines (sample cursors) is
affected by each operation. Move the

the sample obliterates the destina
tion sample area

lines by clicking on them and drag
ging the mouse

© Copy sample area to edit buffer

0The sample waveform display: left

© Compress the sample by two-

channel on top, right on the bottom

thirds

Q Position of the left hand sample

© Bounce stereo - makes the left

cursor in memory

channel appear to glide smoothly
across into the right channel. Use the
sliding arrows in the dialogue box to

Q Position of the right hand sample
cursor in memory

control the amount of cross-over

u

©When you play part of a sample,

jc~EP

you notice a small dot moving along
the main sample display. This button
moves the start sample cursor to the
location of this "ghost" cursor, and

the equivalent button on the right
moves the end sample cursor there

1'RUE

^__
_<§=

mIJ-$
*-,|.

..*»—

' teni

,-^pi on?
-«ril

w"

this to playsamples in true stereo (to
an amplifier) on a standard STFM

i«ni

*&*

* o "SK "Wi

input to the sampler - no use in this

©Plays the sample

channels for playing samples

© Record sample - disabled

©Click this to distort and generally
mess about with the samples

0lf you have an STE, you can
change the volume and tone of the
sample, and all output now takes
place via an amplifier connected to
the STE

demo

ple (displayed in the centre)

(J) If you have the Microdeal
Playback cartridge connected, click

©Quitthedemo

©Displays a 3D Fast Fourier ©Removes the currently selected
Transform graph of the sample area -

O Alter the playback rate of the sam

©Select Loop to make the sample
repeat endlessly when played

(J) Record trigger - disabled in this

try it!

sample area (to an edit buffer) and
closes up the gap that's left

©Compress the sample area by
half. Adjust the

©Displays a spectrograph of the

The MIDI controls enable you to assign

'NSSP*

-na

© Save - disabled

MFC

© Swap the left and right channels

"OHO

©Adjust thevolume up/down

© Wipe the sample area completely

m

© Fade sample area in - use the

Insert the edit buffer into the cur

rent sample area without over

writing what is already there

playback speed

accordingly

© Zoom in or out of the sample area

around the area. Click and drag on
either the start or end sample cursor
to move the entire area over the sam

© Fade sample area out

ple window to where you want it.
Then release the button and click

Overlay once more to merge the area
"Half" initially halves the volume of
both source and destination areas;

"Full" leaves them both as they are

Click on this, then on a function

key to display its preset sample on

them back via a MIDI keyboard or with
the ST keyboard. The function keys
have two lights underneath them. When

the main screen

channels

exactly as you normally would, then
click Overlay. A blue box appears

Click to play the preset samples
using the function keys

samples to the function keys and play

arrows to control the rate

© Like Copy, but does it between

©Overlay. Select a sample area

with the destination area. Selecting

©MIDI control panel - see box

THE MIDI CONTRO-

~»i H •is"f

demo

Q Scrolls the sample window to the ©Use to select left, right or both © Listen to input - disabled
left or right

_=H=.

I

© Filter - enables you toremove fre
quencies from the sample area

© Reverse - flips sample area from
end to end

© Load - Loads in a sample

enter test mode. In this mode, only Input

from a MIDI keyboard is recognised, and any
such input simply plays the current sample
_

This clears a preset sample from a
function key

— c°lect one of these to raise or lower

i pitch of the samples being played

one or both is lit, it means that a sam

ple on that channel has been assigned
to that key. To program a function key,

speed you want, click on PROG and

Clickto transfer controlto a connected MIDI keyboard.The
active preset is played (if Split mode is off) every time a key

then click on the appropriate key.

is hit. Press a function key to change the active sample

select the sample area and playback
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Clickto playsamples fromthe ST's keyboard.Change the
current sample with the function keys

Image
Power
Atari/Amiga Handheld Scanner
Available for the Commodore Amiga and the Atari ST range of
computers, the Naksha A500 Scanner features switchable

resolution between 200 and 400dpi, 32 grey shades and

adjustable contrast.
Every Scanner comes complete with Express-IT! Software, an
image utility which allows you to save images in formats which
suit your favourite packages.

£99 or less
from all good computer shops

naksha
Naksha (UK) Ltd., 29 The Wharf, Warrington WA1 2HT

Tel: (0925) 56398 Fax: (0925) 574375

Prices exclude VAT

E &O E

Prices subject to change without prior notice

Trade Marks and Registered Trade Marks are acknowledged
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DISK

TEN TOP
UTILITIES

DESK ACCESSORIES - HOW THEY WORK
screen at any time, even when you're run
ning another program (so long as it is one
that has the Desk menu available). So to
load any Desk Accessories you want, sim
ply check that they end in .ACC, copy up
to six of them onto a blank formatted disk,
making sure that they are not in any fold
ers, and then reset or start your ST with

BY: CHARLES JOHNSON

Desktop anyway. But if you use a disk to
boot up (that is, start up your ST from),
the first thing your ST does is look on that
disk (called, amazingly, the boot disk) for

get run automatically before anything else
happens - just the place to put utilities
you want run every time.
Next your ST looks at the boot disk's
root directory for Desk Accessories - that
is, programs ending in .ACC which are not
in any folders. It can load up to six of
these special programs and hold them in
memory, and they can then be called up

that disk in the drive. For more information

FOLDER: GALLERY

a folder called AUTO. Any programs in here

from the "Desk" menu at the top of the

on Desk Accessories, see page 16.

All these utilities run on all STs in

all resolutions. All except Procalc
are on Side 1 of the Cover Disk.

Art Gallery

When you switch on your ST, it first takes
a look at its disk drive - normally drive A,
unless you have a hard drive set up as the
boot drive. If there's nothing in that drive,

your ST eventually presents you with the

FILES: ARTGALRY.ACC
TO GET STARTED: see Accessories box

these take some too. It's handy to know how
much you've got left. Run Free Space and you

get an accurate measurement - useful if you've
just fitted some extra memory and need to know

• With Art Gallery, viewing pictures is
as easy as clicking on a picture type.

There you are with a mass of picture files and
you've gone and forgotten what they look like.
With Art Gallery, you can view pictures from the
Desktop without having to load up an art pack

including printer control. The only real limitation
is you can only edit up to 400 words. But it

Mouse
Accelerator

should work with all well-behaved GEM programs
- those that use your ST's operating system to
provide drop-down menus.
Press <Help> to bring up the help window,
with all the keyboard commands. Click on the
symbol at the top right for more commands. Hit
<Undo> and you've got a useful calendar too.

BY: KEN BADERSTSCHER
FOLDER: MACCEL

FILES: MACCEL3.PRG, MACCEL3.DOC
READ: MACCEL3.DOC

GET STARTED WITH:: MACCEL3.PRG
The mouse that Atari let loose in the box with

it is constantly to hand. You can take a peek at

your ST is, well, quite good - but a little slow,
isn't it? You can buy faster ones, but why
bother? All you need it a little program to rocketpropel the original across your Desktop.

tures are produced by Neochrome, Degas
format by the Degas Elite art program, and
these are the two main picture formats. NEO
pictures are always low resolution. Degas pic
tures can be all three resolutions, but you can

tell which one the picture is in by the file exten
der - .Pll for low resolution, .PI2 for medium

and .PI3 for high resolution. Tiny is a special
compressed format designed to save you disk
space - the pcitures have the extension TNY.

the features of a full-blown word processor,

if everything is okay too.

age. It's a Desk Accessory, so once it's loaded
any of three format pictures. NEO format pic

Desk Accessory, so you can edit the odd text file
within other programs. You can stop imagining it's on the Cover Disk! Newword has many of

Procalc

BY: ANTONIO FLACCOMIO
FOLDER: CAPS

FILES: CAPS.ACC, CAPS.D0C
READ: CAPS. DOC

FILES: PROCALC.ACC
TO GET STARTED: see Accessories box

Maccel3 does that and more. You can select

TO GET STARTED: see Accessories box

shadows that just don't go away.
Maccel3 blanks out the screen if you don't

There you are hammering away at a text editor
and there's no way you can tell if capitals are on
or off without typing something in. If you get it
wrong you have to delete the text, change the
caps status and start again. Wouldn't it be
handyto see at a glance if you're in caps mode

type anything or move the mouse for a few min
utes. As soon as you touch anything it's back to

or not? Well, Caps does just that. In the top lefthand corner it displays the word "caps." If it

appears greyed-out, caps are off; if it's solid,
caps are on. Caps is a Desk Accessory - see
the box for everything you need to know about
how these work, and say goodbye to Oh-hell-I'vejust-written-a-whole-line-in-capitals misery!

Free Space
BY: RICHARD KAVANAGH
FOLDER: FREEMEM

FILES: FRESPACE.PRG

GET STARTED WITH: FRESPACE.PRG

normal. You set the mouse speed by clicking on
the little boxes on the left of the Maccel3 dis

playand the screen saver interval using the little
slider. Click on Save and it's all set up as you
want it every time you boot up.

The easiest way to use MacceB is to put in
the AUTO folder on your boot disk, so it's all
ready to go. What's exactly are a boot disk and
an AUTO folder? For the complete answer, take
a look at the box about Accessories above.

Newword
BY: F. GREGORY SCHNELLER
FOLDER: NEWWORD

FILES: NEWWORD.ACC, NEWWORD.DOC
READ: NEWWW0RD.DOC

TO GET STARTED: see Accessories box

tem handles things like working the disk drives
and display and gives you the fancy menus and
icons to play about with (see page 16 for full

details). All this uses up some of the memory. If
you've got any Desk Accessories loaded in,
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Bit of a pain to do this every time, though, so
move up to the "Options" menu again and
select "Save Desktop." Your ST now writes it

Quick View
FOLDER: QVIEW

• Procalc brings the power of a fully
featured calculator to your Desktop.

FILES:QVIEW.PRG, QUIKVIEW.DOC
READ: QUIKVIEW.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: QVIEW.PRG

STs make beautiful number crunchers - with a

zappy 16-bit processor, all they need is the right
program. Procalc turns your ST into a fully fea
tured

scientific calculator.

It can

do

logs,

exponential, power, root and trigonometric calcu
lations in degrees and radians. It can also
handle binary, octal, decimal and hex - all sorts

of tricks up its sleeve. You use it pretty much
the same way as a standard hand-held calcula
tor except your batteries don't run out half way
through something really important. You can
click on the buttons with the mouse or you can
use the keyboard. Press <Help> and you see

which keys are which buttons. Click on the tiny
box marked "Info" for the manual. Procalc can

be used as a Desk Accessory or as a normal
program. On the Disk it's set up as a Desk
Accessory. To turn it into a program, just change
the .ACC extension to .PRG - on your backup
copy, naturally.

QuickDisk
BY: LINK THOMLIN

Did you knowthat a 520 STE has 375 kilobytes
of memory when the Desktop is displayed and
before you run any programs? What a swizz! It
says 512 in the manual! Well, yes, but as soon
as you switch on, your ST loads in the operating
system from a ROM chip inside, so everything is
ready for use straightaway. (ROM stands for
Read Only Memory- your ST uses these chips
to save you the hassle of disk-loaded operating
systems like those boring old PC-contemptible
jobs. Just turn on and go - quick and easy. For
more details, see page 16.) The operating sys

Now, click on Install and there it is!

disappears when you switch off your ST or
reset, so if you want to save your data perma
nently make sure you save it to a real disk or
hard drive before you switch off or reset.

Well, if you leave your ST set up with the same
display on-screen for ages while you have a cup
of tea, visit your granny and go for a short walk
along the Great Wall, when you get back you
mightfind your monitor suffering from phosphor

degrades at different rates, resulting in horrid

screen and select "Install Disk Drive." Click on

the drive identifier and change it to M. While
you're at it, change the icon label to "RAMdisk."

loads when it boots up. This holds the informa
tion on what and where your icons are.
Once your RAMdisk icon is on-screen, you
can treat it just like an ordinary Floppy Drive
icon - save data to it, copy files to it, the lot.
But beware: everything written to a RAMdisk

FOLDER: PROCALC

the acceleration you want, and it can even blank
out the screen. Why would you want to do that?

sion screen is a coating of phosphor which is
bombarded by electrons to make it glow. Over
time it degrades. The trouble starts if the dis
play doesn't change, 'cos then the phosphor

go up to the "Options" menu at the top of the

self a little file called DESKTOP.INF which it

BY:J0HNBR0CHU

burn-in. On the inside of your monitor or televi

Caps

mean? Well, first boot up with the QuickDisk on
your boot disk (see the box about Accessories
for details). You can now install your choice of
size. Now it says it's set up as drive M. Where's
drive M, then? Er, well, you have to install an
icon before you can get at it. Click on a drive
icon on the Desktop once so it turns black, then

• Quick View enables you to take a
longer look - or even read backwards...

Double-click on a text file and your ST asks if
you want to show it, print it or cancel. If you
have a printer attached you can click on Print
and get useful hardcopy - but don't try this if
you haven't got a printer plugged in, or your ST
may just hang up. Click on Show and there it is
on-screen. You can scroll through it forwards,
but can't go back again and if it's written in a
higher resolution than you're in then it all gets
very hard to read. Not exactly stunning. QuickView fixes all that, giving you excellent facilities
for browsing through documents. The entire file
is loaded into memory and you can go back

FOLDER: RAMDISK

wards and forwards to your heart's content. If
you run QuickView in low resolution, it still gives
you an 80 column medium resolution display.

FILES: RAMDISK.ACC, RAMDISK.DOC,
RAMDISK.RSC

READ: RAMDISK.DOC

Select "load and view" to read a file and press

TO GET STARTED: see Accessories box

<Esc> to return to the selection screen. Press

the single most useful utility you can have. It

ing <Undo> exits the program immediately. No
more cursing as the bit of text you wanted to
read whizzes off the screen!

QuickDisk is a RAMdisk program - just about

• Like any GEM window, Newword's

reserves an area of memory that your ST uses

text window can be moved and resized.

as an extra disk drive. You can write files to it

Pressing <Help> brings up the help win
dow, with all the keyboard commands.

and read files from it, just like any other drive.
The advantage is that the data is held in mem
ory, so everything is lightning-fast. There are
loads of RAMdisks about, but QuickDisk is one

Imagine a fully-featured text editor withfull block
functions, calendar, alarm clock and help when

ever you need it. More than that, imagine it's a

Selector
FOLDER: SELECTOR
FILES: SELECTOR.PRG
TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

of the easiest and fastest.

It's

a Desk

Accessory and

can

be

re

configured from the Desktop. What does this

Desk Accessories are dead handy little utilities
to have loaded in. The real pain is that you can

WE CAN'T THINK OF A
HIGHER CALIBRE PRINTER AT SUCH A

LOW PRICE, CAN YOU?

%

#

Fujitsu's new dot matrix printer —the DL900 —

Anything else? Of course. The DL900 is

is undeniably low-priced. Less than £300.

designed and manufactured by the world's second

The question is, what can you expect for

largest computer company.

your money?

Need we say more? We think not.

Can you expect really high quality print output,
Please send me further information on Fujitsu's new
DL900 printer.

for instance? Well yes you can. The DL900 is a

24-pin printer with a speed of 180cps.
Do you get a variety of printing options? Sure.

Name-

You can print envelopes, bar-codes and labels with

Title—

a wide range of resident fonts.
Company_

And what about spread sheet capabilities? (Yes

again, you can printon A3 portraitor A4 landscape.)
Is it compact though? Indeed it is. Even being

Address

a 110 column printer it's smaller than most
80 column models.

Easy to use? Definitely. The free set-up program
disc means it's simple to configure the DL900 via
your PC.

Fujfrsu
The global computer & communications company.

Phone-,
Fax_

Fujitsu Europe Ltd, 2 Longwalk Road, Stockley Park, Uxbridge,
Middlesex UB11 1A8. Phone: (081) 573 4444, Fax: (081) 573 2643.

COVER

DISK

you which Accessories you want to load that
time. Use the cursor keys to highlight each pro
gram and the <Return> key to change its status.
Press the Spacebar when it's all to your liking.
Because of the way the ST is designed you're

only load six of them in from your boot disk
when you turn on your ST, and they all have to
be on that disk. But you might have dozens of
Accessories to choose from. In no time you've
got a huge collection of boot disks with different
combinations on. Now there is an easy solution.

still limited to six Accessories, but you can
choose any six you like.

With Selector in an AUTO folder, you can choose

It works because programs in the AUTO
folder get run first, before Accessories are
loaded (see the box on Accessories, page 36).

from a menu of Accessories on the same disk

and only load those you want each time!
To use Selector, simply create a folder on
your boot disk called AUTO and copy SELEC
TOR.PRG into it. Then copy all your Desk
Accessories, as many as you like, to the root
directory of the same disk - that is, not inside
any folders, especially not inside the AUTO
folder. Then just use that disk whenever you
switch on or reset your ST, and Selector asks

Desk Accessories use the file extender .ACC.

It's this your ST looks for when trying to load
them in. Selector works by getting in first and
renaming the ones you don't need to ,ACX, so
your ST doesn't recognise them and they don't
get used. Now you can keep all your Acces
sories on one handy disk! Smart!

FTHE COVER DISK NEEDS YOlP
We need yoursoftware - games, utilities, demos - anything good, original and short. If you've
written anything worthy of the ST FORMAT Cover Disk, send It with this form and full documen
tation to: Chris Lloyd, ST FORMAT Cover Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, Avon BA12BW.
Then please be patient: we get heaps of submissions,and we try to give them alla fair testing!
Name.
Address _

Daytime phone .
Total size in K

Program title.

On a separate sheet, explain conciselywhat the program does and what's great about it.
Don't forget to: • Include on-diskand paper documentation• Write your name and address on
the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of your program, because contributions are nonreturnable • Enclose wads of cash. We pay for programs we use, but hey, we can use the dosh!

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for publication in
ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby agree to indemnify Future Publishing
againstany legalaction should copyright problems arise.

What Is?
BY: BILL AYCOCK
FOLDER: WHATIS

FILES: WHATIS46.ACC, WHATIS46.DOC
READ: WHATIS46.DOC
TO GET STARTED: see Accessories box

the file extender it's impossible to tellwhat files
are, without experimenting with them. Well, not
exactly - you could use this handy little number
to find out what they are! It's a Desk Accessory
- see the box on page 36 for how to use these.

There's a bewildering array of different file types
on your ST. Files are collections of digital data programs, text files, pictures or sounds, almost
anything. Each file has a name, up to eight let
ters long. Then there's a full stop and another

an

ST

progrwi

or

desk

accessory

HEftOCT BVTES FOR THIS FILEI
- a . . aZ . . Km - • O-.

on . . . .

three letters. These three are called the file

extender and usually denote what type of file it
is. PRG files, for instance, are programs and
these are executable - that is, you can double
click on the file and run it. Other than checking

wmmmmmMmmmmOkmmd.
•

Click on "choose a file" and What Is

tells you what you're dealing with. Here
it examines itself. (Yes, okay: "ooer.")

PROBLEMS?
DON'T WORRY!
Every month we duplicate tens of thousands of disks. Inevitably a few are corrupted
- you can't open a window at all, or there's nothing in the window, or the folder
names are gobbledegook. It doesn't happen often, but it's pretty infuriating if it
should happen to you. If you're unlucky, sorry. We guarantee you a free replace
ment. Just send your faulty Disk to: ST FORMAT February Disk Returns, Discopy
Labs pic, Unit A, West March, London Road, Daventry NN4 4SA.
Note that only Discopy can help you - please don't send faulty disks to us.
• Got a problem with one of the Cover Disk programs? Make sure you've read all
the relevant Cover Disk pages and any document files on disk. Try consulting your
ST Owner's Manual - that might have the information you need. Still got a prob
lem? Then give us a ring on the ST FORMAT Cover Disk Hotline. We'll do our best
to sort it out. Be ready to tell us the number of the Cover Disk and which program
Is giving you trouble, and try to have your ST nearby when you ring.
Cover Disk Hotline
•zr 0225 442244

Wednesday 2 - 6pm only

Signed

?ST

BCS New Year Offers

• OFFER 1 •
Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-site
maintenance + F19 Flight Sim + lead

100% certified error free
50 3.5" DS/DD
£22.50
100 3.5" DS/DD
£36 50
150 3.5" DS/DD
£52.50
200 3.5" DS/DD
£67.00
400 3.5" DS/DD
£133.00
500 3.5" DS/DD
£160.00

MKII monitor + on-site maintenance +

Flisht sim + lead.

+ On-Site Maintenance

£575

£630

F19 Flisht Sim + Lead £525

boxes & disks
50
100
150
200
400
500

No
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

quibble lifetime guarantee
DS/DD + 100cap lockable box...£25.50
DS/DD + 100cap lockable box...£39.50
DS/DD + 100cap lockable box...£55.50
DS/DD + 2100cap lockable boxes..£73.50
DS/DD + 4100 cap lockable boxes .£146.00
DS/DD + 5100 caplockable boxes .£177.00

delivery & free labels

AMIGAS

PRINTERS
Star LC-20
Star LC - 200 Colour
Star LC - 24 200 Colour

£150
£205

£265

A500 Plus 2Mb Cartoon Pack
A500 1Mb Cartoon Pack
Class of the 90's
A1500

£405
£350
£450
£650

Atari Discovery Extra II Pack
FamilyCurriculum Pack

£299
£350

ACCESSORIES
Amiga Daatascan Professional
1/2Meg +Clock

£29.00

1000 Labels
Cumana Drive
1000 Tractor Labels

£8.00
£58.00
£10.00

Amiga Mouse

£14.00

Mouse Mat

Stingray Joystick

£2.50

£13.50

A590 Hard Drive
Printer Lead
A590 + 2Mb Ram

Zipstick
A500P 1Mb Upgrade
A590 Hard Drive

1 meg 8500 Plus Upgrade

Atari FamilyCurriculum Pack + Philips

5.25" DS/DD Disks
5.25" DS/HD Disks

21peach
39peach

A500 Plus Cartoon Classics Pack, 2Mb Ram •
Philips CM8833 MU II + F19 + Lead

f^3.5" 10 Cap boxes
3.5"
3.5"
5.25"
5.25"

40 Cap boxes
100 Cap boxes
50 Cap boxes
100 Cap boxes

£0.85 eaclA
£4.10
£4.50
£5.10
£5.90

60p each
100 3.5" DS/HD

£58.00

50 3.5" DS/DD
£22
100 3.5" DS/DD
£40
200 3.5" DS/DD
£78
500 3.5" DS/DD
£162
Price includes free labels & VAT

& free delivery

ORDER HOTLINE:

0273 506269 / 0831 279084
All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.
Call or send cheques /postal orders tot

£145.00

£11.00

BCS Ltd.,
349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton,
East Sussex, BN1 6JJ

£57.00

All offers subject to availability. EftOE

£265.00

Due to shortages of 31" DSDD disks, prices

£280.00
£8.00
£370.00

£59.00

each
each
each
each

3.5" DS/DD Disks

150 Cap 3.5" Posso Box
£15.50
60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Box....£10.00

All prices include VAT &free
delivery & free labels

Prices include VAT& free

OFFER 3 •

CM8833 MKII + on-site maintenance + F19

New 100 capacity 3.5" lockable

DISKS DISKS DISKS

•

• OFFER 2 •
^Atari Discovery Extra II + Philips CM8833

£228

1000 + Call for spot prices

CDTV
£445

may change without notice

#7

Catalogue 7.0 - the bigger, better
catalogue of public domain software,
freeware, shareware, licenceware,

chocware, adware, colaware, postcardware
and other inexpensive (not clieap)
software for your ST.

If you've seen our previous cats then you'll want this one.
If you haven't, then perhaps it's time
to find out what your ST's been missing.

take child's play
of programming
your video.
That's right! If you've ever made a mistake with your video
then Merlin have the perfect answer! No more taping the
wrong channel, no more taping at the wrong time. Because,

with the new VideoPlus+T , programming your video is as
easy as making a phone call... even if you're an adult!
icleo programming is a
~g00f~ eatures available with
really simple operation

enjoy life more, and probe the envelope of ST computing,
with a minimum investment.

fc

look in a host of public

An LCDDisplay Panel that
shows date, time, tape length

ations from December 6th

(including all your favourite
publications*) that will be printing all

required for programmes entered
(for the next 24hrs), low battery level
indicator and internal backup memory.

the important Video Pluscode™ numbers

The catalogue costs £1.00 (inc p&p and VAT)
and we'll refund that from your first order.
Chp-qu';, i O, stamps or coin, please.Sorry, no credit cards

you can easily tap into your
handset.,

Easy to use number keypad to

VideoPlus+™will do the rest

enter upTV listing Plus Codes™.

own Video Plus+

automatically by infra-red.
Itwill turnyourvideo

then you will receive the catalogue free

set the length of
time to record, and

Outside Europe, please send £2.50 (including air mail)

3 recording options
for:'Once' (single
programme setting),
'Weekly' (tape every

when your selection

week at scheduled

If you orcltj '-• '. from us in October or November,

on, set the channel,

has finished, it will

The South West Software Library
PO Box 562

Wimborne, Dorset BH21 2YD

L.A.P.D

same time).

VideoPlus+™ works
with most popular

LED Indicator that

makes of video

flashes at the start

recorders that have

of recording.

control and, for the

first time, virtually

Tel: 0773 761944/605010

Video PlusCode™

Here are just a few of the disks from our comprehensive catalogue: (£1.50 each)

M. 86
U. 35
D.271
D.291
G.131
P. 19

CRACKED OOH CRIKEY...: Cracked version of the Lost Boys demo. Now you can
examine the code to see how it was done! (2 D/S disks £3.00)
ASTRO 22: An accurate astrology calculation program.
HERO: Graphic fantasy adventure in the deepest dungeons.
HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR: The Wild Boys are back with awesome house music D/S
(Not STE)
VODKA DEMO: Good multi-screen demo by Equinox. D/S
NEWSDISK: Construct your own newsletter and magazine disks.
MAT'S MOD DISK: Amazing .mod music files from Mat of the Untouchables. D/S
INFILTRATION: Explore a 3D alien craft and defeat the alien pirates.
FROG RACE: Study the form, place your bets and watch them hop!
EASY TEXT PLUS FONTS: New fonts for Epsom campat. FX and LQ printers D/S
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN: Adventure, Meet the girl of your dreams...and the rest is up to you.
KOZMIC 2: Stunning, commercial quality, psychedelic pattern creator D/S 1mb
MENU-MAKER: A French program that allows you to make your own menus with music, sprite
and scrolling message. Excellent. D/S
DEATH OF A PRESIDENT: (3 D/S disks £4.50). JFK assassination investigation.
PICTURE CONVERTERS: Convert any format to just about any other format.
GATEWAY TO HEXENLAND: Amazing mega-demo from the Avengers. D/S
LIGHTNING: very good mega-demo from the Pendragons fo France. D/S
STAR TREK - THE GAME: A real treat! Digi-pics, digi-sound, Superb. 1 Meg
GFA EXPERT: Massive text file and help routines for GFA-Basic 3.0. D/S

P.17

68000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: 10 'How to do if document files. S/S

A. 34

SPECTRUM EXTENDED DISPLAYER: Fantasy pics (mostly semi-clad females) so large you

D.286
M. 81
M. 69
G.142
G.143
W. 11
G.140
A. 36
P. 24

off! And all from

just one number!
What you need...

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE
80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

P&P FREE on orders over £5.00. (50p otherwise)

M. 84
G. 48
D.287

times), 'Daily'(for
taping every week
day, from Monday
to Friday, all at the

switch your video

infra-red remote

PD Disks£1.00 to £1.50
Budgie Ijicenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95
t
* Commercial Games Software from only £2.99
Samedayservice, quality virus free disks

P. 30

Easy 'one time' set

up feature facility.

all satellite receivers!

Verification of all

Numbers...

programme info
including 'time
clash' display.

You'll soon see
these Numbers next

to prog, listings in
around 78 million

Review of stored

issues of nationa

settings in date

papers &TVguides

and time order.

What doyougetinyournew VideoPiuST* Pack'
You receive a COMPLETE pack , even down to the batteries, which is instantly ready
to use and supplied already set up to Greenwich Mean Time...
• One Handset with batteries fitted, set to GMT and ready to use straightaway.
• One detailed easyto follow 'Getting Started' manual and one 'Troubleshooting Guide'.
• One watch and wipe tutorial video featuringMichaela Strachan; to help you make
the best of your new VideoPlus+ .
What after sales support do you get when you buy your VideoPlus+ ?
Should you experience difficultiesin setting up your video or satellite, VideoPlus+ ' will
be there to help with a customer service helpline including free exchange systems and
full money-back warranties too! All this for your total peace of mind in VideoPlus+ '.
•^Publications carryingVideo PlusCode™Numbers...TV Times, Whal's on TV, Daily Mirror, Sunday Mirror, TheSun,News ofthe
World,The People,Today,The Times,The SundayTimes, DailyMail,Mailon Sunday,livening standard and Sporting Ufe.*

have to scroll them on the screen! D/S

To make YOUR video programming as

U. 14

THINGS NOT TO DO: Humorous demo by Electronic Images. D/S
MYSTIC WELL: Excellent 'Dungeonmaster' type game from the States. S/S
HITCH-HIKERS PD UTILITY DISK: Disk of excellent utiliities by Stuart Coates. D/S

simple as making a phone call... simply
make a phone call...to Merlin Express!
A revolutionary product for just..

B.29

FASTCOPY PRO: The best P.D. copier

D.272
G.115

A FEW OF THE DISKS FROM OUR BUDGET COLLECTION (Only £1.00 each)

B. 30

SHERLOCK: Master detective game

B.14

ROBOTZ: Classyshoot'em up

B.20

HACMAN: Pac Man action

B. 27

FROGGY: Classic arcade action.

B.15

ROLL'N'NUDGE: Fruit Machine

B. 24

SPACE WAR: Starategy space game.

Yourgoods will be despatched on the
day of clearance ofpayment by
recorded delivery. Or a courier

To order...

Budgie Titles (£2.95):
Sharks

BU82
Crush
BU86
Quatris
Budgie Titles (£3.95):

PR018

(inclusive of VAT and delivered lo your door)

VideoPIus* , VideoPlusCode and INSTANT VIDEO PROGRAMMER arc trademark* af (k-mstar DevelopmentCorporation

B. 19 VIDEO POKER: Casinogame Sim,

*" BUDGIE UK LICENCEWARE '

BU79

VideoPlus+™ are endless:

with VideoPlus+™. Just

We cover the range from Accessories to 'Zines.
Dedicated to helping you work faster and better,

We have the full range available, including..
BU83
Cyberstorm
MAG12

Maggie 7 (Lost Boys)

BU80

Travel Game

BU81

Dead or Alive...?

MAG14
BU87
PR022

Disk Space 1,
Whoopsy
Bingo Caller

DEM3

•Oh Crikey....

Just phone our telesales office on
0602 441442 using your Access,
Visa or Switch card or, send

service is available at either

£6 (2 working days) or

a cheque/postal order to the

£7.50 (next working day).

address shown below.

Classroom Maths
PR021
Funtime/ages 3-7
PR016 68000 Ref.
PR012 Astrology Consultant
Also available: Commercial games at budget prices. See catalogue for details

For a FREE copy of our latest, user friendly, catalogue disk just send a blank disk and S.S.A.E. to
the address above and we'll send you one by return complete with a selection of quality PD
including super 'MATCH IT' game and FONECOST utility game. Alternately send us £1.00 and
we'll send you the same catalogue and free programs on one of our disks, (please quote STF12).

MERLIN

EXPRESS

LIMITED

UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,
STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 5HX,

-TtnirHrl/l V'

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO
DEAL WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE.

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

SOFTWARE

re vie ws

Software sensation
WORD PROCESSING-

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
M 4 PROTEXT
-IslO £152-75)

At their most basic, word processors are like
sophisticated typewriters, in that text can be
entered and printed using them. However, word
processors go much farther. They enable you to
store your text for later retrieval and editing at
any time, they can format it into whatever style

• *•••W

Arnor (s 0733 68909)

'^K^^ Pretext isn't the easiest WP to learn,
since it uses quite a primitive display (you
can't see the layout of your page until it's printed) and
it uses some obscure commands. However, the
power and speed it offers when you're familiar with it,
puts it at the top of the list for the serious user. V5.5,
the newest, includes a thesaurus, spell-checker and
automatic hyphenation to improve the look of your
page. GEM menus are available if you want to use

you like, spell-check it, tell you how many words
you've written, move parts of it around for you,
and carry out many more operations that it
would be impossible or time-consuming to do by
conventional means.

The more advanced WPs may include a the
saurus (which gives you synonyms for any par
ticular word) and an outliner, an aid to planning
your writing. Although it's possible to buy a rea

them. We

use Protext to

write ST FORMAT each

month, it's that good - but it does need 1MByte to
run.

STF Rating - 95%

sonable WP for less than £50, for the more

Long ago (we're talking the 1970s here), before
there were such things as STs, newspapers and
magazines were put together the hard way - by
manually adjusting lines of metal type on huge
printing presses. Now any publication worth its
salt is created with a desktop publishing pro
gram.

DTP programs enable you to lay out head
lines, text, pictures, line drawings and anything
else you want on the ST screen, in exactly the
way it will look on the finished page, using a
variety of fonts (character designs) and styles.
Before making the finished copy, you can play
about with ideas as much as you like and see
instant results. The result can then be output to
anything from a simple dot matrix printer to a

complicated facilities you have to pay more. It
depends on how you want to use it; for the odd

professional typesetting bureau. At ST FORMAT,
we print the first proofs to a LaserWriter.

page there's no point in shelling out £150 on
something of which you'll never use half the fea
tures. If you write for a living you'll want the best

£139.00

there is.

Working Title (« 0865 883233)

CALLIGRAPHER

WORD WRITER ST
£49.95

GST Software (" 0480 496789)
Almost a clone of First Word Plus but with some extra

• It's kickin', it's chillin', it's even illin', but it makes
a terrible screenshot: Protext 5.

features. The WYSIWYG display and the use of GEM
menus is the same, but you get a thesaurus and an
outliner thrown in, too. Indeed, Word Writer ST is just
about the only WP you'll find with an outliner. At work

FIRST WORD PLUS

it's a little faster than FWP and makes better use of

keyboard shortcuts (keys you can press to choose
items from the menus directly). Another ideal begin
ner's package and it's cheaper than FWP, but there's
no graphic support.
STF Rating - 86%
JK file

lirtlt

IT

clock

Layout

Style

Spelling

Graphics

Help

A:\READHE

Uhis README accompanies 1st Word Plus ST version J,14,
Delete Block

Calligrapher isn't really a DTP package, but then it's
not a word processor either - it's described as a
"document processor." This means you lay out text in
a more rigid columnar format than most DTP pack
ages, and pictures aren't quite as easy to manipulate.
However, you can do many things it would be
hard to do elsewhere. Degas pictures can be altered

£79.95

before importing to give them weird effects; text can

GST Software (- 0480 496789)

be bent in strange ways; tables can be automatically

FWP is an ideal choice for a newcomer to word pro
cessing. It uses clear, logical menus and has a full
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) display, so
there's no guessing how your page will look. It has a
spell-checker but no thesaurus, and, because it uses
GEM, it tends to work rather slowly, particularly when
you're scrolling through text. There's even limited
graphic support. FWP's older brother, First
Word, is available in the Public Domain, so
have a look at that if you like the sound of

generated; and mathematical formulae - usually com
pletely unreproduceable with standard tools - are
easily created.

Some of these features are only available by pur
chasing add-on "paks." , """" "" ™'-' '•"••' '•"" "''""
These paks mean you
n S AXvv.
IT
can expand the system
AIN'T
and add as many fea
WHAT
WAY
tures as you want. CalYOU
'*,
ligrapher is definitely
worth

this.

STF Rating - 83%

a

look,

but

it

Write Block

• First Word Plus is slightly less illin'
than Protext, but nevertheless it has
some nice features, like limited graphic

Printer Drivers

El
CEL IIHE IIMEI.T

kE-TC-i-T

THAT'S WRITE

K-WORD 2

£99.95

£39.95

support, handy function key display and
matching pink'n'green furry dice (deluxe
edition only).

Compo Software (= 0480 891819)

Kuma Software (~ 0734 844335)

That's Write starts impinging on DTP territory with
some of its features. It uses proportional fonts, which

Getting on a bit but still reliable, K Word 2 is another
First Word style WP. Again, GEM is used throughout,
so it's all a bit slow, though easy to learn. One good
point is that the program is compatible with the other
Kuma programs [K-Data, K-Spread and so on) so, if
you have those, you're in business. Annoyance: the
spell checker is run as a separate program which
means you have to quit from K-Word to use it. Quite
basic, but handy for the odd letter.

means each letter of a word takes up only the space
it needs, rather than a fixed width that's applied to
each letter. This makes the page look more profes
sional and pleasing to the eye. Unfortunately, it slows
down the screen display and even the printing,
because everything has to be printed in graphic
mode. There's a large dictionary and an index/table
of contents generator, too. Fairly powerful, but needs
a lot of patience to learn and use.
STF Rating -82%
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STF Rating -76%

XCJr-j

won't be to everyone's
taste.

Contrary to information on pages 4-46 and 5-3 of the manual.,
Write Block saves any pictures, rulers or footnotes along with

SI

IDE

SAY

STF Rating -85%

. DO

• Calligrapher: looks odd, but
it does 0-60 in 40 seconds.

TIMEWORKS DTP
£99.99

Electric Distribution (™ 0480 496666)

The oldest package here and one of the most basic,
though for smaller publishing tasks (newsletters or
suchlike) it's perfectly adequate.
Timeworks doesn't use vector fonts. So what?

Well, at large sizes, the edges of the letters appear
jagged because they're just magnifications of the nor
mal text size. Some of its text handling functions are
slightly primitive and printer output on low-res dot
matrix printers is disappointing.

Unless you're not too worried about the quality of
your final copy, or you don't need too much power, it
might be worth waiting for the updated version Timeworks 2 to be reviewed next month - to appear,
or at least looking for a cheaper copy elsewhere.
STF Rating- 72%

SOFTWARE

re v i e w s

There is an enormous lot of software about for the SI What does it all do? Why should you want it? Which bits

are best? Ed Ricketts takes you through five vital areas - word processing, desktop publishing, business, pro
gramming and utilities and recommends the packages that you really should have

BUSINESS
PAGESTREAM 2
£199.95

Soft-Logik/Silica (s 081 309 1111)

Undoubtedly the easiest to use and most
versatile DTP package for the ST. The pro

gram uses a mixture of normal GEM menus and a few
icons, which means you can be making pages five
minutes after loading. It's also the only ST DTP pro

gram to use Compugraphic and PostScript fonts.

HOME ACCOUNTS 2

'*

£54.95
Digita (= 0395 270273)

If you have trouble managing the money
you earn (for example, you spend it all) you
need Home Accounts 2. It enables you to set up a
running record of anything financially-related, such as
payment of bills, your cheque book balance, debits
and

matrix to see what effect it has on the overall

the lowliest dot matrix

total. So, if VAT suddenly goes up to 20% you
can simply alter the cell that contains the

font scaling technol
ogy, which basically

definition "VAT = whatever percentage of total

ease the pain. The

price" to 20% and every other value is updated

best

means whatever size

automatically to take that into account.
Business software is traditionally very
expensive, sometimes artificially so, but there
are a lot of cheaper packages about for the ST
that can handle quite complex and heavy

package
you'll find on the ST.

Utw

of

numerically-related

formulae

in a large

matrix, then alter the values in each cell of the
Stjit Fcon; Te»t

Bsjcq Sltrttat

XQ printer because of its

PaaeStream 2 Revn

your characters are,

they're of the best

• PageStream 2. Sleek lines
and impressive body styling.

possible
quality.
Colour output is possi
ble but obviously only
on a colour printer. An
excellent package.
STF Rating -95%

demands.

SIS IK,

£249.95

WE htlxilvn

Precision Software

(71 081 330 7166)

Very expensive but
incredibly
powerful.

Mirrorsoft (=• 071 928 1454)

Another oldie, but this one's been recently updated to
bring it up to scratch. Like PageStream 2, it uses
vector font scaling, so text looks great at any size.
Strangely, it has no text rotation functions and there's
no colour output. Output on the whole isn't as good
as PageStream 2, but it's nevertheless impressive.
Fleet Street 3 sits somewhere between a basic

package

like

Easy sp*H|%

Text and a top-of-the- range program such 1

RaM

OBBBBBanrilElBEl

• Superbase Pro: expensive.

The database enables

you to store graphics as well as text, and sort every
thing using a complicated, but ultimately superior,
relational language. Relational means different
databases can be compared and sorted together,
giving cross-references between them. If you've got
the money to buy this, do so (and why not make a

Sjstjn

«s ir is". Fran SI

Okm]
BCmaraims

JC
-f^ress rw* Fr«n tlsfMttl It t
IMgtt
ftttul
,';r.;j,-j-i:;»-:

^rfrtss 3FM0Fran I

home

accounts

I
•

Tj«s

w

Home Accounts 1 was so succesr

STF Rating - 90% just had to make a sequel.

GRAPHICSHEET

A spreadsheet for £20 is usually not worth a second
look but Graphicsheet is different. It has a fairly huge
capacity of 65000 columns and rows, if you've got
the memory and disk space. Seven windows can be
open at once and graphics can be produced in the
form of pie charts, bar charts and suchlike. Not really
recommended to use if you're running the Bank of
England, but it's great for beginners and small busi
ness owners.

STF Rating -76%

STF Rating -86%

'ABC'

,

as PageStream 2. It's g jf!™

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER

may want to give it a ..

ADP

before

Shelling out on it.

Rgnqrts

donation to the ST FORMAT fund too, oh rich person?)

not cheap and you i Ji*
trial

;&t ijii Tr-an? Cotions

Glentop (7? 0734 794941)

PROFESSIONAL

FLEET STREET 3

Hit

£20.00

SUPERBASE

£199.00

Btsk FHf

withdrawals

PageStream 2 produces excellent output even on

able.
Uaaut

iT ^V

from your bank and
so on, presenting it
all in an easy-to-use
and attractive way.
of your
Graphs
overdraft can help

These are standard fonts of a very high quality on the
Macintosh and the PC, thus there are hundreds avail

Edit

The business category covers all those boring
jobs you have to do which can be made a little
less boring by using your ST to help - keeping
records of things, balancing your chequebook,
or forecasting your budget for the year ahead.
Obviously you need something that's designed
for the job you have in mind - it's no good get
ting a spreadsheet to keep your collection of
rare Throbbing Gristle records in order.
Spreadsheets enable you to enter a series

• Theonly publisher left in

STF Rating - 76% Fleet Street.

EASY TEXT PLUS
£19.95

£39.95

Digita (•=• 0395 270273)

Tax: the dullest thing to work out since Mr Algebra
had his bright ideas. Using PTPcould at least make it
a little more comprehensible, if not enjoyable. The
program asks a series of questions - the sort of
thing you'd find on a normal tax return - and then tells
you what you owe. Future arrangements can be
catered for with pension plans and suchlike. You still
have to fill in your tax return by hand, though.

zzSoft (s 0254 672965)

STF Rating - 74%

The budget buy of the bunch, Easy Text Plus is
definitely the beginner's choice. It has some very
basic picture and text facilities, such as on-screen

text cutting and pasting (moving text from one place
to another) and the importing of Degas Elite pictures.
However, to create anything serious requires a lot of
time and effort and the end results are never going to
be more than average. Still, it's only £20 (less than a
game) and you could use it to learn the basics of
DTPing before moving up to a more professional

•

:No

excitement!

64 of them in each record,

3a

Leer over those

so the information you store
has to be quite simple -

:Joe Bloggs

Kale/Fenale Of F)

••Walt

Sin9le/rlarried/1lidoved CS/tl/HJ

:Single
:25/l2/L958

figures. Drool

iNUEsmENT income

ProQertg incone
HX

STF Rating- 68%

2345

• DGBase: soft, strong and
long. Probably.

at those tax

book titles or the like. There are several tutorial files

returns. All

on disk to help the beginner. Overall, the program
could be a useful buy.

right, so it's

USB ordinary account interest

package.

fun with
Personal Tax

PERSONAL AllWAKES AID RELIEFS

13 Rot Street

that can hold and sort infor
mation of all kinds.) Fields

Planner! Look,
it just oozes

Kane

Blind persons allowance
Additional nersonal allowance

Digita (TT 0395 270273)

If Superbase Professional is too expensive, why not
go to the other end of the scale and get DGBase?Not
surprisingly, DGBase is a :-;. '-^ t;f!?X'- ': :':^'
simple database (a program
J_

(the individual parts of each
record you use to hold data)
can only be 255 characters
long and you can only have

PERSONAL DETAILS

Date of birth

Tax can be

DGBASE

£49.99

dull, OK?

STF Rating - 71%
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SOFTWARE

re vie ws

PROGRAMMING

UTILITIES

If you've come to the ST from an

HISOFT LATTICE C

8-bit machine with a built-in lan

£149.95

guage, you might be initially bewil

HiSoft
718181)

dered by all the languages you can
get for the ST. Surely you only
need BASIC?

Well, no. Although BASIC (in all
its forms) is a very popular lan
guage, there are many others you
may find better suited to your way
of doing things, or can let you do
things that it would be difficult to
do in BASIC. For example, you can
do things in machine lan
guage that it would be
impossible to do any other
way, but you need to have a

(7i

0525

C is the "in" language of
the moment, and not without
reason. It enables you to access the
ST's lower functions, so giving you
greater control, but without the compli
cations of assembly language. It's quite
tricky to learn, but again, once you
know what's going on, you can wring
every last drop of power from the ST.
Lattice

expensive,
no

doubt

C

there's
about

guage for that.
All the languages fea

An

tured here can be compiled # DevpacST 2: as used by

means it conforms

- that is, their listings can the Bullfrogs,

to

be put through a program
which make them into stand-alone

runnable programs - there's no
need to have the original package
to make them run. In some cases

though, these compilers are sepa
rate packages costing extra.

ANSI-standard

compiler

disk with more than 80 tracks, turn to

NeoDesk. Viruses destroying your entire
software collection? UVK's for you,
Believe us, sooner or later you're

going to need one or all of the programs
in this section. Don't wait until you're one
step away from the rubber cell.

(which

international

standards, making
the transfer of programs from micro to
micro very easy), a fast compiler with
good error-checking, and mounds of
documentation. Unbeatable.
STF Rating -90%

NEODESK 3
£39.95

Electric
496666)

Distribution

(tt

0480

Use NeoDesk 3 for any length
of time and you'll balk in hor
ror at the standard GEM
effort forever after. NeoDesk

is everything the GEM Desktop

©

should have been. It has loads of

features, the most notable being the
ability to drag files onto the desktop
for instant access; individual icons for

is

that, but you get a
lot for your money.

firm command of the lan

If you want to use your ST and keep your
sanity for more than two days, there are
some programs you just have to get. Next
time you howl with anguish because the
*!??*! Desktop won't let you format a

specific programs; much improved file
handling; extended formatter; simulta
neous text and icon display on win

HARLEKIN 2
£59.95

HiSoft

(77

0525

dows and thousands of other small but

718181)

life-saving improvements which will
endear you to Neo 3 for ever.

It's been done before in
the Public Domain: cram as

STF Rating - 94%

many utility programs as possible into
one Desk Accessory. But Harlekin

NeoBesk

File

Witw

Sort

Options

does it better and includes more utili
a

s

FLSFPV OIK

FLWFV D!SC

ties than anything else. You get a text
editor, a comms program, a calen
dar/manager program, a file/memory
monitor, a RAMdisk, a calculator, file
copying utilities and everything else
you might need. And it's all available at
any time from any program with a GEM

•

menu. Get it now.

offices. Useful bits galore.

B

5

Ci'.-V

USEFUL J

- m

BOOT DISC

USEFUL

GrtflES

SCSEEN (JIM

1

D
NeoDesk 3: standard kit in the STF

STF Rating -92%
DEVPAC 2

GFA BASIC 3

£59.95

£64.95

Q«k

lie

Vitv

|S>

-

HiSoft (7i 0525 718181)

GFA Data Media (" 0442 63933)

If you want to write in assembly lan
guage, don't think about getting any
thing other than Devpac 2. It can't
make assembly any easier to work
with, but it does offer a lot of utilities
to make the coding process simpler. A
monitor (a program that enables you to
step through your program line by line
as it's running) is invaluable when your
program keeps crashing, and Devpac

Generally reckoned to be the best allpurpose BASIC for the ST, v3 of this
popular language comes with its own
compiler that produces fast, small pro
grams. All levels of the machine are
accessible from the language and the
input editor is error-trapped, so mis
takes are less likely. GEM is easily con
trolled with the built-in functions, as are
arcane things like XBIOS, GEMDOS and

2 has a fine one. Compiled programs

TOS calls. V2 is

are blindingly fast - you'll never find a
faster language than assembly.

Domain, so there are plenty of free

KNIFE ST

example programs you can practice

£29.95

on,

HiSoft (TT 0525 718181)

STF Rating -87%

'.:" M

B

ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER

OBtioa!

t> .& M

;::

£9.99

Douglas
Communica
tions (tt 061 456 9587)
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• Harlekin 2, peeking shyly from the
ST Desktop, is guaranteed to make

you go "Ooh!" Really.

now in the Public

STF Rating -86%

PROSPERO PASCAL

STOS

£99.99

£29.95

able data from the disk. Knife ST is the

Prospero (~ 081 741 8531)

Mandarin (" 051 351 2961)

Pascal is a very strict language in that
you must write programs to a definite
structure, and consequently it's not
wildly popular on the ST (except in
America, for some reason). However,
like C, you can do some impressive
things in Pascal with some effort.
Prospero, like HiSoft, believe in
giving you plenty of helpful utility pro
grams, so you get the standard com
piler, a debugger and a special
working environment that enables you
to access these programs quickly. The

Although it's touted as a general-pur
pose BASIC, 99% of the time STOS is
used for writing games. It's ideal for
this because it includes many special
routines that enable you to display and
move sprites, play music or scroll the
screen very easily. STOS ignores GEM
altogether, so it's fast (but writing a
GEM-like application is a pain). It comes

ultimate disk/file editing tool. It's easy
to use, but, if you need more powerful
features (like digging around the FATs
or changing the BPBs), they're there,
too. Brilliantly designed and known to
have saved many a day's worth of

documentation is superb: three vol
umes, covering not just how the pro

work.

STF Rating -86%

STF Rating -82%
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sector viruses,
32 anti-viruses,
five link viruses,
harmless

special applica
tions that look

like viruses, and • uvk: aok a u.
can repair 462

bootsectors from various game disks,
so if a game goes down you might be
able to repair it. 'Nuff said,
STF Rating -91%
MULTIDESK

£29.95

Atari Workshop (tt 0753 832212)

Desk Accessories are a great idea, but
you can only have six of them. And
what about when you want to load in a
new one? You have to reboot. Multi-

desk enables you to load (or remove)
as many as 96 accessories at one
time (if you have the memory) and

with a number of utilities such as a

sprite and music editor to make game
creation easier. Results can sometimes

be impressive, though you can always
spot a STOS game a mile off.

there's

no

need

to

reboot

at

all.

Favourite accessory setups can be

STFRating-73%

saved for future use. Watch out for

gram works, but each and every GEM
call, together with some example rou
tines.

tors, 56 boot-

75

What happens when "the disk in drive
A: may be damaged"? Dig out your
Knife ST and there's a good chance
you might be able to recover the valu

&

Previously called AVK, the
UVK is the only virus killer you
need. The main thing to note about
virus killers is whether they work and
on what software, so here are UVK's
stats. It can recognise 899 bootsec-

• Knife ST: oddly-named, cunningly
crafted, more useful than a pen.

Multidesk Deluxe, which is due soon
and which will take up much less mem
ory, so even a 520 ST user can use it.
STF Rating -80%

When you are considering purchasing a sound sampler there are several to choose from. Why compromise? Your choice should
be the new full featured STEREO MASTER for the Atari ST range of computers. The package that gives you more extras than a

M series BMW. By purchasing this state of the art product, which combines a quality sampler with the expertise of over ten years
of software programming, you are purchasing a top quality product in the knowledge that it is not only compatible with existing
Microdeal products but will also be with future ones.

What is Stereo Master?
Stereo Master Is a low cost, high quality sound sampler for the Atari range of computers. The sampler cartridge enclosed in the
package plugs Into the ROM port at the side of the computer and allows you to analyze the sounds, coming in, change the way
they sound using realtime special effects or record them from devices such as personal cassette players. Compact disc players
etc. Once in the computer STEREO MASTERS unique editor will enable you to edit the sound in practically any way you can imagine.

Once you have the sound sample how you want it, you may incorporate it into other programs such as Quartet or play it using
routines supplied for many of the commonly available BASIC'S.

ui,*fr,jt +4.«-» <i*yL\,kM«<id The Sampling Software

I Includes many features you would expect to find in a professional editing suite;
* Realtime playback ghost cursor marker
* Bounce sample

a»-i««>a<^»-i am i « Ai»»i«w>.'i»t mi

• ict:«;uiai:

i-diam^j]~«Bgg<»»i;

* Cut or Delete selected sample area
* Mix sample with full or half volume

* Decrease Volume
* Increase volume

* Shrink by 33%/50% by drag or wipe
* Fade in/out with selectable degree of fade

* Trigger recording
* Loop sample

* Filter sample with hard/soft filter

* STE Volume.Bass & Treble control

* Full edittlng and control facility for Left/right channels

* Clear Left/Right samples

* Record Frequency from 3,0 to 27.9 Khz in ST mode

Paste sample (using buffer)

iTHE MAIN EDITOR SCREEN* Record Frequency 6.25. 12.5 and 25K in STE mode

The Special Effects Software

l^ta^^RSLnul

|Uh|. —I

*il i" •n'rMW

For the first time ever you can emulate sound effects in real time, just like the sound labs
can for film studios, normally the hardware to produce these effects would cost many times

« 'tthliM * i

more than this package. Features on the FX menu include;

=ta* \

* Built in realtime special effects including. Echo, Reverb, Ramp, Pitch up/down, Multi

LEHflTH

txir I

Echo

Chorus, Phaser. Reverse and Pitch Bend.

REAL TIME SPECIAL

* Parameters of FX can be modified to provide 1000's of different effects.

EFFECTS MENU

The Analytical Software
A whole host of pro-type analytical functions include;
* 3D display of sample frequencies (Fast fourier transform)

* 3D display also includes 2D envelope display plus sample information
* Built in realtime spectrum analyzer
* Stereo Oscilloscopes with trigger markers

'§Mt^
36 BAR SPECTRUM ANALYZER

3D DISPLAY OF SAMPLE

E5JE»'S£3ESl

THE MIDI
CONTROL PANEL

The MIDI Software
Now you can trigger samples using external MIDI keyboard or the ST/E's keyboard. Just look
at these features;

* Selectable MIDI channel

* Up to 10 stereo or mono samples

* Omni/Poly operation
* MIDI keyboard splits

* Samples can be mapped across a MIDI note range
* Load/save sample set (with all MIDI settings/splits)

Other Innovative features;
We know this product is years ahead of its time and these additional features justify our boast;

New style stereo cartridge
* Saves AVR and RAW samples

microdeal
© 1991 MICRODEAL U.K.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

ATARI

* Including walkman type cable
* Full STE stereo support

* Playback routines for HISOFT. GFA. STOS and ATARI Basic

STE ADDITIONAL
CONTROLS

STEREO MASTER ORDER FORM

ATARI

STEREO MASTER IS £39.95 Post & Packing £1 (All prices inc. V.A.T.)
With cheque, Postal Order or Credit Cards.

BY PHONE
WITH
CREDIT CARD

BY POST

Name

(0726) 68020
E3^1 3C|iL]
SEND TO: Microdeal

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date.

Number

Please allow 28 days for delivery
PO BOX 68 St Austell Cornwall

England

PL25 4YB

MT Software
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

MT SOFTWARE

P039 OBX

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE
ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

ADVENTURES
IG228 Temon
G227 Battlescape

G226 MarisWent Skiing
G225 Centaurian
G220 Puzzle Generator

G217 Mutant Wipeout

IG216 Colourspace (SH)
|G215 Drop It On'em
G214 Rescue

G213 Mystics
G212 Number Guesser

G211

Pool, Roulette, Craps

|G209 Bel lum, Bubbles Magee,
Blockade, Boggier

IG207 Zog
G202 Zedonoid

G201 Pop Music Challenge
G200 Hunt the Wumpus
G198 Boing
G196 Llamatron
G195 Corewars

G151 Daniels Dungeon
G153 Froggy
G191 Droid
G192 Wizard
G193 Caverns of Nerak

G194 Haunted Monastery
G147 Jitterbug

G106
G158

G1!>9

G16S
U166

G167
G168

G123 Tracker
G122 Overlander
G121 Chance

G120 Escape From Ra
G118 Mutant

G117 Key to Atlantis
G136 Grand Prix
G127 Battle Command
G126 Wheel of Fortune

G125 Hedgehog
G124 The Name Game
G119 Chess

G110 Company
G109 Fruit Machine (not STE)
G104 Bermuda Race 2

U009

Pyramid of Muna
Battle of Philips Against The

U012 DB Master - Database

Underground Adventure
High Level Gorilla
Quest For The Holy Grail
Dragon Slayer
Son Of Stagefright

G170

Crusade Adventure
Adventures of Alice

G171
G172
G173
G1/4

G175
G176

Data Handler - Database
U036 Card ST - Database

House Of the O's
Fast Lane

1 st Base - Database

U013

U039
U072
WP01
WP10
WP02

Tamoret

Sir Ramie Hobbs and the

G169

U017
U034

UG Data - Database

TCOS Graphical Database

Paranoia

Hitchhikers Guide to Bios

P40

Gemdos Users Guide

P39

GFA Basic Programs

P38

GFA Basic Tutorial

Double Sentry Accounts

G055
G038

Hero
Wizards Tower

G037

Under Berkwood

G224

G199

GCSE Maths

Franslais 2, World at Risk
Dot 2 Dot, Kidcolour,
Kidshape

Pascal Programs

P23

C Tutorial

G134
G133

The Search
Zoo Maker

G098
G094

Shipwreck
Colourins Book

G044 Flight Simulator

MONO GAMES

| G130 Naval, Columbus,

'

Arkanoid

G076 Shanghai
G067 Pentimo

| G064 El Bozo City, Sherlock,
Squixx, Happy 4
i i .063 Around the World in 80
days
I G029 Space Invaders, Chess,

LG014 Andvril, Runners Revenge

ST Basic
Forth

GENEALOGY

MUSIC + MIDI

OPERATING SYSTEMS

mono emulator

KDoodler
Colourburst II

PICTURE DISKS

6 DISKS ONLY £16.99
Complete package for anybody
learning C. Comprises Sozobon C
(fully configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you are

PROGRAMMING
SPEECH SYNTHESIS

MUSIC + MIDI
M07
M30

and much, much more

Accompany ST

ORDER YOUR

Noisetracker ST
Kawai K1 Editor

FREE COPY

M42
M29
M53

TBS Tracker (DS)

M52
M51

Midi Music Maker
yamaha DX/TX Voices

M48
M39
M38

Make Music

What's new from Budgie?

Yamaha 4 op Editor

B82
B81
B80
B78
B77
B76

Kawai K1 Librarian

NOW

BUDGIE UK

Roland Juno Editor

M34

Quartet Samples

M33
M31
M28

Quartet Music
The Midi Guide

KDraw(moho)

Lots of educational prosrams for

Fractal Chaos (DS)
Mandelbrot Adventure

M24
M23
M22

A61
A44

Electric Image (not STE)
Sprite Studio + Sprite ST

Ml 7

Roland D50 Librarian and DX

A43

Low Cost Cad (DS) (SH)

A42
A41
A34

Neochrome V2
IMG Utilities
Animate

M13

Yamaha P55 Editor

M10
M09

FB01 Voice Ed
TX812VoiceEd
MT32 Voice Ed

EDUCATION PACK 2

,

2 DISKS ONLY £9.99

7 sreat sames for 3-7 year olds Gone Fishing, PlayTime,Sum
Spinner, Kid Grid, Find the Picture,

Find the Word,What's Missing, J

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE

BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK!

only £19.99

The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many assembly
language examples how to program the ST. No knowledge of
assembler is assumed, all examples in the book are held on disk and
can be assembled using the supplied text editor and assembler. The
disk also contains a complete resource construction kit for producing
dialog boxes, drop down menus, etc. Learn to program like the
professionals. Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN
kMENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more.

M21

Quartet Samples
Sampling
Stacatto

Piano

Music Writer (Mono)
Patches

M08
M03

Ani-ST

Eplan (mono)

A20
A36

Fractal Zoom
Picture Converters

A19
A18
A12
A09
A08
A05

Easy Text Plus Demo
Printmaster Library
Pearle 3D Raytracing
Vangoch, Studio 2
Degas Extras
Graphic Artist

We have many disks of Clip Art for use
with all DTPpackases.

A01
Pallette Master
WP15 LC10 Font Generator

Ideal for ALL DTPpackases.
• Animals • Office • Sport • Flags
• Maps • Fonts • Food • Christmas
. • Trademarks • and lots, lots more;

fonts also available.

MT SOFTWARE
Prices - £3 each + 1 free
with every 3

Casio C2101 Progs

CLIP ART PACK

Dizzy Lizzy 2
Firegame

B73
B72
B71
B70

Seventh Heaven
Avina Blue
Dark Wars
Pacman

B69

Douglas Rockmoor
(72 Meg)

">

B65 Space Weller
See our catalogue for the
entire range

f • MTS SPECIAL • N
25 Disks + 100 Cap box

6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99

5 Double Sided Disks full of Clip Art
+ 1 disk full of format converters.

ST/STE Dust Cover
Deluxe Mouse Mat

JMeg -1 Meg memory required
Mono - High Resolution
Not STE - Not STECompatible

Overseas - Europe add 10%
to total. World add 25% to total.

Immediate despatch by
1st class post. Mail order only

£18.99
£4.99
£3.99

ONLY £24

BLANK DISKS & ACCESSORIES
.. .
. disks + 100
d.sksonly
^^

Coloured Disk
Labels

Cedes - DS= Double Sided,
SH = Shareware

Blackstar Mountains
Paco and the Tunnels of
Doom

CLIP ART

^

Dead or Alive
Travel Game
Dennis & Denise
Clunk
Clacker
Shark

B75
B74

B68
B67

A24

A22

Calamus, PageStream + Signum

SPREADSHEETS
SATELITES
TYPING TUTORS
WORD PROCESSORS

Vjollowing theseries in ST Formaty*

Alt Help Disk

A complete assembly language programming environment
for the beginner and intermediate STprogrammer. Learn
assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
(over 400 pages)

GEM Information

P07

A58
A59

f EDUCATION PACK 3 "~\

^.

C Programs

P11

A62

G41.G36, G94, G98

Arkanoid.

I G021 Puzzle, Pacman

STOS STE Upgrade

PI 4

A57

10 DISKS ONLY C19.99
• NOW STE COMPATIBLE •
A bumper education pack that
includes G9.G16, G22.G23,

I G113 Napoleon

P22

P17

5 DISKS ONLY £10.99

Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kicigrid 2, Colouring
Book, Shipwrecked, Hangman

G131 Bounce, Pacman, Reversi

DATA PROTECTION

DISK + VIRUS UTILITIES
EDUCATION
ELECTRONICS
FILM INFORMATION
FOOTBALL
GAMES

Pascal Information

y

colour programs on a

A64
A63

the younger STer. Includes,
Kidpotato, KidsABC,Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number

| G103 Top ofthe Pops

RING FOR DETAILS

ART + GRAPHICS

' EDUCATION PACK 1 ""

G019 ST Vegas

A fully featured desktop publishing
package that produces stunnins
results on 9 pin, 24 pin and
laser printers.
ONLY £19.99

V^

hundreds of disks...
ACCOUNTS
ART + GRAPHICS
ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY
BUDGIE UK
BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS
CHEMISTRY
CLIP ART
COOKERY
DATABASES
DEMONSTRATION DISKS
DESK ACCESSORIES

,/"C PROGRAMMERS PACK
N

U079 Colour Emulator - run

Mix'n Match

G116 Chunnel - French Tutor

EASY TEXT PLUS

colour TV/monitor

The Body Shop, Perfect Match
Solar System Geosraphy
Geosraphy Tutor

G049 Tennis

How to Make Money With

mono programs on a

G139

G102 STumped
G072 Bumper Jack

P26

U019 Mono Emulator - run

G138
G137
G135

Small Talk

P25

^

G204
G142

P31

Fast Basic Programs

your Micro

Noah

STOS Tutorial

Modulo 2 (2 disks)

U111

G157

G223

XLisp
Toy Prolog

P34

P27

U090 Filofact

G222

P37
P36
P29

U070 Address Book

Franslais 3, Solar System,
Geography 2
Learn to Read, Learn to Count,
Trains, Flashcards
Franglais 1

Database Programmer

U030 ST Sheet
U041

EDUCATION

P49

Gemcalc - Spreadsheet
U042 Opus 2000 - Spreadsheet

Typing Tutor
U040 Inventory Pro

A Fable

STOS Prosrams (DS)
STOS Shoot-em-up Builder Kit

Word Count
Home Accounts

Our catalogue details

CDS)
MODPAS Pascal

U078 Sheet V2

Operation Blue Sunrise
The Mystic Well
Dudley Dilemma
Elven Crystals

P45
P46

P43

Easter Egg Hunt

G197

TADS
C Information

Spell Check, Mailmerge,

Ghost Town

G208
G096
G084

P52
P51

STOS Soundtracker

G177
G1R0

STOS Speak Text

P47

U110

Elfs Adventure
Star Portal
Pork

Gem Classes
Turbo Assembler

P48

(DS)

Squynchia

P55
P54

P53

ST Writer Elite
First Word

G1/9

G146 Bonk the Gonk
G143 Glob

IG141 Boxing Champ

'iinm«H

Don't Bank On It

Forces of Creation

G160
G1h2
G164

^0983
- 756056
9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24hr)

Greensward House,
The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W

10 Disks ....£4.99.—X11.99

25 Disks ^£11.99

JL\ 8.99

50 Disks ..£22.99.—.£29.99

100 Disks ..£42.99

.£42.99

ST/STE Dust cover

.£4.99

Mouse Mat

£3.99

50 labels

£1.50

100 labels

£2.50

1000 labels ...£13.50

Tractor Fed Labels
100 labels
£3.00
200 labels .....£5.00

1000 labels ...£17.00

OUR FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY, MANY MORE
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PUBLIC

DOMAIN

Public Sector
PUBLIC WHAT?
Yes, it's true! There are
thousands of free pro
grams around for your
ST

in

the

Public

Welcome to the wonderful weird world of Public Domain. Cheap and cheerful - yes,

our Public Domain reviewer, Chris Lloyd, is anybody's for a bottle of ginger beer

GAMES

Domain (PD). These
are programs where the

'. y/ author has, for one rea

PENGUIN

C LAC K ER

EXTERMINATE

Floppyshop ST - Disk GAM 243

Budgie - Disk 78

Budgie - Disk 44

son or another, let go of all
copyright. You are free to use,
copy and distribute them at will (but not
for profit, and normally only with all files
on the disk intact). The software is a
right old mix. There are games that
enthusiasts have written mostly for fun,

i..

RUK.G.K]
.=:;:;;

MM
nm mm
mm
it

and demonstration versions of commer

cial releases so you can try before you
buy. There are also little utilities to do all
sorts of handy little jobs - some profes
sional, others very much amateur affairs.
There are oodles of sound samples, "clip
art" you can use in your own documents
and, ooh, all sorts. It would be im
practical for you to have to get this stuff
direct from authors, so Public Domain
libraries sprang up to distribute the disks.
(See page 48 for STF's directory.) The
progs are free but, of course, PDLs have
to charge for the disk, time and postage
- they've got to cover their costs, right?
Prices and service vary, but it's always
cheap - typically about £3 a disk. For the
same dosh as a full price release, you
could pick up a dozen PD disks. What a
bloomin' bargain, eh?
SHAREWARE

Also from your friendly local PD library
comes Shareware. This is slightly differ
ent. The copyright remains with the
authors, but they permit the programs to
be distributed freely. You're invited to
register your copy with them for a small
fee. In return, you usually get full in
structions, updates and other goodies often another program. This originated in
the States and, done properly, it works
well. The authors get some reward for

•

of a saint.

There are these penguins,
see, and they're really
thick. Your job is to guide
the daft little blighters through
a maze of pipes to the finishing point since, if
they wander around of their own accord, they fall
through holes and generally get zapped. You can
direct them using little red arrows and symbols
which you pick up and place with the mouse.
Sort of Lemmings like game, really. You need to
keep your eye on each bird and plan ahead,
since the route through the screen is often

Same basic idea as Klax, that puzzle game with
the same basic idea as Tetris only without the
tesselations. (No, really. Tetris is the one where
different-shaped blocks tumble into a pit and
you've got to fit them together so they make
complete lines.) Here you're a cute sprite who
runs up and down the central section where tiles

Deep in the caverns of hell sits an egg that's
about to hatch and unleash some really horrible
thing on the unsuspecting world. Your job is...

materialise. You can hold two of the hideous car

that, the graphics are rather simple and drab.
The sprites move smoothly and the pace varies
from pedestrian to frantic as a dozen deadly pur
ple blobs wibble across the screen at you. Not a

have you guessed it yet? It's another job for a
lone fearless hero. Exterminate is a horizontal

scrolling blast. There's a rather neat parallax
effect on the cavern roof and floor. Other than

pet squares at once and lob them left or right.
You've got to arrange them in a preset way. The
easiest is three of the same kind in a row in any
direction. The longer you take to collect each
tile, the lower your efficiency rating goes. If it
reaches zero before all the tiles appear, it's
Game Over time. Very simple to play and jolly
good fun it is, too.

can select the start level

and the number of penguins. It all gets exasper
ating pretty quickly as you jump up and down
shouting, "Not that way, you stupid animal!" or
words to that effect. Penguin was originally a 20
quid job, now it's been released as Shareware.
Register for a fiver and you get printed instruc
tions, a demo disk of other programs and some
special offers. Bung in another three quid and
you also get two more complete games.

bad blast at all.

STF RATING -71%

STFRATING-84%

STF RATING - 90%
COMPENDIUM

TA LIO N I S

Goodmans PDL - Disk 1369

Riverdene PDL - Disk 954

As the name sug
gests, Compendium is

Earth's defences have

gone haywire after a

LICENCEWARE

all round!

around, trying to plan ahead. One mis
placed piece can muck up the best laid
plans of mice and cute sprites.

should test the patience

rather devious. You

• What a hero - taking on the minions
of the devil, armed only with a shiny
new jetsled and a funny haircut. What a
loony, more like! Exterminate has you
testing your mettle against waves of
horizontally-scrolling aliens.

Look at the colour clash on that!

Clacker gets increasingly frantic as you
dash up and down chucking titles

juggle them around to shepherd those
funny little birds from S to F. Penguin is
a cracker of a puzzle game which

their hard work and you get proper sup
port. If you come across a Shareware pro
gram you use regularly, it's worth
sending the money - the more people do
so, the more quality software gets
released to the hungry public.

Yet another way to distribute software.
Licenceware is only available from
approved vendors, who pay a small roy
alty to the authors for each copy sold.
The biggest and best known range of
Licenceware is from Budgie UK, who have
over 100 titles. The quality is often bet
ter than the usual PD releases and you've
already made your contribution to the
author when you buy the disk. Fair do's

•

Grab those red arrows and blocks and

Si m w

• For all its deficiencies, the SEUCK
system can be used to put together a
half-way decent shooter. Talionis has
detailed sprites and is good for a mind
less alien-wasting session. Touch the
flames at the side and you're history.

nuclear war and, armed

an ST version of those

with a little fighter, it's
- oh, why bother with a
plot? It's the usual

all-in-one-box

shoot-it-if-it-moves verti

the

cal

series of games of
your choice. First to
go bust loses, or first

scroller.

same. You
'em or
onis

is

on a friend to bet on

This was

written with a game
construction
package
called the Shoot-'em-up
Construction
Kit (or
SEUCK). Unfortunately,
SEUCK games all look
and play very much the
either love

hate 'em. 7a//one

of

the

games

collections. You take

to

• Remember those tacky million-gamesin-one-box packages your auntie used to
give you and all the little plastic bits got
lost on the first day? Compendium brings
them to your ST, only you can't lose any
thing! Draughts is the best presented.

outcome

break

the

of

a

bank

wins. You can play at
all the old favourites -

pontoon,
draughts,
connect four, hang
man,
noughts and
crosses, horse racing
and battleships. Each

better ones - it starts out reasonably easy, getting progressively more tax
ing. The graphics are atmospheric and nicely done. The real drawback of all
these games is the dodgy collision detection and the lack of power-ups.

of these games on its own is fairly basic but still quite playable - which

STFRATING-67%

STF RATING -63%

means that taken as a series and played with a friend, Compendium should
keep you amused on a rainy day.
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Good News - Seven Disk P.D. is back with better value than ever

Public Domain Software at 75p a disk!
No Catches - Every disk is 75p (no minimum order) - Disk - Postage - Everything is included
And for every 10 disks you can choose another for no extra (equivalent to 68p a disk!)
Yet more bargains - Buy 50 + PD disks and get a 50 capacity lockable disk storage box or buy

^^^^ 75 +PD disks and get a100 capacity lockable box for no extra charge

For a free catalogue of all P.D./Shareware disks available - send a Self Addressed Envelope
(6.5 by 8.5 inches or bigger if possible) with 28p or 36p in stamps to the address below
(State - ST PD catalogue request) or just send 30p with your address.

Bulk packed blank DSDD disks + other supplies
Disk cleaning kits (3.5")
Boxes (3.5") -10 capacity flip top
lockable - 50 capacity
lockable -100 capacity

3.5 inch DSDD 100% Guaranteed
Includes

labels and

postage

10+
50+
100+
250+
500+
1000+

45p a disk
42p
39p
37p
35p
33p

- £2.00
- £1.20
- £6.50
- £7.50

•

10 disks + 10 capacity storage box - £5.50

520/1040 ST/STE dust cover - £3.00

25 disks + 50 capacity lockable box - £16.25
50 disks + 50 capacity lockable box - £25.50
100 disks + 100 capacity lockable box - £45.00
200 disks + two 100 capacity lockable boxes - £80.00

3.5 inch disk labels per hundred - £1

For a 'Banx' lock + stackable box instead add £5 each box

'Banx' lockable + stackable box - £10

(this does not apply to 10 disks with box)
All disks DSDD with labels and lifetime guarantee

Cheques/Postal orders payable to Seven Disk. Or send AccessMSA card number, expiry date and signature
Postage included for U.K. only. Overseas orders accepted by CREDIT CARD ONLY and exact postage will be
added to above prices (approximately 15% extra for European and 50-80% for outside Europe)
Credit Card orders over £100 must add 3.75% extra

Seven Disk. (STF). Digs we 11 Water Lodge. Digs we 11 Lane . Welwyn Garden City. Herts. AL7 ISM,

\BBgj24hr credit card order line - Teh 0438 840 456 S LEJ/
The ST Club

CENTRAL SCOTLAND'S PREMIER P.D. LIBRARY
PERSISTENCE OF VISION (£1.50)
POV90
POV92

The Prisoner / Inxs "Kick" /
ST - Force Demo
Thunderbirds / Golden Child /
Archies Tune

POV93

DefLeppard/ Genesis / Power

POV94

Wild Demo / Twin Peaks /

Bass / Ninja 3
Maggie 3 Intro
POV95

Walker Demo 1 / Pixel Twins 12/
Toilet Demo

PQV96

Blood Money / Slaytanic Cult 6 /

POV97

Ball Demo
Walker Demo 2 / Cover Girl /

POV98

Crazy Demo
Alf Mega Demo / Gigastars /
Flying Brains

SPOV1
POV51

Queen - Invisible Man Demo (2)
Fat Bottom Girls / Robocop 2 / Mr

Spoons Demo
BUDGIE PRO (£3.95)

PF1O20

Video Master - Titler program

PR021
PR022
PR023
PR018
PRO10

Classroom Maths 2

Pro Bingo Caller
Video Master Font Disk

Splash - (Art package for 3-7 years)
Classroom Maths

BUDGIE CQMP (£3.95)
COM25 Football Genius/Super League
Soccer

COM26

Missile Alert / Colony / Spaced
Wheeler

BUDGIE GAMES (2.951

BU83
BU84
BU85
BU86

Cyberstorm
Hyleilos
Ball Park
Quatris

BU87
Whoopsy
BU71
Dark Wars
UTILITIES
U074
Assistant Chef

Budgie Games 1-82
Budgie Pro 1-20
Budgie Comps 1-22
Budgie Mags 1 - 15
Budgie Demos 1+2

U075
U076
U077
U078
U079
U080
U081
U072
U068
U006
U029
GAMES
G046
G047
G048
G049
G050
G051
G052
G045
G043
G010
ART
A001
A012
A013
A014
A015
A016
A017
A018
MUSIC
M001
M004
M006
M007
M008
M025
M026
M027

Form Finder (Horse Racing)
Hitch-Hikers Utilities

Make Money with your Micro
Full Screen Kit

F. Copy 3
Professional Astrology
Adventure Game Toolkit
Stick 3E

Quiz Construction Kit
First Word
Planetarium
Kick Off 2 Team Editor
Redwar/The Mill

Hero Starfighter Flight
Star Trek The Game

Stumped
Hacman

Spectral Sorcery
Llamatron

Froggy Rigel
ST Vegas
AniST
Artist - Mono

2 Broadway - Nottingham - NG1 IPS - (0602) 410241
ST Applications
Over two years ago New Computer Express described our newsletter: "To call it a newsletter
shows a terrific amount of modesty on their part...It really is packed with information, with
more concentration on the serious side of the ST." ST Applications is a complete re-design of
The ST Club Newsletter that has grown to 3.500 subscribers since we started it four years
ago. Each monthly issue runs to at least 60 A-4 pages. If you would like to subscribe or
receive an evaluation copy please complete the form below.

Fontkit Plus 3.
The essential font utility for the ST. Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts
and downloadable printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block
manipulation tools, and it will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. Price £19.95

UIS III
Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III incorporates a
host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename files and folders, create
folders, find files, set file paths etc. "You'll wonder how you ever lived without it", ST
Format. December 1990. Price £ 19.95.

Public Painter

Doodle
Colour Burst
Master Paint
Palette Master

Pearl Ray Tracing
X Bios
Noisetracker

Samples Disk 1
Samples Disk 2
Samples Disk 3
Modules 11
Modules 12
Modules 13

P.O.V. Comps 1-91
Over lOOO PD disks

1-9...£L50 10-19...BL25
20+.SI.00 Int.P&P

TEL: 0236 737901

Thisis only a small selection of the hundreds of titles available j
from our constantly expanding library. Free disk catalogue
sent with all orders. You can also call into our showroom and

pick up your software. All of our range of software is also available from our new
computer centre "MICROCHOICE", 30 Townhead, Kirkintilloch.
Payment by Access/Visa or make your cheques or P.O.'s payable to

Office Choice:- Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre, Cumbernauld G671EJ

The Catalogue
Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2.000 disks and we guarantee same
day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages A4) details these disks and all of
our products and services: Books. Budgie disks and laser printing. We also publish:

Astronomy Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95)rMolgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95), and 1st Word (£6.95). Details of these are in our current
catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.

From:
Please send me:

( ) 12 issues of ST Applications (£15)
( ) Sample copy of ST Applications (£2)
( ) A free copy of the ST Club catalogue

|Cheque/PO made payable to the ST
| Club for £
enclosed

' Your guarantee: If at any time you want to
Icancel your subscription you may do so
| simply by writing to us. The balance of your
| subscription will be refunded in full.
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• Although lacking on advanced fea
tures, First Word is a robust and
easy-to-use word processor. You're

• Sheet looks daunting at first, and it
takes a few sessions to realise the

power of this program. Lucky for you
you've got a handy 84 page manual to
wade through, eh?

stuck with the standard GEM font and it

can get slow when editing large docu
ments, but everything is
very intuitive and

•

Hype links text, sound and graphics
into a series of frames. Using the
mouse you can click on buttons to
move around the database. The

finished scripts look very polished
indeed. The full version is £20.

accessible.

One of the first word proces
sors available for the ST and

bundled with early machines, first
Word makes full use of GEM, Atari's graphical

There are only three basic business programs: a
word processor, a database and a spreadsheet.
A speadsheet is a matrix of cells. Each cell can
hold text, data or a formula, making them ideal
for heavyweight number-crunching - like accoun

The idea of multimedia has been buzzing around
the ST circuit for a while now. It's basically a
program that mixes text, graphics and sound in

tancy. Sheet is a combination of a powerful

WoollySoft. There is a short introduction script.
The construction program is limited to seven

user interface. All the functions can be acces

spreadsheet and

sed through drop down menus and the function
keys. It has all you need for simple word crunch

There's a wealth of functions - graphics, charts,
string operations, text file access and full printer
control. Thankfully, it also comes with a detailed
and copious manual and in-depth tutorials and
examples. You could pay a lot more for a lot
less. If you're looking for a comprehensive

ing with block copying and pasting, text
justification and a range of printer drivers. It has
a WYSIWYG display - that is, "what you see is
what you get." so you've got a good idea of what
the finished document is going to look like
printed out. If you just want to knock out a few
simple documents and don't need fancy gubbins
like multiple fonts and graphics, then first Word
is probably all you need.

a simple

BASIC language.

spreadsheet, look no further.
STFRATING-88%

a series of linked cards or frames. This is a
demo version of a

commercial

release from

frames, but other than that it's all here. You can

import text files, Degas pictures, samples and
music. It's even possible to run programs from
within Hype Itself. Ideal for building interactive
educational programs. Runs on a standard 520,
but for big gobs of data you need to run it on an
ST with more memory or a hard drive, 'cos other
wise it gets very slow.

• Fed up with 16-bits? Hankering for
the good old days when loading a pro
gram called for a tea-break and a visit
to the shops and you had eight colours
to choose from a palette of - er, eight?
This ZX Spectrum emulator brings it all
flooding back.
This caused dewy eyes all round the office as
we fondly remembered the ridiculous keyboard
layout, the stunning bleep and amazing colours
of the machine that started a mini revolution in

home computers - the rubber-keyed ZX. This is
a comprehensive emulator with the whole of the
ZX's ROM recreated inside your ST. Pressing the
<Help> key brings up the Speccy's keyboard for
all those amazing keyboard combinations. Start
digging out all those old pokes!
STF RATING - 68%

STF RATING- 78%

STFRATING-91%

ART AND MUSIC
SOUND

MASTER PAINT

M AC HIN E

Riverdene PDL - Disk 958

There are quite a few tracker programs
around. These can produce funky sam
pled music, but the input is just a mass

Seven Disk - Disk 107

ST's internal sound chip and a sample

formats.

drum machine program. It's easy to
get to grips with - it's all mouse and
menu driven. The program is in
English, but the documentation is all
German - so you need to get a friendly
German to translate it for you or spend
a while figuring it all out. Only three
channels, too, so not quite Quartet on
the cheap.

There's also a version that uses your

STF RATING -65%

of numbers. Sound Machine is a three-

channel tracker program that uses
standard musical notation - a lot easier

to use if you've had any musical train
ing. Also on the disk is a mass of sam
ples with a converter program so you
can

use

DESK

sounds

in

other
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There are also some swish
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screen.

block distortion effects and user de

finable fill patterns. You can select the
style and size of text too, although
you're stuck with one font. The instruc
tions are in German, but the program
menus are all in English. With all these
features, Masterpaint would be one of
the best PD art programs if it wasn't so
prone to crashing.

!!££

J J J-'

i ,J J J JjJj-l
__j_2Ll_J_I
,LM_JL

An art program with loads of functions.
Masterpaintworks in all resolutions and
you can even convert pictures between
different resolutions using dither pat
terns. It has the standard range of
drawing tools, such as brushes, vari
ous types of line-drawing, circles and
boxes and a definable spray can which
sprays little dots of colour onto your

P *
U

DEL ilHS

»l

' RIGHT

N

]E
I
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2

G

K

J DEL ] IHSllC

• Sound Machine comes with a few rather weird sounding sample songs to have a
look at. The display is excellent, using standard musical notation. Doesn't sound

too bad, either. But you can only listen to the tunes, not use them any other way.

• The main drawing effects in Masterpaint are available from this pop-up menu.
Click on "eX-menu" to get at a GEM menu with another wealth of options. The
manual is German, but these are easy enough to work out. Pity it's so unreliable.
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PUBLIC

DOMAIN

re vie ws

THE BUZZ
Want a disk crammed full of all sorts of

use and fairly basic.
FRANGLAI - Comical mix of English and
French, supposedly educational but quite
fun, too. Et tres simple pour le beginner.

PD? Buzzbox produce just such a disk
every month. All the programs are com
pacted in one form or another, so each
holds about 1.3MByte of stuff - that's
nearly two disks' worth. Buzzbox costs

version limited to ten records of Bay Com

£2 an Issue and is available from Buzzbox

puters' Personal Address Book program.

Computing, 5 Balmoral Road, Moorlands,
Lancaster, Lancashire LAI 3BT.

Good if you're thinking about getting one,
bit pointless if you're not.
SPINNING BALLS DEMO - Nice little ray-

BUZZBOX ISSUE 20

AIM - The Atari Image Manager, a com
plex and powerful image processor. Load
in a picture and you can perform all sorts
of flash algorithms and end up with - er, a
mess, usually. There's plenty of documen
tation with it, so maybe you can learn to
do something more useful. However, it
needs patience to get the most from it.
FIREWORKS - Just a bit of fun, really.
Sends streams of coloured pixels flowing
across your monitor.
MODEMECH - Simple comms program for
setting up your modem - dead easy to

PERSONAL DATABASE DEMO -

Demo

traced demo of - er, spinning balls. You
might watch it for all of two minutes.
Pretty, though.
KIDS - Two very basic ST BASIC educa

tional programs. Picture recognition and
word recognition. Should keep the kids
quiet for five minutes.
PLANETARIUM - Probably the best of the
bunch. You can view the stars and plan
ets from anywhere in the world at any
date. Has a database of information - just
select an object for a brief description.

The FORMAT

PD directory
• Where to go for Public Domain software demos, games and utilities for around £3 a

disk (or even less)! If you write to any of
these PD libraries for a catalogue, remember

« 0800 252221

D W Stables, Unit 1, Johnson'sShopping Centre,
29-31 BondStreet, Blackpool FY4 1BQ

to enclose an SAE.

>t 0253 404550

• Budgie games are available from all PD

EM PDL, 54 Watnall Road, Hucknall, Nottingham

libraries indicated by a (B). Simply mention
the disk number (above the review) when you

Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close,Meir Hay Estate,

order the disk.

SOUTH OF ENGLAND
Arrow PD, 6 KentsOrchard, Perry Street, South
chard, Somerset TA202QB
Atari Advantage, 56 Bath Road, Cheltenham
GL53 7HJ « 0242 224340

OVERALL STF RATING - 67%

Akore Shareware, 7 FishergatePoint,Lower
Parliament Street, NottinghamNG1 1GD

Awesomedemos, 3 Mason Road, Seaford,
East Sussex BN25 3EE

BSoft, 2 OliverDrive, Calcot, Reading, Berks.
RG3 5XN. •» 0734 419981

C. Hacks PDL, 19 Latimer Drive, Laindon,Essex
SS15 4RD it 0268 416888

Elmsoft, P0 Box 17, Loughton, Essex IG10 2EE

EVPD, lb CleeveRoad,Gotherington, Cheltenham,
Glos. GL52 4EW

Freaks PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent, Downend,
Bristol BS16 6TQ tt 0272 570122 (B)
Gemini Shareware, 10 Warwick Avenue, Slough,

NG15 7LE. "0602 630071

Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW.
" 0782 335650 (B)
High Tec Sequencing Services PDL,
20 South Lane, Shelf, Halifax, W.Yorks. HX37PN
tt 0274 606205

LAPD, 80 LeeLane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys.
DE7 7HNtt 0773 761944 (B)
Metropolis PD, 38 HowickPark Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PR1 0LU * 0772 748422

Nightshirt PD, 8 BertelinRoad, Beaconside,
Stafford ST16 3JJ n 0785 49332

Page 6 Publishing, P0 Box 54, Stafford
ST16 1DR tt 0785 213928 (B)
PD.ST, 95 Elton Road, Sandbach, Chi

ST Adventurers PD Library, 32 Merrivale Road,
RisingBrook, Stafford, Staffs. ST17 9EB (B)

ST Club, 9 SuttonPlace,49 StoneySt, Nottingham
NG1 1LX. tt 0602 410241 (B)
THuST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram, Halifax,
HX39QY » 0422 341606 (B)

Berks. SL2 1DX = 0753 28183

Jennix PD, 66 AbbeyRoad, Strood, Rochester,
Kent ME23QB tt 0634 723659
MTSoftware, Greensward House, The Broadway,
Totland, Isle of WightP039 0BX» 0983 756056 (B)
Paradise Computers, 9 WestlieldCrescent,
BrightonBN18JB (B)
PD Essentials, 22 Fern Avenue, Mitcham,

• Nice little animation of that old favourite, ray-traced balls. Buzzbox is a right
potpourri of proggies. Something for everyone on each issue, doubtless. Could
be a little more selective, though.

Surrey CR4 1LS

Now then, now then, ladies and

5. STUPENDOUS DEMO - Disk D 101

gentlemen, what we have here is

Latest mega-demo from the Pixel Twins.
Includes a defender game with stereo
sound and some of the fastest scrolling
you're likely to see.

Caledonia PDL's top ten, you see.
Megadocious-type thanks go to
Jake Bain at Caledonia for this

chart-type compilation thingy.
1. RIPPED-OFF'S HUNDREDTH TITLE
DEMO EXTRAVAGANZA - Disk RIP 100

Compacted collection of demo screens
including Life's a Bitch and the Swedish
New Year Demo.

Prophecy PD, 390 Coulsdon Road, Old Coulsdon,
Surrey CR5 1EF" 0737 554536

WoolleySoft, Humblesknowe Cottage, Ramolye,
Dunblane,Perthshire, Scotland FK15 0BA

(B)

WALES

Public Sector PDL, 50 RiponRoad, Stevenage,
Herts. SGI 4NAtt 0438 364722 / 361324

Swansea SA1 1HS tt 0792 649060

Star PD, 1 Solva Road, Clase, Swansea SA6 7NX

St John's School Library PDL,

OVERSEAS

54 Beaconsfield Road,Sittingbourne, KentME10 3BB.
Senlac, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road,
St Leonards On Sea, E.Sussex TN37 7HB
•» 0424 753070

Seven Disk, Digswell Water Lodge, Digswell Lane,
Welwyn Garden City,Herts AL71SN it 0438 840456

7. PAD - Disk AG 69

2. FINANCIER FINANCE MANAGER

Softville PD, Unit5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue,
Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XN.tt 0705 266509 (B)
Solent Software, 53 Rufus Gardens, Totton,
Hants. S04 3TA » 0703 868882

South West Software Library, P0 Box562,
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 2YD(B)

DEMO - Disk AU 121

8. FESTIVE CLIP ART - Disk CLIP 16

Surrey PD Club, 25 Windmill Way, Reigate,Surrey

Demo version of the commercial pack
age, with Save option disabled.

A collection of festive crimble-type art in
high-res Degas PI3 format.

Tower Top PDL, The Coragen Corporation,
59 TappenhoveLane,Bletchley, Milton Keynes

3. HYPE! DEMO - Disk AU 99

9. ESION STE TRACKER - Disk STE 21

A demo version of the multi-media pack
age that links text, graphics and sound.
This is the colour version.

Latest in a long line of four channel
tracker programs, this one takes advan
tage of the STE stereo sound chip.

West London PD, 8 BerkeleyRoad, Hillingdon,

4. PAGESTREAM FONT EDITOR

10. PERSONAL DATABASE PLUS

MK3 7AD « 0908 373642

- Disk DTP 12

DEMO - Disk AU 131

Complete font editor from the makers of
PageStream. Not suitable for version.2's
fancy new scaleable fonts, though.

Demo of this simple, but powerful,
database. As used by Caledonia PDL

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY
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itself.

Ian Blair Enterprises, 78 Carmarthen Road,

Riverdene PDL, 30a School Road, Tilehurst,
Reading, Berks RG35AN« 0734 452416 (B)

96 Another collection of demos com

Comprehensive mono drawing program
from Germany

Floppyshop ST, 45 Provost Graham Avenue,
Hazelhead, Aberdeen AB1 8HBtt 0224 312756 (r
Office Choice, Suite 14, AvonHouse,
TownCentre, CumbernauldG67 1EJ (B)

6. RIPPED-OFF STE DEMOS - Disk RIP

pacted onto one disk by the Ripped-off
crew. Lots of STE stuff, loads of colours,
stereo sound and hardware scrolling.

The Circular PD Library, 14 Morrison Drive,
Lennoxtown, Glasgow G65 7BA

PDQ, P0 Box38, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5WR

Public Dominator PD Atari, P0 Box 801,
Bishops Stortford, Herts. CM23 3TZ. « 0279 757692

HOT TOP TEN

SCOTLAND
Caledonia PDL, 250 OldtownRoad, Hilton,
Inverness, IV2 4PT tt 0463 225736 (B)

Mdx. UB10 9DU. » 0895 53521

wizard PD, 178 WaverleyRoad, Reading,
Berks, RG32PZ. » 0734 574685 (B)

NORTH OF ENGLAND
Alpha Computing, 32 Meadow Drive, Halifax,
WYorksHX3 5J2

Algemene ComputerClub Nederland (ACN),
Postbus 5011, 2000 CAHaarlem » Holland 023
326858

Atari ST User Group Norway, c/o SA Jensen, N3630 Rodenberg, Norway

Public Domain Corporation, 4320 - 196th SW,
Suite B-140, Lynnwood, WA 98036-6721, USA
" 0101 206 745 5980 (catalogue f 1)

st-plug, 1670 Heron Road, Box22026, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada K1V0C2 tt BBS 0101 613 731
2779. (B)

Wacko Software, Willem Pijperstraat 63,1077XL
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

BUYER BEWARE: Inclusion in this directory
does not imply that ST FORMATendorses
or recommends any individual PD Library
in any way.
• If you run an established PD library not listed
here and wish to be included, or if you are
already listed and want to amend any details,
send full details and a copy of your latest cata
logue to: PD Directory, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

DVENTUROUS - INNOVATIVE - UNIQUE - EXCITIN
Not words you would usually associate with a PD service.
At least, that is, until NOW!

GOODMANS
PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE SERVICE

For now there is ProBUS to add a new dimension to the

Incorporating The Official STOS Shareware Service

world of Public Domain.

Now YOU, the serious ST user, have access to the very
remarkable README.DOC Library Service.
The Library Service gives you
*

New Autumn/Winter

Guide Available Now
Public Domain & Shareware Guide

the Manual Binder complete
with A-Z index cards

README.DOC

*

100's of Disks

with each disk ordered a

1000's of Titles

high quality typeset copy of

HT

the README.DOC file from

300 Screenshots

each program, AT NO

600 Title Index

EXTRA COST

*

additional Manual Binders

when your existing one is

And Introducing the
new MicroMagic
range of Budget

too full
Public Domain & Shareware

*

Documentation Library

a guarantee of further
developments to the service,
of particular concern to

J>3- cj-Ei IXS

programmers

Software.

Annual Subscription: £12.00

For full details, catalogue and sample README.DOC,

Whydon't you discoverwhy we were voted ST Shareware
service of the year by the readers of a leading ST maga
zine. Send £1.95 today for the Autumn/Winter edition of

send A5 SAE to:

the Goodmans International Shareware Guide to:

All software goes out on quality branded disks @ £2.80
each, to all purchasers, whether they are members or not.

Goodman Enterprises (DEPT STF)
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,

Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW.

(Dept STF02)

Birchy Hill, Sway, Lymington, Hampshire S04T 6BJ
Tel: (0590) 683390

PRQABXg

Any single program on a disk for £1
Customised disks with up to 10 programs for £2.50
Same day service, all disks guaranteed virus and error free
Full range of Budgie Games and utilities
Ribbons re-inked for a pound
Any of th ese disks may be purchased for just £1 each
A450 FLICKER

Animation program better than

A560 KOSMIC

Add chrome effects to your
pictures
512 colour art package
Full GEM drawing uses GEM

G557 CHUNKS

A120 PALART
A 65 PUBPAINT

G 36
G373
G885
G839

CRIBBAGE
GAMMON
HAUNTED
LOTTERY

fonts Mono
A

30 VIEWER

C135 HAGTERM

E140 BODYSHOP
E 80 CHEMIST
E200 FRANGLAIS
E

5

KIDPUB21

E120 SHIPWRECK

E 29 TYPIST
E 336 BATTLESHIP
G

7BICV:

G142 BRICK
G

58 CHESS

Slideshow of Disney favourites
Comprehensive
communications program

G217 TENNIS

Rescue someone from a

shipwreck by simple maths.
Touch typing tutor

features, mouse driven

An adult adventure set in red

light San Francisco
Really nice graphics in this
tennis sim
contained within a word

M 65

ALCHEMY

GOODMANS
NEW

NEW

NEW

Ozone

The START
Disk
Collection

Magic Darts

Possibly the best
Shareware game so

far published.

The famous Antic

Superb shareware sequencer

Fastbase
New database,

operates in all
resolutions, import
graphics, relational
reports etc.

Publishing cover
disks, including a
range of exclusive
titles from top
programmers.
CAD3DV1

P 52

GENEALOG

P180

MONEY

Trace your family, 2000
relatives, 19 generations
Lots of ways to make money

CIRCUITS

from your ST
Design electronic circuits for

EasyTest Plus

Each disk

use with GCSE/A Ivl

Software power
without the price.

provided with a
printed instruction
sheet, to get you

U320
U

6

EXPANDER

Just upgraded? Turns single
sided disks into double

U950

GRAPHS

U410
U850

OPUS 2.2
SAGROTAN

W
W

60 CALAMANL
13 NEWWORD

Plots graphs, pie charts, bar
charts. View or print.
Lotus like spreadsheet
Incredibly versatile virus killer

Play 501 with this
joytstick controlled
darts game.
Isle Of Glass
1 Meg required to
play this fantastic
new joystick
controlled graphic
adventure.

SEURAT

from France

Play battleships against the
computer
Prints the cards, calls
numbers, check cards
Escape from a brickworks by
jumping on spiders
Piays a good game, many

All action Arcade Adventure

G162 WDEXTRACT Extracts all the words

Teaches children the human

body
GCSE chemistry tutor
Teaches French by mixing it
with English
KidpublisherV2.1 Desktop
publisher for kids

Sharpen up your game
Backgammon against the ST

I^—I

FAX: 0782 316132 visa

PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE SERVICE

Like Tetris but the blocks
come from all directions

AN 1ST

TEL: 0782 335650

GFA VECTOR

£19.95

Imprint
The alternative

colour screen dumper

started.

£15.95

A manual for Calamus

Word processor accessory,
includes alarm clock.

Information on all the above, including the new START

supplement, the Zenobi Adventure range, and Shoestring
Thin king
Ther

of starting your own PD Library?

why not order our LIBRARY START ER PA CK. 100 miscellaneous programs for
£29.95. That's less t lan 30p per prog • a m .

educational software, can be found in our new

Autumn/Winter catalogue. Available for only £1.95 inclusive.

Goodman Enterprises (DEPT STF)

For full details of our disks arid services send two stamps to:

16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,

FREAKS PDL, DEPT 1,
29 LEAP VALLEY CRES

DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ.

£I.-*M

Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW.

TEL: 0782 335650

FAX: 0782 316132

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

JUST SOME OF THE FEATURES FROM OUR SERVICE
PRICES - While there are exceptions we believe

FAST SERVICE - All PD orders dispatched

that in general we offer the best value for money within 24hrs (most within 4hrs).
with prices from50p (see catalogue for details).
CUSTOMER HELPLINE - Stuck with a
TOP QUALITY - Only the best of PD gets into program? Then please ring as we run/test all
our catalogue. Out of nearly 3000 PD Disks software before listing and can help get you
reviewed we have only been able to compile 900 going.
disksand we delete old and superceded software.

RELIABLE - We have been trading as a full time

FULL - All disks are well filled with up to 40
programs on a double sided disk, unlike some
PDL's one program per disk.

more good adventures also on this disk.

DART 05 AN I ST

Great animation package formerly sold at
£80.00 now PD, VAN GOUGH Paint package

Collection of

Educational games for 6-8 year olds.
DUTL 23 ZX81, BBC BASIC CPM emulators

MUSIC.

Hundreds of titles for the ST/STE.
10 or more £1.90.
Including 112 Demo Compilation disks by "Ripped-Off

JUST

DAST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best PD
ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK Over
Astronomy program. SKYMAP another great
300K of text interviews and biographies from
Astronomy program plus aSTronomer.
the original STARTREK and NEXT
DARC 13 FUZZBALL TENNIS, PICK POCKET, GENERATION plus loads of pictures from
ROLL n NUDGE, KILLER CHESS A superb both series. A must for all TREKKIESI!

ALL DISKS ARE DOUBLE SIDED

D-104: Year after Demo

D-105: Lightning Demo
AU-133: Compuler Origami

DTP-17; Easy Text + Fonts support disk
ED-19: Franglais/Chemisiry

c

THE FINANCIER - FINANCE MANAGER - STILL £12.50 INC P&P PLUS 40 PAGE MANUAL

DATAPLEX

COMPUTERS LTD.

VISA

129 Bath Road,
Slough,

19 High Street,
Old Town,

Berkshire,

Swindon,

Tel:

SL1 3UW
0753 535557

STEPPING STOMES PDL
PUBLIC DOMAIN
.: . ..-.

Amiga A500 Screen Gems +

now available, order in style with ELVOS, our new Easy-touse Library Viewing and Ordering System.
Choose from a vast range of PD titles:
Sozobon C. UEmacs, Sheet v2.0, Circuit Designer, Ani ST, Cosh
Sequencer. DDST, UMoria, Nethack, ST Writer Elite V4.2, Opus 2.2,

Compile your PD disks at £2 each!

WIGAN, WN6 8QG. Tel: (0942) 37412 Mon - Sat, 9am - 5pm.

Wilts
Tel: 0793 488448

SHOWROOM
open:
Mon - Fri

£299

Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack + free
disks + 10 extra games pack

£339

Amiga A500 1 Meg Class
of 90's (First Steps)

£369

CARTOON CLASSIC PACK
Amiga A500 including 1 Meg Ram +
£299

In the Public Domain Sector.

Saturday
9.30 - 4.30

ONLY 99p PER DISK

MAILORDER
Consumables
£1.50
Hardware
£8.00
Prices

With first order, special initial offer of a
2-disk pack crammed full of games

excluding VAT

and demos for 99p extra

512K Ram + clock

£30.00

Joystick
10 Blank disks in library box

E10.00
£8.00
£29.00
£99.00

A500 PowerSupplyUnit
NakshaMouseplusOperation Stealth

£34.00
£24.00

Planet, Deluxe Paint 3)

Cartoon Classics plus A1500 £549
A1500 Base plus software .£549.00

MONITORS
Philips CM8833 MK II Colour Monitor +
£175

PRINTERS
StarLC20 Mono

£120

Star LC200 Colour (9 pin)

£160

StarLC24 10

£150

Star LC24 200 (24 pin)
Star LC24 200 (24 pin) (Col)
Panasonic KXP1124I (24 Pinl)

£180
£220
£199
£147

Panasonic KXP1624 (136 Column)

£299

Citizen 120D +
Citizen 124D+

£105
£159

Citizen Swift 24E (Col)
Citizen Swift 9 -< Colour Upgrade
Canon BJ 10E Inkjet

£239
£160
£190

Canon BJ 10EX

£199

A1500 + Philips CM8833 Mk2

HP Deskjet 500 * Leads
Deskjet 500 (Col)

£299
£499

Colour Monitor

Sheetleeder

£725.00

A1500 + Commodore 1084S
£735.00

£49

All above come complete with leads
New StarJet Bubblejet Printer, SJ48
£190 + VAT
Including leads.

AMIGA HARD DRIVES

(DATAPLEX)
1 Meg 3.5" internal
£49
1 Meg 3.5" external (Cumana)....£60
1 Meg 5.25" external
£90

Stroud, Glos GL3 9DF
Tel/Fax: 0453 882793

Screen Filter for your monitors.
Protect those precious eyes £15
(Woven nylon fibre, flare reduction 90%,
cuts ultra-violet reflection by 85%)

Panasonic KXP 1t23

£309

11, Grange Close, Minchinhampton,

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

FREE Lead

Simpsons v Space Mutant, Captain

jtieraN p®

£3.00

Amiga/Atari Mouse
1) Meg Ram + Clock

(Software includes Lemmings, The

Colour Monitor

FOR ALL YOUR SOFTWARE NEEDS

9.30 - S.30

Mouse Mat

1 Meg Pack

:

For the best of all the Atari ST/E PD and Shareware software

ACCESSORIES

AMIGA A500
HARDWARE

)

Disk Catalogue with free game available now for £1.00 or a blank disk

STEPPING STONES PDL, 26 SEDGEFIELD DRIVE, BEECH HILL,

£2.00

We also stock Budgie, POV and KME disks.

**4±i^

PUNISH YOUR MACHINE By DELTA FORCE
A 2-disk mega demo to knock your socks off!
JUST £4.00
Includes a ridiculously addictive version of Ishido, plus screens by
ELECTRA. OVR & many more!

For the latest disk catalogue with ELVOS and free PD, send £1.00
cheque/PO made payable to M.A. Kelly, or a blank disk to:

Paper or disk catalogue free with order

dataplex

THE DEMO OF THE MONTH

Latest Titles Include:

D-103: Rip Dis Demo

IstWord. Vanterm 3.8, Arc6.02, Multil35, Vdos, Szadb, Build-S,

For disk catalogue send blank + S.A.E. OR 70p
4+

JUST

Rsctoc. ZX81 Emulator, Llamatron, Blitter user manual, STE
documentation, Intramdk, Kaosdesk, + much more!

WIZARD P.D.
£2.25

THE EXORCIST III

£8.00
The professional virus killer & disassembler. Features include:
-*- Automatically kills reset-proof viruses
* Powerful disassembler
* Reset-proof protection once installed
-k On-disk documentation
-k Screen flashes on "suspect" disks
+ Graphic interface
Exclusive to Caledonia PDL Written by IKI of TSB-France

178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel: 0734 574685

P.D Disks 1,2,3

PROTECT AND REPAIR YOUR VALUABLE SOFTWARE WITH

£8.00

DWPR 06 ST WRITER V 4.2 and FIRSTWORD,

plus other goodies like the ZX81 comes with The 2 best word processors for the ST(E)
plus a spell checker, print spooler and a
35 listings to load and run, and more.
selection of ready to use letters.

j^

1-9 disks £2.50

libraries*.

DARC 20. Jungle Trek, Super new arcade with animated sprites. 4 LANDSCAPE
Generators including GENASIS and a CAD
game blaster, Nova and more on this disk.
Package.
DEDV 07 Bodyshop, Fronglaise, Mix and
Match, Super educational games aimed at the DMUS 03 The ACCOMPANIST SEQUENCER
From H. COSH. WADDINGTON, 32 TRACK
8-10 year olds.
SEQUENCER DLX PIANO Turn your ST into a
DEDV 08. Shipwreck, Dot to Dot, Perfect
synth. JUKEBOX and POP MINIS DESKTOP

Match, Spiro and more.

Caledonia PDL

250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT (0463) 225736

PDLibrary since May '89 and parttime before that.
We are not one of those "Pop up & disappear

ART 07. Superb art package, ideal for simple collection of ARCADE GAMES.
DTP. 23 built in fonts. A4 size paperworks in
DBRD 01 MONOPOLY, LAZERCHESS,
mono chrome for best quality of print. Ideal
OTHELLO, CHECKERS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE,
for leaflets etc. DS Disk.
SUPERSIMON, MASTERMIND and more a
DADV 01 DDST, DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, superb collection of BOARD GAMES.
Role playing adventure. PARANOIA,
ENCHANTED REALM and ELBOZO CITY 3

H

Only £1.50 Each

To order our extensive disk catalogue featuring over 500 jam-packed disks, just send
us either a £1 coin or a blank disk and a stamped SAE. Alternatively add 30p to any
order.

"H" - High resolution monitor needed "C" - Colour monitor or TV needed
GAME 1 - Tetris, Golf, Eliminator, Space War, Anduril, Galaxy, Gilgalad, Bubble, Runner. "H
GAME 15 - Ball Blazer, Breakanoid, Concentration, Extensor, Lost Treasure. "C"

GAME 16 TRAC 1 •
TRAC 2 TRAC 42 TRAC 54 ART 15
ART 16

Monopoly, Empire builder, Football Manager, Ship Combat, Pulse Rider, MAD. "C"
Aciid, Human Invasion, Magic, Nice Beat, OhNo, Stone, Stress, X-Ray. "C"
Acidbatman Creation 2, Crocketts, Tied Up, Enola, Last Ninja 2, Ox ygene 2. "C"
Ausifoot, Break Of Day, Doc 1, Grilled, Kcollier, Moogrif, Tim Demo - STE Player."C"
Backlash, Monty, Nutune, Pumpjam, Rollout,Ziriax, - Mods with STE player. "C"

- Erotica Volume 1 - A seductive slideshow! "C"
- Erotica Volume 2 - More of the above. "C"

30 Anderson Estate, Lower Road, Hockley, Essex, SS5 5NG

69Mb Hard Disk for the Amiga 500,
Onboard drive

New Age PDL

£349 + VAT

8Mb Memory Upgrade (Unpopulated)
£69.00
Each Memory for above
£40.00
69Mb Hard Card for Amiga 1500
£349 + VAT

Modem users call New Age BBS on (0702) 715025

SCREENPLAY

SCREENPLAY
There are a few changes to Screenplay this month. The word "birthright" is
banned, and reviews must now contain at least two references to Ogden
Nash, the famed poet and wit. Radical, we know, but FORMAT is never afraid
to take chances. So remember: two's a crowd, but three's slightly more
•••

THE ST FORMAT

HUNG FROM A
MEATHOOK
THIS MONTH

REVIEWERS - desperately seeking
sanity, or a reasonable approximation

ACTION PACK

CLASSIC GAMES

Look at all those sexy ads for those fab
ulous games! Don't you just want to rush
out and buy them all? Of course you do.
Just don't blame us if you haven't read
Classic Games, your guide to the best
ST diversions around.
page 53

NEIL JACKSON

Neil wrote his first story at the age of
five. By the time it was six, it had

BOOLY

ROBOCOD

Fish can be dangerous, too, y'know. A
wet cod to the head is no joke. Plaiceslapping is a federal offence in Bavaria.
The things you can do with a well-honed
sturgeon don't bear thinking about.
Believe us, you don't want to meet
Robocod in a dark fishtank.
page 56

CHART ATTACK
DAMOCLES
DEFENDER 2

DUNGEON MASTER
ELF

ESCAPE FROM SINGE'S CASTLE

F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FIGHTER COMMAND
FIRST SAMURAI
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER

grown two novellas, a pamphlet and a

GAUNTLET 3

postscript.

GUARDIANS

JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER
KILLING GAME SHOW
LLAMATRON

LOOM
MAGIC FLY

n it*? -Ht '^,Ttraa/

MAGIC POCKETS

MAGNETIC SCROLLS COLLECTION

JAMES LEACH

Crunchy nut clusters dipped in honey
and then basted for two hours over a

THE SIMPSONS

SMASH TV

MICROPROSE GOLF

Smart alecs will tell you: "Yes well actu
ally I saw The Simpsons on The Tracey
Ullman Show yeeeaaaars before they
were famous." Discreetly remind them

Do you really want to live in the future?
It's such a violent place. Ooh it makes
us so angry - we want to smash, to
destroy, to cover ourselves in the blood

OPERATION STEALTH

of the full horror of what they're saying.

of innocents - er, well, we could just

Tracey Ullman! Oh dear.

watch some telly instead.

page 60

page 65

POPULOUS
POPULOUS 2

PRINCE OF PERSIA
RAILROAD TYCOON
REALMS
ROBOCOD
R-TYPE

slow flame. Serves two, destroy all

RUGBY - THE WORLD CUP

materials after use.

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND
DECK-,

"

F-'"' T

'--,.

rajM3

SIM CITY
THE SIMPSONS
SMASH TV
SUSPICIOUS CARGO

«rsj

( ,'

r?
ED RICKETTS

Dazed, bewildered and brought up by
wolves, Ed has the rather dismaying
habit of leaving out the vowels in his
sentences. Strnge mn.

THUNDERHAWK
TITANIC BLINKY

£-3 y

Bm

THUNDER BURNER

TURRICAN
REALMS

SUSPICIOUS CARGO

UTOPIA

An exciting epic, set in the hectic world

"Anything to declare, sir?" "Yes. I am a
free-thinking individual who has as much
right to be in this world as anyone else.
I enjoy choccy biscuits. Mercury is clo

VROOM

of paper-making. You control a factory
producing the eponymous reams, and

must fight your competitors in getting
the paper to the printers first. Next (what? An "I"? Where? Oh yes. Oops).
Rea/ms is an exciting epic...

ser to the sun than the earth. 'Humour'

page 66

page 69

is spelt with a 'u,' but 'humorous' isn't.

Enough?" "Fine, sir. Have a nice trip."

XENON 2

STF REVIEW POLICY
• Itis STFORMATpoWcy to review only
completely finished games - that is, thegames
you could actually buyinthe shops- never
incomplete or demo versions

• MAGIC POCKETS - THE PROGRAMMER'S OWN GUIDE • BEAT
CADAVER - THE PAYOFF% OVER 65 GAMES CHEATED • PAGE 85

• We review allgames released, but on/ywhen
they're finished. Wewon't be rushed into review
ingunfinished games to beatour"competitors"

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

Choosing a memory upgrade for your
Atari ST just got easier!

Once Frontier's Xtra-RAM %eluxe is installed in your ST, you can upgrade in stages to 4MB
whenever you like - it couldn't be easier. Includes a two year guarantee and a no-quibble ten day money back offer.

supplied with free RAM disk and printer
spooler software and a free RAM testing
program so that you know with certainty
that your installation has worked.

Thousands of ST users have already

yourself or Frontier or your dealer can do
it for you for a small extra charge. If your
ST has a socketed Video Shifter chip and
an MMU which isn't the 101601 type, then
you can fit the Xtra-RAM Deluxe without
any soldering whatsoever. Ifyou need any
further explanation of this, contact

upgraded their STs to 1MBor 2V2MB using

Frontier direct.

The Xtra-RAM Deluxe is supplied under
Frontier's ten day money back offer - ifyou

I s your ST always running out of
memory? Frontier Software's new XtraRAM Deluxe is the easy to fit and simple
to upgrade memory expansion that you've
been waiting for.

the original Xtra-RAM in their homes and
offices without having to send their
computers away. Now Frontier, makers of
the original Xtra-RAM, introduce their
new memory upgrade - The Xtra-RAM
Deluxe.

The experience, quality and expertise that

No Need To Stop At 1MB or 2V2MB
Most memory upgrades for the Atari STs
will give you a simple upgrade to 1MB for
about the same price as the Xtra-RAM
Deluxe. Some of these upgrades may be as

easy to fit as the Xtra-RAM Deluxe, but
they do not allow you to expand your ST

Satisfaction Guaranteed

aren't satisfied with the Xtra-RAM Deluxe

for any reason you can return it to the
place of purchase within ten days for a full
refund (participating resellers only). The
Xtra-RAM Deluxe also carries a full two

years' guarantee. The Xtra-RAM Deluxe

is designed and manufactured in the UK.

went into the best selling Xtra-RAM has
been applied to the new Xtra-RAM Deluxe.
The Xtra-RAM Deluxe will upgrade your

further. Once the Xtra-RAM Deluxe is

Atari STFM to 1MBthen 2V2MB and then

upgrade further to 2V2MB or 4MB is install

Unlike some ST upgrades, Frontier
guarantee that each Xtra-RAM Deluxe
uses only brand new SIMM memory boards
- making your ST and its memory upgrade

4MB with easy to install SIMM memory
cards. Your Mega 1ST can be upgraded to
2MB and then to 4MB. Mega 2STs can be

extra SIMM memory cards into the empty

more reliable both now and in the future.

sockets on the Xtra-RAM Deluxe. This is a

very simple process which takes less than

expanded to the full 4MB. Once the Xtra-

V2 hour.

RAM Deluxe is installed in your ST, you
can choose when to upgrade further - you

simply change or add SIMM boards - just
like the STE. You can even use these SIMM

boards if you later upgrade to the STE.

installed in your ST, all you have to do to

Don't restrict yourself to just 1MB. Make
sure that you choose an upgrade, like the
Xtra-RAM Deluxe, which can grow with
your needs.

Prices

Frontier supply the Xtra-RAM Deluxe in
four ways:
New Lower Prices!!

♦

Xtra-RAM Deluxe Unpopulated
(without memory)
£34.99

♦ Xtra-RAMDeluxe V2MB

Easy To Fit

Totally Compatible

Installation of the Xtra-RAM Deluxe

The extra memory that the Xtra-RAM
Deluxe gives your ST is totally compatible
with all of your ST programs. The ST's
memory controller chip logs in the extra
memory and makes it available for your

couldn't be easier. Followingthe instructions

laid out in our simple to follow manual
which is written with the non-technical

reader in mind, you disassemble your
STFM or Mega ST, plug the Xtra-RAM
Deluxe into two places inside your

computer and reassemble it. The whole

programs. You will automatically get extra
memory for DTP, word processing, MIDI,
running the Atari Laser printer and

process takes around 1V2 hours and most

everything else that you use your ST for.

STs will not require any soldering

upgrades your 520STFM to 1MB
(can later upgrade your STFM

to2V2MBandthen4MB)

£64.99

♦ Xtra-RAM Deluxe 2MB

upgrades your 520STFM, 1040ST

to 2V2MB,Mega 1ST to 2MB
or your Mega 2ST to 4MB (can
later upgrade your ST or Mega
1ST to 4MB)

£109.99

♦ Xtra-RAM Deluxe 4MB

upgradesyour520STFM, 1040ST
and Mega 1ST to 4MB
£179.99

Software Included

whatsoever.

The Xtra-RAM Deluxe fits all MMU chips
(including the 100109) whether they are
soldered down or not. If your ST has a
soldered down Video Shifter chip or a

101601 type MMU then some soldering
will be required. You can do this soldering

Each Xtra-RAM Deluxe upgrade is

Designed and Manufactured in the UK. Frontier also
manufacture memory upgrades for the Atari STK.

Please add £3.00 postage and packing to
all orders under £120.00. All prices include
VAT. Frontier accepts payment by Visa,
Access, cheque or postal order. Prices
subject to change without notice. Goods
subject to availability. Specification subject
to change without notice.

Available from your local dealer, or direct from:

•2<

Year Guarantee

Frontier Software

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire England HG2 OBE. Phone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.

SCREENPLAY

classics

CLASSIC GAMES
What on earth is a

shoot-'em-up? What's

so thrilling about
platforms? What's the
point of playing a godgame - surely you'll
win no matter what?

Ed Ricketts introduces

some of the best games
of each genre and
explains the finer points
of gamespeak

•

Whether

you're a hardened
ST gamester or just an

occasional player, you need to know which games
are really worth your attention. ST FORMAT can help!

SHOOT-'EM-UPS —
A loose definition of a shoot-'em-up might be
any game where you have to shoot (aha!) or
destroy the enemy in some way. Shoot-'em-ups
are generally fast, noisy affairs, which rely
more on your skill and speed with the joystick
than on your brainpower. Many games - though
not on the whole classed as shoot-'em-ups contain elements of this genre. Most platform

LLAMATRON

THUNDERHAWK

Llamasoft (" 0734 814478)

Core Design
Ostensibly a flight sim, but it involves much more GBH than ETA.
Taking control of a fictitious super-helicopter, you are dispatched
to various areas around the world to help sort out their "political

The purest and best example of a shoot-'em-up you can find and it only costs a fiver. The aim of each level is simply to blow
away all the aliens and reach the next. You play a llama, packing
some heavy firepower. Each level begins with a screenfull of
aliens, some immovable nasty objects and other llamas wander
ing

around.

Blast

the

for bonuses and avoid (or
shoot) the static objects.
Bonuses also crop up

ing, as do some flight sims and even some

adventures. But you can generally rely on the
term being used to describe games where you

from time to time.

control some sort of vehicle on a horizontally or
vertically scrolling screen and where the main
aim is just to destroy the enemy.

^^£>rjM

•

more on the shooting than
the flying, though fancy

fe>t.;; | manoeuvres are still pos-

I sible. The world is seen

I with an incredibly fast 3D

Llamatron is written

I display from inside or out
side the cockpit as you
and the enemy throw mis

Llamatron also appeared on ST FORMAT Cover Disk 24 - for

details of how to get that issue if you missed it, see page 142.
STF Rating -95%

2

ing you to concentrate

by the king of the arcade
blast, Jeff Minter, and is
Shareware (see page 45
for what this means) - if

you like it, you should send £5 (or more, if you like) to Jeff.

DEFENDER

Mirror Image
This was one of the first classic shoot-'em-ups for the ST and the

'_

aliens, collect the llamas

games involve a considerable amount of shoot

XENON

problems" - by bombing and shooting the enemy off the map.
The 'Hawk is easy to fly and entirely mouse-controlled, leav-

2

siles and bombs at each

other. The feeling you get

from strafing a SAM (Surface-to-Air Missile) site with just your
cannons from the external view is nothing short of exhilarating.
STF Rating -91%

R-TYPE

ARC

Activision

This Jeff Minter conversion is a fast, furious and faithful re

This is a brilliant conversion of the arcade original, keeping its

game that made the Bitmap Brothers' name. It was its graphical
style more than anything which made the game such a hit - it
looked and played just like an arcade game, because of its highgloss graphics, booming sound effects and biting gameplay. As
the ubiquitous spaceship,

creation of the original arcade game, concentrating on speed and
gameplay over fancy graphics. You take command of a ship which
flies above a scrolling landscape upon which little people live.
Yourjob is to stop the invading aliens from taking the people and

graphical style and tough but fair gameplay. The plot can be
summarised as "destroy." In your spaceship you whizz across
eight horizontally-scrolling levels, blasting everything the enemy
can throw at you and meeting the big cheese alien at the end of
each level. Power-ups in

you travel up a verticallyscrolling screen, raising

like themselves, and, of
course, you do this by
shooting everything you
can lay your lasers on.
The graphics are quite
small but very fast and
the sound captures the
excitement perfectly. The

hell

with the aliens and

once again meeting a
huge alien at the end of
each level. Power-ups can
be collected to boost your
guns. It's smooth but
sharp, rock hard and very
playable.

STF Rating -90%

making them into aliens

best conversion of Defen
der ever done on the ST

(and probably any other micro, for that matter).
STF Rating -88%

the

form

of

extra

better weapons

and

can

be

collected from some shot

aliens to help you along.
And

that's

it.

Pure

action all the way, with all
the classic ingredients of
a great shoot-'em-up: busy
screen, great graphics,
blaring sound and game

play that grips you harder than a Publisher grips his wallet.

STF Rating -79%
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PLATFORM GAMES '
Platform games usually involve an awful lot of

platforms and jumping about. The playing area
is made up of horizontal stages - the "plat
forms" - joined (or not, as the case may be) by
ladders or similar contrivances in a labyrinthine

way. The aim of the game is generally to collect
objects lying in awkward places around the
area, as well as trying to find a way out to the
next level. These objects might be necessary to

get past barriers in order to escape from the
level, or they may just be bonuses. Droves of

THE

KILLING

GAME

SHOW

MAGIC

POCKETS

Psygnosis
Playing a contestant in a futuristic game show, you must leap
about the platforms in the Pit of Death, collecting keys to enable
you to get past the obstacles barring your way to the exit. A
deadly liquid continually rising from the bottom of the pit which
must be avoided at all times. HALFs (aliens) are seen to with
your laser, which you can
upgrade
by collecting

Renegade
A platform game with cutesy overtones. The Bitmap Kid is lost
in his own huge pockets, so over four massive levels he has to
battle his way past the monsters by throwing whirlwinds, clouds,
ice or snowballs at them. These weapons act in different ways on
each level, so you have to vary your style of gameplay between
levels. Along the way
there
are plenty of

other weapons from cas
kets around the platforms.

lots of secret gameplay

bonuses to collect and

way and taking your energy. In most games you

The game's tough, with
excellent graphics and
sound and addictive game
play.

liant game with attractive
graphics and captivating
gameplay.

have, or can collect, some sort of weapon to get

STF Rating - 90%

STF Rating - 90%

nasties inhabit the platforms too, getting in your

tricks to discover. A bril

rid of these enemies.

SIMULATIONS
As you might expect, a simulation attempts to
recreate something from the real world on the

MICROPROSE
Microprose

F

GOLF

bined with some form of combat. There are

Golf is oft-simulated but very difficult to do properly on an ST.
How do you emulate the swing of a club and the position of a
golfer's hands? Microprose manage it marvellously in this sim
while keeping the control systems fairly simple to learn.
Everything you could want is in there: the position of the golfer's

scores of these games about. Motor racing is

feet, the tee height, plenty

also a popular theme, as are most sports. But
other pastimes don't go unmissed; nearly every
thing has been simulated at some time or other,
from golf to darts to lawnmowers, and even the

of courses, a selection of
clubs and - most impor
tantly of all - realistic ball

ST screen. The most common form is undoubt

edly the flight sim, which tries to simulate the
experience of flying in a plane, usually com

London Underground.

19

STEALTH
FIGHTER
Microprose

Another superb sim from the king of Sims, Microprose. In many
people's opinion it's the best flight simulator you can get. It gives

you an accurate simulation of flying an F-19 (or an F-117A), in a
combat situation and in one of six world scenarios. The tech

specs are accurate down to the last bolt, but the game is still
great fun to play, even for
beginners - they can use
the training mode. And
flight sim graphics have
never looked better.

movement. You won't find

a better game of golf on
your ST.
STF Rating -95%

STF Rating -96%

ADVENTURE
Adventure games were originally something like
an interactive story: you'd be given descriptions
of a location and any objects there, and you'd

type in your commands: GO NORTH, PICK UP
RABID DOG. You'd solve the game simply by

using the right objects in the right places in the
right way at the right time. Nowadays there are
very few text-only adventures around; they're
more likely to be graphic adventures. These
work in the same way, but instead of descrip
tions and typing in commands, you see the loca
tion on-screen and move your character to

THE

DAMOCLES
Novagen

it. The game takes place over an entire solar system as you
travel among the buildings
on the planets, finding the
clues you need to build
the bomb to blow up
Damocles... It's a compli
task

and

there's

loads to find out.

STF Rating -94%

manipulate the objects in each location. The

OF

MONKEY

ISLAND

Damocles usually isn't classed as an adventure, but in essence
that's what it is, albeit viewed from a first person perspective on
a solid 3D world. You play a mercenary, hired to stop the comet
Damocles crashing into the planet Eris and destroying all life on

cated

SECRET

Lucasfilm

The funniest, funkiest adventure of 1991. Using a point-'n'-click
interface (that is, your character's actions can be controlled
entirely with the mouse) you control Guybrush Threepwood in his
quest to become a pirate. The scenery graphics are splendid, the
game is loaded with a
.. an • lethal sense of humour,

t2*n JM

' '"I ar|d the puzzles have you
crawling on the ceiling in
despair. Watch out for
Monkey Island 2, due any
month now.

STF Rating -94%

aim of the game is still the same, though: to
solve it by using the right objects...

GOD-GAMES
"God-game" is a vague term, usually applied to
a game in which you play some entity with the
power to alter events in the gameworld. You
usually start with an empty space - a land
scape, world, or whatever - and build your city
or empire from scratch, looking after the needs

of your population but advancing your creation
as far as possible within the limitations and
rules set by the program. In general there are
other players, human or ST, trying to do the
same thing and they're out to retard your
progress as much as they can. God-games can
simulate real world situations and can even be

used to educate people through playing them.
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POPULOUS

2

Electronic Arts

Not surprisingly, the sequel to Populous. It keeps the same basic
ideas as its worthy predecessor but adds thousands of other
things to make the game ten times more enjoyable. There are
more effects, better graphics, excellent sound, more landscapes,

better gameplay - everything is bigger, better, more. Populous 2
makes Populous look like
a BASIC type-in game.

STF Rating - 95%

RAILROAD TYCOON
Microprose

Buildingyour own railwayempire is the aim of the game here. Lay
track between cities that supply and cities that demand, build
stations according to the size of the local populace, and run the

right trains for the best service. Balancing your expansion and
your income isn't easy, especially when there are other tycoons
muscling in on your opera
tion.

Sounds

about

as

interesting as watching a
tree grow? Maybe - but
play it and you're hooked
from the word go.

STF Rating - 93%

classics

PRINCE

OF

PERSIA

ELF

FIRST S A M U R A I
Imageworks

Domark

Ocean

Agame known for its fine animation. Nothing new about the plot:
a Prince thrown into his own dungeon, you're out to stop the
nasty Vizier from marrying yourgirlie. Which, of course, you do by
clambering over the platforms of many levels, finding weapons to
get past the Vizier's guards and potions to top up your energy.

A platform game for the '90s. The elf - played by you - must res
cue his girlie, but can only reach her by wading through eight
platform-strewn levels, and only then by finding the appropriate
objects to get past the barriers. The usual load of nasties aim to
stop you as you try to collect the herbs and "pets" to be able to

,^^^^^^___=_=___ The character sprites are

r^rW^-fSiHSfii
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buy potions at the shop. A

I superbly animated (drawn

I brilliantly-designed game

from real film stills) and
the game offers a real
challenge.

which keeps you going for
ages,
colourful

with
and

A recent release and yet another fine example of the genre.
Murder and mayhem abound as you, the Samurai, chase after
the evil magician (they're always evil) who did your boss in. With
your mighty sword, Patrick, you hack and slash your way through
ten levels of pagodas, fiery dragons and other distinctly unamiable
samurai.
Much
leaping about, lots of
being killed and a whole

incredibly

load of getting lost in this

detailed

game which can only be

graphics.

STF Rating -90%

described

VROO M

JIMMY

UBI Soft

The impression of speed is what a racing sim should offer and
Vroom gives it to you in spades (whatever exactly that means).
Just as if you were driving a real car, you need plenty of practice

to master the mouse control system, but once you get the hang
of it you'll find it's the only way to drive. The graphics are fast
and

super-smooth,

WHITE'S

WHIRLWIND

SNOOKER
Virgin
Yet another sport that's often been tried on an ST. JW'S WS

offers the fastest, smoothest ball speed yet seen, in a perfect
3D display. The full rules of the game are observed, including
some you've never heard of, and the ST opponents play a very

and,

^y*vll '

j for once, there's the beefy

m m | ,~

I sound to match.

mean

game.

Sound

effects are the only thing
that let the game down
slightly, but they're a
small price to pay for such

STF Rating - 92%

as

a

doesn't-

look-much-like-a-platformgame-but-it-is-'em-up.
STF Rating -79%

STF Rating -89%

FLIGHT

OF

THE

INTRUDER

Mirrorsoft

A f(l)ight sim to rival F-19. In this game you fly an A6 Intruder in
several dozen (or more) military strikes against the enemy. The
Intruder isn't an easy plane to fly, and this sim doesn't make it
much simpler, but it's packed with detail and procedural opera
tions which mean you're flying as a real pilot would fly. The
graphics are pleasant but
not earth-shattering.

VtW^gg

STF Rating -92%

a perfect simulation.

*BP'

STF Rating - 94%

OPERATION

STEALTH

DUNGEON

MASTER

LOOM

US Gold

Mirrorsoft

Lucasfilm

Delphine, Stealth's programmers, took the point-'n'-click style
interface as used in Sierra On-Line's and Lucasfilms' games,

Such was the effect Dungeon Master had on the ST games

This game preceded Monkey Island, and, while it's not as pol
ished or as fulfilling, it uses a similar interface, making it a great
introduction to the world of graphic adventures. Bobbin Thread

improved it, and incorporated it into Operation Stealth. The result
was a supremely easy-to-use and intriguing adventure in which

you play a James Bond type figure, replete with special gadgets,
on the trail of a missing
Stealth
fighter.
Once
again, the background
graphics are exceptional
and the

animation

like

wise.

STF Rating - 93%

scene, people are still writing clones of it even now.An incredibly
rich RPG, with you leading a band of four warriors into a series of

dungeon levels to defeat the Great Lord Something-or-other. The
dungeons consist of narrow corridors and great wide open

.......

rSj^TjJl

bare is on a quest to save the sacred loom from the nasty
people, and you've got to help him do it. Again, it's a case of

wanna sPaces peopled with a

point-'n'-click, so there's
no typing. A little easy for
hardened adventurers, but
ideal for beginners.

: - | great variety of monsters.

Not only do you have to
defeat these, there are
devious puzzles to halt
your progress and a spell
system to get to grips
with. Often imitated, but it

STF Rating -81%

remains the king.

STF Rating - 92%

POPULOUS
Electronic Arts

The first god-game on the ST and the one that started it all,
Populous was incredibly innovative for its day. You play a god
whose followers live on an isometric 3D landscape. You have to
provide them with flat land for them to build their houses on,
while contending with another god whose people also inhabit the

UTOPIA

Grow your own city. Place residential buildings, commercial and

Undeniably influenced by Populous (it has the same isometric 3D

industrial zones, build roads for your people to travel on, keep
them content by giving them parks and lakes, make sure your
industries have enough power. All this is down to you, and it
makes for a fascinating and frustrating game in Sim City. Flawed

a small group of colonists whose job it is to inhabit a barren
planet. It's your responsibility to keep them supplied with food
and air, to make sure they have enough hospitals, to keep them

Gremlin

view, for instance), but has a style of its own. You're in charge of

landscape. You can both

slightly by its disappoint

entertained and to protect

use

ing graphics and some
annoying bugs, the game

them

"effects"

swamps,

5>

SIM
CITY
Infogrames

such

as

volcanoes

or

knights, to ravage the
other
player's
living
space. Great fun, very
absorbing and a true ST
classic.

is still just as original, in
its own way, as Populous.

STF Rating -92%

from

the

other -

alien - colony that's also
on the planet, by produc
ing tanks and spaceships
to guard them. Absorbing,
if a little difficult.

STF Rating - 90%

STF Rating - 92%
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SCREENPLAY

3ame

review

• Crass jokes, corny characters

€

«•

and tacky, tacky tie-ins make

JAMES POND 2
CODENAME R0B0C0D
<r

James Pond 2 a very odd game

indeed. If you value your sense of
humour, beware - this game
stretches it (and you) to the limit.

Pond is back, and

this time he's a

fish out of water.
Neil Jackson

dons his scuba

coli conventions, Millennium have gone
for the sequel - Codename Robocod.

gear and flaps

Sounds even fishier than last time, but

prepare to be surprised once again.

around helplessly

looking for the
beach

Robocod starts with • a short ani

mated sequence showing Dr Maybe's
arrival at the North Pole, and a group of
bewildered penguins fretting over this
fact. Needless to say, they call upon

you as their only hope. When you hit the
Fish-faced special agent James
Pond once again goes head-up
with the infamous Dr Maybe, who
has

infiltrated

a

crucial,

top-

<Fire> button on your joystick, you
appear as the legendary James Pond.
Behind you is the giant toy factory
where the mad doctor is holed up.

A quick wander around the building
shows that it really is
key to world peace,
pretty huge - ginorharmony and tranquil
mously,
incredibly
ity - and Maybe is out
huge, in fact. Using
to turn it against us.
your special stretchability - a method of
And just what is this
elastically extending
all-important installa
tion? A launch site for
yourself to immense
nuclear missiles? A
heights, known only
big underground base • Hidden away in a secret box on
to a secret group of
like the one you Level Two, you find an aeroplane
fictitious fish - you
Jump in and you can fly right over
always find at the end
can pull yourself right
the heads of Dr Maybe's nasties.
up to the top of the
of the real Bond
movies just before it gets torched? tallest towers of the factory. This stun
secret installation at the North
Pole. This base is the

Nope. It's far more important than any
of those - it's a huge toy factory owned
and operated by a mad philanthropic
recluse known as Santa Claus.
But it doesn't end there.

The

warped and twisted Dr Maybe has sab

otaged an unknown number of toy pen
guins by wiring them up with
explosives. If you're not able to locate
and defuse all the penguins before
they're shipped out for the festive sea
son, then Christmas Eve is going to
look like Fireworks Night. Responsi
bility-city, or what?
It was this time last year that Mil
lennium surprised everyone with the
forerunner

to

this

-

ning feat is carried out with nothing
more than a simple <Fire> button click
- the longer you hold it down, the

higher you stretch. It's a simple trick,
but a good one. Once you release the
<Fire> button, your top half shoots
downwards at lightning speed to the

your bottom half with a shuddering
crash and you're ready to waddie off on
your fins again.
Once you've used the stretch a bit,
you find it has a side effect which can
come in very useful. On your stretch
upwards, you may come up against
platforms and ledges that prevent you
from going higher. Instead of just bang
ing his head against the bottom of the
ledge, Pond reaches up and grabs it.
Let go of the <Fire> button and his
lower half rockets up and he pulls him
self together. Now you're hanging from
the ledge, where you can sidle along
with a hand-over-hand

monkey
climb
by
moving the stick side
ways, Another simple
trick, but one that
adds a new twist to

The warped and twisted
Dr Maybe has sabotaged
an unknown number of

toy penguins by wiring
them up with explosives

To complete each mission, all you need
to do is find the explosive penguins and
run into them to defuse the explosives.
It sounds simple, but it's usually a lot
more complex. Each mission features
its own playfields generally at least
three per mission - .
and they're as mindnumbingly huge as
the toy factory.
On your way, you

the platform game
meet all sorts of
genre
and
really
problems - fin-peck
opens up the game
• This weird blue glove-creature is
ing birds, Bertie Bas
play possibilities.
sets with attitudes,
Once you've got another of Maybe's nutty hench
men. Wonder where the other finger
and strange Rubber
used to controlling
is, though? Dunnit make you wince?
Glove-men who walk
Pond, you can start
on their fingers. But these are just the
your mission in earnest. There are nine
nasties - there are loads of other prob
main missions plus an unknown number
lems, too. Much of the time, you're
of secret missions and bonus quests
looking for a way around the precari
that you can tackle. The main missions
ously-built platforms and ledges. More
are easy to find - you just work your
way up the toy
factory and enter
each door in turn.

floor. It
meets

These bonus pick-ups have a spe

cial effect when you collect them
initially (hint, hint)

off-the-wall

cutesy James Pond - Underwater
Agent. For a corny idea, it turned out
rather well, providing a much-needed
boost to the flagging idea of plat
form games. In the best Cubby Broc

This is where you start your quest

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

rici

ttifinutt!
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The entrance to mission one, the
warmer-upper. Prepare to do bat
tle in the silly sports halls

game review

• Robocod is a bizarre game - not only can you stretch yourself to a height of
around 300 feet, but there are also deadly Bertie Bassetts to beware of. One false
move and you're in all sorts of trouble. (I'm sorry, I couldn't resist it.)

often than not, you need to jump into
nowhere and hope for a nearby plat
form to steer yourself onto - a real
blind leap of faith. Falling off is scary -

the long drop passes by very quickly
and can really make your stomach flip if
you weren't expecting it.
Robocod

is

full

of

neat

little

bonuses and hidden surprises. Every
level is stuffed full of pick-ups: umbrel
las for floating down slowly, extra
power for your steel

Robocod suit,

extra lives and even a pair of wings. If
you search hard enough, you may even
find a complete aeroplane which you
can fly around the
entire playfield in.

ner of the screen is holding. When
they're all used up, you're down to just
your own scales for protection - next

hit and you're dead! To re-boost your
suit, you've got to find the special stars
which are scattered around each level.
The suit has a second mode which

you

can

use

for

more

offensive

manoeuvres. Just leap up by pushing
the joystick into the diagonals and,

while you're still airborne, compress
yourself into a little power-ball by pulling
back on the stick. If you make contact
with any monsters on the way down,
you're as safe as houses - but the mon

ster is usually dead
meat. Once you've

Protecting your
weak, fish-like exte
rior is something you
really need to master
very early on. Your
Robocod suit is heavy
and solid, and it can

mastered

the

tech

nique, this method of

attack really helps to
prolong your life as
well as safeguard
you through each
massive level.

withstand the great • The trouble with being a superest of tumbles. It has agent is all the hanging around you

more of a problem
with

the

monsters.

have to do. You can't relax for a

power bars that the fish-head in the cor-

Robocod

is proof that there's

moment or you feel a right, er...

When you're attacked by one of Dr
Maybe's evil creatures, your suit takes
the impact, but not indefinitely. Each
attack knocks off one of the green

VERDICT:

life in the old platforms-and-ladders dog yet. Its simple
control method can be mastered in sec

onds, but it's loads more interesting
than almost any other platform game.
Millennium's

neat

stretch-mode

idea

SCREENPLAY

• We've all gone up against some crazy monsters in our time, but a bus? C'mon,
now, this is all getting far too silly. I wouldn't normally mind, but you sit around for
hours waiting for one, and then hundreds turn up all at the same time. Typical.

makes the job of hunting for ladders a
thing of the past - you can go up wher
ever you want. But the thing is, Millen
nium have had to ramp up the
gameplay to accommodate your new
abilities - you could complete Gods in
seconds if you could just heave yourself
up to the top of the playfield as easily

and you can return to the same bits

time and time again, only to find some
thing new.

So get out there and get flapping,
fish-face, 'cos this game's got the lot tench-ion, secret plaices and perches
galore - it's rudd-y amazing.
NEIL JACKSON

as you can in Robocod.

Each mission has been designed
well, with an emphasis on making you
think before you leap. Your skill and

dexterity are just as important as they
ever were, but now you've got to
explore much more, just so that you

can figure out the way to the imminently
exploding penguins. Exits and bonus
rooms are scattered far and wide,

sometimes even hidden completely, so
you can spend hours just mapping out
each level to find all the special bits.
There's no shortage of things to do -

JAMES BOND 2 CODENAME
ROBOCOD
MILLENNIUM £29.99
Runs on all STs and STEs with doublesided drives

• Makes Rainbow Island look like a gamefor
wimps - Robocod isfull ofdynamic action anddan
gerous stunts

• Ifyouliked James Pond- Underwater Agent,
thenyou'll love thisto bits- ifs bigger, better,

On your way, you meet
all sorts of problems fin-pecking birds, Bertie

them- It'seven biggerthan Gods

Bassetts with attitudes

• Simple graphics andSTsounddont detractfrom

and strange Rubber

otherplatform gameyou've seen before.

faster and funnier

• Huge playfields andbackdrops, andloads of

themain event - thegameplay. Ifs better than any

Glove men

m RATING 86 %
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Mission two's entrance conceals
sinister stuffed bears and horrible

hippos for you to clamber over
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JJ PRINTERS
ACCESSORIES & RIBBONS
SM124 Mono Monitor
External 3.5" Disk Drive

Golden Image Hand Scanner

Forget-Me-Clock I

ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM acart lead
STE Stereo MKI 8833 lead
STFM MKII 8833 lead

Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead
Mouse Mat

£169.00

£19.95
£15.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99

£4.99
£3.95

£350

Sqiick replacement mouse

HOME PRODUCTIVITY

E139.00
£69.00

£14.99

All of our printerscome with a parallel cable to suit Atari STs.
Amigas and standard PC etc. All printers carry a full 12
months warranty. We only sell genuine UK stock - we do not

offer inferior "grey imports". Phone for prices on ribbons and
accessories for the printers listed below.

Including
a
word
processor,
spreadsheet and database, this

package

provides

used applications in computing. All
user friendly interface and come with
Quickstart

ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS !
We are offering, to all buyers of Citizen printers 2 veryspecial

35" disk full of printer drivers fortheSTAmiga &PC; 200 sheets of

fanfold tractor feed paper 200 fanfold tractor feed address labels;

ST Hard Drives

5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £12.99.
a. CITIZEN COLOUR PRINTING KIT. This kit enables you to

We are official stockists of the latest in

The kit comes witha colour ribbon. Normally retaining at around

from Protar. All Protar hard disk drives
come with a full 12 month REPLACEMENT

warranty (no lengthy repairs!!), a DMA
through port device number switching and
superb ask management software.
* ST FORMAT GOLD

AWARD WINNER *
*

USER MAGAZINE *
* STE COMPATIBLE *
Progate 20Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb Hard Disk

Progate 40Mb with Cache
Progate 44Mb Removable

Progate 60Mb Hard Disk
Progate 60Mb Tape Streamer
Progate 80Mb Hard Disk
Progate 150Mb Tape Streamer
Progate 160Mb with Cache
Progate 440Mb with Cache

£275.00
£335.00
£420.00
£595.00
£435.00
£575.00
£480.00
£775.00
£899.00
£1475.00

STE Ram Kits
DIY1 - 512k upgrade
DIY 2 - 2mb upgrade
DIY 4 - 4mb upgrade

upgrade either theSwift9 Swift 24E or224 toa full colour printer

£40 OQ we are offeringwhile stocks last the chance to buy this
colour kit for only £19.99.

£22.99
£89.00
£159,00

All STE Ram Kits come with instructions
and DO NOT require soldering in most

carefully

as quickly as possible.
SOUND & MUSIC
With its built in MIDI ports, the ST is

any musicians dream. This package

combines a high tech sound sampling

cartridge with a powerful music
package and drum machine. "Grab"
sounds from your favourite Video or
Album, then edit and mix them to put

Citizen 120D+(9-pin. 144cps draft 30 cps NLQ)
Citizen Swift9 (9-pin. 192 cps draft48 cps NLQ )
Citizen 124D (24-pin, 144 cps draft 48 cps LQ)
CitizenSwift 224 (24-pin. 192 cps draft 64 cps LQ)NEW
CitizenSwift 24E (24-pin.216 cps draft 72 cps LQ) new
Citizen Swift 24X (24-pin. 15" carriage)

RATED AS

"EXCELLENT" BY ST

Tutorials

designed to get you up and running
£ 19.99

1. CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER PACK. The pack comprises of :

highquality / lowprice ST hard disk drives

ideal

contain a wealth of features, have a

offers:

PROTAR

an

introduction to the three most widely

£139.00
£199.00
£199.00
£229.00
£289.00
£399.00
£159.00
£220.00
£260.00
£295.00

Star LC20 Mono (9-pin. 180cps draft 44 cps NLQ)

Star LC200 Colour(9-pin, 180 cps draft 45 cps NLQ)
Star LC24-200 Mono(24-pin.200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)
Star LC24-200 Colour(24-pin. 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)

Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet Gnk jet portable andcompact)
£289.00
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 Cmk jet 3 pages per minute) £399.00
HewlettPackard Deskjet500 C (300 dpi fuB colour nkjet)
Hewlett Packard PaintJet (colour inkjet 180 DPIprinting)

CALL
£785.00

toqether those amazing effects.
£ 19.99

PERSONAL FINANCE

Organise your finances! Containing
special software to handle the
financial transactions that surround

your life. Keep track of your bank
and savings accounts credit cards,
mortgage etc. Also included is a

powerful electronic "Filofax" that
Keeps you address book and diary
upto date.
£ 19.99

WORD PROCESSING
Suitable for virtually any word

RIBBONS & INK
Citizen 120D«wift9, 24E, 224 and 124DBlackRibbon
Citizen Swift9,24E and 224 Colour ribbon

M.99 each
£16.00each

processing task, you can create and

StarLC10 Black Ribbon

£2§S eact!

technical papers thatinclude detailed

StarLC200 Colour Ribbon

E19.'°.2 ^

Star LC10 Colour Ribbon
Star LC200Hack Ribbon

£5.20 each
£500each

Star LC24-200 Hack Ribbon
Star LC24-200 Colour Ribbon

£500 each
£12.35each

CanonBJ10E Hack Ink Cartridge
HP Deskjet 500 Black Ink Cartridge

£19.99 each
£14.99 each

machines,

edit anything from short memos and
letters to complex documents and
pictures and diagrams.
£ 24.99

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

This powerful package benefits from
the latest ideas in ease-of-use as

well as the full power of a relational
database system. Based on VCR

style controls you can design and

COLOUR

ATARI LYNX
NOW IN STOCK !

* Colour monitor
* 14" screen

* Stereo speakers

Trie Atari Lynx U is a superb full
colour hand held, games console
using plug-in cartridge games.
The Lynx can be used with either
batteries

supply

or

unit

a

mains

All

Chips Challenge

£23.99

Electrocop

£23.99

Gates of Zendocon

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

Klax
Miss Pacman

Rampage
Road Blasters
Robo Squash

£23.99
£23.99

Ishido ANEW*

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
E23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

power
our Lynx Shanghai
SlimeWorid

machines come with instructions
and are available with or without

Scrapyard Dog anew*
Xenophobe

* 600 x 285 pixel resolution
* RGB / Composite inputs
* Headphone socket

mains power supply unit and Zarlor Mercenary
comlynx cable.

* Green screen switch
* Free with STE lead

Lynx II ♦ PSU
Lynx II +PSU * Comlynx

* Improved version of 8833II

Carrying Case
Carrying Pouch

* 12 months REPLACEMENT
warranty

only

£ 239.99

Gauntlet 3

Lynx II Console Only

Car Power Adaptor
Mains Power Supply
Comlynx Cable
Sun Visor/Scratch Shield

£79.99

£89.99
£94.99

Hue Lightning
Rygar
Nnja Gaiden
War Birds

£14.99 Paperboy
California Games
£11.99 Chequered
Flag
£9.50
£14.99
£7.99
£6.99

(Sun Visor for Lynx Mk IOnly)

Pacland
Hock Out
A.PB
Qix ^NEW^

Ultimate Chess Challenge

£23.99

£23.99
£27.99

£27.99

databases

ranging

from

information management tools.
£ 24.99

GAME CARDS

LYNX Mk II

PROTAR VISTO C14M

create

simple address books to powerful

SPREADSHEET

A powerful financial management
toot that will let you handle large
amounts of information with amazing

ease and speed. Compatible with the

industry standard Lotus 123, this

package contains a wealth of
features stunning graphing functions
and on-line help at the touch of a
button.

£ 24.99

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES
This
amazing
value-for-money
package contains almost every

utility you'll ever need. Designed to
complement either Atari's BASIC
programming package or other

popular ST programming languages

this pack includes a Resource Editor,

a Font and Icon Editor, a Disk Editor
and a whole host of other, powerful

programming tools.
£ 24.99

TELESALES LINES OPEN 10AM TILL 12MIDNIGHT - 7 DAYS A WEEK - 0903 700714
TELESALES LINES ARE PERSONALLY MANNED TILL MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY !!

ONLY ONE QUESTION

BUT MORE THAN ONE ANSWER !!
WHY BUY YOUR COMPUTER GOODS FROM US ??
| FREE delivery anywhere in the UK.
| Next week day delivery only £7.00.

One of the largest selection of STE Packs.
12 Months Warranty on all hardware.
Mail order and shop facilities.

All prices shown include VAT.

Genuine UK stock only supplied.
| No minimum order value.
I Atari specialists since 1984.
| Many items recommended by ST Format.

Govt & Educational orders welcome.

Fully computerised order system.
Payment by Cash, Cheque or Credit Card.
1000's of satisfied customers.

ATARI STE PACKS
ALL ATARI STE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A
FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS
AND CURRENT PRICES.

512k

imb

2mb

4mb

ATARI STE STANDARD PACK, consists ofthe computer with
mouse, tv lead, manualand allconnecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£299.00 £329.00 £359.00

£439.00

£299.00 £329.00 £359.00

£439.00

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

£449.00

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

£449.00

£319.00

£349.00 £379.00

£459.00

X N/A

£369.00 £399.00 £479.00

with NO software

ATARI STE DISCOVERY A. consists oftheStandard Pack and
First Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games(Dragons Breath, SuperCycle,
Indiana Jones, Anarchy)

ATARI STE DISCOVERY B. consists oftheStandard Packand
FirstBasic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games (Final Flight Sm City, 9 Uvea
Planet of Robot Monsters)

ATARI STE ARCADE, consists ofStandard Pack and New Zealand
Story, Chase HQArkanoid I,CrazyCara Operation Wolf, SuperHang On, Super
Cars Skidz, Switchblade and Axels Magic Hammer.

ATARI STE TEMSTAR. consists ofStandard Pack and Asterix,
Chess Player 2150, Drivin Force,Live +Let Die, Onslaught,Pipemania, Rick
Dangerous Rock n Roll, Skweek and Trivial Pursuit IL

ATARI STE KUMA BUSINESS, consists ofStandard Pack
and word processor K-Word 2 (incl.K-Spell Checker), K-Data database,

K-Spreadsheet K-Graph business graphicsand Metacomco Basic Language.

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consists ofStandard Packandalso
3 levelsof educational software (from 5 yrs to 50 yrs H!)i a word processor, a
spreadsheet a database, HyperPaint and Music Maker Hsoftware.

If you are buying one of our Atari
STE packs then why not add our
STE STARTER KIT?

BEST PRICES - "BEST BUYS"
AS HI COMMINUI U BY ST FORMAT Sill1

13 PIN MONITOR PLUG
If you need to construct your own special monitor lead, this DINplug is the bit

Giving you all those little "extras".

that plugs into the STE.

s> 10 Blank d/sided disks with labels

t-O Tailored dust cover to fit the STE

otvVi

l^> Joystick/Mouse extension lead
t-y> High quality neoprene Mouse Mat
<^> and a Joystick for the games ....

•I I Ml NI OCIOBH-thHV

P

PRICE C2.00 - STF RATING 83%

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE
Plugging your joystickintothe STE re a pain because the ports are annoyingly
located underneath thekeyboard With thiscable plugged in.two extended

sockets means you can plug your mouse and joystick into these.

PRICE £4.99 - STF RATING 80%

MONITOR SWITCH BOX
If you have a colour and mono monitor this box enables you to switch between
them without unplugging the leads.

PRICE £15.99 - STF RATING 78%

IF YOU WISH TO ORDER WITHlJ^iHENPLMSESEN^OURCHES
PAYABLE TO BEST PRICES OR RING OUR MAIL ORDER HOTLINE ANY TIME BETWEEN lO.OOAM AND 12 MIDNIGHT. 7 DAYS AWEEK AND USE YOUR ACCESS OR VISA CARDS
OR ALTKNATIVELY PAY AVISIT TO OUR SHOP. CHIPS COMPUTE? CENTRE. AND SEE OUR WIDE RANGE OFCOMPUTER GOODS AND SOFTWARE

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRA 53 RUGBY ROW,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BH115NB.

r

MAIL ORDER ONLY

BEST PRICES (DEPT STF), 53 RUGBY ROAD,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN11SNB,

WML * JtMJSMJD lyz&JAk
OPENING , MON TO FRI IOAM TO 6PM SAT 930AM TO 5.30PM

FINANCE / CRFBIT FACILITIES (SHOPONLY).
PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOP ONLY).
NEW AND USED ST. AMIGA & PC EQUIPMENTON DISPLAY

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS / LESUIRE / EDUCATIONAL).
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN. TRAINING. INSTALLATION. ON-SITE WARRANTIES

OPENING : 7 DAYS A WEEK 10AM TO 12 MSDNIGHT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT AND FREE DELIVERY (AVERAGE 4-5 DAYS).
PLEASE ADD £7 CO FOR NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY
GOODS USUALLYSENT OUT THE SAME DAY WHEN
CLEARED PAYMENT IS RECBVED BEFORE 2PM.
PERSONAL CHEQUES REQUIRE 7 DAY CLEARANCE.

All pricesinclude17.5% VAT and free UK delivery unless staled otherwise. All prices/ specifications / special offers subjectto change without notice.

Same

SCREENPLAY

review

BART SIMPSON IS THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROJECTION OF
seems a pretty logical step to go round the town and changeall the
purple somethings into other-coloured somethings by any means

It's reet daft, this game. In the first level, the aliens are after every

thing and anything purple for their death-bringing mega-invention, so it
HUt
Spuce HinanT

S

4

3*$3fc
• Start here.Go right andcollectthe

• The postermust also be sprayed by

• Moo's seems useless at first, but

• Find ledges to jumponto to spray

spray can a bitfurther on, then come back
and spray the bin. Proceed rightwards.

jumping up, butavoid the monsters. The
timesonthe other poster are clues...

find a coin or two and you may get
some useful results from the owner.

the flowerpots - tryeverywhere
since they're notalways obvious.

offer is useful on that fire hydrant - notice the

• The Novelty Hut is definitely worth a visit they sell useful things like cherry bombs and

• If you have money left by this point, go on a
spree in here. Use the window at the front to

wet paint.

rockets. You'll need 'em.

get the extra spray can, too.

• You might find something Tool World has to

THE SIMPSONS:
• Giggle giggle. Bart takes time out
from painting the town red to do the
old "Is there anyone there by the name
of Isabella Ringing?" gag. It's an old
chestnut but it still brings a tear to the
eye. (It's also useful for bumping up
your Goal total.)

• Think this is what is described as

"radical," or has that word gone out of
fashion now? (How about "comfort
able," as in "Yo! That's really
comfortable!" Sounds good to us.) Bart

gets his ass in gear on his skateboard.

Bart is eight. Bart has a serious skin
problem. Bart incessantly mumbles
about cows and shorts. Bart is a

multi-millionaire megastar with fans
the world over. None of these things

apply to Ed Ricketts. But is Ed jeal

I CAN SEE THROUGH
YOUR SMILE

ous of Bart? Does he care? Hell, yes

The aliens have already taken over somemembers of the Springfield
community. The only way of telling which of the seemingly innocent
people strolling around are non-human is to use your X-ray specs. If
they are indeed revealed as scum-sucking commie alien deviants (you
can tell bytheir weird heads), you should jump onthem quick. This
releasesthe alien, which scuttles away, leaving you with a token.

invading mutant aliens. These aliens are

N e x t time you see that friend
(everyone has at least one)

gradually taking over the people of

who's mad about The Simp

Springfield while building their death
machine which will destroy the world.
So far, so normal. The odd thing is

sons - he's got the key ring,
the T-shirt, the album, the
condiment set, and so on - ask him if
he's ever actually seen the dam thing.
Then quietly exit as he/she makes

that, for some reason, only Bart Simp
son is able to stop these marauders.
Even odder is the way in which he
does it. The aliens need to
collect certain items for

his/her excuses.

The point is, The Simpsons .

have become legendary without J

their machine: purple
things, hats, balloons,
power rods and exit

most people actually knowing /
•5"

what the heck they are.

signs. (Exit signs. Oh

Which means that Ocean

SHOMS
EflflPfl

tDOPM

can hardly fail with the i*/

Simps ST game, good (~ ~~\^ *,
or bad. So what's it all \ about?

f

The Simpsons, a ^
family virtually ruled by its
•jT

• Each token collected adds another letter to the name of whichever member

of the Simpson family is displayed in the bottom left. When you have all the
letters, that Simpson joins you at the end-oMevel alien and helps you fight it.

>
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errant younger member Bart
live in yer everyday Ameri
can smalltown, Springfield.
You know the sort of thing:
corner stores, signs with
"Don't Walk" on them, and

—""'

dear.) So, in each level it's
Bart's job to collect, change
or remove these items from
various areas around

Springfield to spoil the aliens'
plans.
Thus, in Level One of this
horizontally-scrolling
arcade puzzle, equipped
with a spray can, you
should find 24 purple

objects and turn them

3ame review

SCREENPLAY

THE FEARS OF AN ANGST-RIDDEN GENERATION. DISCUSS.
possible. These methods include leaping up highto spray posters, vault
ing onto ledges - ignoring your fear of falling onto the ground and
i

~if
.-••

ItMt^i"

TS-

. '-tfll

lol

• Nip up onto the washing line and
walk over the sheets to cover up
the pink toys in the garden below.

a

o - •-' r

rviwnv
JDANDY

breaking your neck - and generally incurring the wrath of the local pop
ulation. But don't worry about that, they'll be grateful in the long run.

• Spray the bin, and keep going right.

• More bushes, more bonuses in the

Jump at the bushes to release a coin
(and a bee) or two.

form of coins. As ever, continue right,
spraying everything pink.

*uh-i~

I

r

W
• Aha! Atin of paint inthat window.
Wouldn't it be good if you couldget it to
spill onto that pink canopy somehow?

pet;

• There's a pink bird inthat window. How can
you get it out of its cage? It mightjust be
something to do withthose cherry bombs...

• Jump ontothe grass to incur the
wrathof the parkkeeper. As he walks
by,spray him - then run away!

• Jededlah canhelp you lots if
you're niceto him- that bird
looks promising... andso on.

BART vs THE SPACE MUTANTS
Bart swaggers along
with spray can poised
and you just want to
smash his smug face in

only put in a few guest appearances, so
it's Barfs show. Other graphics are rea

sonable but not respiration-grasping,
though they do keep to Matt Groening's
weird style remarkably well. Sound is
desperately, awfully, horribly bad,
even by ST standards - an incred'

ibly pathetically dreadful tune wib

red. Some of them can just be sprayed,
others prove more difficult to change.
So, you need to use the objects you
can find or buy to help you out. Coins
tend to pop out of bushes when you
jump on them (but then you knew that).
Changing the colour of objects is
usually a matter of (a) working out how
to reach them and then (b) timing the
necessary movements to avoid any
aliens who are in the way. Much ledge-

spot effects. It makes you want to

corner, we have the puzzle elements.

weep, it really does.

Some of them might be illogical but
they do, at least, stop you slipping into

VERDICT: The usual rule is - the big
ger the licence, the worse the game.

a coma over yet another platform
game. In the con corner, there are the
not-very-exciting graphics, the small

By that axiom, The Simpsons
really ought to be the
direst game which has

bles and warbles

ever been released. But

away in the back

it's not, really. Neither is
it the next Populous

ground just as if
it's been tacked

2. It lies somewhere

on at the very

in that twilight zone
of games, the stra

last moment.
There are no sam

pies at all and
approximately three

tum

that's

labelled

"Hmmm. Okay really,
I s'pose." In the pro

clambering and acrobatic bounding is

sprites, the eeeW sound and the sheer
frustration of some of the more mun

dane timing puzzles.
But all this doesn't matter; the

Simpsons have conquered the world,
and this is doubtless only the first of a
long string of Simpsons conversions.
Just in case anyone is interested,
though, this one is better than it could
have been.

ED RICKETTS

THE SIMPSONS:
BART VS THE SPACE
MUTANTS

required, plus a sharp eye and a bit of.
brain power.

The aliens are actually a bit crap,
because most of them just sit in the
street or wherever and bounce up and
down a bit. This does mean you have to
be careful how you tread, though - you

OCEAN £25.99

get three lives, but two chances at
each life, so, er, that's six lives. Bear in

• Alittle like Elfinthatit mixes arcade, platform

mind the time limit, too - it seems long

and puzzle elements. Elfseemed somehowmore
vibrant, though.

at first, but then, so did three hour
exams before you realised your entire

• Terminator 2 wasjusta convenient nameupon
which to hanga disappointing game.TheSimpsons

future depended on them.

treats it subject matter witha littlemore care.

Surprising thing number one: Bart
Simpson looks like Bart Simpson. A

• Like Robin Hood, it'squite anoriginal way to doa
licence that could have been much blander.

very small Bart Simpson, but him never

theless. He swaggers along with spray
can poised and you just want to smash
his smug face in - that's how faithful a
recreation he is. The other Simpsons

• On Level Two you (or rather the aliens) are after hats. What sort of aliens are
these anyway? Are they from the planet Strange or something? And look at the
spelling on that poster - "shoe's" indeed. Tsk. (Purses lips in disapproval).

SJf RATING 74 %
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EW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY)

3V2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
LOWEST EVER PRICE I

£52.99
including VAT & delivery

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY
AND VAT® 17.5%
Express Courier Delivery:
(UK Mainland only) E6.50 Extra

Here Today ~ Here to Stay
Evesham Micros First. First for choice, prices and service.

Established for over eight years, with a strong financial
status and secure future. Our Computerised Telesales

Order Processing investment means fast, efficient
service. Well appointed Retail Showrooms with large
iroduct range on display. Our huge Customer database,
l percentage wi lepedi lusiumi emu pcounai •i.n.nuu

erlines our popularity. REMEMBER - when you need
/ill still be here. Our extensive expansion program

Ieventually be there as well...

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL
PLUG-IN PSU

• Very quiet
• Slimline design
• Cooling Vents

Beware of other makes of

drive that lake their power
from Ihe joystick port!

• Sleek, high quality metal casing
• Suits any Atari ST
• Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism

Also available:

• On / Off switch on rear of drive

5.25" External Drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

40/80 Track Switchable

Only £99.00 inc. VAT & delivery

HX1W TO ORDER
ATARI STE RAM UPGRADES

Call us now on

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM

0386 765500

UPGRADES FOR MOST

TELESALES OPENING TIMES:

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit. requires soldering
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourserves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

Send Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/VISA card details to:

i>

ACCESS / VISA
Cards Welcome

%

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible

Express Courier delivery (UK Mainlandonly) £ 6.50 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed for

cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building

Society cheques or Bank Drafts.
I Mail Order Fax: Q386-765354
Allour Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most
items and also supply from a far wider product range

instructions. Requires very slight case modification

Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply I

£ 4g.95

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

With our compact plug-in RAM

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use. includingdrive

problems. We reserve Ihe rightlo refuse any machine (hat we consider lo
have been damaged other than in normal use. eg. substandard repair work,
lightning and physical damage - these are quoled for separately.
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR
£ 65.00

2 versions allowupgrade to 1Mb, or 2/2.5MD • Compactdesign

If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1

• Quick installation procedure • Simple, fast and effective

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.00
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... E 55.00

RAM upgradepath • Designed to fit almostany 520 or 1040ST
model • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

Please note: Not suitable for STE machines
512K VERSION:
UPGRADES 520 STs TO
1MB RAM

than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any
of our showrooms and discuss your requirements

2MB VERSION:

witha member of our highly trained staff.

UPGRADES 520/1040 STs

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham

£49.00
£79.00

E 149.00

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full fitting

Evesham Micros Ltd.

Unit 9, St Richards Road
Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ

itm\m

-i-.-fc—4—-fc«*«-w--*
520STE 1 Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
E 30.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS) .....£ 80.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS) ...£160.00

9am-7pm Monday-Friday
9am - 5.30pm Saturday

i&

! i

520/1040 ST COMPUTERS

TO 2/2.5MB RAM

ONLY

LYNX Portable Games Console
O ^ U , OQQ QQ INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY

£49.95
ONLY

£99.00

nly 5L.yy.yy

& California games'

EloctroCop

£21.93 Blue Lightning

£21.95 Wafttrda

Roadbiaslers

Paperboy
RygarWarrior
ZalorMercenary

£21.95 Shanghai

£21.95 Baseball.

£21.95 Rampage
...£24.95 Turbo Sob
£21.95 Gauntlet3
£24.95 Paclant)..
£21.95 Chequered Flag
£25.99 Ha-3 Drrvn

Ms Pacman

£21.95 Basketball

£25 99

Slime World
Klaxx

£25.99

£21.95 Gates ol Zendocon .£21.95 Cnoss
£21.95 Chips Challenge
£21.95 BiueL-ght

Btocioui

£25.99
£21.95

.

£25.99

£25.99
£25.99
£25.99
£25.99

Xenophobe..
£21.95 A.P.B
Cigarette Lighter Adaptor... £ 9.99

..£25.99 Soccor
Lynx Pouch

£25.99
£ 9.99

Sun Visor / Protector

Lynx Kit Case

£ 14.99

£ 5.99

Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

"3 0386 765180
fax : 0386 765354

••

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
"S 0223 323898
fax : 0223 322883

Open Mon-Fri, 9.30-6.00 & Sat, 9.30-5.30
Corporate Sales Dept. • IBM dealer
251-255 Moseley Road,

Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA
BT 021 446 5050
fax

021 446 5010

Open Mon-Sat., 9.00-5.30 • Easy Parking
320 WITTAN GATE
MILTON KEYNES MK9 2HP

"S 0908 230 898
fax : 0908 230 865

Open Mon-Saf.. 9.00-5.30

T TECHNICAL SUPPORT •

•S" 0 3 8 6 - 4 0 3 0 3
Monday to Friday, 10.30am - 4.00pm

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's
@rVi VQWfe ST THl BEN EF1TS <SF
SIMMS RAM E9BPANSOW WITH
©yfc SIMPLE-FITTING UPGRADEl
rW Fits Atari STF, STFM and
MEGA series computers
-># Uses SIMMS RAM Modules

for Effortless Upgradeability
<W Probably the neatest ST RAM
Upgrade available!
Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily with our fully

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

compatible RAM upgrade board. Designed for pre-STE machines,
the unit accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making RAM

All details correct at time of press

fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge needed! Available

All goods subject to availability

with or without RAM modules. Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 /
2.5Mb and 4Mb, as and when necessary. Straightforward
installation• full, step-by-step comprehensive instructions provided.

Please note: Prices that include On-Site Maintenance

(On-Site Warranty) are UK Mainland Only.

Upgrade unitwith board unpopulated

£ 44.95

Upgrade unit with 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of1Mb RAM E 74.95
Upgrade unitwith 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb.. £119.95

Upgrade unitwith 4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega ST to 4Mb £199.95
N.B. Duelo the large varianceindesignof the Alari ST. there is a small

minority ofboards inexistence which mayrequire a little soldering.

IEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY)

9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDA

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES :

NEW! TOP VALUE 400dpi

, WINNER OF COMPUTER SHOPPER CUSTOMER SERVICES AWARD 1991 i

HANDY SCANNER

QUALITY
SCANNING
AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

KICK 0FF\ FREE! With EVERY STE Pack
with

GAZZA *

Representing outstanding
value for money, this complete
package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful

* 'GAZZA 2'
* 'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90

(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £20.42)

* 'SUBBUTEO'

(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)

* 'THE BALL GAME'
* 'TREASURE TRAP'
*'ASTERIX'
* 'SKIDOO'
* 'LEONARDO'

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.

* TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK

Ata genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this newscanner produces truly
superb quality scans. The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER E170.00 !

width, featuring vanable brightness control and selectable resolutions of
100. 200, 300 and 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL
scanning and editing software which features the special Real-Time

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI STE
PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

scanning display, and allows scanning in either line art ot in up to 16
halftones. Provides powerful editing features including image crop, rotate,
flip and invertas wellas pixeltouch-up.Saves as IMG, TIFF or DEGAS file

ALL OUR ST price* Include mom*, user guide, etc, PLUS 5
Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain

aoftwantIncluding paintprogram,two wordprocsasors, games,
graphics & sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

520 STE DISCOVERY

formats, giving excellent compatibility with allmajor Desktop Publishing and
Paintpackages, eg. FleetSt. Publisher, Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up.

ONLY £99.99

1040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK

EXTRA PACK

including VAT
and Delivery

Specially featured package representing top value, including the
Atari STE which teatures 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM, lull digital stereo

Special packfeatures five categories ofextrasoftware, including :
'Read &Learn'wordrecognition &sentence construction•
Quizzes. Spelling S PrimaryMaths • GCSE Maths. French 8.

sound, PLUSextra software including:

'Sim City' • Escape from Planet otRobot Monsters' • 'Final Fight'

TRUEMOUSE

• 'NineLives'* 'Neochrome'* 'FirSTBASIC• 'Atari ST Tour1

WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and

accurate replacement mouse you can
buy (Of the Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a higher resolution
of 300dpi. Amazing new low price!

£16.99SAT,SFACT,0N
GUARANTEED

£ 29.00

£299.99

£369.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

inc.VAT & delivery

£439.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

Iig®P
Excellent new highperformance trackball, directly
compatible lo any Amiga or Atari ST.Operates
from the mouse or joystickport. Supersmooth, accurate and versatile - you
probablywont want lo use a mouse again
after using this Trackball ! Tolal one-

handed control.Top qualityconstruction
and opto-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every time. No
driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95

7Y-FI

amplifier with adjustable volume
control. Runs from PSU (supplied)
or Irom batteries (not included).
Speaker sizes: 248 x 93 x 125mm

Dealer

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER!!

ATARI 1MB 5*051"
DISCOVERY PACK
INCLUDES BRAND NEW 520STFM

WITH 1MB RAM, 1MB DRIVE, PLUS :

STAR LC-20 9-Pin Printer

ST0S' GAME CREATOR • OUTRUN • CARRIER COMMAND' •
BOMB JACK • SPACE HARRIER • NE0CHR0ME- FIRST
BASIC • ATARI ST TOUR • DISCOVERING YOUR ST BOOK

NEW SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-10,
WITH MANY FEATURES AND A

UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE!

FASTER PRINT SPEED

Providing superlative paper handing, (our excellent M
NLQfontsand a new super-fastpnrrl speed of
1BOcps in draft and 44 cps in NLQ.the LC20
appropnately supercedes the phenomenally

S

ONLY £249^

STAR FR PROFESSIONAL COLOUR SERIES
PROFESSIONAL SERIES 9-PINs WITH COLOUR
UPGRADE EXTRASPECIAL OFFER!!
D Versatileand rugged Q HighPerforming.
Professional Series 9-Pin Printers with Colour

NLQ mode (16 NLQ fonts!!) Q Full control from

front panel Daikbuffer Q Advanced Paper Parking

STARFR-10 (80 column) ONLY £199.99
STAR FR-15 (132 column) ONLY £249.99
Star
Star
Star
Star

LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts, 180/45cps
LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts, 180/60cps
LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps
L.C 24-20OC 7 colour version of above

£ 209.00
£ 209.00
£ 249.00
£ 289.00

Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10"printers (pls.state model)....£ 64.95

ONLY £39.95

£499.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

1 2 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

Upgrade • 300 cps output indraft. 76 cps in

Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to the
fullwith this great Twin Speaker System!
Features reflex ported design with3 separate
drivers in each unit, and incorporates a built-in

inc.VAT & delivery

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

speakers

REALISE THE FULL
SOUND POTENTIAL OF
YOUR ATARI STE WITH
THIS PAIR OF FULL
RANGE SPEAKERS I

nqCQ QQ £419.99 WITH 2MB RAM FrTTED

Prices include VAT,
delivery and cable

ONLY £139.99

amplified stereo

"

(RRP over £100)9 Hyper Paint. Music Maker and FirST BASIC

Jo$d Registered

ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel &accuracy

TRACKBALL

Geography revision • Wordprocessor, Database&Spreadsheet

£329.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

PRINTERS

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

NEWS Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin. 80 col, power printer....£ 399.99
Olivetti JP-150 InkJet good quality • exceptional value
£ 249.99
Olivetti JP-350 Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer
£349.99
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500

ST SOFTWARE
First Wed P'us

C 57 95

Write Oi

C 49.95

Data Marager Professional
Cyber Palrrl 2.0 ........

£ 29 95
£ 37 50

Cyber Stud o iCAD 2.0)

£ 37.50

Degas Elrte
,.
C 22.50
Deluxe Paint
C 44.95
Digrta Home Accounts 2
C 49.95
Personal Finance Manager Pro... C 28.95
Timeworns DTP Version 2 .
C 129 00
Rep'aya
c 63.95
GFA BASIC 3 6

C 37.95

GFA BASIC Compm-

£ 22.50

HiSoft Davr-oc 2 23
lattice C 5 06 02 ... .
Power BASIC

£44.95
. .. £ 115.00
C 29.95

Alari Fastcom2

£37.00

Atari Arcr^vo .

£ 22.00

Mavis Beacon Teact>es Typing .. £ 22.50

NEODESK3
£29.95
Simply Ihe best replacement desktop /
lite management environment tor STs
NeoCU.

£24.95

SPECIAL
OFFER
///
We are offering a complete
Wordprocessing and Desktop

Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase
over £75.00.

'FIRST WORD
PLUS' &
'TIMEWORKS
D.T.P.'

(QfNl

&&®<M

£ 359.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With ItsdedicatedmonitorInput,this model
combines the advantagesof a highqualitymedium
resolution cotour monitor with the convenience of

remote controlTeletext TV- atan excellent towprice!
Features darkglassscreen forimproved contrast,
plusfull range 3-wayspeakersoundoutput.

QORQ (\C\ ,ncludin9 VAT<

delivery & cable

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Our units incorporate latest technology, high capacity
NEC SCSI hard disk mechanisms. No other ST Hard

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model inc.cable .. E 239.00

[NEW! Atari SM144 14'Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

£ 129.95

Disk offersall these features at such a low price!

^

•U Autobooting and Fully Autoparking Hard Disk
VlDt-ST with VIDI-Chrome Video Digitiser Package, greatvalue
VIDI-Chrome colour separation VIDI accessory for B&W camerausers
V1CX-RGB automatic colour separator VIDI add-on for colour input

E 99.95
£ 16.95
£ 64.95

PC-Speed Hardware PCemulator which fits neatly inside theST. Please
slateeitherSTFM or STEversion when ordering
E 99.95
AT-Speed / STFM Hardware PCemulator (16MHz 80286) with DR-DOS 5.0and
maths co-processor socket. Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS ... £ 229.95
AT-Speed /STE as above, AtariSTECompatible version
£ 269.00

Supercharger External V30 CPU-based multi-tasking PCemulator with
IMb RAM &MS-DOS 4, PlugsintoDMA port STEcompatible
Joystick / Mouse Ports AccessibilityAdapter forSTF/STFM/STE

_DustCovers -available lor anyST

£ 4.95 available for anyMEGA

£ 289,00
£ 4.95

it Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

•A•&
it
£r

IncludesDMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
Dedicated Power Supply and all cables included

High quality compact grey metal casing
Extremelyeasy installation procedure

**tr£

SZ*
40MB VERSION £299
PRICES!
100MB VERSION £449

£ 9.95

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDA

nA/i

HOT
TOP

A REAL
MINI

^'CANBE1
UDDENBY
ANYONE^

vYfepe's 3

FROM W)f\l

6TO 60 U]\\

RACERl
WINT
33cc FUN
BIKE ON:

0839654334

Great
comp.'
WIN THIS AWESOME
80cc SUZUKI QUAD
IDEAL FOR ANYONE OVER 10!

call: 0839-654335
WIN A SOcc
HONDA

* WIN A KIDS 0 8 3 9 -

IDEAL FOR

1200cc GO

'11 L i»]i 1311 l'i3

KART

CALL:
WIN A CAR

0839-

1966 BEETLE

654336

CONVERTIBLE

WIN

AFTERBURNER

Lm

THE ULTIMATE

ARCADE GAME!

^

^

4WIN A£600 0 8 9 8 JVC
CAMCORDER

5 WIN £600 OJ
PILE OF

TOYS!

0^"1

£WINA
0 PAIR OF £300

WIN HIS'N' 0 8 3 9

I HERS MUDDY S S
€3€D

<*M-€J

9 WIN A KIDS O8
ELECTRIC
5
MOTORBIKE C

10

...

WIN THIS
WRESTIEFEST

ARCADE GAME!1
.STRAIGHT FROM THE

7 WIN A CD OC
MEGA-BLASTER
+ MINI COLOUR TV

BIKES

^^

THE LATEST W.W.F.
ARCADE GAME

ROLLERBLADES!

FOX MOUNTAIN

i

WIN AKIDS 0839MUDDYF0X5 5 O
BIKE!
041

Jlemm

STATESI BATTLE

AGAINST YOUR
HEROES: HULK HOGAH.
BIG BOSS MAN, MR
' PERFECT &LOTS MOREI
PLAY TAG TEAM
CHALLENGE OR BATTLE

'itcvtUnt 26

^ROYAU TO BE IN WITH

OAll

ACHANCE OF WINNING
THIS MACHINE CALL:

ioo; ot

HKSTLlL
**ni*
iRU»SUP
Vr-VXIIVIISJ E R S

SIMPSONS ARCADE GAME
ROLLERBLADES
YAMAHA BI-WIZZ
SKATE PILE
MOUNTAIN BIKE

YAMAHA PW80 MOTORBIKE
SUZUKI LT50 QUAD

BUTT\¥^

0639154302
If VOU DAR£!

S*IZESI

KATE POSEY, HANSTON, LINCOLN.
DANIELGREGORY, BECKENHAM.
A. BRYAN, KIDUNGTON.
GARETH HUGHES, KIRKRUSHTON.
NATHAN O-REILLY, WILLENHALL.
GALIC ZDRAVKA, LONDON W12..
ROBERT WRIGHT, ROCHESTER.

WAYNE TAYLOR, CARNOUSTIE.
H. TRIVEDI, STANMORE, MIDDX.
CLIFF MARUSSON, ABERDEEN.
SIMON SMITH, BELFAST.
LEAD GUITAR
STEPHEN FYLDES, CASTLE BROMWICH.
LIVERPOOL SHIRT
VICKYBARROW, CHESTER.
ARSENAL SHIRT.
LEE ROBERTSON LAURENCEKIRK.
NOTTS FOREST PRIZE
MARKTATE, BARNSLEY.
ENGLAND FOOTBALL PRIZE

KEYBOARDBASS GUITAR

Calls cost 36p (cheap rate) 48p (at all other times) per minute inc. VAT. Megafone Ltd,

Sandylands House, Morecambe. LA3 1DG. Average call duration 5.S minutes. Ask your pa^ms^ermi^onj^efo^you^

3dme review

• Cross The Running Man with
Robotron and what do you get?
Actually it doesn't bear thinking about

• Once the crowds get on top of you,
you simply haven't got a chance. They
just pile up and whack you senseless,

- imagine the mess. Kids! Join the

and you do a sort of pathetic fallingover type movement and reappear at

Smash TVclub and get your free junior
truncheon! It's small but deadly!

the door. Clever, that.

SCREENPLAY

• Flying eyeballs abound when you

• Trick a friend into playing (they're
not going to do it voluntarily, after all)

step on a mine. Well, it's your own
fault, really - the whole thing just

and you find out how much fun it is

screams, "Hey! I look just like a bonus!

with two people (smut not intended).

Why not come over and pick me up?"
That'll teach you to trust appearances!

They don't stand a chance with two -

Hmmm. We've seen this before,

the end of level alien,

oh. You're dead. Ahem.

haven't we? You playing a con
testant in a futuristic game
show, that is. Killing Game
Show ring any bells? The Run

SMASH TV

ning Man? Anyway, that's what's hap
pening here.

It's like this - you enter an arena
(or "room" as they call them in the

trade) and are immediately followed by
gangs of muscled gentlemen carrying
large truncheons, who proceed to fol

low you around. Upon meeting you,
they decide it might be a good idea to

hit you repeatedly on the head until you
call fun, so you're armed with a gun
make the other men go away quite
rapidly. The more men you kill, the

Crowther is immortal. That's actually Bob Monkhouse smarming at you inthe
middle as you prepare to be creamed inthis deadly futuristic gameshow.

ER - IF I ASKED YOU NICELY,
WOULD YOU GO AWAY?
The first commandment of shoot-'em-ups: thou shalt notreach the end

oflevel without having ahuge alien slobbering over you. Furthermore,
this alien isable to do you in just by looking at you in an unpleasant

fire, a rocket launcher, a big swirly
thing that surrounds you, and other
things you definitely want. They don't
last long though.

Eventually, when all the men,
mutants, patrolling guards, tanks and

so on have been dealt with, you can
move onto the next room and, in

directly, the next level - if you can find
the exit to it. And if you can get past

way, whereas you need to hit it at least 15,000 times before it feels

game dis
appoints
most? Yeess
-the sound.

Most of the time you get a lot of white
noise which makes you want to retune
your ST, but occasionally a bonus
weapon pumps up the volume (as it

tants walk in a campy skipping style,

which, er, shoots bullets, and seems to

• It's 1999. LeslieCrowther is dead. No, just kidding, everyone knows Leslie

aspect
of the

quite good. Graphically, we could have
had worse, but then... well, the contes

Now, this obviously isn't what you

like to pick up the pressies on the
ground, which give you prizes like "a
brand new VCR" or "a sleek 1990s
roadster." And then there are the bonus
weapons to collect. They give you triple

Now, guess
which

were) and the sound almost becomes

fall down.

higher your score is (and the longer you
live, naturally). Along the way you might

of course.

and most of the other effects are the

standard sort of stuff you see in every
other game. The campaign for decent
sound effects continues.

VERDICT: Well, let's see. To be hon

est, it's not as good as Llamatron, its

obvious competitor. The programming
is done well enough, but the game
doesn't have much edge to it- it's very
difficult to become involved or caught
up in the action, and there's very rarely
an adrenalin surge to keep you going.
Better sound would have helped here. If

you're playing with two players, things
get a little more frantic, but still not
really enough.

If you've played the coin-op you
know what a frantic noisy experience
that is. Smash TV almost captures this
on the ST, but can't quite bridge that
gap between a competent conversion

even slightly unwell.

and a top-notch red-hot arcade game
that calls you back time and time again.
In other words, Smash TV misses the

star prize but just about manages the

•ilinnd

cutlery set.
ED RICKETTS

SMASH TV
N £25.
Can run on single sided disks

- If you've ever wondered what hap
pened to Ironside, here he is. If you
think he looks menacing, you should
see the bloke who wheels him about.

And it's no good hiding in the corner
crying, you great soft girl's blouse.

• Any resemblance to Space Harrier
is a little bit suspect, frankly. Hit the
cobras at their base and the shock
waves travel right up to their heads.

Be aware, however, that this does
not please the cobras overly much.

• Llamatron doesn't look asgood, but itplays a
wicked gameanditssamples makeitthevictor.

• 'Ere, that's not fair, he's got a big
tank thing to drive in. It would be great
if you could sneak up behind him and

stick a limpet mine on him. Er, but you
can't, so, er, that's it.

• The setting isstraight outofThe Killing Game
Show, but that game takes theidea ofagame
show further.

Iff RATING 74 %
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SCREENPLAY

game
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•

REALMS
T h a t Tolkien bloke has got a lot to
• The frequent battles are a hectic and
bloody affair in Realms. The two sides
in each conflict march proudly into the

throng, ignoring the arrows and javelins
whizzing past their heads. But when
the cutting and slashing begins, your
orders are crucial - turn the wrong way

or choose the wrong formation and
your cavalry is dog-meat.

answer for. If it wasn't for him,

nobody would ever have heard of
ores and the hordes of other
creatures which are the lifeblood

of so many Dungeony Dragon agonies.
Realms is yet another game which
attempts

to

take

the

same

basic

mythology and plonk you in control of
the outcome. To you falls the task of
conquering the known world; ores,
dwarves, amazons and all. And you'd
better be quick about it.
Realms

is

mouse-controlled

throughout and you get used to bring
ing up the necessary displays very
quickly. There are six displays in a

can ever give someone. No, don't say

show the position of enemies

anything. Just curse quietly to yourself

and the network of tax routes

as you wish for a pause mode which
you can use to see what's coming on
the playfield.

between all your cities. There's
also a treasury room with a set

as your expensive armies, are the cities
you rule. The City screen enables you
to visit each one, even those outside

your realm, and see how life is for the
• From the safety of your fortress you
can check the lay of the land (she's a
tall Amazon woman from the North who
answers to the name of Bertha). You

can also keep a close watch on the

masses. Just like armies, each popula
tion has a morale level, though you
can't boost it with back-handers this

time. You can help by reducing taxes but you've got to watch that balance

like that isn't

going to do it.

at that.

quite a task to pinpoint each unit's con
trol flag (especially when they're run
ning), even with a mouse. Real-time is

Right from the beginning, the
enemy hordes are a-coming, and the
pause mode doesn't enable you to
whizz around the excellent Populous
flavour landscape and spot them. You

find yourself wishing you could slow
down the passage of time, just occa
sionally, so you'd stand a better chance
of acclimatising yourself to your new

need different tactics to

work effec

tively or they get cut to pieces. Once
the order to attack has been given, it's

hard work!

VERDICT: Realms is a beautifullycrafted piece of work, almost as seam
less as a Lucasfilm effort, except for a

few tiny things which affect the game
play balance. The lack of time to think
and check the playfield constrains you
too much. The enemies, on the other

hand, know in microseconds where all
your weak spots are. If you had as
much equivalent time as they did,

it might be easier to survive.
Another thing which prevents
Realms from attaining that
Lucas

of scales that shows the balance of tax

income against your armies' pay level.
You set the tax rate for your whole
realm here, and you can affect the bal
ance drastically. You may even have a
revolution on your hands!
Less warlike, though just as crucial

but looking

for defence. Cavalary, infantry and spe
cialized long range missile-wielders all

rate facet of the strategy. The
Fortress screen is the overall plan

ning display - it contains a Midwin
ter style fractal map that can

the world -

display is the Playfield. On the previous
displays, time is frozen and you can
take as long as you need. But on the
Playfield display, everything runs in real
time - and a realm-withering real-time

and each one concentrates on a sepa

• Time is the most wonderful gift you

You have

to conquer

empire. Sure, you

can use the city screen to pop from
place to place, but that way it's easy to
lose your sense of direction and forget
your geographic position.
It's tempting to console yourself
with the battles that regularly occur.
The Battle screen, where a mediaeval
stand-off takes place, is a Weetabix
advert come true, with droves of
armed-to-the-teeth diehards lining up in
rows to fight. At the top of the screen,

lustre

is

the

basic

design of its control func
tions. They're perfect in every
artistic detail except layout and con
nectivity. You're constantly wasting time
on the playfield and the zoom-in icons
differ in position from screen to screen.
When real-time is as fast as this, even a

second can mean an enemy is going to

get more of an edge over you which
could be crucial.

It's hard not to like Realms - it's

got a great intro, powerful graphics and
a rare, expert use of the ST sound-chip

flags show which army's had it and

to create unobtrustive, atmospheric
music without samples. It even gets
extra brownie points for volume-fading!

which is about to run home whimpering.
With this in mind, you must choose
from the action buttons very carefully,

fast, furious and often unfair. But hey!
Maybe that in itself is something of a

But as a game it's too much like life -

and other Civil Servant types who are

closely. Instead, you can buy grain for
future years, expand the city or build

or you ruin an advantage or make a bad

challenge - and if you buy Realms,

not just popping over for the Bank
Holiday weekend.

walls - but these all cost money that

situation worse. You select the forma

you'd better be up to one.

you could be spending on new recruits.

tions of each army group as they go in

A vicious, but lifelike, circle. The most
important, but also the most frustrating

to fight, using wedges for first-strike

approaching armies of Barbarians, Ores

attacks and Duke of Wellington squares

NEIL JACKSON

REALMS
GRAFTGOLD/VIR
GAMES £29.99
Runs on all colour STs & STEs
Enhanced on 1040s and above

• Greatgraphics combine Flames ofFreedom
fractals and Populous panoramas with a wargame
ofhuge proportions.
• Who says armies have to be full of

• Welcome to the scenic capital of

meathead males? The Amazon tribes

lasses demand weapons, they mean

Dacus, home of the Barbarians. During
your stay you might like to go sightsee
ing and sample the flavour of our local
Barbarian history. There's the Imperial
Warp-Spasm Museum and The Chamber

weapons, for fighting with, okay?

of Ordures at Madame Torso's. The

feature fearless female fighters that'd

put Edwina Curry and 01' Mags herself
to shame. But remember, when these

• Uh oh! Looks like you've blown it
again. As the enemy stormtroopers pre
pare to storm your capital, you take the
easy way out and slit your wrists. Why,
oh why, didn't you agree to the word
Federal in that stupid treaty - then
none of this would've happened.

• Asmuchcash-crisis management as Railroad
Tycoon orSimCity, butwith anOrcish flavour.
• Amoreplausible version of War inMiddle Earth
but withoutthe hobbits, and witha lot more fight• More detailed battle control than Universal

Military Simulator, butnotas flexible.

acclaimed Science Museum is currently

hosting a stunning exhibition of FlatSided Stones in the War Technology of

the Future department.
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PHILIPS 8833 Mkii

14" COLOUR MONITOR
WITH

F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
The N°1 Computer Games Monitor!
FOR THE

ATARI ST & O
FREE F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
— WORTH £29.99! —
WITH EVERY 8833 MONITOR
Buy the N°1 Computer Games
monitor from Silica Systems and get
the N°1 Flight Simulator FREE!

CM8833 Mk II
The CM8833 is the best selling colour
monitor for the Atari ST and Commodore

Amiga. Ideal for game playing, it offers
excellent colour graphics and has stereo
audio speakers for enhanced stereo out

put from the ST-E and Amiga. The per
formance and reliability of the 8833 is
exceptional, which is why we are confi
dent to offer 12 months ON-SITE warran

ty with every 8833 purchased. Plus,
every CM8833 from Silica comes with a
FREE F-19 Stealth Fighter flight
simulator worth £29.99, PLUS a FREE

Cable worth £14.95 to connect your new
monitor to your computer

FREE
CAB 5050
CAB 5510
CAB 5508
CAB 5490

-

CABLE

AMIGA STEREO
ST-E STEREO SOUND
ST-FM MONO SOUND
PC CGA COMPATIBLES

To receive your FREE cable, worth £14.95,
please quote which computer you own and
the cable reference code.

OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT
1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY
FREE! F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FREE CABLE FROM SILICA
14" CGA COLOUR MONITOR
RESOLUTION: 600x285
HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15MHz
.42mm DOT PITCH
STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS
EARPHONE SOCKET
TTLDIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG
COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL
CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL
DARK GLASS SCREEN
GREEN SWITCH TO
SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY

AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE

With every Philips 8833 Mk II monitor from
Silica Systems, you will receive an F19
Stealth Fighter flight simulator game from
Microprose (worth £29.99) absolutely FREE!
The game comes with disks and 'flight'
manual, PLUS an entry form for the exclusive
'Pilot a Plane with Philips' competition
where there are over ONE THOUSAND

PRIZES to be won! And, when you buy your
Philips 8833 from Silica for only £259, you
will save nearly £60 off the RRP of £317.24!

SIMULATOR
PLUS! 737FLYfl

MONITOR +

F-19 +

CABLE

OVER 1,000 PRIZES TO BE WON
1 3 PRIZES:

ST

£259

PILOT A BOEING 737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR

PLUS, LUNCH ATA FIVE STAR HOTEL WITHTRIPS TO
AND FROM THE SIMULATOR BASE BY HELICOPTER.
I

30 PRIZES:

• ND PILOT A BOEING 737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR.
I

1000 PRIZES:

>RD ELITE 8833 SQUADRON CLOTH BADGES.

Ref: MON 8830

PRICE INCLUDES VAT + FREE DELIVERY

VGA MONITORS FOR PC COMPATIBLES
'order
REF

DESCRIPTION

MON

7BM749 14" VGA FST MONO - paper white

7749

Resolution: up to 920x480. 31.5KHz (Horizontal Scan Frequency)
Fixed interface cable. 1 yearon-sitewarranty.

MON

3CM9609 14" VGA COLOUR - .39mm dot pitch

9109

Resolution: 640x480, 31.5KHz (Horizontal Scan Frequency)
Fixed interface cable. 1 yearon-sitewarranty.

MON

3CM9809 14" VGA COLOUR • 29mm dot pitch

9209

Resolution: 640x480, 31.5KHz (Horizontal Scan Frequency)

SILICA PRICE

RRP
EXC VAT

SAVE

£109.99

£10

£99.00

£116.33

£269.98

£30

£239.00

£280.83

£299,98

£40

£259.00

£304.33

£349.99

£80

£289.00

£339.58

£399.99

£00

£339.00

£398.33

EXC VAT

INC VAT

Fixed interface cable. 1 year on-sitewarranty.
MON

7CM3209 14" E-VGA COLOUR - 28mm pitch

9267

Res: up to 1024x768, 31.5/35.2/35.5KHZ (Triple H, Scan Frequency)
Fixed interface cable. 1 year on-site warranty.

MON
9289

7CM3279 14" E-VGA COLOUR - 28mm, Low Rad

MON
9299

4CM2789 20" AUT0SCAN COLOUR - 30-64KHZ
Res: up to 1280x1024, 30 to 64KHz (Horizontal Scan Frequencies)
Fixed interface cable. 1 yearon-sitewarranty.

A high resolution 14" E-VGA colour monitor givinga sharp, clear display
ol both text and graphics. It can be used with both IBMPC compatibles
and IBM PS/2 computers that are fitted with a E-VGA graphics card.
•

Resolution: 1024x768

• Horizontal Freq: 35.5KHz
•
•
•

.28mm Dot Pitch
Black Matrix Tube
Tilt & Swivel Stand

I MON 9159 +VAT=C339.58

Res: up to 1024x768. 31.5/35.2/355KHZ (Triple H. Scan Frequency)
Fixed interface cable. 1 yearon-sitewarranty.
£1617.01 £342 £1275.74 £1499.00

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new monitor, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

SILICA
SYSTEMS

•
•

M

.31mm Dot Pitch
Black Matrix Tube

• Dynamic Focus Adjustment
• Tilt & Swivel Stand

Order Lines Open

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Resolution: 1280x1024, 1024x768. 800x600. 640x480

• Horizontal Freq: 30-64KH/

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

Topol the range 20" Autoscan colour monitor, that can synchronise at any
frequency between 3PKHz and 64KHz It supports resolutions up lo
1280x1024 and is suitable for a wide range ef video cards.

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

IM0N9299 +VAT=E1499.00j

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Mon-Sal 9.0Oam-6.0Qpm

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA

Mon-Sal 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late NightOpening

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
Mon-Sal 9.3Oam-6.0Opm

Late Night: Thursday until Bpm

Tel: 081-309 1111"*

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Lale Nighl: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0292-64, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4D)^
PLEASE SEND PHILIPS MONITOR INFORMATION
Initials:

Surname:

Address;

Postcode:

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work): .

Company Name (if applicable):

ch computer(s), if any, do you own?

Which

E40E - Advertised prices and specifications may change • Please return the cojjpon tor the latest Information

64A I

il TOP QUALITY 400 DPI HANDY SCANNER AT A TRULY

f\

°

UNBEATABLE

PRICE!!

COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

WITH

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER...
• Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities and keyboard
control simply not offered by other scanners at this

• Save images in suitable format for most
leading packages including DEGAS.

unbeatable price.

NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET, etc.

•

•

An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm

scanning width and up to 400 dpi resolution (Mono display
required for 400 dpi) enables you to scan graphics and text

Package includes GS4500 scanner, Interface,

COMES WITH

Power Pack and Scan Edit software.

•

into your ST.

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

Comes complete with OCP Art Studio

software.

•

Adjustable switches for brightness/contrast levels.

• Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut and paste
editing of images etc.
•

Geniscan gives you the ability to easily scan Images, text

and graphics.

•

Huge range of features.

•

Top selling graphics package.

•

Compatible with 520 ST FM, f 040 ST FM

OCP ADVANCED
ART STUDIO
I

(NOT STE).

goldenIMAGE

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE
... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL

MOUSE! FOR THE ST
•

YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR

YOUR ST - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS!

• Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball so
no problems with clogging, slipping, etc.

•
•

No more to buy!!

High count output for very fine movement.

Two button microswitch action,

COMPLETE

^rect replacement for all ST.
i Comes cdmpletc with special "Optical Pad".
Superbly styled - supersmooth shape moulded to fit the hand.
Comes complete with moulded 9 pin connector.

ONLY €39.99

#7 ORDER FAST!

E

r-J /

TELEPHONE [24Hrs]

REDIT CARD ORDERS

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN

\S\

LJyJLVLZL

DATEL LONDON SHOP

~B

POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

RONICS

G0VAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT,
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

m

TOTTENHAM COURT RD,
BON,W1. Tel 071 580 6460

game reviews

SCREENPLAY

THE MAGNETIC SCROLLS COLLECTION
When decent computers became
available to the public, adventure

games suddenly became playable. Mag
netic Scrolls have now collected three
of their best in one four-disk box.

things, holding them in your mouth, and
can operate fundamental devices.
The call-up graphics in Fish! are
great, with some nice distorted fish-eye

sphere, with plenty of sleazy private
investigation-type antics. You've got to
ask the right questions, sift through
mounds of irrelevant paperwork and

views of the world. Fish! was a new idea

tease out the vital evidence.

in adventures, and is done well.

There's a lot to do and not much

CORRUPTION

time, so order a pot of coffee and a
dozen memo pads, and get the hell out
of the office before they arrive.

FISH!

Yes, you're a goldfish. You start the
game in a bowl on the sideboard, with
only some gravel and a tacky castle for
company. You can go into the castle,
though, which is bigger than it appears.
Although you're a mere aquatic
creature, you still enter a world of
adventure, doing everything humans

From fish

to businessman. You now

enter the world of finance, extortion

and wheeler-dealing. You must travel
around the world in your car and on
foot, stealing things from safes and
accumulating damning information on
your colleagues. Corruption has a
tense, chain-smoking sort of atmo-

can do in other adventures. You collect
|
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• Being a fish isn't about swimming

• If you're really intent on creating a
health club to put Uttoxeter firmly on

one way then turning round and swim

the map of Europe, Corruption seems

ming the other. Sometimes you have to
swim the other way first, then do a dou
ble turn and keep swimming that way.

the best place to start - in this office,
packed with secret files and confiden
tial ash-trays.

THE

GUILD

OF

THIEVES

• It's pleasant sitting here just lazily
drifting your hand in the water and lis
tening to your chums - the Guild of
Thieves - talk about what they've
nicked, and how they got away with it.

these three adventures are going to
delight fans of the genre. There's lots
of great graphics and high-class pro
gramming, too. But get yourself a hard
drive because there's an awful lot of

As a member of the Guild Of Thieves,
you've got to set off to a castle and
nick stuff. Sounds like every adventure
you've ever played? Well, maybe, but
nicking stuff from this castle is tough.
There are lots of guards wandering
around, for a start.

disk swapping.
JAMES LEACH

MAGNETIC SCROLLS
COLLECTION

It's a survive-on-your-wits type of
game, done with plenty of pretty fan
tasy graphics and lavish descriptions of
your environment. As with the other two

Runs in 1MByte on double-sided disks

games, you can't afford to make too

• Threebigand absorbing adventures inone box.

many mistakes, so keep your wits
about you as you battle, struggle with
and run from the police (or whatever).
VERDICT: Smooth, pretty fast and with
an excellent windows game-system,

MAGNETIC SCROLLS
£29.99

• Much diskswapping, butcanbe installed onhard
drive.

Slf RATING 81 %

SUSPICIOUS CARGO
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•

Just because it's the future and

you're called Jonah, it doesn't mean
you can go around smuggling

Suspicious Cargoes. But when they're
about to take away your ship, you have
to make cash somehow.

Jonah Hayes is the sort of roguish

Jack-the-lad lawbreaker who only seems

of his past (somewhat broken) record,
so even finding and getting onto his

to crop up in sci-fi stories and west

ship is a hassle.

erns. Through every fault of his own,
Jonah's ship has been remortgaged
countless times and now the moneylen
ders want to take it away to pay for his
debts. He has one final chance to make

amends - by smuggling something
naughty (the eponymous Cargo) from
Titan to Olympus Space Station in the
earth's orbit. Of course, the odds are

stacked against him. The authorities
are suspicious of him anyway, because

Suspicious Cargo is a good oldfashioned text adventure with the odd

graphic or two. There's an icon system
you can use if you don't fancy the
thought of all that typing. Select an
action and everything in the location

appropriate to this action is listed, so
you know immediately what you can
and can't do. To spice things up even
more, there are a few interactive logic
and arcade puzzles you can play scat

IT'S FREIGHTFULLY EASY

tered about the locations - things like
the old Lunar Lander game. They don't
have to be completed to finish the
game - they just provide light relief.
A lot of care has been put in to pre
sent Cargo professionally. It's the first
game to mix medium and low resolu
tions on one screen, together with four
different palettes using split palette

techniques.

like Wonderland, it's usually easier to
type in what you want.
The parser is as sophisticated as a
modern day's adventure should be understanding pronouns and other com
plex ideas. Overall, you could do worse

than introduce yourself to the world of
adventuring with Suspicious Cargo.
ED RICKETTS

The only disappointing

thing is the predictable "futuristic" text.

VERDICT: Suspicious Cargo is a com
petent adventure spoilt by the one thing
that can put you off playing adventures

for life - the instant death. In the early
stages of the game, it's all too easy to
be sailing along one instant and find the
game has ended at the next, through
no apparent fault of your own. If you
can live with this - not easy, but possi
ble - SC has a lot to offer. The icon

system is easy to get to grips with, but

SUSPICIOUS CARGO
GREMLIN £25.99
0 The icon system isa little like Wonderland but
doesn't tryto be asambitious. Consequently, ifs
easier to use.

• The closest recent adventure has to be

Demoniak. Cargo is I
approachable.

JIT RATING 79 %
7»|| jSfw'||| ,y.« Icons to select the

Icons to change the
screen layout.

to see the graphic

Screens that show

Another new adventuring system to get to grips with. This one is
simplicity itself (it says here). You can either type in commands
directly (always the quickest and easiest way) or use the icons to

select an action and an object to perform it on. Similarly, to move,
you can click an exit on the compass, use the map on board ship or
type in a direction.

for this location (if
there is one) and

the mugs of any
other characters in

this location.

me dnKtivi is sitting at the tor, drinking

the bornoid is wiping tne bar uitn a soopy cloth.

to enter an interac

"So," says the Cete-t.ve to the bamaid uitit a

tive puzzle.

arm,

Action icons - take,
use, search and so

'do yi:u o.or got off Titan?"

Whs Oomi Hal!' soys the barnoid.

toifc^saraaRD
Compass, with exits
shown flashing.

Main text display.
Pointless swirly thing
that does nothing.
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SCREENPLAY

Same reviews

GAUNTLET 3
In the list of the most hated villains

of the 20th Century, the IT monster
must surely be near the top. The IT was
the monster which, when it touched you
in a game of Gauntlet, made all the
other monsters home in on you relent
lessly.
Sadly, the heinous IT is missing
from Gauntlet 3, the (logically) third

• It's a logical step, really. From an
overhead scrolling view to a 3D
scrolling view - Gauntlet 3 brings you
all the old monsters, but this time in
glowingly glorious (sort of) TechnoScopeVision Colour.

game of the series. The object of the
game is the same: run around a large
scrolling area shooting nasties (these
emerge from generators which can
themselves be shot), collect treasure,
topping up your energy now and again
with food, and finding magic items to

ous games, everything was viewed
from overhead, which meant that
although a lot could be fitted on screen
at once - giving a manic feel to the
game - the graphics weren't given a
ric 3D, viewed side on and slightly from

to play it but a chore.
The graphics and sound don't help

give you extra powers. Buuuut... the

above.

- if the transition to 3D was going to be

perspective has changed. In both previ-

The trouble is, these graphics
aren't nearly as good as their equiva
lents from the previous games. The
landscape is patchy and poorly drawn
and you don't recognise most of the
monsters you so gladly slaughtered
before. Worst of all, the sprites move
so slowly, it's damn near impossible to
get any "feel" for the game. By the time
you've swivelled around to shoot at the
monsters behind you, you've lost the

made convincingly, they should have
been razor-sharp. It's all very tedious.

• Sometimes you find interesting-look
ing objects, like this, er, bucket. Pick it
up and you're given this cryptic clue.
What can it mean? Well, you could try
taking it to the well... no, that's just
what they're expecting you to do.

chance to shine. Now it's all in isomet

will to live.

to bash you, swearing at the other per
son playing because he just collected

the magic item you wanted is missing
from Gauntlet 3, and so the game just
falls over and does nothing. It's not fun

Can't wait for the holographic version of
Gauntlet 4 though.
ED RICKETTS

GAUNTLET 3
US GOLD - £25.99
• Obvious comparisons to previous Gaunts abound,
but both ST versions are better than this.

VERDICT: The essence of a game of
Gauntlet- that is, the busy screen, hun
dreds of monsters literally queuing up

OT RATING 48 %

DRAGON'S LAIR: ESCAPE FROM SINGE'S CASTLE
Space Ace you could just about tolerate.

Dragon's Lair 2 was pushing it a bit. But now
there's another Readysoft laser disk conversion

for your ST, you might be wondering when it's all
• Laser disk games! What a great idea!
All that groovy animation, those fabu
lous samples, those, er, nice graphics,
and those... funky sounds. Coming
soon: the Escape from Singe's Castle
Gameplay Disk.

going to end. After all, if you've played one...
This game also concerns the dork called Dirk.
This time he's rescuing someone else from
Singe's castle - does he never bloody learn?
The game is a series of short animated
scenes, each involving Dirk in a life-threatening
situation. Your job is to watch the animation
carefully and, at the right moments, jab the joy
stick in the appropriate direction. If you're right,
Dirk survives. If not, it's Goodbye, Mr Life, and
another try at the scene. You never have full

OOH, WHAT AN, ER,
CHALLENGING GAME
If youcan't makethe game complicated, makeit very,verydifficult that's obviouslythe philosophy adopted by Readysoft. Even these first
few scenes drive you crazy until you find the right moves.

• Dirk approaches the castle with not
a little trepidation. Quite rightly too,
because as soon as he gets near the
doors...

control over Dirk - he only sometimes responds
to your instructions, so you might push right and
find he doesn't move for several seconds.

As you might expect from this sort of
game, the graphics and sound are exceptional.
The backgrounds to each scene have been care
fully drawn to traditional animated cartoon
standard, as have the characters in the fore

ground. Animation is fairly smooth, particularly
when you consider the size of the characters.
Samples are used at dramatic moments and
considerably add to the atmosphere.

VERDICT: Things haven't changed in the world
of laser disk games. They're still chock full of
gorgeous graphics and stonking sounds, but the
gameplay seems to have slipped out in transit.
There just isn't any. Whacking a joystick occa
sionally hoping something good might happen
isn't skilful, it's just plain annoying. Very very
annoying - the game's so frustrating you don't
want to play it at all. Particularly since there are
long, slow bouts of disk accessing after every
scene and when you die - and the game's not
even hard drive installable which is the only
thing that might have made it vaguely playable.
Boring, dull, frustrating, pointless and
ridiculously expensive. Apart from that, it's fine.

ED RICKETTS

_ ...the earth begins to move and he's
simultaneously struck by a blinding
headache. Which way now?

• Dirk now comes across a strange
fiery-type fire on one of those che

• We can exclusively reveal that you
have to go left - that's right - at this
point. Cue massive amounts of disk

quered floors from a raytracing

accessing.

picture. And guess what?

DRAGON'S LAIR:
ESCAPE FROM
SINGE'S CASTLE
READYSOFT £34.99
• Readysoft's othergames, Space Aceand
Dragon's Lair2, arethe onlyonesthat can boast
similar graphics - anda similar twosecondatten
tionspan.
• Greatsamples,justlikeLlamatron, onlyless so.

• Yes, the floor starts to give way.
What a surprise. Jump backwards, for
wards, then, er, forwards again...

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

• ...to find yourself teetering on the
edge of the precipice. Which way? Try

• Only joking. Go left and nip through
the door before it closes. And so on,

forwards.

and so on, ad nauseum.

OT RATING 31 %

POWER COMPUTING
POWER CLOCK
*

V

tt £'

A
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Make use of your cart ridge port with the PowerComputing Battery backed
clock! This compact cartridge contains a full calendar and clock which
ensures that your files are always dated correctly. Software utilities are
included to set the time in your computer, and examples are given of how
to access the clock from your own programs. A thru' port is available so
you can plug in your existing cartridges.
Available with or without cartridge thru'port

Plugs neatly into the cartridge port

Power Clock without thru'port
Power Clock with thru'port
«

£1495
£1995

...

£19 95
with thru' port

OPTICALEXTERNAL
A

D E

ULTIMATE CARTRIDGE

BY

The Ultimate Cartridge will break intc
any Atari ST program. Whether you're i
programmer, hacker, games player, oi
just curious about your Atari ST, The
Ultimate Cartridge gives you the powei
thatyou need.
• Break into any program
memory • Search memory

-

Read
Print

memory • Disassemble • Disassemble
to disk • Edit memory • Search foi

graphics • Search for sprites • Edii
screen configurations • Set up coloui
palettes • Alter plane configurations •
Load and save screen displays • Run
external TOS programs • Load TOS
programs Load & save graphic screens
• Low level disk editoro Disk analyser*
. External cased model with fan and PSU for all Atari models

Examine formats .. Format analyser
File editor• Directory editor* Formatter

• Ave rage seek rate 60 ms(Fasterthan many hard disks)

infinite lives •

Break & restart function • Search foi

Look for music •

Play

musics Load & save music* Search foi

• Up to 1-5MB/s Data transfer rate

soundtracker music •

• Fully rewriteable (At least 1,000,000 Erase/Write operations in any portion of the

samples o
Many more features
Updates available with new software.

data area)

Search for sound

The cartridge the ST has been waiting for!

128MB Optical Hard Drive (External cased)

128MB3'/2"Optical Media Cartridge

£1199
£36 each

£25

Power Computing Ltd Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN. Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234
VISA

Allprices includeVAT, deliveryand are subject to change Specificationsare subject to change withoutnotice. Nextday delivery£450 (U.K. mainlandonly).Dealerenquirieswelcome.

PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:

Dept STF 11, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe add £1.00

per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri
9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm. Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766
3D Construction Kit
3D Pool

26.99
7.99

4D Boxing *
4D Driving *

16.99
16.99

Afterburner

Alien Breed (1 Meg)

16.99

Alien Storm *
Altered Beast

16.99
6.99

19.99

14.99

Guy Spy *

26.99

Hard Drivin
Hard Nova
Head Over Heels *
Heimdal! *

6.99
16.99
6.99
19.99

Heroquest

16.99

Red Baron *
Red Heat
Robin Hood *
Robin Smith's Cricket
Robocod *

19.99
19.99
26.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

Robocop 2
Robocop 3 *

16.99
19.99

Robozone *

16.99

6.99

Arachnaphobia *

16.99

Hong Kong Fuey

Arkanoid 2
Assault on Alcatraz *

6.99
16.99

Hudson Hawk*

16.99
19.99
6.99

16.99

16.99

Hunter
IK +

Rodland

Back to the Future 3

Rotator *

16.99

Immortal (1 Meg)
IndyJones Atlantis-Action *
Jimmy White's Snooker

8.99
16.99
19.99

R-Type

APB

Batman Caped Crusader
Batman The Movie
Battle Command

19.99

6.99
6.99
16.99

Beach Volley

6.99

Beastbusters

16.99

Big Game Fishing *
Big Run *

16.99
16.99

Billy the Kid *

16.99

Birds of Prey *

26.99

Blade Warrior *
Blue Max *
Blues Brothers *
Bonanza Bros *
Bubble Bobble
Cabal
Cadaver

16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
6.99
6.99
16.99

Cadaver Data Disk
California Games

Capcom Collection *
Captain Planet *
Captive

9.99
6.99

19.99
16.99
16.99

Kick Off
Kick Off 2

Kings Quest 4
Klaxx

Knightmare *
Knights of the Sky *

9.99
7.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *

Hero Quest Data
Hitchhikers Guide

Another World *

5.99

7.99
9.99

26.99
6.99

19.99
22.99

K.O 2 - Final Whistle

8.99

K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *

7.99

K.O 2 - Return to Europe
K.O 2 - Super League *
K.O 2 - Winning Tactics

7.99
9.99
5.99

7.99

Legend *

16.99
16.99
16.99
9.99

Licence to Kill

6.99

Castles *

19.99

Lombard Rally

Chaos Engine *
Chuck Yeager

16.99
16.99

Ml Tank Platoon

19.99

6.99

CisoHeat*
Commando War *
Continental Circus

16.99
16.99
6.99

Magic Fly
Magic Pockets
Magnetic Scrolls Coll
Man Utd Europe

8.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Corporation
Crazy Cars 3 *
Cricket Captain
Cruise For A Corpse
Cyberball

9.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
6.99

Max *

19.99

Mega-Lo-Mania

16.99

Mega Traveller 1 (1 Meg)
Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg)

19.99
19.99

Mega Twins *

16.99

Cybercon 3
Daley Thompson Challenge

16.99
6.99

Mercs

16.99

Microprose Golf *

22.99

Midwinter
Midwinter2

14.99
22.99

Das Boot*

19.99

Death Bringer *

19.99

Deluxe Paint

39.99

Mig 29 Super Falcrum *

26.99

Demonsgate*

22.99

Deuteros *

19.99

Moonstone *
NAM

19.99
19.99

Double Dragon
Double Dragon 3 *

6.99
16.99

New Zealand Story
Operation Wolf

Fantasy World Dizzy

16.99

19.99

Paperboy 2 *
Pegasus*

16.99
16.99

22.99

Pittighter2 *

16.99

16.99

Platoon

6.99

Ferrari Formula 1
Final Blow *

8.99
16.99

Final Fight

16.99

First Samurai *

16.99

Flag *
Flight of the Intruder

22.99

Flood

19.99
8.99

Football Crazy *

16.99

Football Director 2

16.99

Forgotten Worlds
Formula One Grand Prix *
Gauntlet 2
Gauntlet3 *
GLoc *
Ghostbusters 2
Godfather Action *
Gods
Golden Axe

6.99

Outrun Europa

F15 Strike Eagle 2
F16 Combat Pilot

Outrun

6.99
6.99

6.99
22.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
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6.99

Player Manager

12.99

Police Quest 2

14.99

Populous
Populous 2 *

8.99
19.99

Powerdrift
Powerdrome

6.99
8.99

Powermonger
Powermonger Data Disk 1 *
Power Up

19.99
9.99
19.99

Predator
Predator 2
Prehistoric

6.99
16.99

6.99

NOW ONLY

£9.99

STEREO SPEAKERS

16.99

FOR ATARI STE

6.99

ONLY £29.99

16.99

16.99
7.99

Shufflepuck Cafe

6.99

Shuttle *
Silkworm

19.99
6.99

Sim City + Populous

19.99

Sim Earth *

19.99

Simpsons *

16.99

Skychase

Leather Goddess

KICK OFF 2

7.99
4.99

Shadow Dancer
Shinobi

6.99
16.99

9.99

Eye of the Storm *

Run the Gauntlet

SPECIAL OFFERS

Ruff and Reddy
6.99
Secretof Monkey Island (1 Meg) 16.99

Last Ninja 2
Last Ninja 3 *

CarVup

6.99

Rugby World Cup

Sinbad

7.99

16.99
19.99

R-Type2

16.99

Carrier Command

Elf
Excalibur

Rocket Ranger
Rock Star Ate My Hamster

Laser Squad 2 *

Lemmings
Lemmings Construction Kit *
Lemmings Data Disk *

Dragon Ninja

'2

6.99

Graham Gooch *

Gunship

7.99

7.99

Smash TV*

16.99

Space 1889(1 Meg) *
Space Ace

19.99
26.99

Space Ace 2 *

26.99

Speedball
Speedball 2
Stratego *

7.99
16.99
16.99

OPTICAL MOUSE
ONLY £34.99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY

NOW ONLY
£14.99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2

Strikefleet *

16.99

NOW ONLY

Striker Manager
Strip Poker 2 + Data

16.99
6.99

£14.99

Super Cars
Super Cars 2

6.99
16.99

Super Grand Prix

6.99

Super Hang On
Super Monaco GP
Supremacy

6.99
16.99
19.99

Switchblade
Switchblade2
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee
Team Yankee 2 *

6.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99

Teenage Mutant Turtles
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2 *

16.99
16.99

Terminator *
Terminator 2
Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Missions
Thunderhawk
Toki
Toobin

18.99
16.99

TopCatBev. Hills

19.99
9.99
19.99
16.99
6.99

6.99

Turbo Challenge

16.99

Turbo Challenge 2 *

16.99

Turbo Outrun
Turrican 2
Ultima 6 *

8.99
9.99
19.99

UMS2 (1 Meg)
Utopia *

19.99
19.99

Virtual Worlds
War Zone
'.
Waterloo
Whizkid *
Wild Wheels *

19.99
12.99
7.99
16.99
16.99

Winning Team *

19.99
6.99
19.99
16.99

BUBBLE BOBBLE

NOW ONLY
£6.99

JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 125 + - £6.99

Quickjoy 2 Turbo

-£9.99

Comp Pro Extra - £14.99
Quickshot 3 Turbc -£9.99

Quickjoy Jetfighter -£10.99
Quickjoy Topstar - £16.99

BLANK DISKS
Unbranded
10>,3.5" DSDD-£5.99

20 x 3.5" DSDD-£10.99

Projecfyle

8.99

Quattro Arcade

9.99

Wizzball
Wonderland (1 Meg)
World Wrestling Fed *

Quattro Sports

9.99

Wrath of the Demon

19.99

16.99
6.99

Branded

6.99

3.5' DSDD-£1.25 Each

16.99

Race Drivin *

16.99

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)

22.99

Xenomorph 2 *
Yogis Great Escape

Rainbow Collection

13.99

Yogi & Greed Monster

Rambo3

6.99

Z-Out

13.99

50 x 3.5" DSDD-£23.99

100>c 3.5" DSDD-£44.99

Same reviews

• There's a major bug in this game the Welsh are quite good and we know

• I really don't give a XXXX how good
the Aussies are - at last, this is my
chance for revenge!

this is wholly inaccurate!

• ...and it's Carling, to Guscott, to

SCREENPLAY

Underwood who goes for the drop-goal.

• Conversions are easy. All you've got
to do is line up that cursor, press

Yeeeees! It's therrrrre!!!

<Fire>and it's just where you want it.

or the opposing forwards are on you

skill of your opponents. Each of the 16
teams has a different level of ability, so
beating the USA is easy but the All
Blacks are a different proposition alto
gether, however, playing the two-player
option is more fun. If you're into rugger
after the October coverage, you'll have
a great time with this game. So, ruck
off down to the games shop and try it!

RUGBY - THE WORLD CUP
One day in 1823, while playing soc
cer, William Webb Ellis decided it would
be a great idea to pick up the ball and

run with it. Instead of being sent off,
Ellis was hailed as the "Father of the

handling game" by inventing Rugby
Football. (Maradonna didn't get anything
like this recognition in 1986!) Rugby the World Cup now means you can
enjoy "the game for ruffians played by

match, the teams sprint onto the pitch
to begin a bout of gratuitous violence.
Thankfully there's no managementsim rubbish, but you are able to do
everything you'd expect to do while on
the pitch. Some vague knowledge of
rugby is helpful, but the controls are
simple to use. The joystick moves your
players, although only those with black
lines above their heads can actually be

Try-scoring couldn't be easier once
you've passed the opposition's try-line.
Just press <Fire> and you collect your
four points and some unconvincing
crowd applause. Converting the try is
nicely executed. Press the <Fire> but
ton when the cursor is between the

controlled. To pass or
kick, simply press

posts and the kicker obligingly belts the
ball through the uprights. Drop-goals
and push-over tries are also possible

the screen. It's difficult to

<Fire>

and add to the realism.

tell where you are on the
pitch and, if you don't use
it, you could end up run
ning down Twickenham
High Street.

travels in the direction

• Keep an eye on the map
"scanner" on the left of

«&
&&§<

like a ton of bricks.

gentlemen" without leaving the comfort
of your keyboard.
Rugby is an overhead simulation
that enables you to control a team from
one of the world's top rugby playing
nations. As the name suggests, it's
based on the 1991 tournament, but
you also have the choice of playing sin
gle games. Once you have selected the
match duration - 20, 40 or 60 minutes
- and your opponents for a single

and

the

ball

you're running. The
longer you hold down
the <Fire> button, the
further it travels. Tack-

li ng involves running into your opponent
when he has the ball. If you mistime
your dive, though, you're left sprawling
in the dirt.

The game includes scrums and line-

outs which are important to win to gain
possession and control play. You win
these set-pieces by pushing the joystick
left and right as quickly as possible until
the ball is released to your scrum-half.
Don't hang around with it here, though,

VERDICT: Unless you're a fan of
exhausting joystick waggling you may
find that's your biggest gripe with
Rugby - a lot of it goes on and, if you
do well in the tournament option, you'll
never play the piano again. It is, how
ever, a surprisingly accurate sim that
captures the excitement of the sport
and has a high "grab-factor." The game
is fast-moving and the controls simple
to use.

The "scanner" on the left of the

screen is useful since it shows your
position on the pitch and is vital to your
success. Another great aspect is the

RICHARD BRADSHAW

RUGBY THE WORLD CUP
DOMARK £24.99
• Graphics are less detailedthan mostfootball
games such as Kick Off2.
• Runsat an excellentspeed - faster than
International 3D Soccer.

• Relies heavily onyour ability towin set pieces,
which can be frustrating. Ifyouhavearthritic
hands,forget it.
• Simple but realistic. Itrecreates the flow ofthe
sportwell - betterthanIPlay3DSoccer.

OT RATING 76

THUNDER BURNER
Aren't Transformers that turn into

planes great? (What do you mean, what
are Transformers?) Wouldn't it be great
to play one in a game? In theory, yes.
In Thunder Burner, you are indeed
one of these walking robot things that
can turn into a plane at any point.
Whether stomping or flying around, you
should seek out the life-giving balls that

hang in mid-air on your way to the end
of the level. Here you do, of course,
meet the end-of-level guardian.
In your way are ground defences toaster-shaped things - that fire at you,
airborne planes that swoop over your
head and, er, shoot at you, and looming
rocks that loom a lot and make you
crash. The 3D effect of the landscape

and the objects on it moving towards
you is pretty cheesy, but not so bad as
to be unconvincing. The game's French
so the sound is good: hefty walking
samples, thudding thuds for the explo

ArVVVV'«§-
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sions and such like.

VERDICT: Thunder Burner could have

down all round.

been an absolutely exceptional game,

i

ED RICKETTS

THUNDER BURNER

i

rawsgji

"

are only a few frames of animation for

each effect - and there's not really
enough there to keep you interested for
very long. Nice idea, shame it's a let

cmsm^r^^Jl ijnlj
pm •

but its effects are what let it down. The

samples are great though the graphics
are fairly primitive - for example, there

LORICIEL/INFOGRAMES
£19.99

-d
''•"':

• The 3D desert is a little bit like Encounter or

;m

Backlash. Those games have smoother 3D and

moremanicgameplay.

t*r

• "I've been through the desert on a
plane with no name," (Thunder Burner!
It's Thunder Burner, dolt!). "In the
desert, there's no one for to give you
no pain" (except those big metal things
that shoot at you).

• As old Granny Morgan used to say,
"Run away from the nasties. Shoot the
nasties. Don't collide with the nasties,
and you won't go far wrong."

• These balls are what you're aiming
for. They give you energy, so head in
their direction at every possible point
(but not if it means crashing into some
thing, obviously).

• Thaname's likeAfterburner and so is the game dire.

OT RATING 53 %
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

Same reviews

SCREENPLAY

CHART ATTACK
The name itself makes things quite
clear. Gremlin are going for the throats
of those who've "waited-for-the-compilation-'cos-you-get-more-for-your-money"
brigade. Four of their biggies are
included here, ranging from the excel
lent to the not-at-all-bad.

and many hours of fun can well be had
from it.

JAMES

POND:

Oh

dear.

Silliness

instead of lookin,
for dung or juicy
butter
pats to
nosh,
have

seems to be the best way of getting
another scrolly shoot-'em-up platformer
into the limelight. Luckily, in the case of

Getting

James Pond, there's a very playable

them

decided
over

to

the
is

take
world.

rid

of

a

tall

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE:

game behind the dreadful fishy jokes.

order but thanks

You've got a nice red Lotus capable of

You swim around twelve levels collect

160mph here. What are you going to
do with it? Well, there aren't any Essex
Girls around to impress, so you'd better

ing objects with which to save the day.
It's tricky, owing to the underwater
control method, and looks very pretty
indeed. There is a huge variety of bad
dies and, er, other things to meet, with
plenty of secret caverns dotted around
and mysterious objects begging to be

to
cybernetics
(phew!) you're the

race it against 19 other Lotuses which
don't seem to go quite as fast.
Turbo Challenge caused a fair fuss
when it appeared because it was
smooth, fast and very playable. It still
is, of course. Time has removed some
of its shine, but it remains a "mustown." You race on up to 15 increasingly

tough circuits one after the other, try
ing to qualify on each.
You can choose your control

tried out.

The James Bond mickey-take is

carried on throughout the game, and
adds to what is already a great piece of
software. (There. Not a fishy pun in
sight, thank cod.)

ultimate killer.

• In Turbo Challenge, just pretend it's the M25. The speeds are
the same but the other driver's doesn't have the same aggres
sive instinct you see on London's orbital high-speed car park.

There are ten

worlds, each with five levels to explore.

The game is, therefore, rather large
and time-consuming. Like James Pond,
there are dozens of collectables and

cient weapons and other enticements,
but, unless you're really into simple
scrollers, Ghouls 'n' Ghosts will wear
you down until you yearn for the dream

loads of extra weapons available to the
brave and the lucky. As you trundle

less eternity of death.

through the levels, you face plenty of
nicely drawn opposition from the under
standably annoyed flies.
Venus The FlyTrap is a tough game
to get far in, but it's a lot of fun for a
rainy afternoon and it's got that magic

VERDICT: Chart Attack is an excellent

method, use the correct racing lines

VENUS THE FLYTRAP: Another above-

and generally do everything properly
(such is Turbo Challenge's quality) and
you can even race a chum with the
split-screen mode. It works very well,

average shoot-'em-up. This time you're
an insect-eating plant. Or rather a
metallic fly named after one. You're

just-one-more-go element.

after swarms of mutant flies who,

armour, you wander from left to right,
throwing knives at coach-loads of
undead folk issuing forth from the bow

compilation. Ghouls 'n' Ghosts is the
weakest of them, and that's actually
worth a few plays. If you haven't got
James Pond and Lotus Challenge, you
should get it for those two. The other
games are bonuses, really.
JAMES LEACH

GHOULS N' GHOSTS: Suitably clad in

CHART ATTACK

els of the earth.
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts is a traditional - if

not old-fashioned - game which sets

• Your watery life flashes before your
eyes as a powerful and deadly boat
looms ahead. Oh well, it's been fun
being a weak James Bond-related pun.

a bit zealously, that's all.

you the task of going as far to the right
as you can before losing all your
armour and running around in a loin
cloth, before finally turning into a skele
ton and collapsing.
There are plenty of platforms to
climb onto, chests containing more effi-

you beating up the minions of the pixel king. It's
not particularly inspiring, but you can just about

that's for sure.

•

I've not been scared out of me skin

in Ghouis'n" Ghosts. Not at all. I've just
been hitting the Rosemary Conley diet

LIN £2
Runs on double-sided disks o

• Four playable games, twoanda halfof wh
really jolly good.
• Ifs arcadeaction allthe way,so don'texpect
yourbrainto be taxed at the highestrate.

OT RATING 83%

ACTION PACK
Ten games on ten disks works out at £2.70
per game. Goodness me. It's almost PD prices.
So, what would you expect for that?
MAYA: Arcade adventure of stunning mediocrity.
It's big though, and you travel round a map (pro
vided), looking for dead archaeologists and

Mayan artefacts which must be worth a few bob
to someone. Maya is showing its age, but fans
can happily get stuck into it for a while.
FAST LANE: Try and win the CI motor car racing
championship, racing on nine circuits. Lotus
Challenge this most certainly isn't. But it's
pretty playable and there's quite a bit to do mainly fiddling with parts of the car.
TARGHAN: Fantasy platform scroller which sees

stick with it.

ON SAFARI: Move the cursors to photograph
wild animals and murder poachers. But don't
mix up your camera with your gun or, shock of
shocks, you might injure some wildlife and
annoy Jonathan Porritt!
ELIMINATOR: Belt along a series of alien tun
nels while avoiding or destroying the very aliens
who created them. Collect more powerful
weapons and try to survive until you get bored.
HOSTAGES:

Shoot terrorists from

windows,

blow them up in 3Dish embassies and win a
medal. There are three stages in which to do

this. The SAS has an awful lot to answer for,

COSMIC PIRATE: Admit you've played this
game in public and win another medal. You
must rid the galaxy of everything, but try and
bias your destruction towards baddies. It's a
blaster with several stages.
COLORADO: Search for Pocohontas' gold mine
by wandering along several Indian-infested lev
els. Arrange pow-wow peace talks and kill
everyone who turns up unarmed. Win a medal
for xenophobia.

ROTOR: Fight a weak Asteroids like gravitational
pull and steer your craft in order to collect crys
tals of power. Then do it again, in a slightly

different location. The future of everything
depends on how well your gravitational pull-beat
ing abilities bear up.
SHERMAN M4: Blow up unrealistic German
tanks in the Ardennes or Normandy with your
own

Batttezone-like

vehicles.

3D whizzaround

graphics and stupid enemies make M4 easy to
play, but hard to enjoy.
VERDICT: These ten games are extremely var
ied and could provide hours of fun for the
not-very-discerning user. At the price, you actu
ally get a lot, but none of them are actually
much good.

JAMES LEACH

ACTION PACK
'IS!

ACTION SIXTEEN £26.99
Can run on single sided disks

• There'sa widevarietyof software here, and,for
the money,it beats picking PD games at random.
• A useful fuel tank, capable of solving
the world's energy crisis is always a
good target to fire at in Rotor.

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

• It's typical of Hostage. The one time
I get the spotlight to myself, some
freedom lighter in the audience assas
sinates me. I'll have to change the act.

• In Sherman, you hear cries of "There
he is, Smithers! To the right!" "I can't
see him, Captain Bartholomew! Perhaps
he's behind that tree."

OT RATING 56 %

1 say chaps, the Red Baron's just
bought it!"

cc

Thanks to Knights of the Sky

SIMULATION

•

a

PROSE
SOFTWARE

Knights of the Sky, for IBM PC compatibles, Commodore Amiga and Atari ST, from the creators of F-19,
F15 II, F-117A and Gunship 2000. Micro Prose Ltd. Unit 1, Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury,
Glos. GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 326

Same reviews

SCREENPLAY

GUARDIANS
Guardians. How to explain it? Ig
nore the ridiculous plot and take notes,
we'll be asking questions later.
What you've got is a three-dimen
sional room, over the front of which is a

partial covering. A ball is set in motion
in the room and it bounces around,
rebounding off the walls and the partial
covering. Meanwhile, on the right,
coloured squares drop down a chute,

stay for a while at the bottom, then tod
dle off again. If you pick these squares
up with the mouse you can drop them

into the vacant places on the covering,
where they can still be moved around.
However, squares of the same colour in
groups of four, six or nine fuse
together and become part of the solid
barrier. Got it so far?

•

There's a certain fascination about a

ball bouncing about an almost enclosed
room, isn't there? You might not have
thought so but a few games of
Guardians may make you see the light.

There are three goals to each level.
First, to stop the ball leaving the room
by covering as much of the opening as
possible. Your time limit is decreased
considerably every time the ball es
capes. Second, to collect the bonuses
that appear randomly on parts of the

screen. If not collected, these have an

but they're welcome departures from

adverse effect on you: decreasing your
score, changing the cursor controls
and so on. Third, to build up enough of
a score before your time limit runs out

the usual round of monster-bashing and

to get to the next level. As the levels
progress, more balls appear (up to

three at a time), the falling colours
become more unfriendly and the neces

ED RICKETTS

sary score increases.

As is usual with Loriciel games,
sound is the most outstanding attribute
- sampled music you can quite easily
listen to for half an hour being played
throughout. The graphics haven't been
neglected either; there's lot of detail to
distract you from the task in hand.

GUARDIANS
LORICIEL/INFOGRAMES
£25.99
• Samesort of "simple butfun" conceptas
Loriciel's othergames,Disc and Quadrel.

VERDICT: Guardians is weirdly fun.
French

software

houses

don't

half

come up with some strange concepts,

dawns - it's a puzzle game. No more, no less.
Once you succeed in changing the colours and
clear each screen, you move on to harder and

BOOLY

great fun for getting your mind around
for half an hour or so. The game does
pall after a while, but then you wouldn't
expect to be playing it for hours on
end. Get someone else to buy it for you
and waste some time the fun way.

ffl RATING 71 %
jjinjIL

BOOLY

more packed ones.
from side to side as you click furiously and
curse fluently. There are dozens of levels, so in
the unlikely event that you get hooked, you can
play and play and play.

that in Booly, clicking one icon changes the
colours of others around it. So realisation slowly

JAMES LEACH

8

—'pS*1
Can run on single sided di

• Like Skweek, thispuzzle gameshould be usedto
interest hyperactive kids onrainydays.
draught-excluder or a makeshift frisbee.

Sit RATING 34

DEVELOPMENTS
ATARI 1040/520 STE
EXPANSION STAND

only £34.99
Including VAT and delivery
• Shelf for disk drives
• 5 day delivery
• Delivery charge
included in price

• Trade enquiries Mrs Leigh L Sharif
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
0908 262137
ORDER FORM
Name

Cheques payable to:
AVA Developments Ltd

Address

Postcode

Tel No
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• The disk can be used as a small but effective

VERDICT: The size of 6oo/y is really the only
thing in its favour. It's not very easy to solve
each screen, either. So, Booly could stay with
you forever, which is a pity because it's crap.

• Colour coded to your
Atari
• Fitted in seconds

M

3aSi •1

A time limit keeps the mouse whizzing
Booty is a French game, and It doesn't half
show. Under the guise of high-tech spaceship
weapons console-ness, you must click the
mouse pointer on various coloured icons in the
display zone. When you do, they change colour.
The idea is to get them all one colour.
Sounds not unlike that classic change-thecolours game, Skweek. But you rapidly discover

1."

r.".ir—-•-•

58 Burners Lane South
Kiln Farm

Milton Keynes
MK11 3HD

(0908)262137

• Don't be fooled by the elephants
with haloes. Booly isn't a surreal game
of the sort you've just got to own. In
fact, the elephants ought to be
ashamed of themselves for being in it.

DOT

MATRIX

PRINTERS
Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha printers to you
at NEW LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosha range is built
to the highest standards, by a company that is used to manufactur
ing high quality precision products. In fact, you may be wearing one
of these products on your wrist as Seikosha are part of the massive
Seiko/Epson group (with a turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff!).

-PIN

NEW!

FREE STARTER KIT

Next day- anywhere in the UK mainland

Worth E29.38 with every Seikosha printer.

tionJ

192 CPS

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SP-1900 Plus -9 pin- 80 col
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

NOW WITH AUTO SHEET FEEDER OPTION

•

IK Printer Buffer +

•

Parallel Interface

2 Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 144x72dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Auto Sheet Feeder Option

Seicosha 8p-1900 PLUS

When you buy a Seikosha printer from Silica, we will give you a Silica
PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth £25+vat= £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE,
to make sure you get off to a flying start with your new printer. For
further information on the Seikosha range, complete and return the
coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands on a new low
priced Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order hotline, 081-309 1111
to place your order now.

FREE DELIVERY

PRINTER

Ml

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

SP-1900

PLUS

STARTER

RRP

£155

KIT

£25

TOTAL RRP: £180
SAVING: £81
SILICA

FREE HELPLINE

1 YEAR WARRANTY

Technical helpline during office hours.

With every Seikosha printer from Silica.

PRICE (exc vat):

£99

Each print example was produced by the printer it is shown with. Printer speeds are quoted as follows:
SD = Superdraft 15cpi, D = Draft 12cpi, NLQ = Near Letter Quality 12cpi, LQ = Letter Quality 12cpi.

9-PIN

PRINTERS
WORLD'S

'"O'/rt

FIRST!
NOTEBOOK

DOT MATRIX

PRINTER .

—

•••

- Handles 1+2 Multipart Forms
' Rechargeable Battery Pack Optional.

tOM Card

192 CPS

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SP-2400 - 9 pin - 80 col
• 240cps Draft, SOcps NLQ
•

21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts

•

Parallel and Serial interfaces

240 cps

136 column

240 CPS

80 COLUMN

324 cps

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SP-2415 - 9 pin - 136 col
• 300cps SD, 240cps Draft, 50cps NLQ

• Seikosha SL-92 - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps Draft. 80cps LQ

•

17.5K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts

•

44K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

5K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts

•

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•

Parallel Interface

•

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Seikosha SL-210 - 24 pih
• 324cps Draft, 108cps LQ

80 col

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Superior Paper Handling

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson Emulation
• Optional Font ROM - 7 Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder

•

•

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

RRP:

£199

STARTER KIT

RRP:

£139

SILICA PP.ICE: £139

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

+VAT=E163.33

£320

STARTER KIT

ref: PRI 8204

RRP:

£335

...E25

TOTAL RRP: E345
SAVING: £136
SILICA PRICE: im

RRP:

SILICA PRICE: £189

+VAT=£222.08

rel:

£599

STARTER KIT

£189

ffrei

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

IBM Emulation

•
•

Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
. £299

/*

£369

£624

SAVING: £255

PRI 8292

1K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi

RRP:

_U5

TOTAL RRP:

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha LT-20 - 24 pin - 80 col
• 180cps SD, 144cps Draft, 60cps LQ
•
•

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

144 CPS

+VAT=£433.58

SILICA PRICE: £369

£249

ref: PRI 8321

+VAT=E292.58

SILICA PP.ICE: £249

ref: PRI aB2u

BUSINESS PRINTERS (WIDE-BODY)
•

STARTER

KIT

f ^—*-.
-—

> Includes-Programmable ROM Card

277 cps

136 column

•

462 cps

136 column

-"»

*

Low Form Tear-off

520 cps

136 column 800 cps

• Seikosha BP-5500 - 8 pin - 136 col
• 462cps Draft, 106cps NLQ

• Seikosha BP-5780 - 18 pin - 136 col
• 780cps SD, 520cps Draft, 130cps NLQ

• Seikosha SBP-10 - 18 pin - 136 col
• 800cps Draft, 200cps NLQ

•
•

•

18K Printer Buffer

•

20K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•
•

5K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP:

^J2S

TOTAL RRP: £724
SAVING: £275
SILICA PRICE: £449

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:

£699

STARTER KIT

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBMEmulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder

£449
+VAT=E52758

ret: PRI 8423

STARTER KIT

£1299 j

£999

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Handles 1+6 Multipart Forms

• Epson and IBM Emulation

•

SILICA PRICE: £999 I+VAT=E1173B3 ret: PHI 8755,

•
•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
£1699
,,,.126

TOTAL RRP: £1724
SAWiVfl: £325

HeTE,

SILICA PRICE: 11399 l+VAT=£IG43.83 ret: PHI a:

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

Order Lines Open:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

SILICA
YSTEMS

Built-in Cut Sheet Feeder
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

^_j
EverySeikosha printer from Silica, comes with the

64K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi

RRP:
STARTER KIT

B

136 column

• Seikosha SL-230 - 24 pin - 136 col
• 277cps Draft, 92cps LQ

SilicaPrinterStarter Kit,worth £29.38(E25 +VAT),
completelyFREE OFCHARGE. It includesallyou need
to get up and running with your new printer.
• 3 'A" Disk with Amiga & ST Printer Drivers
• 1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of Quality Continuous Paper

£2999 1

STARTER KIT

....£25 |

retm

• 100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed

TOTAL RRP: £3024 I
SAVING: £525 I

SILICA PRICE:£2499 V+VAT^Ei

Printer owners may order the Silica Starter Kit
(ret: KIT 5000) lor only £24.38 - £5 otf RRP!

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm

No Lale Nighl Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late NighlOpening

Fax No: 081-3060608

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-530pm

LateNight: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

.

To: Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0292-58, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

11 PLEASE SEND FREE SEIKOSHA INFORMATION
I

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

| Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
ESOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor Ihe latest information.

58DJ

Free prize draw!
We will give away an
Amiga 500 or Atari ST or
£200 cash. Winners choice.

Automatic free entry with
every order.

RUBY CHARTBUSTERS
688 Attack Sub

ST
17.99
N/A

A10 Tank Killer

22.99

22.99

Action Stations 1Meg
Advanced Destroyer Sim

N/A
17.99

21.99
17.99

Adidas Golden Shoe *

16.99

16.99

Africa Korp*
Agony"

17.99
19.99

17.99
19.99

Alien Storm

17.99

17.99

Altered Destiny
Apocalypse
Armalyte

20.99
17.99
16.99

20.99
17.99
16.99

A.W.S.O.M.E

4D Sports Boxing

Amiga
17.99
16.99

ST

RUBY CLASSICS UNDER £10
Amiga

Leander

18.99

18.99

Leisuresuit Larry 3
Leisuresuit Larry V*
Lemmings
Lemmings Oh No! More
Lord of the Rings
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2
Mad Dog Williams"
Magic Pockets
Magic Story Book
Manchester United Europe
Maupiti Island

26.99
26.99
16.99
11.99
15.99
16.99
21.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99

26.99
26.99
16.99
11.99
15.99
16.99
21.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99

N/A

Afterburner
Arkanoid 2

6.99.. b,9H
6.99.. B.yy

Blood Money
Bloodwych

8.99..
.....8.99..

8.99
HUM

Bubble Bobble
Cabal
Carrier Command

6.99.. H.99
6.99.. K.99
7.99.. '.99

Centrefold Squares
Crazy Cars

6.99.. ti.SM
6.99.. 6.99

Defender Of The Crown...7.99..

t.m

Fantasy World Dizzy

6.99..

B99

Fast Food

6.99.. 6-99
6.99.. B.99
N/A.. /.O)

Forgotten Worlds
Gauntlet 2

IK+

6.99. ..6.99

Outrun

6.99 ....6.99

King Ot Chicago

8.99. ,,8,99

Passing Shot

8 99. .8.99

Ironlord

8,99. ..8.99
6.99. ..6.99
6.99. ..699
6.99. ..6.99
6.99. ..6,99
8,99. ..8.99
6,99. ..6.99
6.99, ..6.99
6.99. ..6.99
6.99. -,6,99
8,99. .8.99
6.99. .6.99

Predator
Rambc3
Red Heat

6.99. 6.99
6.99....6.99
6.99 .6.99

Italia 1990
Little Puff

Last Ninja
Licence To Kill
Manic Miner

New Zealand Story. .
North and South
Pro Tennis Sim
Toobin

Onslaught
Operation Wolf

17.99

17.99

Back to the Golden Age *
16.99
Bandit King of Ancient China ' ....21.99

16.99
21.99

Medieval Warriors
Mega Lo Mania
Mega Twins*

19.99
16.99

17.99
19.99
16.99

Barbarian 2 (PSY)

16.99

16.99

Mercs

16.99

16.99

AMOS

N/A

Bard Tale 3

16.99

16.99

N/A. .20 99

23.99
16.99
16.99

23.99
16.99
16.99

24.99
21.99

AMOS Compiler

B.A.T.
Battle Bound *
Battle Chess

Microprose Form 1 Grand Prix....24.99
Microprose Golf
21.99

Battle Chess 2
Battle Command

17.99
16.99

17.99
16.99

Battle Master

18.99

18.99

Bill Elliots Nascar Challenge "
Billy The Kid*
Birds of Prey 1Meg
Black Crypts*

17.99
16.99
N/A
17.99

17.99
16.99
22.99
17.99

Blade Warrior *
Blues Brothers The
Bonanza Brothers*
Boston Bomb Club

17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99

17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99

STOS Maestro

Moonstone

22.99

22.99

Monkey Island
Monkey Island 2 *
Myth*
Napoleon 1

17.99
17.99
16.99
19.99

17.99
17.99
16.99
19.99

Fun School 2 (6-8)
Fun School 2 (8+)

14.50.... 14.50
14.50.... 14.50

Fun Schoo' 3 (Under 5)

16.50

Fun Schoo' 3 (5-7)
Fun School 4 {Under 5)

16.50.... 16 50
16.99... 16 99

14.50... 14 50

.10.16

10.

.10.16

Factfile Super Sports (14+)

15.99

15.99

The Spanish Tutor

14.45

16.99

Centurion

16.99

16.99

Pitfighter

16.99

16.99

Charge of the Light Brigade

17.99

17.99

Pools of Darkness

21.99

21.99

Chase HQ 2
Che - Guerilla In Bolivia

16.99
16.99

16.99
16.99

Populous 2 *
Powermonger

17.99
18.99

17.99
18.99

Chintos Revenge *
Chuck Yeagers ATF

16.99
16.99

16.99
16.99

Cisco Heat

16.99

16.99

Predator 2
Preshistoric
Prince of Persia

16.99
17.99
15.99

16.99
17.99
15.99

PGA Tour Golf

Conan The Cinnerian

19.99

19.99

Cruise for the Corpse
Cyber Fight

16.99
16.99

16.99
16.99

Proflight
Quest for Glory
Railroad Tycoon

29.99
21.99
24.99

29.99
21.99
24.99

Das Boot

21.99

21.99

Reach for the Skies

24.99

24.99

Deathbringer *
Devious Designs*

21.99
17.99

21.99
17.99

Robocod

16.99

16.99

Robocop 2
Robocop 3 *

16.99
15.99

16.99
15.99

Rodland

16.99

16.99

Rolling Ronny
R Type 2

15.99
16.99

15.99
16.99

RBI Baseball

16.99

.10.16
.10.16
.10.16
10.16

Please note you must have an 'Answer Back"
to use Factfile 500 titles

RUBYSPECIALS
Daily Double Horse Racing
Hoyles Book of Games
Killing Cloud

6.99
N/A
10.99

6.99
10.99
10.99

Photon Paint

N/A

6.99

The Rubysoft "KillThat Virus'

N/A

2.75

Killthat virus - Even the dreaded "Sadam" • with our very
special Rubysofl Virus Finder/Killer. Comes with full
instructions on disk. Price only £2.75 to cover our admin
costs - please note this disk Is for Amiga only

COMPILATIONS
POWER UP

Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X-Out, Chase HQ

andTurrican Five games only £18.99

MAGNUM 4

Afterburner, Double Dragon, Operation Wolfand
Batman Caper's Four games only £17.99

BIG BOX

RAINBOW COLLECTION

Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen,
Bubble Bobbie, Tin Tin On The Moon,

Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Island and

Purple Saturn Day, Krypton Egg,
Jumping Jackson, Bo Bo and Hostages.
Ten games only £17.99

New Zealand Story
Three Fantastic games only £13.99
CHALLENGERS

Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter Bomber, Great Courts
and Stunt Car Racer

16.99

FISTS OF FURY

Rugby the World Cup

16.99

16.99

Sarakon*

16.99

16.99

Dynamite Dux, Shinobi, Ninja Warrior and Double
Dragon 2 Four games only £17.99

FLIGHT COMMAND

Silent Service 2 1Meg

22.99

22.99

Sim Earth*

17.99

17.99

GRANDSTAND

Eliminator,Strike Force Harrier, Lancaster, Sky Fox
and Sky Chase Five games only £13.99

15.99

Gazza Super Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour, World Class

Smash TV

15.99

15.99

Leaderboard and Continental Circus

Space Quest IV*
Spirit of Excalibur
Strike Eagle 2
Super Cars 2
Super Space Invaders
Suspicious Cargo

Simpsons

26.99
19.99
23.99
15.99
17.99
17.99

15.99

26.99
19.99
23.99
15.99
17.99
17.99

Four games only £19.99

F16 Combat Pilot

16.99

16.99

F19 Stealth Fighter

19.99

19.99

F29 Retaliator
F117A

16.99
21.99

16.99
21.99

Face Off Ice Hockey *

16.99

16.99

Switchblade 2

16.99

16.99

Fire and Ice*
First Samurai

17.99
15.99

17.99
15.99

Team Yankee
Terminator 2

19.99
15.99

19,99
15.99

Final Fight

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

TV Sports Football, Lords of the Rising Sun,
TV Sports Basketball and Wings
Four great games £20.99
AIRSEA SUPREMACY

16.99

16.99

Final Blow

16.99

16.99

Flight of the Intruder

19.99

19.99

Test Drive 3
19.99
The Adventures of Robin Hood...16.99
Their Finest Hour
19.99

19.99
16,99
19.99

Silent Service, F15 Strike Eagle, Carrier
Command, P47 and Gunship. Amiga Version;
•k Wings instead of F15 Strike Eagle *
Fantastic comp only £20.99

Formula One 3D *
Gauntlet 3*

17.99
16.99

17.99
16.99

Their Finest Hour Mission Disk *,.12.99
Thunderhawk AH-73M
18.99

12.99
18.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

19.99

10.

Nebulus2

14.45

10.16

10.16
.10.16
.10.16
.10.16

10.
10.
10.
10.
10.

16 99

16 50

14.45

10.16
.10.16
10.16

Factfile 500 Know Sec: ar.d {12 +)

16 99

N/A

Great Napoleonic Battles

10.

10.
10.
10.
10.

Jun Gen Knov/cdge (6-11)
Sen Gen Knowledge (12+)
English Words (12+)
Know England (12+)

16 99..

16 99
17.99
17.99

F15 Strike"Eagle 2i'Meg"!!"""""23!99"!Z2s!99

Fun School 2 (Under 6)

14.
14.
10.
10.

Factfile 500 Arithmetic (6-* 1)

500
500
500
500

14.45
.14.45
.14.45

.... 14

Factfile
Factfile
Factfile
Factfile

14,45
14.45
14.45. ...14.45

16.99
17.99
17.99

16.99

N/A
N/A

16.99

Outrun Europe
Panza Kick Boxing 1 Meg
Paperboy 2

16.99
19.99

17 50
.53 50..

Fun Schoo: <". (5-7)

16.99
17.99

16.99

STOSMacst'Oa,us..

Fun School 4 (7-11)

10.99
17.99

16.99
N/A

STOS 3D*

The French M stress
The German Master

16.99
17.99

7.99

N/A....8.99

14.

Answer Back Junior Quiz (6-11)
Answer Back Sen Quiz (12-Adult)
Answer Back Sport (Al Ages)
Factfile500 Spelling (6-11)
Factfile 500 Nat History [ 10)

16.99

10.99
17.99

Exile *

699....6.99

Trivial Pursuit

16.99

Cardinal of the Kremlin*
Castles*

Epic*
Eye of the Beholder

7.99.

Targan

16.99

Cadaver Levels Payoff
Captain Planet *

16.99
22.99
24.99

6.99....6.99

8 99 ....8.99

Tank Attack

16.99

17.99

16.99
16.99

Switchblade

Narc

16.99

.6.99

Starglide.'2

Navy Seals

16.99

16.99
22.99
24.99

7.99. .7.99

Factfile 500 20th Century History (12+)
Factfile 500 Gen Science (14+)
Factfile 500 First Aid (12+)
Factfile 500 Association Football (12+)
Factfile 500 Sport (14+)

17.99

16.99
16.99

N/A
N/A

23.99
22.99

Neverending Story 2

Dragon Wars
Dynamite Debugger *

1399
1799

STOS 600 Sprites
STOSCompiler

23.99
22.99

Ork

Elf
Elvira Mistress of the Dark
Elvira Mistress of the Dark 2 '

N/A
TBA

Midwinter 2
Moonbase*

16.99

16.99
27.99
27.99

24 99

21.50
.'.... .TBA

26.99
21.99

20.99

15.99

N/A

STOS

21.99

26.99
21.99

16.99

16.99
27.99
27.99

AMOS 3D

21.99

20.99

15.99

6.99. .6.99

ihe Italian lulor

32 99

MIG 29 Fulcrum

Breach 2 (Enhanced)

Disk *

6.99

Run The Gauntlet...

RUBYSERIOUS

MIG 29 Super Fulcrum
Might and Magic 111 *

Cadaver

Double Dragon 3 (Rosetta)
Dragon Lair
Dragon Lair 2 Time Warp

RType
Speedball

COMPUTER HITS VOL. 2

Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden Path and Black Shadow
Four games only £8.99
COMBAT ACES

Fighter Bomber, Gunship and Falcon
Three great sims only £19.99
QUEST AND GLORY

Cadaver, Midwinter, Bat and Bloodwych
* St version: Ironiord instead of Bat *

Four games only £20.99
NINJA COLLECTION

Shadow Warrior, Dragon Ninja and

19.99

Tip Off

16.99

16.99

Robocop, Ghostbusters 2, Indiana Jones

Gunboat*

16.99

16.99

Gunship 2000

21.99

21.99

Toki
Tournament Golf

16.99
17,99

16.99
17,99

Hard Nova
Heimdall*
Home Alone*
Hudson Hawk
Hunter

16.99
23.99
17.99
16.99
19.99

16.99
23.99
17.99
16.99
19.99

TV Sports Boxing
Vengeance of Excalibur

18.99
18.99

18.99
18,99

Four games only £18.99

Video Kid *

16.99

16,99

White Death 1Meg

18.99

18,99

International Ice Hockey *
I Play 3D Soccer
Jimmy Whites Snooker

17.99
16.99

17.99
16.99

Wild Wheels*
Wolf Child*
World Class Cricket

17.99
17.99
19.99

17.99
17.99
19.99

19.99

19.99

World Class Rugby

17.99

17.99

Joe Montana Football *

17.99

17.99

Wrath of the Demon

19.99

19.99

Keys of Marramon
Kings Quest V
Knights of the Sky
Knightmare *

16.99
26.99
23.99
19.99

16.99
26.99
23.99
19.99

WWF*

15.99

15.99

Half Meg Upgrade / Clock
N/A
29,99
* Please note titles not released at press date
will be despatched within 24hrs of release

Five games only £18.99

and Batman The Movie

POWER PACK

Zenon 2, TV Sports Football, Bloodwych and
Lombard RAC Rally
Four games only £15.99
T.N.T.

Hard Driving, A P V, Xybots, Toobin and
Dragon Spirit Five games only £16.99
PLATINUM

Black Tiger, Strtder, Forgotten Worlds and Ghouls
and Ghosts Four games only £16.99

Double Dragon Three games only £15.99
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

Lotus Esprite, GT Four Rally, Team Suzuki and
Combo Racer Four games only £18.99
BOARD GENIUS

Monopoly Deluxe, Scrabble Deluxe, Cluedo
and Risk Four games only £18.99
• ST version no monopoly only £17.99 •
SUPER SEGA

Super Monaco GP, Goiden Axe, Crackdown an6
Eswat All Four games only £20.99
QUEST FOR ADVENTURE

Operation Stealth, Indiana Jones The Adventure
and Mean Streets Three games only £20.99

(Dept STF), 3 Crefeld Close, London, W6 8EL (No callers) Tel: 071 381 8998/071 610 1703 Fax: 071 610 1703
Please charge my Access/Visa No:

. Valid from:

ORDER FORM 2S EI CB SS [H

Date:

Please supply me with the following for
Computer

Name:

Titles

Price

Switch Issue No:-

Business hours

10am -6.00pm
Monday to Saturday
After hours + Sundays
Ansaphone order

Address:

Post Code.

hotline:
071 610 1703

Tel:

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

Fax line at other times

Expiry date:
Please make cheques & PO payable to
Rubysoft. Credit card orders cashed only
on despatch. (Please note we do not make
any charge for credit card orders). Please
add 75p p&p per item for all UK orders, EEC
countries add £2.50 per item, non EEC add
£3.50 per item, ail other countries add £4.50

per item. All items are subject to availability
all prices subject to change without notice.
E&OE. Please note mail order companies
may take up to 28 days to deliver goods
from receipt of orders. Please allow for
cheque clearance

3d m e

revie ws

SCREENPLAY

MAGIC FLY
The Magic Fly is a space craft. It's
fast, dangerous and, with you in it, is
capable of getting rid of all the nasty
folk who live inside a complex series of
wire-framed (as opposed to solid
colour) 3D tunnels in a planet. You have
to destroy five tough objectives, four

bases and an enemy fighter.
This makes for a huge game with
have nothing to fear in the known
galaxy except what we believe to be a
giant spray can of "Raid" orbiting a

totally excellent graphics - even by
today's standards. When the full-price
game was reviewed in STF 14 it got
91%, primarily for these incredible visu

minor sun in the Horsehead Nebula.

als. They're fast, too, making the game

• Ground Control to Magic Fly - You

play something that has to be experi
enced. As well as destroying things,
you must avoid destruction by various

MAGIC FLY

insect-related craft and static defences

ELECTRONIC ARTS

positioned in obscure and unlikely
places. Luckily, you can collect some
serious firepower to help you.
VERDICT: Magic Fly is a very complex
game. Keyboard shortcuts help but it's
still a seriously thought-provoking chal
lenge. If you're prepared to invest the
time, Magic Flydelivers the goods.

£10.99
Supersedednow, butat the time Magic Flyhad
the best and fastest graphicsaround.
• Intenseand exciting gameplay makesit unleave-alone-able - almostas good as Starglider2.

5TF RATING 84 %

JAMES LEACH

FIGHTER COMMAND
Ooer.

Air

warfare

in

the

Gulf.

Fighter Commandgives you the chance
to pit any Middle Eastern power against
any other. You control one nation's air
force (there isn't any ground combat)
and you must deploy planes, fly mis

FIGHTER COMMAND
IMPRESSIONS £24.99

VERDICT:

The

action

takes

place

most of your units.
The whole game is icon driven on
four scales of map, and you can watch
your aircraft (well, small coloured dots
really) battling it out over the scorched

quickly in Fighter Command and, once
the rules are grasped, (a terrible man
ual doesn't help) it's an enjoyable foray
into modern wargaming. If you're a fan
of loud and pointy military airpower
you'll be impressed by the accuracy of
much of the hardware used, too.

deserts and knackered oil-wells of the

JAMES LEACH

sions and allocate bases to make the

• Forget Stealth technology. If you
employ grainy digitised pictures of
1970s ground attack planes, the enemy
never suspects a thing, and is com
pletely non-plussed by the ruse.

region. Fighter Command is atmo
spheric, largely thanks to the digitised
pictures with which it is sprinkled.

3" DISKS/

Can run on single sided disks
• Plentyof scenariosin one game as inSilent
Service2. However, unlike SS2, ultimately each
scenario is similar to the last.

• Good quality wargame wayabovethe standard
of Rorke's Drift.

m RATING 71 %

3r DISKS

Benchmark \ f

Unbranded DSDD

Brand DSDD
25
£17.00

50
£29.00

100
£41.00

25
£11.00

50
£18.50

100
£33.50

200
£75.00

500
£163.00

1000
£309.00

200
£63.50

500
£153.50

1000
£303.50

SPECIAL OFFER 3r P!
BRAND

BLACKURTBM,

10,000 AVAILABLE I

31/2"
31/2"
31/2"
31/2"
31/2"

DISK STORAGE BOXES
10 capacity (5 boxes)
£4.50
10 capacity* (5 boxes)
£3.00
50 capacity lockable
£3.70
100 capacity lockable
£4.70
240 capacity stackable
£15.00

ERN DIGITAL V£A4>f>ljgEpS ALL

ESTERN

^S" f&yPSLr AVAILABLE IN

' HJPUlEW LABEL ONLY

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

Cheques and

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851784

Postal Orders to:

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 851792
Fax No:0597 851416
DeptST01, GlenCelyn House, Penybont,Llandrindod Wells, Powys,LD1 5SY
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

*brand new, but labelled "Olympia"
THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE

From the makers of Mountain Biking UK and ST Format

The ultimate cycling accessory

...buy a better bike

The new

CyclingPlus contains the ultimate in bicycle tests. Read
the essential head-to-head reviews of NEW road bikes,
mountain bikes, tourers, tandems, time-trial bikes and

magazine

more. Don't buy a bike - or any cycling accessory without reading Cycling Plus first.

that shows

...ride faster
CyclingPlus is packed with tips and techniques that will
improve your performance. Whether you want to beat a

you how to...

25-mile personal best or climb more
quickly off-road, we have
the answers.

Guaranteed

...get fitter

OVER 50
practical tips

On a bike, you are the engine.

in every

Find out how to fine-tune your
issue!
body to peak performance. How
to go faster and ride further. Learn from
the pros - and the men who train the pros

...fix your bike
Maintenance as you've never seen it before. Practical easyto-follow advice on how to keep your bike running smoothly
and efficiently. Discover the secrets of successful

maintenance in our step-by-step format - secrets that will
save you time and money.
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...discover new rides
Whether you ride off-road or on, CyclingPlus has the
routes. Clearly laid out with maps, pics, facts, gradient
profiles and even suggested gear ratios. From the short,
sharp shock to the long-distance tour, you'll have the ride
of a lifetime in Cycling Plus.

...keep up-to-date
We guarantee to have more tests of new cycling products
than any other magazine. We'll tell you what to buy and

what to avoid. Our definitive product round-ups will give
you the full facts on a whole range of gear, from pedals to
pumps, from handlebar tape to aerobars.

ON SALE JANUARY 9th
ONLY £1.95

SOFTWARE

ATARI HARDWARE

^^

52 0 ST-E Discovery Xtra 2
52 0 ST-FM Discovery Pack
10 40 ST-E Family Curriculum

M 3ga 1 ST-E
M sga 2 ST-E + HD
St jcy 2Mb Ram 20Mb HD

£299.9'
£244.9C
£294.9C
£614.9<
£869.9<
£1344.9*>

IT 'Mb Ram 40Mb HD

£1629.9t )

IT 1Mb Ram 40Mb HD
rr 3Mb Ram 40Mb HD
SK1144 Mono Monitor
SK1144 Colour Monitor
PT C1426Multisinc
M rGAFILE30HD
M rGAFILE 60 HD
PC rtfolio

£1934.9< >
£2139.9' >
£134.9< >
£229.9< >
£409,9< >
£344.9'

£459.9' >
£181.9' >

WORDPROCESSORS/TEXT EDITORS
lat Word Plus

£59.95

Calligrapher Junior

£69.00

K-Word2
Pretext v5.5

£29.95
£102.95

Tempus2

£28.95

That's Write
Wordflair
WordPerfect
Word Writer
Write On

£89.95
£59.95
£178.95
Call
£44.95

Fleet St Publisher v3

£169.95

Pagestream v2
Pagestream Font Sets each

£164.95
£44.95

DATABASES
AdimensPlus
DGBose

£96.95
£34.95

Data Manager Prof

£29.95

K-Data
Proddta

£37.95
£67.95

Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

£39.95
£64.95
£164.95

3D-Calc
DGCalc

Frontier Xtra-RAM ST-E

Frontier Xtra-RAM Deluxe

Timeworks Publisher 2

• Internal SIMM RAM upgrade for Atari ST-F/ST-FM

>Internal SIMM/SIPPRAM upgrade for Atari ST-E
>Easy to install-No soldering required

ana Mega ST
• Easy Installation-No soldering on most ST's

i Free RAM test, RAM disk & printer spooler

• Free RAM test. RAM disk & printer spooler software

software
) Detailed instruction manual

•Detailed instruction

>0.5Mb populated

manual

• 10 day money back

^Sto

• 2Mb populated

•0.5Mb populated £59.99
•2Mb populated

£69.99

£99.99

»4Mb populated

•4Mb populated £159.99

1 Roctec 3.5' Floppy Disk

£134.99

• Capacity; 720K
(formatted)

•—•«„

£48.95

FTL Modula 2 Developer
GFA Basic Compiler
GFA Basic Interpreter

£69.95
£23.95
£39.95

• Clock cartridge with full pass
through port
• Set system & keyboard clocks
every you turn on or reset your ST

• Access time: 3ms
track to track

• Compatible with

•Two year
guarantee -..
including
battery
• 10 day money

ail ST's

• On/Off switch at
rear

• 28.5mm high
• Very quiet

back offer

lii/i-l

£41.95

Hisoft Forth

£28.95

Highspeed Pascal

Contriver Trackball
Save on desk space with this ultra-responsive
trackball. Features three iocking drag buttons
and carries a 10 day money back satisfaction

satisfaction guarantee. »^r,K-l-W

guarantee. fl.^fr'|-||

£54.95
£41.95
£21.95
£37.95
£29.95

System3

£41.95

£72.95
£72.95
£72.95

Band in a Box
C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator
Cubase
Cubeat

£62.95
£284.95
£474.95
£489.95
£274.95

£25.95
£41.95

Dr T'sCopyist App
DrT'sCopyist DTP
Dr T'sOmega
Dr T'sTiger Cub

£94.95
£234.95
£284.95
£94.95
£209.95
£24.95
£35.95

£119.95
£34.95

Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin 2

K-Resource2

£29.95

DrT'sX-OR
K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

MailshotPlus
Neodesk3
Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS

£34.95
£29.95
£17.95
£24.95
£24.95

Better Maths 12-16 yrs
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 Over 8

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Fun School 3 (or 4) Under 5
Fun School 3 (or 4) 5-7
Fun School 3 (or 4) Over 7
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£19.95

Maths Mania 8-12 yrs
M Beacon Teaches Typing

£19.95
£22.95

Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95
£20.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator

£20.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95

Knife ST
K-Graph3

!.£24.95
£37.95

Bffil

Contriver Euromouse

Cashbook Combo
Cashbook Controller
Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2
Personal Fin Man Plus

£74.95

Lattice Cv5
Nevada Cobol

FaSTcomm2

The most responsive microswitched upgrademouse on the market. Comes complete with
mouse pocket and carries a 10 day money back

Call

Hisoft C Interpreter

Forget-Me-Clock II

mechanism

Drive

Call

FTL Modula 2

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

• Sony drive

£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£91.95
£112.95

LANUGAGES

Devpac 3

Hisoft Basic 2

£29.99

offer!

£89.95

ASSEMBLERS/COMPILERS/

£22.95
£27.95

K-Spread
K-Spread2
K-Spread3
K-Spread4
K-Spread4T

."

£39.95

K-Comm2
Mini Office Comms

£37.95
£18.95

Canvas

£10.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

£29.95
£36.95
£36.95
£36.95
£36.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw Supercharged
Hyperpaint2

£19.95
£36.95
£59.95
£29.95

MasterCAD

£22.95

Spectrum 512

£22.95

EDUCATIONAL

The Three Bears

£19.95

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words

£14.95
£14.95

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS
Philips 8833/11

Seikosha SP-1900AI Printer
•

• 192/160 cps
Fast/Std Draft

•
•

•

'^0^Z^

•

can't see listed

Push tractor with

paper parking
Auto paper
load and eject
Complete with

base
available

FreeF-19

Stealth Fighter

vmm

Centronics

1 year on-site

Cable

•

Please call us for a price
on any hardware,
software or peripherals
you may require but

48/40 cps
Fast/Std NLQ

14" colour monitor

• 640 x 200 pixels on RGB Input
• Supplied complete with cables
Optional
tilt/swivel

niriM

warranty

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

120D+
124D
Swift 9
Swift 24

£124.99
£184.99
£194.99
£264.99

£69.99
£169.99

Datascan Professional

£169.99

Supra 2400 Modem
Supra 2400 Plus Modem
Stereo Replay

£114.99
£174.9
£64.99

Swift 9/24

£239.99

StarLC-20

£154.99

StarLC-24-10

£199.99
£214.99
£239.99
£299.99

Stereomaster

£29.99

Star LC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour

Playback
Replay Professional

£22.99
£69.99

That's A Mouse

£14.99

Supra 52Mb Hard Drive
Supra 105Mb Hard Drive

£394.99
£564.99

Golden Image Mouse

£19.99

Naksha Mouse
Tilt 8c Swivel Monitor Base
Unversal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable
ST-FM to Scart Cable
ST-E to Scart Cable

£24.99
£9.99
£6.99
£4.99
£11.99
£14.99

3.5" 80 Cap Disk Box
10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk3.5":

£6.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99

Star LC200

Cumana 1Mb 3.5" Drive

0.5MbXtra-RAM Std ST-FM
2Mb Xtra-RAM Std ST-FM
Printer-Q Buffers
AT Once Plus

£69.99

£52.99
£87.99
from £52.99
£174.99

AT Speed C16c/w DR DOSv5
PC Speed

£219.99
£89.99

Hitachi Camera 8c Lens

£224.99
£104.99

Vidi ST + Vidi Chrom

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. Allitems subject to availability.
Allprices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice.
Allprices include VAT and UK delivery, E& OE, All trademarks acknowledged,

gpjg

Vidi RGBSplitter
Golden Image Scanner

SOFTMACHINE
Dept STF0292,20Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland, SRI ITE
Sales Tel:(091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel:(091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960
Goods are not offered on a trial basis. Goods are offered for sole subject to our conditions of sole.

Callers welcome.
Our hours of business are

9.30am till 5.30pm
Monday to Saturday

SCREENPLAY

game reviews

TURRICAN

FORMAT RATINGS REVIEWED
How did FORMAT rate the games reviewed over the last three months?

Germany isn't entirely peopled by
deadly serious ST owners with mono
monitors; there are some people who
play games, and even write them. Turncan is German, and it's now out on bud
get.

Usual stuff: run about the scrolling
landscape blasting everything you clap
eyes on, collect the power-ups to
power up, and stay out of trouble. The
graphics initially look little more than
average, but, after playing the game for
a bit, you notice how smooth the
scrolling is, how well the main charac
ter moves, and the excellent detailed
shading on the background. The sky
gets darker as you progress into the
underground caves, too.

•

One of these bats is a little different

from the others. Can you tell which one
it is? That's right, it's the big manshaped one with the gun on the left.
Turrican - German for "Turrican."

TURRICAN

VERDICT: Turrican is still an excellent

shoot-'em-up, though it does seem to
suffer somewhat from a lack of charac

ter. Everything is well-programmed, but
the game has no soul. If, however, you
couldn't give a flying semprini if a game
has soul or not, you'll be at home here.
There's carnage aplenty, it's not too
hard, and there's a huge world to
explore. A classic blaster.
ED RICKETTS

KIXX £7.99
• About as original as fl/exei Sayle'sStuff, but
great fun nevertheless. Comparewith Turrican 2 thisone standsup well.

W RATING 77 %

TITANIC BLINKY
We've

had

every

"Dizzy"

game

under the sun (Leprosy Colony Dizzy is
next up, apparently), and now Zeppelin
are evidently hoping that people are
going to warm to their new character,
Blinky.
Blinky is a ghost stuck on the
Titanic, who has to collect, er, things to
stop old what's-his-name before he can
destroy the world. Actually, ignore all
that. All you need to know is that you
should be shooting the baddies, jump
ing around the deck and collecting
goodies. Objects have to be collected
to solve puzzles to let you progress to
let you shoot baddies to...
Yes, it's bland, unoriginal and very
silly, but it's put together well. The
graphics are nicely drawn: big bright
colours, good thick lines around every

thing, and there's some plings and
plomps thrown in on the sound side.
VERDICT: Find a small child, watch him

POPULOUS 2

STF30

VROOM

STF 29

92%

UTOPIA

STF 29

90%

Silent Service

STF 30

-88%

Populous

STF 30

•8%

Realms

page 66

87%

Robocod

page 56

86%

MiG-29 M SuperFulcrum
Magic Fly

STF 29

85%

page 79

84%

Chart Attack

page 74

83%

Magnetic Scrolls Collection

page 69

81%

Bug Hunt

STF 30

80%

Suspicious Cargo

page 69

79%

First Samurai

STF 30

79%

Suspicious Cargo

STF 30

79%

Baby Jo

STF 30

79%

Train Set 2

STF 30

78%

Turrican

page 82

77%

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2
Cruise for a Corpse
Rugby - The World Cup
Rolling Ronny

STF 30

77%

STF 29

76%

page 73

76%

STF 30

76%

Smash TV

page 65

74%

The Simpsons

page 60

74%

Final Fight

STF 29

74%

Cisco Heat

STF 30

72%

Blues Brothers

STF 29

72%

Deathbringer

STF 30

72%

Guardians

page 76

71%

Fighter Command

page 79

71%

Evilution

STF 29

70%

Rodland

STF 29

70%

Wolfpack

STF 30

70%

Titanic Blinky

page 82

69%

Elf

STF 29

69%

Shadow Sorcerer

STF 29

69%

Fort Apache

STF 30

68%

The Adventures of Robin Hood

STF 29

68%

Wild Wheels

STF 30

67%

Crime Time

STF 30

67%

Five Intelligent Strategy Games

STF 30

67%

Face Off

STF 29

65%

Ynis Wintrin

STF 30

65%

Beast Busters

STF 30

64%

Terminator 2

STF 29

63%

Super Space Invaders

STF 30

63%

• Greatfor "the kiddies;" not so great otherwise.

Strike Fleet

STF 30

63%

• Competently done,thoughCodemasters will
probably sue.

Hard Nova

STF 30

62%

Data Chess 2

STF 30

62%

Captain Planet and the Planeteers

STF 30

61%

The James Bond Collection

STF 29

57%

Action Pack

page 74

56%

England Championship Special
The Capcom Collection

STF 29

56%

STF 30

56%

Robozone

STF 30

54%

Thunder Burner

page 73

53%

• Blinky gives the

Circuitry 1 and 2

STF 30

52%

game away slightly

Charge of the Light Brigade

STF 29

52%

Gauntlet 3

page 70

48%

play this and convince yourself it's quite
a good game - for one with a concept
originating around 1983. The box is
handy for propping up your monitor.
ED RICKETTS

TITANIC BLINKY
ZEPPELIN £7.99

57/ RATING 69 %

whenever he shoots.

He is, in fact, a very

Football Director 2

STF 29

43%

on his head. Sorry to
shatter your illusions,

Booly

page 76

34%

Rugby Coach

STF 30

32%

but there you are.

Escape From Singe's Castle

page 70

31%

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

STF 29

26%

Moonfall

STF 29

24%

sad man with a sheet

NOTE: Games in red are rev ewed in this issue

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY

1 992

95%

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COMPUTER
SUPPLIES
Suppliers ofDiscount Software since 1984
Educational, Local Authority and government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E & 0 E.
Prices include VAT and delivery by post.
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed
below to place credit card orders (Access/Visa) or send

DISNEY SOFTWARE
From the world's best animators and

featuring all of your favourite characters
For 2-5 year olds

Goofy's Railway Express

19.95

(Learn about colours and shapes)

Donald's Alphabet Chase
19.95
(Learn about the alphabet)
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
19.95

(Find andcounttherunaway animals)
FUN SCHOOL
The all time best selling educational

software from Database Educational.

A number of programs per package
covering a range of subjects.

trouble with CAPITALS?
Keys to Please
3.95
Ifordered with other goods
2.95
A complete set of lower case keyboard
stickers to help younger children use
the computer
Learn to Read with Prof.

Prisma Software's complete reading
course for 4 to 9 year olds.
1. Prof Plays a New Game
19.95
2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences
4. Prof Hunts for Words

19.95
19.95
19.95

LCL Software

Each package is designed as a complete

FUN SCHOOL 2
8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

course, including a 100 page plus
12.95
paperback book, with 24 programs.
12.95 Primary Maths Course (3 to 11)
19.95
12.95 Micro Maths (12/adult to GCSE)
19.95
Micro French (12/adult to GCSE)
19.95

For 2 to 6 years
For 6 to 8 years
For the Over 8's
FUN SCHOOL 3
6 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

15.95
B.WARE EDUCATIONAL
15.95 B. Spell Plus (5 to 8 years)
14.95

MJC SUPPLIES (SF)
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,

For the over 7's

15.95 Schooltime Maths (over 5's)

Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ.

Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines)
PROTAR PRODUCTS
PROGATE HARD DRIVES
DISCACHE MODELS
Protar's superb range of hard drives, fully
are fitted with 64Kb cache memory, which
compatible with all ST's, offering up to 12 can reduce disk access times by up to 50%.
partitions per disk, selectable boot partition
Guarantee extended to 2 years.
and a wide range of configurations to suit all Progate 40DC
423.00
requirements, from 20Mbyte to 160Mbyte. Progate 80DC
565.00
Progate 160DC
922.00
Progate 20 (20.4 Mb formatted) 280.00
PROTAR MONITOR
Progate 30 (30.7 Mb)
327.00
Protar's VISTO C141M is a medium
Progate 40 (42.9 Mb)
341.00
resolution monitor based on the Philips
Progate 60 (61.9 Mb)
437.00
8833, but with improved circuitry.
Progate 80 (80Mb)
486.00
Supplied complete with ST cable.
Order any Protar product and add
£239.95
Timeworks DTP 1 & First Word Plus
Includes free courier delivery
for £49.00

THE COMPLETE COLOUR
DIGITIZING SOLUTION
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
VIDI-ST
The best value digitiser for the Atari ST. Fits in line between your video source and the
Vidi-ST unit to filter out red, green and blue
Grabs 16 shade mono images from any
for use with the colour software.
moving or still video source, including your
Witha cable, (add £4.95) grabbing
home VCR. Mono images can be saved in
with Vidi can be automated.
Degas or Neochrome formats for use with
£59.95
your favourite DTP or other graphics
program. Included is the Vidi-Chrome
THE COMPLETE
software, which allows you to digitise from
COLOUR SOLUTION
your camera three times, each time using a
The complete package, comprising
different coloured filter (supplied) in front of
VIDI-ST
the lens. Also allows you to use an RGB
VIDI-CHROME
splitter with any still video source, grabbed
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
three times. 512 colours on STFM, 4096 on
SPECTRUM 512
STE. Also includes Spectrum 512 colour
ST G-BASE
software, and ST G-Base, graphics database.
AND ALL LEADS AND POWER SUPPLY
RRP £129.00 OURS £84.95 RRP £179.00 OURS £134.95

FUN SCHOOL 4

AGE GROUPS AS FUN SCHOOL 3

ARNOR PRODUCTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION
The MJC Supplies Educational Supplement
gives more detailed information on our
range of Educational software. If you would
Use the mouse to colour in the characters like a copy please send a SAE or ask when
from the TV show. INCLUDES FREE WATCH. placing an order.
Letters for you
15.95
Numbers Count

15.95

Henriettas Book of Spells (5-12)
14.95
Mix and Match (pre-readers)
7.95
7.95 Count and Add (under 7's)

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
Factfile Spelling (6-11)

Factfiles are data for Answerback Quizonly.

French Mistress
German Master

14.95
14.95

Let's Spell at Home
14.95 Let's Spell Out and About
14.95 Let's Spell at the Shops

Spanish Tutor
Italian Tutor

GRAPHICS &
PRESENTATIONS
36.95
59.95

Mini Office Presentation Graphics

12.95

Deluxe Paint ST
Canvas

44.95
10.95

Harlekin 2 new version
Hisoft Knife ST

39.95
19.95

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

19.95
22.95

Cyber Studio (1Mb req'd)
Cyber Paint

39.95
39.95

Flexidump (for 9 pin mono)
Flexidump Plus (all dot matrix)
Forget-Me-Clock 2

17.95
31.95
24.95

JiMehfVMIILVc
Tempus 2 - Programmers Editor .29.95
GST C Compiler
15.95
Hisoft C Interpreter
39.95
Lattice C version 5

99.95

Nevada Cobol (CPM inc. emulator)...33.95
Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)

33.95

STOS - THE CREATOR

Our most popular mouse. Includes
Operation Stealth, Mat and Holder
£21.95

Basicallya re-badged Naksha, but without
the trimmings.
£14.95

12.95

CUMANA CSA 354
DISK DRIVE
Quality external, double sided disk drive.
Including PSU and cable.
£69.95

SPECIAL OFFERS

19.95
12.95

MINI OFFICE
Spreadsheet, Presentation Graphics

BOTH THE ABOVE STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro Software

29.95
15.95

ANY TWO FOR £25.00

STOS Maestro Plus sampler

39.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

11.95

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP
PUBLISHER 1

STOS Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

or Communications

Bargain Bundles

39.95

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Mini Office Communications

Hisoft High Speed Pascal V1.5 ..69.95

Home Accounts 2

MECHANICAL MOUSE

36.95
24.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

RRP £99.88 OUR PRICE £64.95

SQUIK

MISCELLANEOUS
Quartet VI.5 4 voice music synth
Playback givesstereo to STFM's

89.95

29.95
24.95
21.95
12.95
29.95

NAKSHA

23.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

Timeworks DTP 2

64.95

RRP £99.99 OUR PRICE £49.95

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

SOFT STUFF

Kosmos Language Tutors Magic Storybook
Things to do with Numbers
The ideal aidto learning vocabulary
Things to do with Words

Prodata version 1.2

RRP £152.75 OUR PRICE £99.95

(SCET)LANDER SOFTWARE

Kosmos Educational Software Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2, by B.Ware
3D Calc Spreadsheet
Mini Office Spreadsheet
Personal Finance Manager Plus

FOR GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
PRINTER

12.95

SESAME STREET
COLOURING BOOKS

PRODATA 1.2
New Pull-down menus, automatic record
numbering, 2 across label printing.
Instantaneous filtering and more.
PROTEXT 4.3
The entry level version of this extremely
quick word processor is available for a
limited period at a VERYSPECIAL PRICE.
Includes pull down menus and spell checker.

14.95

Master Time (3-11)

£16.95 each

DATABASES/FINANCIAL
PROTEXT 5.5!
Awarded Format Gold!(11/91)
All the power of version 5 and more! A
thesaurus is the first thing you'll notice, but
also includes automatic hyphenation, revised
dictionaries, new word count options to aid
style analysis, improved print formatting,
help, and line drawing, and better data
import from Prodata. STILL THE BEST WP

10.95

Playspell Plus (over 7's)

With Cumana CSA 354 disk drive

Plus First Word Plus (no mail-merge)
£124.95
or

With Vidi ST and Vidi Chrome

Plus First Word Plus (no mail merge)
£134.95

NEW RELEASE

kVZ.1:MJ:!.M=fc«T7Ti
Protext version 5.5 (1Mb)
Protext 4.3 limited offer just

99.95
49.95

Word Flair (1Mb)
57.95
First Word Plus (Free Neodesk 3!)....64.95
Word Writer

36.95

TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2
(due 21st October, but call before ordering)

Latest version of this ever popular DTP

program offering most of the features
you'll need and the ease of use you want.
Textflow around irregular objects, extra
fonts, Protext file import & more over
version 1.
OUR PRICE £89.95

SAMPLERS
Stereomaster, playback viamonitor

29.95

Replay 8, output for Hi-Fi or monitor
44.95
Replay Stereo, twin outputs for both.64.95
Replay Prof, monoHi-Fi/monitor

79.95

COURIER DELIVERY SERVICE
Available on all orders. Prices start from
£3.00 - Please ask for details

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS
Alcatraz
Awesome

£17.99
£20.99

TOP 50 CHART
Bart Simpson

£17.99

Beast 2
Blues Brothers

£17.99
£17.99

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Microprose Golf

£24.99

Midwinter 2

£24.99

£13.99
£20.99

3D Construction Kit
3D Pool
Armour Geddon
Bat

£27.99
£7.99
£17.99
£24.99

Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis)
Billy The Kid

£17.99
£17.99

Cruise for A Corpse

£19.99

Oh No More Lemmings
Powermonger
Pro Tennis Tour 2

£17.99

£24.99

£20.99

£20.99

Railroad Tycoon (1Meg)

Bridge Player 2150

Celtic Legends

£20.99
£17.99

C17.99

£20.99

Deuteros
Elf

Battle Chess

Blue Max

£17.99
£20.99

Realms

£20.99

Captive

£17.99

Robocod

£17.99

Chaos Strikes Back

£14.99

Deathbringer

£20.99

£18.99
£17.99
£24.99

£17.99

Cisco Heat
Das Boot

F-19 Stealth Fighter
Final Fight
Flight of the Intruder

Cadaver

£17.99

Death Trap
Disciples of Steel
Double Dragon 3

£17.99
£20.99
£17.99

£24.99
£17.99
£17.99
£20.99

£17.99
£17.99
£24.99

Chuck Yeagers AFT V.2

Formula 1 Grand Prix
G.O.D.S
Hard Nova
Heimdall

R-Type2
Secret of Monkey Island
Silent Service 2 (1 Meg)

Colditz
Colossus Chess X

£17.99
C12.99

Elvira 2

£20.99

Daily Double Racing
Dragon's Lair
Dragon's Lair 2 - Timewarp

F117A Stealth Fighter
Face Off Ice Hockey

£24.99
£17.99

£19.99
£17.99
£17.99

£7.99
£27.99
£28.99
£14.99

First Samurai
Gauntlet 3

Hero's Quest (Gremlin)

£17.99

Sim City + Populous
Speedball 2
Super Monaco Grand Prix

Hudson Hawk
Hunter

£17.99
£24.99

Switchblade 2
S.W.I.V.

£17.99

Elite

£12.99

£17.99

£17.99
£17.99

Jimmy White's Snooker

£20.99

Kick Off 2

£12.99

Indy Jones Fate of Atlantis
Knights of the Sky
Last Ninja 3
Mega Traveller 2
Mercenary 3

£20.99
£24.99
£17.99
£20.99
£20.99

Knightmare

£17.99

Terminator 2
Thunderhawk
Toki Goes Wild

£17.99
£20.99
£17.99

F-16 Combat Pilot
F-16 Falcon
F-29 Retaliator
Ferrari Formula One

£17.99
£14.99
£17.99
£8.99

Leander

£17.99

Utopia

£20.99

Lotus Turbo 2

£17.99

Magic Pockets
Mega Lo Mania

£17.99
£17.99

Vroom
World Class Cricket

£17.99
£17.99

World Class Rugby

£17.99

Obitus

£17.99

Mega Twins

£17.99

WWF Wrestlemania

£17.99

Paperboy 2
Pit Fighter
Populous 2
Powermonger 2
Prophecy

£17.99
£17.99
£20.99
£20.99
£17.99

Reach for the Skies

£20.99

Robocop 3

£17.99

Rodland

£17.99

Secret of Monkey Island 2
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffa
Storm Across Europe (SSI)
Suspicious Cargo
Tip Off

£20.99
£20.99
£20.99
£17.99
£17.99

Turtles Arcade
Video Kid

press. These willbe despatched within 24hrs of
release subject to availability

POWER UP ONLY £20.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION ONLY £14.99

Turrican, Chase HQ, Rainbow Islands, X-Out,

Bubble Bobble, Rainbow Islands,

Altered Beast

New Zealand Story

AIR/SEA SUPREMACY ONLY £20.99

WORLD CUP COMPILATION '90 ONLY £7.99

Silent Service, Gunship, F15 Strike Eagle.
Carrier Command, P47 Thunderbolt

Tracksuit Manager, Kick Off,

CHALLENGERS - ONLY £19.99

Pro Tennis Tour, Kick Off, Fighter Bomber,
Super Ski, Stunt Car Racer

Tetris, Tau Ceti, Tracker, Joe Blade

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99

COMBAT ACES ONLY E19.99

Football Manager 2, Microprose Soccer, Gazzas
Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition

F16 Falcon, Gunship, Fighter Bomber
SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT COMMANDO

LEISURE GENIUS PACK ONLY £14.99

- ONLY £12.99 Eliminator, Skychase Strike
Force Harrier, Lancaster, Skyfox II

Scrabble, Risk, Cluedo Master Detective

POWER PACK ONLY £14.99

MIND GAMES ONLY £14.99

£13.99

Xenon 2, Bloodwych, TV Sports Football,
Lombard Rally

Waterloo, Austerlitz, Conflict in Europe

£16.99
£16.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ONLY £20.99

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL.1 - ONLY £20.99

£17.99

Batman the Movie, Indiana Jones Last

Midwinter, Carrier Command, Int. Soccer

£13.99

Crusade, Robocop, Ghostbusters 2

Challenge, Starglider 2, Stunt Car Racer

£16.99

Answerback Junior

Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-14)
Counts Add

French Mistress

Fun School 4, Under 5
Fun School 4, 5-7
Fun School 4, 7-11

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

German Master

£13.99

Henrietta's Book of Spells
Hooray For Henrietta
Lets Spell At Home
Lets Spell At The Shops
Lets Spell Out & About
Magic Storybook

£17.99
£17.99
£13.99
£13.99
£13.99
£19.99

Maths Mania
Mix And Match
Postman Pat
Puzzle Book 1
Puzzle Book 2

£16.99
£17.99
£6.99
£13.99
£13.99

Spell Book
Things To Do With Numbers
Things To Do With Words

£13.99
£13.99
£13.99

ACCESSORIES
40 Lockable Disk Box
80 Lockable Disk Box

£5.99
£7.99

Atari ST 520/1040 Dust Cover

£4.99

Atari ST 4 Player Adaptor
Disk Cleaning Kit

£7.99
£2.99

Maverick Game Controller
Mouse Mat 6mm
Pro 5000 Clear Extra

£14.99

£3.99
£12.99

Quickjoy Topstar
Quickshot Python
Quickshot Python (Microswitch)
Stingray Handheld Joystick
2M Joystick Ext
Twin Joystick Ext

£19.99
£8.99
£10.99
£13.99
£6.99
£6.99

£24.99
£14.99
£7.99
£17.99

Jumping Jackson
Killing Cloud

£7.99
£17.99
£7.99

Leisuresuit Larry
Leisuresuit Larry 2
Leisuresuit Larry 3
Lemmings

£20.99
£26.99
£27.99
£17.99

Life & Death
Lost Patrol

£17.99
£17.99

Lotus Turbo Challenge

£17.99

M1 Tank Platoon

International Soccer

COMPUTER HITS II - ONLY £7.99

EDUCATIONAL
3 Bears (5-10 yrs)

Flight Simulator 2
Football Director 2
Gauntlet II
Golden Axe

Leaderboard

£17.99
£17.99

Please note that the majority of the forthcoming
attractions are not released at time of going to

Dungeon Master

ACTION MASTERS ONLY £18.99

TOP LEAGUE ONLY £20.99

F16 Combat Pilot, Italy 1990, Welltris, Turbo
Outrun, Double Dragon 2

Speedball 2, F16 Falcon, Rick Dangerous 2,
TV Sports Football, Midwinter

£20.99

Man Utd Europe

£17.99

Mavis Beacons Typing
Mega Traveller 1

£20.99
£20.99

Mercs

£17.99

Metal Masters

£17.99

Mig 29 - Fulcrum

£24.99

NARC
Overlord

£17.99
£14.99

Pang

£17.99

Pirates

£17.99

Player Manager
Populous

£12.99
£8.99

Promised Lands

£7.99

Red Storm Rising
Rick Dangerous 2

£17.99
£17.99

Shadow Warrior

£17.99

Space Ace
Space Quest III
Super Cars 2
Supremacy

£27.99
£27.99
£17.99
£20.99

Tank Attack
Team Yankee
Test Drive 2
Their Finest Hour
Total Recall

£7.99
£20.99
£17.99
£20.99
£17.99

Toyota Celica
Treasure Island Dizzy

£17.99
£4.99

Ultima V

£20.99

UMS 2 (1 Meg)

£20.99

Wonderland

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS •
Airborne Ranger

£9.99

Ivanhoe

£7

Shadowgate

£5.99

Atomic Robokid
Batman The Movie

£7.99
£7.99

James Pond

£7

£7.99
£7.99

£4.99

£4
£4

Sherman M4
Shinobi

Boulderdash Const. Kit

Kid Gloves
Kult

Silent Service

£9.99

Laser Squad
Light Corridor

£7
£6

Little Puff

£6

Lombard Rally

£7

Spindizzy Worlds
Spy Vs Spy I
Spy Vs Spy II
Spy Vs Spy III
Starflight

£7.99
£4.99
£4.99
£4.99
£8.99

Steve Davis Snooker

£9.99

Stunt Car Racer

£9.99

Summer Olypiad
Super Cars (Gremlin)
Super Gridrunner
Superstar Ice Hockey
Tennis Cup

£4.99
£7.99
£4.99
£7.99
£6.99
£7.99
£9.99
£6.99

£9.99

Brian Cloughs Football

£6.99

Bubble Bobble
California Games

£7.99
£7.99

Centrefold Squares

£7.99

Chase HQ

£7.99

Manic Miner

£7

C.J.'s Elephant Antics
Cloud Kingdoms

£6.99
£4.99

Colorado
Cosmic Pirate

£4.99
£4.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon
Dragon Ninja

£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

Maya
Monty Python
Murders In Space
Mystical
Night Hunter

£4
£7
£6
£6
£7

NinjaRabbits

£6

Drakken

£8.99

Fantasy World Dizzy

£6.99

Ninja Warriors
Oil Imperium
Operation Wolf

£7
£7
£7

Fast Food

£6.99

Pacland

£7

Time Machine
Turrican
Tusker

Pacmania

£6

TV Sports Football

Federation of Free Traders .£8.99

£20.99

UTILITIES
Degas Elite

£17.99

Deluxe Paint

£44.99

Devpac 2
Digicalc

£44.99
£27.99

First Word Plus

£39.99

Harlekin 2
Hisoft Basic

£39.99
£59.99

Hisoft C Interpreter

£44.99

Home Accounts
Knife ST

£17.99
£24.99

K-Spread 3
Lattice CV5

£59.99
£104.99

Mastersound2
NEO Desk 3
Personal Pascal
Protext V.5

£29.99
£29.99
£59.99
£119.99

Quartet

£34.99

Replay Professional

£105.99

ST Basic

£4.99

ST Replay 8

£59.99

STOS

£20 99

Populous
Projectyle

£8
£8
£4

Twin World
£7.99
UMS Scenario Civil War ...£3.99
Uninvited...
£7.99

STOS 3D (coming soon)

Quest For Time Bird

Football Manager II+ Exp Kit£9.99
Forgotten Worlds
£7.99

Rainbow Islands

£7

Voyager

STOS Maestro Plus

£52.99

Rick Dangerous

£9

Welltris

£6.99

Hammerfist

£6.99

Roadwar2000

£4

Winter Olypiad

£4.99

Superbase Personal 2
Tempus 2

£29.99
£29.99

Infestation
Iron Lord

£5.99
£9.99

Robocop
R-Type

£7
£7

Xenon 2
XOut

£9.99
£7.99

Timeworks DTP
Wordflair

£79.99
£64.99

Fish

£7.99

Flood
Fools Errand

£8.99
£7.99

/^tt:

£7.99

STOS Compiler
STOS Maestro

'.

['.""..'".".'..'...£24.99
£16.99
£16.99
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SCREENPLAY

GAMEBUSTERS
Un Apres Ski de Tips et Hints
Bouffant Desiree. Un film de Ed

Ricketts. Starring Sylvia Damage as
The Woman with the Plaster, Franklyn
Gothic as The Man with the Woman

with the Plaster, and Rabid Twee as R
Twee. Cert 18, smoking on the left

ADDICTABALL
A LLI G AT A

ONLY NEAT THING TO DO (including

spaces). You should have infinite lives
and pressing Z skips a level.

Before pressing the space type IJC. To
start on a certain level, press the
appropriate F-key.

AFTER THE
WAR

BEACH
VOLLEY

If you're a regular reader of STF you can
safely skip this part without missing any
thing new. But for our new readers -

tion

you

may find

what's this about, then? What are these
strange words littered here? How can

game: coordinates, [•

directions,

they help you if you've just bought an ST?

how to complete a \ «»

Well, it's no secret that some games
are too hard. Even the programmers can't
guarantee that they can play the whole
thing, so they often put in cheat modes to
enable them to test their games. It's usu
ally activated by typing a word or phrase
at some point. In Gamebusters, we give
you those cheat modes. Or rather, you do

certain level, things^

useful or invaluable

when

playing

a

maps, \ «^

you need to collect in an
adventure, and

so on.

We

print anything and everything that we
think might be useful to suffering gameplayers.
So, for all those readers who are new

to STFand maybe new to the ST as well,

- most of our cheats come from readers

here's a collection of some of the best

who have discovered the cheats by some

tips we've had in the past, as well as Part
One of a complete guide to Magic Pock
ets by its programmer. Regular readers

means and decided to share them.

Other cheats include passwords to

enable you to access higher levels (if the
game uses that method), or just informa

bear with us - it'll be back to normal next

issue. But now, on with the tips...

OCEAN

Type in DADDY BRACEY. Now pressing
Fl skips levels.

D I N AM IC

During the first stage, press <Alter-

WHAT'S GOING ON

BLOODWYCH

DAYLIGHT
ROBBERY

CONTINENTAL
CIRCUS

nate> and B and 1 for infinite energy
and time. Alternatively, press <Alternate> and M and 1 to jump to the sec
ond stage.

MIRRORSOFT

VIRGIN

Buy something as normal until you get
to paying the creature. Put an object in

At the starting line when the first red
light comes on, push the joystick for

Try these level codes on last month's

ward, pull back for the second and
push forward for the green light to get
off to a good start.

LEVEL 1: FIRST

AMC

the transfer slot instead of money. The
creature moans a bit but gives you
what you want.

D I N AM I C

Access codes NOSTROMO, DISCOV
ERY, ENTERPRISE, DAGOBAH, REPLI
CANT, KRULL, METROPOLIS.

ARMY MOVES
D I N A M I C

For part two, the code is 101069. In
part one, press <Alternate>, 1 and D
for immunity. For the same effect in
part two, press <Altemate>, 1 and J.

ATOMIX
RAINBOW

ARTS

Press <Help> to enter password mode,
then enter TIME for a frozen clock.

BOMBUZAL

Cover Disk demo.

LEVEL 2: DRILLS
LEVEL 3: ZOOOOO
LEVEL 5: MAYHEM
LEVEL 6: XAMPLE

IMAGEWORKS

Level codes: ROSS, TREE, RATT, LISA,
SINK, DAVE, BIKE, IRON, BIRD, BIRD,
LEAD, TAPE, WEED, VASE, RING, PILL,

DEFENDER 2

GIRL, SPOT, GOLD, PALM, OPAL,
LOCK, SONG, SAFE, FIRE, WORM,

Type RAVEN while playing. After that I

ARC

toggles invincibility and N teleports you

LAMP.

to the next level.

BSS JANE
SEYMOUR
GREMLIN

Level codes: SLUMBER, INTEREST,
BULKHEAD, SHOWROOM, MUSHBASH.

BAAL

BUILDERLAND
LORICIEL/

Enter LOVEBUNDLE as your name in

INFOGRAMES

the high score table to use the game's

Reviewed yonks ago but only just avail
able. Here's the level codes courtesy of
The Man with the Stick from A Studio.

leisure activities, including Formula
One Grand Prix on our small but luxuri

ous racing circuit in the back garden.
Please ask the driving instructor for

EMPIRE

Press <Return> on the credit screen

more details.

then type GET MORDROC DIRK (includ
ing spaces).
IHpr

CRACKDOWN
US

GOLD

Pause the game and enter the word
SMURF. Pressing Fl and F2 now
boosts both players' lives.

LEVEL 1: BUILD 1

MIRRORSOFT

LEVEL 5: DIABLO

Type NECRONOMICON on the title

LEVEL 6: GOTIU

screen for infinite lives.

LEVEL 2: YOTTHA

DRAGON'S
LAIR 2

• The hotel offers a wide range of

BACK TO THE
FUTURE 2
First''pause the game, then type THE

ZOO

LEVEL 4: BUSHES

PSYGNOSIS

trainer mode.

ELECTRONIC

LEVEL 3: BEARBY

CYBERNOID 2

LEVEL 4: OCTOPY

H EWSON

•

A full cabaret show can be seen each

evening in the main hall, featuring the
talents of very our own seductive song

stress, Marcella the Moist Mountain.

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992
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MAGIC POCKETS
RENEGADE
Sean Griffiths, the programmer who put together this excellent platform game, has decided to get itall offhis chest and tell you just about everything
you need to know. It's so huge though, that it has to be split over several issues. More next month!
GENERAL

The next bonus is indicated "behind"

The objective in Magic Pockets is to
retrieve the toy in each level. The toys
are all used as power-ups. As you

the lives hand and the "power up" hand.

progress, you see a number of arrows
thrown from the kid's pockets. Each

arrow thrown points to the toy's posi
tion on the background, relative to the
kid. (Note: this is not necessarily the
direction the kid should walk!) As the kid

gets closer to the toy, more arrows are
thrown from the kid's pockets.
The toy on Level One is the bike pull down to pick up the bike. The kid
then gets on. When on the bike, press

ing <Fire> rapidly makes the kid pedal.
If he pedals enough, the kid wheelies.
At this point, holding <Fire> down
cruises the kid along. The bike can be
used to kill nasties - a wheelie kills nas

ties for double points! Taking the toy to
the exit awards 5,000 bonus points.
THE

The

second

law

concerns

the

"bursting" of a trapped nasty. The
bonus sweets rewarded for doing this
can be determined by you. The harder
a "trap" is hit, the more bonus sweets
are delivered - that is, falling from a
great height bursts a trap into three or
four sweets, as opposed to one or two.
The third law defines the gold stars
effect. These are the player's way of
gaining mega-power-ups. A gold star
turns into a mega-power-up when
touched. The gold star's contents are
directly affected by the number of silver
stars previously collected. Gold and sil
ver stars are both mini-power-ups.

do this, trap a nasty and burst the trap.
So, if you score 5,000 points, you are
credited with a "power up," which is col
lected when a nasty is trapped and

burst. So, if a bonus of 10,000 points
is awarded, the player is credited with
two power-ups, which are collected as
the next two nasties are burst.

Every 100,000 points, the kid
becomes super-powered. This means
he gets all his lives back and is
awarded with full fast-fire and full fast-

The fourth law concerns the mini-

power-up, and gets the power of the
potion on that level. Initially, Magic
Pockets may seem simple in design.
However, repeated plays should reveal
all sorts of hidden bonuses, play tech
niques, other power-ups and secret
sections. The game logic is structured

power-up bonuses. A mini-power-up can
be created at every 5,000 points. To

around the player's abilities - the better
the player gets, the more he discovers.

• "Why isn't the ice dissolving under
water? Not too sure about this game.''
(Dr AFS Grope, Department of Pedantry)

ADVANCED

PLAY

TECHNIQUES

1. It is always possible to rattle up a
high kill count, then trap a number of

nasties at the same time (ensuring all
the traps deliver the same bonus). Then

spinning and hitting the traps bursts the

GAMEPLAY

The Magic Pockets gameplay is quite
complex. The simplicities are described
here, but the sophisticated stuff is left

for you to work out yourselves. Suffice
to say - everything you do has a knockon effect on the gameplay!
The first law to learn relates to the

"kill count" concept. Each nasty "killed"
increases the kill count - a "kill" is when

a nasty explodes into sparks. This
counter affects the bonuses that are

awarded for bursting a trapped nasty.

THE CAVE SECTIONS
CAVE SECTION ONE

and Snails,

sary. Pick up the silver star and use the bubble
gum to drift up, but take it easy: there are another
four bats at the top, though these are passive.
Land on the right and pick up the gold star.
Normally you get a transporter here, and a secret
room delivering fresh life and a protection mask. If
you choose to collect more silver stars as powerups along the way, the gold star becomes a more
powerful weapon. If you have problems with the
next corridor, then this could be good strategy.

spin into Bats.

Jump up and then spin to get to the bike. Press

You have now

<Fire> rapidly to get into a wheelie and wipe out
the Blobs. You should get a score of about 60,000
points. If you're good, you get 100,000 points. Try
to beat 140,000 - that's the best we've got!
NB: The second secret room. You get to the sec

One: The
trainer sec
tion. This
should intro

duce you to
the basic

techniques.
Shoot Blobs

killed eight
nasties. Play to trap the two Blobs at the end, and
spin into them. You should get a good bonus of
wine gums, then use the cocktail. This always sets

you up with over 10,000 points. By killing the next
few nasties, you should be able to pick a couple of
power-ups off. Watch for the Frog by the TV - he
takes ten hits, but is worth 1,000 points. The
aggressive Rockmen by the coin pile can best be
killed by jumping off the ledge onto them. Break
the blocks into the pit and get ready to spin. Get
rid of the Frogs as quickly as possible. Try not to
pick up the milk until you have lost a life, other
wise you waste it! There are two Bats that attack
next - keep spinning because these are tough! Use
the previous right hand section to hide if neces
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

for the super Rockman - he's after your bike, too.
Ignore the arrow and explore the cavern at your
peril. There are also loads of secret rooms - try
and find the sweet machine room, jelly baby room,
and the extra credit room.

ond secret room by creating another transporter
from a gold star. This room has a bat and gold star
in it. Turn the gold star into a third transporter to
skip the whole of Level One with a big bonus!

CAVE SECTION THREE
Three: Now things start get a little bit trickier. This
is the pits and columns section - it's all climbing
up and
falling down

CAVE SECTION TWO
Two: Where do I start with Section Two? It's huge!
Over 100 screens went into designing this section.
Every type of power-up and bonus can be found in

from here.
Don't miss
out on the

this section if you're prepared to explore. Choose
your direction and set off. Follow the arrow if you
wish to find the bike and exit quickly. Watch out

secret sec

tion to the

right of the start. There are power-ups scattered
around the floor, but the Bats are tough, so spin in

ups. Kill ten nasties to select a gold
star. Trap and collect. Bursting the
trap clears the "kill count," setting the
next "power up" to a silver star. Leave
the gold star untouched, trap and col
lect the silver star. Now pick up the
gold star in order to give a transporter
helmet.

4. Anticipating super-power. Every
100,000 points, the kid is fully pow
ered up. This is very useful if timed
right, and awarded on the tougher lev
els. As you approach 100,000, slow
down your scoring method and rush to
reach the exit. With your end-of-section

points

you

cheating

SCREENPLAY

collect

6. Warp bonus. For those players
who choose to skip a level by warping

are

calculated

(10*kill count)* 100.

a "compensation" score is awarded.
END

OF

SECTION

This is always 200,000 points.

BONUSES

There are six types of bonus awarded
when you exit a section. These are:
1. Kill bonus. Every time you kill a
nasty, a section "kill count" is incre

mented. This is then multiplied by 100
and added to your score. If you kill all
the nasties in the section, then a

THE

GREEN

FRUIT

DRINK

This may seem to be a relatively use
less power-up - it awards a bonus in
the next section. But the green drink
holds many a mystery. If you pick it
up, certain other bonuses change. The
pop drink now delivers a spread of
sweets, regardless of the "kill count."
The 100 points sweets are replaced

bonus points, you should top up your

bonus of 20,000 points is awarded.
2. Toy bonus. If the toy from that
level is taken through the exit, you are
awarded an extra 5,000 points.

traps to reward (5*sweet)'traps. This

score, carrying your super-power into

3. Lives bonus. The lives bonus is

is one of the most rewarding play tech

the next section.

set to 20,000. If you exit a level with

effective if you have a habit of trapping
and bursting without killing any nas

niques.

5. Maximising the Pop Bottle. When
you pick up the pop bottle, a shower

out losing a life, this is awarded. If you

ties. The green drink does other things

lose a life, the bonus is reduced to
5,000, and subsequent lost lives sub
tract 1,000 points from this bonus.
4. Helmet bonus. A bonus of 5,000

as well, but they're for you to work out!

• "In real terms, mosquitoes have
grown by over 200% since the post

war years," said a spokesman.

2. Living jelly babies. The "alive" jelly
baby is delivered from a jelly baby trap
that rewards three or five jelly babies.

of sweets falls down the screen. At

first, it may seem only polos or

He shoots up into the air, lands and
runs away from the player. Catch him

aniseed balls fall out. However, the

for 5,000 points. Try combining with

create a pop bottle from a trap, the
bursting clears the counter. If you do

the above technique!

3. Easy Transporters. Score 10,000
points without collecting any power-

pop bottle uses the kill counter. If you

this before picking the bottle up, go
around and kill some nasties. The

points for exiting the section with any
helmet on (not the diving helmet).
5. Star bonus. For every silver star

that has been collected and not used,
1,000 points is added to the score.

with red drinks (random points) - very

THE

LEVELS

There are four levels in Magic Pock
ets, each with a different style and
play method. In the cave, there are a
large number of erodible blocks (they
look smooth and roundish). These are

designed to hide sections of the
game. In the jungle, there are plants to

grow, creating platforms, again open
ing up hidden sections for you to
explore. The lake can be split into two
styles: underwater and above water.
Above water a variation is introduced
in the form of the water's surface

being "freezable." Below water, the
game changes completely - no jump
ing or spinning, just swimming. The
mountain has a style change, too. The
move away from rock to metal plat
forms means these sections take on a

"jump from platform to platform" feel
(as opposed to exploring).

and keep spinning. Then drop down into the pit,
and get the fireballs to the right of the TV. Be
quick, because the ledges soon swarm with

Rockmen - they're not after you, but they are very
"busy." Use fireballs to dispense with them. Climb
the next section - spin if you can't jump. Note
these nasties get tougher as you reach the top.
You should be able to kill the next Frog: try throw
ing forward - you can hit him but he can't hit you.
Cut away the floor blocks to go down. Try to fall on
as many nasties as possible - they're all tough
from now on! The bubble appears as you drop
down this section as you fall past the exit. The
bubble takes 30 hits - try to blast it away for a
bonus, otherwise it takes all your power-ups away
(including silver stars and fruit drinks). Climb the
next wall, spin to kill these nasties, and drop
down. There now follows a "ladder" with Rockmen

on it. These guys are all "passive" and get tougher
towards the top. Try to get power-ups out of these.
The next section contains Blobs. Here we test your
spinning skills since you have to spin to get to
each platform. The wall on the right is erodible at

the top. Escape this pit here. Drop down a long
thin cavern and "pick up" the bubble gum at the
bottom. Drift to the top and "pick up" the bike. Be
careful not to drop back down the pit, since you
lose your bike. Now race along to the exit and col
lect your bonus.

at first, so a
map of the
section is
useful. After

you have
explored this

section, it becomes easier. Try to pick up the
power-ups, extra lives and bonuses that are scat
tered around. The section to the left has loads of

protect yourself. (Try to go to the secret room next

Rockmen in it; some are passive and some are not
- be prepared. The section to the right has blobs
circling round it. Watch out for pits that you can
get stuck in. Try to get to the secret rooms - they
are very rewarding. Also there is a super Rockman
here - he starts at his hut! Stop him getting to the
bike - it makes things much easier. If you find the
final corridor too tough, play to get a gold star just
before you drop into it - even a face mask helps.

time!) Take this corridor slowly, and you should
have no trouble. "Pick up" the bubble gum at the
end, and rush to the top ledge. Spin across the two
ledges, and spin again. These bats are hard but

CAVE SECTION FIVE
Five: Ignore the cocktail on the left - it is merely a
distraction. There is a Blob on the right who
attacks you straightaway if you don't move. The
best way to deal with him is to spin or jump over
the ledge.
Once you
have killed
the nasties
at the bot

tom, go

CAVE SECTION FOUR
Four: This is the maze. This section is very tricky

s^aw
I—

friend (two of them are trying to get you) - other
wise they hassle you. Next, don't cut away the
erodible wall, go over the top and drop on the next
lot of blobs. Then, carefully cut away at the next
wall and climb up it to get the bubble gum. If you
mess this up, you have to go back to the previous
wall, and spin from the top ledge to the gum
machine - it is possible! Pick up the gold star, and

after him

and his

that should have dealt with them. You're now

approaching the end of the level - things aren't
easy. Climb the erodible wail and kill the blobs

from the top. Trap these Frogs - get what powerups you can out of them. There is a section to the

right with three Rockmen in, and a big bonus. They
are the toughest in the game. You're better off
dropping down onto the snails, and taking on the
bats. Next, drop through the floor and cut away the
wall. A couple of spins could deal with these nas
ties easily! Take the exit in front of you.

The Bike Race: Six super Rockmen and seven
bikes. They drop from above and are hell bent on
beating you. If you stand still, you get kicked
around, so jump or fire. Run to get the closest
bike, and pedal like mad. Jump over the snails or
they slow you down. Get into a wheelie and you're
likely to get a bonus.
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992
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Red Heal

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10
3S1ooges

Eagle

30 Pool
Atlerbumer

118a Palmers Road

New Southgate

FREE
ov
r MYSTERY
*

LONDON N111SL
^

(10 am - 6pm 6 days - 6 lines)

GAME

Barbarian (ST only)

£5.98

Barbarian II

£6.99

Batman CapedCrusader

£6.99

Batman The Movie

£6.99

Bea* Volley
BloodMoney
Cabal (Amiga only)

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

California Games
CamerCommand

£6.99
£8.99

Centrefold Square

£6.99

Cloud Kingdom

£6.99 NewZealandStory

Colossus Chess

£6.99 NinjaRabbis
£7.99 Nitro (Amigaonly)

Conflict in Europe

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730
(2733 Faxline after 6pm)

* WITH ORDERS

Continental Circus

£6.99 North iSouri

CrazyCars,.

£6.99 Out Run
£7.99 Operation Wolf
£6.99 PassingShot
£6.i Platoon
£6. Predator
£6. Rambolll

Defender of tie Crown
DefoftheEarti

DeluxeStripPoker
DoubleDragon
Dragon Ninja

S
TOP TITLES

ST

AMIGA

Half MegUpgrade+Clock N/A £29.99
1 Meg Cricket
N/A £12.99

Chuck Yeagers AFT
Cisco Heat
C.Y's Air Combat
Code Name White Shad.
Cohort

30 Construction Kit

£29.99 £36.99

40 Sports Boxing

£16.99 £16.99

688 Sub Attack
A10 Tank Killer
Action Stations

£16.99
£21.99
N/A
£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£15.99
£16.99
£15.99

£16.99
£21.99
£16.99
£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£15.99
£16.99
£15.99

N/A

£21.99

Darkman

£15.99 £15.99

Das Boot

A.D.S

Agony
AirSupport
Alcatraz
ANen Storm

AlphaWaves
Altered Destiny

AmazingSpiderman
Amos 3D

N/A

Amos Compiler

N/A

£23.99
£19.99

Amos The Creator

N/A

£36.99

Armourgeddon

£15.99
£15.99
Backto the GoldenAge .. £16.99
Barbarian II (Psygnosis).. £16.99
Bard's Tale III
N/A
£22.99
3.A.T. II
£15.99
Battle Chess
Battle Chess II
£16.99
Battle Command
£14.99
Battle Hawks 1942
£10.99
Battle Isle
£19.99
Back lo the Future III

Battle Master

Betrayal
BigRun

£19.99 £19.99
N/A

Bil and Ted's Adventure
Billiard Simulator II

Billy Ihe Kid
Birdsof Prey

£15.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£22.99
£15.99
£16.99
£14.99
N/A
£19.99
£11.99

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Tf

TOP TITLES

Cdditz
Conan the Cimmerian ....

Corporation
Covert Action

CrazyCars III
Crime Wave

Cruise fora Corpse
CyberConlll

DaysofThunder
Demoniak
Deuleros

Disciplesof Steel
Double Dragon III
DrDoomsRevenge
ELF
Elvira Mistress of Dark

England Championship ..
Epic
Eye ofthe Beholder
FHTomCat

F15 Strike Eagle II
F16 Combat Pilot

F117A StealthFighter ..
F19Sleallh Fighter
F29 Relalialor

£16.99 £16.99

FaceOff - Ice Hockey ....

£14.99 £14.99

Fale of Atlantis (Advlure)
Fate of Atlantis(Arcade)

Blue Max
Blues Brothers
Bomber Bob
Boston Bomb Club

£19.99
£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Brain Blaster

£16.99 £16.99

final Whistle
First Samurai

BuckRogers

£19.99 £19.99

Right of trieIntruder

Cadaver

£16.99 £16.99
£10.99 £10.99

Hoor13

Cadaver • the pay off
Captive
Cardiaxx

Carthage
CarveUp
CelicaGT4 Rally
Centurion
Chaos Strike Back

Champion of Ihe Raj
Chase HQ
Chase HQ II

Chimo'sRevenge
ChipsChalenge
Chrono Quest II
Chuck Rock

..

Elvira IIJaws of Cerberus

£19.99
£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

£15.99 £15.99

£17.99 £17.99
£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £12.99

£6.99
£14.99
£16.99
£16.99
N/A
£16.99

£6.99
£14.99
£16.99
£16.99
£10.99
£16.99

WHEELS OF FIRE AMIGAonly £13.99

Feudal Lords
Final Blow

Final Fight

Fore Flay
Football Crazy
Future Basebal

G-LocR360
Gauntlet III
Geisha (X-cert)

GenghisKhan
Gettysburg
Gods

Golden Axe
GokJenShol

Graham Gooch Cricket ..
Grand Prix (Formula 1) ..
Gunboat

Gunship2000

£16.99
£15.99
£20.99
£23.99
£20.99
£19.99
£21.99
£10.99
£23.99
£21.99
£16.99
£17.99
£16.99
£14.99
£21.99
£15.99
£19.99
£20.99
£17.99
£16.99
£9.99
£14.99
£21.99
£23.99
£16.99
£15.99
N/A
£18.99
£23.99
£16.99
£21.99
£19.99
£14,99
£15.99
N/A
N/A
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£9.99
£16.99
£22.99
£19.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£21.99
£18.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£21.99
£23.99
£21.99
£21.99

AMIGA

TOP TITLES

£16.99
£15.99
£20.99
£23.99
£20.99
£19.99
£21.99
£10.99
£23.99
£21.99
£16.99
£17.99
£16.99
£14.99
£21.99
£15.99
£19.99
£20.99
£17.99
£16.99
N/A
£14.99
£21.99
£23.99
£16.99
£15.99
£19.99
£16.99
£23.99
£16.99
£21.99
£19.99
£14.99
£15.99
£17.99
£17.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£9.99
£16.99
£22.99
£19.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£21.99
£16.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£21.99
£23.99
£21.99
£21.99

Hard Drivin II

EDITION ONEonly £15.99

Hard Onvin', Chase HQ, Powerontl, Turbo Ourun

DoubleDragon,Xenon.Gemini Wingand Silkworm

BOARDGENIUSAMIGAOnly£17.99
Deluxe Monopoly. Deluxe Scrabble, Cleuoo

MaslerDetective and Risk

MeanStreets

SOCCER MANIA only £11.99

FALCON CLASSIC COLLECTION
ST £21.99 AMIGA £24.99
Falcon, MissionOne, and MissionTwo

Football ManagerII.Gazza's Soccer, Football
Manager- W.C.Edition, lAcroproseSoccer

£5.99 Rocket Ranger
£6.99 R-Type
£6.99 Run The Gaunlet
£6.99 Shadowofthe Beast(Amiga)
£6.99 Sherman M4 .."
£7.99 Shinobi
HongKongPhoey
£6.99 Shuffle Puck Cafe
Hostages
£6.99 Silkworm
IK+
£6.99 Speedbal
Impossible Mission II
£6.99 Strike Force Harrier
James Pond
£6.99 Stunt Car Racer
Kid Gloves
£5.99 Super Hang On
Last Ninja II
£6.99 SwitchBlade
UcencetoKil
£5.99 Teenage Mutant Turltes
Lombard RAC Rally
£6.99 Thunderetrike
Michael Jackson Moonwalker £6.99 Toobin'

AAanoidll
Baal

Arkanoid (Amiga only)

ST

Hard Nova

Harpoon (1 Meg)
Heimdal

AMIGA

ST

HII Street Blues

Immortals ..'

Imperium
Indianapolis 500
rtterceplor.
IV(¥lh06

Jack Unlimited"dipari ....

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

Moonshine Racers
Moonstone

£15.99 £15.99
£21.99 £21.99

£19.99 £19.99
£16.99 £16.99

Monkey Island
MonkeyIsland II

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

£7.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

£6.99

War Zone
Waterloo

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Wings of Fury
Wizbal

WC Leaderboan)

£6.99
£7.99

Xenon II

Zak I (Amiga only)

£5.99

TOP TITLES

ST

AMIGA

Simpsons (1 Meg)

£15.99 £15.99

Ski or Die
Smash TV

£16.99 £9.99
£15.99 £15.99

Space 1889
SpaceGun

£20.99 £20.99
£15.99 £15.99

£16.99 £16.99

£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

£16.99 £16.99

Narc

£14.99 £14.99

SpaceQuest IV
Speedbal II
Spirit of Excalibur

£26.99 £26.99
£15.99£15.99
£20.99 £20.99

£1*99 £15.99

£14.99 £14.99

Spot

£13.99 £13.99

£20.99 £20.99

Nebuks II

£15.99 £15.99

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

NavySeals

Neverending StoryII
Nightshifl
Ninja Remix

£16.99£16.99
£16.99£16.99
£14.99 £14.99

StarControl
StarTrekV

N/A £17.99
£16.99 £16.99

Slarftghter II
Stratego

N/A £16.99
£17.99 £17.99

£26.99 £26.99

Orbrtus

£16.99 £12.99

Strider II

£15.99 £15.99

Supaplex
£16.99 £16.99
SuperCarsll
£15.99 £15.99
SuperMonaco GP
£16.99 £16.99
SuperSpace Invaders .... £20.99 £20.99
Supremacy
£20.99 £1899
Suspicious Cargo
£16.99 £16.99
Swap
£16.99 £16.99

£6.99 £6.99
N/A £10.99

Operation Stealth

£16.99 £16.99

OrwationTriunoerboll

£14.99 £14.99

Outrun Europa
Pang
PanzaKJckboxing
Paperboyll
Pegasus

£16.99£16.99
£14.99 £14.99
£16.99£16.99
£16.99£16.99
£16.99 £16.99

PGA Golf Tour

N/A

£16.99

Powerhouse
Predator II
P.P. Hammer
Prehistorik

£18.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99

Thunder Jaws

£16.99 £16.99

Pro Flight

£30.99 £30.99

TipOtl

£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £15.99
£14.99 £14.99

Toki
Torvak tie Warrior
Total Recall

£14.99 £14.99
£15.99 £15.99
£14.99 £14.99

Tournament Golf
Turrican II

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

£18.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99

£20.99 £20.99

Logical

£16.99 £16.99

Railroad Tycoon

£24.99£24.99

Loom

£10,99
N/A
£14.99
£15.99

Rainbow Islands
R.B.I. 2 Basebal
Realms
Red Baron

£14.99
£20.99
£20.99
£23.99

LotusEsprit
Lotus TurboChallenge II £16.99 £16.99
£19.99£19.99
M1 Tank Platoon
MadProfessorMoriarty.. £15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
MagicGarden
£15.99 £15.99
Magic Pockets
£19.99 £19.99
Magnetic Scrot
£15.99 £15.99
ManUtd.Europe

£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

£16.99£16.99
£14.99£1459
£21.99£21.99
£20.99 £20.99

UfeSDeafi

£10.99
£20.99
£14.99
£15.99

Switch Blade II
SWIV

PMphler
Plotting
Populast-Sm City
Populous II

Pro TennisTour II
Prince of Persia
Puzznic

Lost Patrol

£6.99

Mystical
Myti

£25.99 £25.99
Leisure Suit Larry HI
£15.99 £15.99
Lemmings
Lemmings- DataDisk .... £9.99 £9,99

Lord oftie Rings

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Murder

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Last NinjaIII

£6.99

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £23.99

Jahangir Khan's Squash £16.99£16.99
JimmyWhile'sWhrtwind £19.99 £19.99
£16.99 £16.99
Jupiters Masterdrive
£15.99 £15.99
Kick Off11(1 Meg)
N/A £U99
Kick OffII(.5 Meg)
£9.99 £9.99
Kick OffWinning Tactics
£11.99£11.99
KllingCtoud
£15.99£15.99
Kjling Game Show
N/A £11.99
Kings Bounty
Kings QuestV
£26.99£26.99
£16.99 £16.99
KnigrH Mare
£23.99 £23.99
Knight ofthe Sky
Leanoer

AMIGA

£8.99
£6.99

Topshots (Kick Oft4 Extra Time) £5.99
TV Sports Foolbal
£7.99
Vigilante
£6.99

£6.99
£5.99

£7.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£7.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

TOP TITLES

Hero's Quesl (Gremlin) .. £16.99 £16.99
HomeAlone
Horror Zombies
Hudson Hawk
Huriler

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Resolution 101

£5.99 Road Blaster

£6.99 Gauntlet II
£6.99 Ghostbusters II
£4.50 Hard Drivin'
£6.99 Head over Heels
£5.99 Hitch Hiker's Guideto Galaxy

Altered Beast

Software
M

£6.99 Dragon Spirit
£6.99 FantasyWorldDizzy

Team Suzuki

£15.99 £15.99

Terminator II
Test Drive III
Their Fines! Hour
Their Finest Mission

£15.99
£15.99
£19.99
£10.99

£15.99
£15.99
£19.99
£10.99

Thunderhawk AH-73M .... £21.99 £21.99

£14.99
£20.99
£20.99
£23.99

TV Sports Basebal

N/A £21.99

Ultima Martian Dreams .. £20.99 £20.99
Ultima V
£19.99 £19.99
Ultima VI
£20.99 £20.99
Ultimate Ride
£10.99 £10.99
UMS II
£23.99 £23.99

Renegade (Coin-op Hits).. £14.99 £14.99
RickDangerous II

£16.99 £16.99

Robin Hood
Robocod

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

Robocop
Robocopll
Robocop III

£6.99 £6.99
£14.99£14.99
£15.99£15.99

UnReal

£16.99 £16.99

UN Squadron

£15.99 £15.99

uWouchabtes

£14.99 £14.99

USS John Young
Utopia

£16.99 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

Vendetta

£16.99 £16.99

Underpressure

£17.99 £17.99

Mauprti Island

£19.99 £19.99

Rod Land

£16.99 £16.99

M. Qtka Ultimate Foolbal

£18.99 £18.99
£20.99 £20.99
£20.99 £20.99

Rofin'Romy
R-Typell
Rugby World Cup

£15.99£15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

£16.99 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

Sarakon
£13.99 £13.99
Secretof the Siver Blues £21.99 £21.99

Vorfed
Vroom

£20.99 £20.99
£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

SecretWeapon Luftwaffe ..£19.99 £19.99
Shadow Dancer
£16.99 £16.99

Warlock the Avenger
WhileDeath(1 Meg)

£14.99 £14.99
£19.99 £19.99

£16.99
£23.99
£14.99
£23.99
£21.99
£25.99

£16.99
£23.99
£14,99
£23.99
£21.99
£25.99

Shadow ot the Beast II ....£15.99 £12.99
Shadow Sorcerer
£19.99 £19.99
Shadow Warrior
£14.99 £14.99
Shuttle the Sim
£29.99 £29.99
Sient Service II
£23.99 £23.99
Sim Earth
£16.99 £16.99

Wid Wheels

£14.99 £14.99

Wing Commander II

£19.99 £19.99

N/A £19.99
Might ol Magic III
NINJACOLLECTION only £13.99

Smpsons (5Meg)
£15.99£15.99
VIRTUALWORLDS only £20.99

Mega-Lo-Mania
Megalraveller I
Megatwins
Merchant Colony
Mercs

Metal Masters
Metal Mutant

Microprose Golf.........
Midnight Resistance
Midwinter II

Mig 29 Fulcrum
Mig 29MSuper Fulcrum

Vengeance of Excalibur..

N/A £19.99

WizKid

£15.99 £15.99

Wotlpack

£19.99 £19.99

Wonderland
W.W.F
Zillrax

£19.99 £19.99
£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

MIND GAMES Only £14.99

P. Dragon.ShadowWarrior. P. Knja

Driller. TotalEclipse,Castle Masler.The Crypt

QUESTFORADVENTURE only £23.99

A« COMBATACES only £18.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £16.99

FIST OF FURY only £16.99

Operation Stealth, Indana's Last Crusade and

Falcon, Gunship and Fightbomber

RoboCop. Ghostbusters 2, ridiana Jones,

Pynamte Dux,Shinobi,NinjaWarriors.

Austonilz, Waterloo, and Conllicl in Europe

Double Dragon II
VKTUALREALITY 1 only£21.99

Batman the Movie

SUPERHEROES only £17.99
Robocop,IndianaJones, tasl Ninja11 and
Spy who lovedme

GRANDSTAND only £17.99
Gazza Super Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour,

Midwinter. Carrier Command,Stunt Car Racer,

World Class Leaderboard and Continental Circus

SlarglideII,Int.SoccerChallenge

SUPER SIM PACKonly £21.99

HEROES ST £10.98 Amiga £16.99

FLIGHT COMMAND only £12.99

FULL BUST only £17.99

POWER PACKonly £14.99

tnl.30 Tenns CrazyCars II,

Barbarian2, RunningMan,Star Wars
and Licanceto Kill

Eliminator, Sthke Forte Harrier,
Lancaster,SltyFoxand Sky Chase

Cheago 90, RickDangerous,Highway Patrol2,
W7, Carter Command and Ferrari Formula One.

Xenon 2, TVSpons Fpotball,Bloodwych and
LombardRally
ADDICTED TO FUN RAINBOW

Italy90 and Arboume Ranger
PRO SPORTS CHALLENGE

BIGBOX only £15.99

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

AMIGA only £12.99

Captain Blood, TinTinon Ihe Moon.Safan Guns,
TeenageQueen, Bubble Plus, PurpleSaturnDays,
KryptonEgg, Jumpng Jackson, BoBo,Hostages

AMIGA only £20.99

AMIGA only £2199

COLLECTION only £13.99

Tv Spons Football, Lords of the RisingSun,
Tv Spons Basketball, Wings /-

New ZealandStory,BubbleBobble,'

Cycles, Powerboat USA, Jack Nicklaus Greatest
Holesand Jack Nicklaus MajorCourses 1999

Muscle Cars,California Challenge,
EuropeanChallenge.Duel,Super Cars

Rainbow Islands

CHALLENGERSonly £17.99

MAGNUM 4 only £16.99

TNT only £14.99

POWERUP only £16.99

AIR, LAND,SEA only £23.99

KickOff,Super Ski, Renter Bomber,

Afterburner,Double Dragon,Operation Woll,

Hard Drivin. APB, Xybols,Toobin

Altered Beast. Rainbow Island. X Out,

FA18 rtterceplor, 688 AttackSub, ridy 500

Great Courts and Sluntcar Racer

andBatman Caped Crusader

and Dragon Spiht

Chase HQ,Turrican

Please makecheques and P.O.'s payableto EagleSoftware. P&P is£1.00 perorderinthe UK. Orders Name: _
under£10 please add 50p per item. Europe:add £3.50 per item. Elsewhereadd £4.50 per item.Ifthe title
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youwantis notlistedplease phoneforprices. Freecatalogue now available- please phone or tick box.
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cheating

DRAGON
BREED
ACTIVISION

FLOOD
ELECTRONIC

ARTS

Enter the password MEEK and you can
pick any level you want.

After a level, and while the next one is
loading, hold down the left mouse but
ton, <Delete> and <Help>. When the

GHOST
BUSTERS 2

screen flashes, you can skip levels by
pressing one of the keys on the key

ACTIVISION

board.

When the word ACTIVISION comes onto

DYNAMITE
DUX
ACTIVISION

Type CHEAT on the title screen to get
infinite lives. Fl to F6 skips levels.
Enter NUDE to play the boxing sub-

the screen, press <Control> and
<Alternate> and S and U to get a vari
ety of effects.

GHOSTS AND
GOBLINS

US

GOLD

ELF

US

GOLD

Fl advances a level, F2 advances ten
levels, F3 goes back a level, F4 moves
back ten levels.

ENCHANTED
LANDS

IVANHOE

When you've got a high score, enter
TAEHC OT TNAW (including spaces). F7

BEST <Return> (including spaces).
Unpause. N advances you a level,

now takes you to the next level.

US

GOLD

der flashes and you get 99 lives.

624

BYPCHZNYUHN

630

6th

PDSDFOIAXHL

620

7th

YLHBDNKDIBB

600

8th
9th

SMQCTGFDOTL
SUDCNQTMAMB

580
380

10th

RGFDHWYKGF

420

MIDNIGHT
RESISTANCE
OCEAN

MIDWINTER
R Al NBIRD

During the game, switch from skiing
mode to sniper mode, then go to maxi
nerable.

<Delete> kills all on screen, "," for

extra levels. <Control> kills the big guy

HORROR
ZOMBIES
FROM THE
CRYPT

on bonus screens.

JUMPING
JACKSON
KAYLEIGH,
TANGRAM,

INCUBUC, SIRIUS.

lives.

KICK OFF 2

HUNTER
ACTIVISION

Make the game completely pointless by
having all the coordinates to hand.
Cheers, Jack Gilbert of London.
Security pass:
90, 153
Master key:
164, 169
Old man:
181,197
Second man:
99,61
Third man (in rock):
195, 119
Professor:
49, 115
Prisoner:
135, 239

• Winter hobbies include skiing, sled
ding and Running Away from the
Missile. But remember to wrap up warm
- why not visit our winter-wear depart
ment store, situated in the lobby?

INFOGRAMES

Some codes to try:
ALCHEMY, OCTOBERON,

A N CO

Keep pressing R when taking a penalty.
This shows you where the player's
going to kick the ball.

KID U
GLflVFs
!%••/
LvVCS
LOGOTRON

Pause the game and type in RHIANNON
and hit F9. Unpause and you should be
invincible.

MONTY
PYTHON
VIRGIN

Type SEMPRINI as your name on the
high score table and you can choose to
start on the level you died on.

NAVY MOVES
Dl N AM I C

786169 is the code for part two.

NITRO
PSYGNOSIS

LEMMINGS

Enter MAJ as your name to get 5,000
fuel and 50 credits.

PSYGNOSIS

On the title screen, type FQUIGGLY to
activate the cheat modes.

ONSLAUGHT
HEWSON

FOREVER and the screen should flash.

Type in JUSTIFIED ANCIENTS OF MU
MU while the game is paused - the bor

FWBDXZCDXBR

5th

OCEAN

Pause the game, then type in JC IS THE

TH ALION

E-SWAT

4th

nite lives.

ACTIVISION

On the intra screen type TCB RULES
Pressing F3 enables you to enter an
edit and F2 followed by a space takes
you to the end of level guardian.

225

because if there are SAM launches and

HAMMERFIST

Hold down M and "," and "." for infinite

On the title screen, type E-Motion. Now

170

BOYBZGHWSHT

mum zoom. You should then be invul

MILLENNIUM

E-MOTION

CKPCHDQGIHJ

vation units when approaching a target,

swim short distances.

Huzzahs to I Hooper of Somerset.

the lobby for $1,324 and a grapefruit.

2nd
3rd

On the title screen, you should type
SAMANTHALYON in order to gain infi

ble.

Type CHOROPOO during the game to
get yourself 99 pets - handy at shops.

small fee, a guided tour can be
arranged. Tickets are available from

try to have a vehicle that can travel
over water, unless you're on a large
expanse of land. Use your aerial obser

should appear and you are now invinci

OCEAN

• The back of the hotel is usually outof-bounds to the guests, but, for a

kind), rocket boats and jeeps. Always

The words CHEAT MODE ACTIVATED

ELITE

On the credit screen, type DELBOY.

Type CHEAT MODE on the title screen.
While you're playing, F2 skips a level.

fuel can, and, if possible, one medical
kit, wherever you go. The best vehicles
are hovercrafts, helicopters (the faster

you're in a helicopter, it may be wise to
find a boat to go in with. Always stay at
a high altitude when travelling through
enemy territory. Always take the safest
route, not the quickest. And finally, only

game.

DYNASTY
WARS

Injured man:
10, 36
Antibiotics and saw: 151,121
Monk (in tree stump): 85, 174
Scroll:
91, 173
Disk:
100,225
Computer:
244, 199
General's bunker:
135,239
Officer's red uniform: 190, 65
General tips: always have at least one

SCREENPLAY

• We hope you enjoy your stay here at
the Hotel Alhambra. We seriously con
sider any complaints you may have
before bundling you off in a small boat
and dumping you on island with just an
HQ and a seagull on it. Solicitor's tele
phone numbers are available from the

lobby. (If you can find the lobby from
there.)

MEGA LO
MANIA

On the map, press F9 and F10
together. You can now edit the map
using the cursor and F-keys.

IMAGEWORKS

OPERATION
THUNDERBOLT

Still having epoch trouble after our
extensive guide over the past months?
Try these passwords from John Keenleyside of London.
EPOCH

PASSWORD

MEN

1st

UWIANCYIWMD

100

OCEAN

Enter the following key sequences to
have laser sights throughout the game:

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

I

SCREENPLAY

I

cheating

F8 F7 F6 F5 F4

Shot 11

0751 100 16 20

F3 F8 Fl Fl Fl

Shot 12

F8 F7 F6 F5 F4
F3 F8 F2 F2 F2

Shot 13

Shot 14

0916 025 55 10
0004 054 58 20
0864 100 63 10

Shot 15

0084 076 12 00

PIPE MANIA

Shot 16

0880 048 39 20

Shot 17

0372 100 63 10

Press T when the game is loaded and
you are asked whether you want infinite

EMPIRE

Shot 18

0512 100 63 10

lives or not.

Shot 19

0601 024 63 20

Shot 20

no solution: define

Player one
Player two

Level codes: BALL, BLOB, WILD, DOCK,
GRIP, TICK, OOZE. Incidentally, try filling
the screen with pipes to get a hugely
big bonus score.

3D POOL
MIRROR

IMAGE

Here are the solutions to the 20 trick

shots in 3D Pool. All you have got to do
is set the position of the table to these
figures and then just watch the results.

RICK
DANGEROUS
FIREBIRD

BLRBJSBJ

OCEAN

Enter the code number 007 then, while
• Visit our dungeons for those wild wild
parties. Why not indulge in a relaxing
game of Murder in the Dark? But ensure
you're insured. Full cover is available in
the lobby.

permanent
SSSLLRRS

• Our pool tables have been specially
crafted by Blind Jimmy, the oldest pool
table manufacturer of all England
(though there's some doubt about Dave
"Dead" Smirnoff). Balls are available
from the lobby at $920 each.

Pause the game then type in BESTKEPT-SECRET to get infinite lives.

the game plays through to the end.

ROBOCOP
OCEAN

Activates
permanent

ROLLING
THUNDER

Fast Rainbows.

BJBJBJRS

Activates Hint A.

ULSLBLS

Activates Hint B.

sjblrjsr
LBSJRUL

Activates Hint C.
Activates The
Book Of

US

0768 024 63 10

Shot 2

1002 041 63 09

Shot 3

Shot 9

0032
0962
0512
0405
0018
0771
0932

Shot 10

0927 027 63 20

Shot 4
Shot 5

Shot 6
Shot 7
Shot 8

100 63
024 63
024 63
060 63
061 63
099 56
024 63

00
00
10
20
20
12
11

screen to get infinite lives.

R-TYPE

can continue after
Doh Island.

RRLLBBJS

All hidden bonus

objects become
money bags.
RRRRSBSJ

Activates the
two above cheats.

SRBJSLSB

When you are asked for the second
disk, press <Help> then type ME and
press <Cursor up>. During the game
the F-Keys are now active:

US

GOLD

Pause the game and hold down
<Help>, <Left Shift> and 1. Release
the keys and unpause. Keys 1 to 5 put
you on different levels and Fl to F4 put
you at different places on the level.

SUPER
GRIDRUNNER
ACTION

SIXTEEN

Pause the game and enter PINK-FLOYD-

Invincibility.
Lasers do not harm you.

ARE-GODS.

score counter to

F7:

Infinite credits.

ten million points.

F8:

Enables another player to
play using the mouse.

TEENAGE
MUTANT NINJA
TURTLES

Yep! Slubs, perks, gids, aglets - all those silly words you type in to exist into perpetuity
and achieve higher scores - we want them all! Ifyou've any weird
and wonderful words that enable you to access higher levels,
tips, cheats, short cuts, infinite lives pokes, passwords, map

enthusiasts, and possibly win FORMAT'S monthly prize of
£50. It doesn't have to be a complete solution or anything -

ACTIVISION

STRIDER

F5:
F6:

Increases the

FORMAT NEEDS YOUR
TINTS AND HIPS

- anything at all you've found that helps you get more from
your ST game-playing - we want to hear about it!That way
you can share your tips with well over 70,000 fellow ST

GOLD

Type JIMBBBY <Return> on the title

Continues so you
Shotl

SPACE ACE
Pause when Borf comes to attack you,
then type in GODEMODEXTER. Press
<Fire> and tap <Enter>, then unpause
and carry on playing. Instead of dying,

Magic Shoes.

Double Rainbows.

playing, type in SHAKEN NOT STIRRED.
You now have infinite credits.

READYSOFT

Activates

Activates

SKIDZ

SLY SPY

permanent
rjsbjsbr

get an extra $10,000.

GREMLIN

RAINBOW
ISLANDS
OCEAN

INFOGRAMES

Type MONEY while playing the game to

During play, hold down <Alternate> and
press C to get infinite energy and M to
skip levels.

as you wish

On the title screen of this game, type in
one of the following codes. If the code
is accepted, an enlarged version of the
relevant object appears on the screen.

SIM CITY

SATAN
Dl N AM IC

Hold down <Alternate>, 1 and D during

game one to get infinite lives. Hold
down

<Alternate>,l

and

M during

game two for infinite lives and credits.

TIPS

MIRRORSOFT

When asked for a code enter 8859,
and then 1506. On the third time, enter
the correct code. During play, pressing

<Help> gives you infinite lives.

TIME
MACHINE

whateveryou've got could be the answer to a fellow ST gameplayer's prayers!

ACTIVISION

Enter DIZZY into the high score table

Name,

for infinite lives.
Address

TORVAK THE
WARRIOR

Daytime phone.

Brief description of tip

Please complete this form and send it with your tip to: Gamebusters,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

i
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• For the more daring, a ritual suicide
takes place each evening from the roof
of the Alhambra. Megaphones, blankets
and big bouncy things to land on
optional.

CORE

DESIGN

Enter CHEAT... (as many full stops as
you can fit in) on the high score table.
Now hold down <Fire> and press 1 to

5to be moved between levels.

^

SELECTED PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
FOR THE ST FROM SILICA SYSTEMS
ALL

PRICES

INCLUDE

VAT &

FREE

ATARI! f

DELIVERY

ATonce+ PC EMULATOR

vortex

ATonce Plus is a PC-AT compatible emulator

ATonce-Plus"

as a PC-AT compatible computer. The

for all Atari ST models (except STACY). With
ATonce Plus fitted, the Atari ST can be used

_•, 80286-16 Bll-18 MHz CPU

emulator works with most Atari hard disks

wvortex CMOS Gale Array|

and provides compatibility with the Atari laser
printer. A professional fitting service is
available from Silica for only £34. If you own
an Atari ST and require PC compatibility, you

w NortonSI8.0
» MIPS Test108%

» chip-Level-6mulalion

w EGA-.VGA-Motiochr«m(l

will not do better than ATonce Plus.
For use with ST-E's or MEGA ST's an adaptor is required
(order rel: EMU 7460 or EMU 7305 at £29).

• FULL 16MHz 80286 PC-AT EMULATION

• MDA, CGA, EGA & VGA GRAPHIC MODES
•
•
•
•
•

COMPATIBLE WITH ST HARD DRIVES
CAN ADDRESS ALL ST RAM • UP TO 4Mb
RUNS EXTENDED & EXPANDED 80286 MODE
386 VERSION FOR ST-E AVAILABLE SOON
TASK SWITCHER TO RUN MULTIPLE
PROGRAMS SIMULTANEOUSLY
RRP: £249

£189
Order Ref: EMU 2286

ROBOTICS

Experience the world of electronic com
munication! This low cost introduction will pro
vide you with hours of enjoyment as you 'talk'
to fellow computer users around the world.
• Supplied with Atari's Fastcom 2 software
• 32 number memory
• Fully compatible & BT approved
• 300/300 -1200/75 • 75/100 speeds
• Auto baud rate scanning RRP: £236.82
• Easy to operate

PACE

£149

Order fief: HAR 4460

30Mb & 60Mb HARD DISKS

ATARI R0B0KIT

ATARI MEGAFILE 30Mb & 60Mb HARD DISKS

Explore the fascinating and intricate world of
robotics with Robokit. This comprehensive in
terface for ST's, can be used in conjunction
with any Lego Technical Kit to build all kinds

Advanced detailed robot

construction possible
• Education tool

[AAIARI

• Daisy chain up to 7 hard disk drives

MEGAPAINT II

Order Ref: STP 7590

MEGAPAINT II PLUS
Professional version of MegaPaint II, includes
bit map and vector graphics drawing tools,

to allow you to create, edit and finalise artwork

massive range of features and fast interface.

to a finished state prior to pasting it into a DTP
package. A perfect DTP companion.
• Printer resolution (even lasers) on screen
• User definable symbol libraries
• Mixture of CAD, drawing
and painting features

Supports large screens, networks and TTs.
• Multiplelayers, both vectorand bit maps

• Huge range oftools

• Very fast operation

• Massive selection of tools and facilities

• Works at very high resolutions on screen
• Compatible with Pagestream, Calamus
and TlmeWorks

IqI'IHt1
SoFTOdWE

Software

Order Re!: HAH 4330

& ARCHIVE

• Comprehensivegraphing facilities
• Lotus 1-2-3 compatible

_^^^^_
RRP: £249.95

DAATAscan PROFESSIONAL
Allows graphics to be scanned in to the Atari

ST and used in graphic packages or DTP pro
grams. An idea! all-in-one solution for your
black and white scanning requirements.
• Professionalscanning software supplied
• Switchableresolutions: 100-400dpl
• High-speed printing option to laser printers
• 105mm scanning width
• Compatible with DTP
& graphics packages
RRP: £189.95
•

£199

Order Ret: SSM 3552

AATARI £499
MEGAFILE 60
& ARCHIVE

RRP: £89.95

• 8192x256 cell matrix.

• Cell & range operations
• GEMbased spreadsheet

MasterPlan

Order Ref: HAR 4460

0

£39
<

©

TECHN0B0X
A powerful, low cost CAD package. Quickly
becoming the leading ST CAD system
TechnoBox provides every facility the serious
CAD user will require.
• Very easy to use interface
• Colour support Inhigh resolution
• Massive symbol library
• Large range of output drivers
• Up to 9999 layers
..

• Complete dimensioning f RRP: £299.99

PAGESTREAM 2
PageStream 2 is a full and comprehensive
DTP package. You can create letterheads,

adverts, manuals, in fact anything requiring
text and graphics to be mixed on a page.
• CompuGraphic on-screen outline fonts
• Wrap text aroundIrregular shaped graphics
• Compatible with the majority of printers
• Importtext and graphics frommost Amiga, ST,
PC & Mac packages

• Text &graphics rotation ( RRP: £199.95

Hand held scanner

Q*ND«AL

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of ST technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitorson a "Same product- Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available forlarge orders.
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your ST requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before youdecide whento buyyoursoftware and peripherals, wesuggest youthinkverycarefully about
WHEREyou buy them. Consider what it willbe like a few months after you have made your purchase,
when you may require help and advice. Willthe company you buy from contact you with details of new
products?AtSilicaSystems,we ensure that you will have nothingto worryabout. We have been establish
ed for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our
customers requirements with an understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word
for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the

£199

£169

• Up to 64 grey scales

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•

thousands of mathematical calculations for

everyday home and business use.
• VERYeasy-to-use software
• Wide range of mathematical functions

• Keep log of 'transactions'

FREE - Atari Archive Backup Software Worth £29.99

£49 AATARI
£349
MEGAFILE 30

graphics package. MegaPaint II is designed

( RRP: E99.95

Sophisticated GEM spreadsheet, based on
Lotus 1-2-3. With it, you can calculate your
home finances, plot graphs or any of the other

RRP: £69.99

DTP GRAPHIC APPLICATIONS

The very best high resolution, monochrome

MASTERPLAN

An inexpensive answer to your mass storage requirements. Atari Megafiles are fully compati
ble with all ST's, providing high capacity, fast storage for data and applications.
• 30Mb or 60Mb formatted storagecapacity
• Comprehensive easy-to-use back-up software
• Designercolourco-ordinated styling
m Fullrecovery/restore utilities built-in
• Uncomplicated plug-In and go operation
• Selective backupand restore

of models and robots.

• Powerful, easy-to-use software Included
• Compatible with all Atari ST's
• Works with Lego TechnicalKits

SPREADSHEET

Order Ref: SCA 2325

MAIL ORDER:

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

Opening Hours:

|7o:

Order Ref: SSP0122

:> Corporation

.1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-3091111

Order LinesOpen: Mon-Sal 900am-600pm
No Late Nighl Opening
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
No Late NightOpening

LONDON SHOP:

£169

Soft-Logik
Publishing

Order Ref: SST 1222

Fax No: 081-308 0606

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1A8 Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.3Dam-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-3028811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.3Qpm

Late Night: Friday untii 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0292-69, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX^

list

-cRIPHERALS/SOFTWARE INFORMATION 11

I am interested in:
Mr/Mrs/Ms

O .

-

Initials:

•

»

e

©

©

|

Surname:

ZZZZZZI

I Address:

"Silica Systems Service".

__, MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

^

I

mucA

ST 081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Postcode:

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work).

:::::::::::: i

I Which computer(s), ifany, do you own?
EAOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change • Please return the coupon for the latest information.

691
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CADAVER - THE PAYOFF
RENEGADE

Surrounded by locked doors? All confused by nasty things trying to hit you?
You need the next part of Darryl Wedgner's solution begun in STF 28. Take a deep breath, here goes..
Search barrel for loaf. W. Move stick across end

posts. Take sack of rocks to kill bubbles. E. N. Kill
bubbles for key. N. N. E. Take shuriken and red cas
ket. W. Kill eyes, insert key in North door. N. Open
chest, take sack of stones, open cabinet for acti
vate spell. S. S. S. S. S. W. S. S. Use activate spell.
E. Take flask of stamina, open chest for superfast
potion. N. Open chest for spider potion and mas
sacre spell, translate spell, cure poison flask, use
translate spell on book in cabinet. S. W. W. Pull
lever. E. N. E. N. W. Cast massacre spell, take gold,
drink immortal potion. W. Jump on hopper's back.
When hopper jumps, jump to platform. Pull lever. S.
Pull lever 6x, press button. Take dispel curse spell.
S. Take sack stones. Search pillow for key, pull

key. W. S. Put shield between bars to keep them
open, kill bubbles for activate spell. E. Take coins,
money bags and stones. Open box for shuriken,
open chest, Insert armour for keyhole to appear,
insert key. W. Press left button - number nine. W.
Take sandstone. S. Kill bubbles, use activate

spell. W. S. Kill bubbles. E. E. S. Drop sleeve
armour in between hole and key. Insert sandstone
in hole, push button to move key. Repeat until
able to take key. E. Take freeze orb, unlock chest
spell, read book, insert key. W. N. W. W. N. Kill
hopper for key, open left then right doors for ram's
skull. S. S. Drop red casket, dispel trap, unlock
chest with spell, open casket for three keys,
insert home key in earth hole. S. Freeze bubbles,
insert Venus key in second hole, Mercury in inner
lever, take stamina. W. W. Kill bubbles - shoot #
hole, pull lever. S. Read book, throw ram's skull
through the bars, make platform with objects. Pull accosted by a drunk. Do you (a) run away> (b) give him some money>
on altar. Take key, open chest for key, strength
lever, Jump over bubbles. S. Take two rocks. W. N. or {c) fo|low him to tho noarest megaldrinking joint?
potion, turn monster spell and reveal spell. N. N.
N. Pull NW lever - run anticlockwise along walls.
N. E. N. E. N. W. W. Kill bubbles, take mind blast. W.
Pull NE lever. Take bless magic spell and rocks. W. Kill evil gem. E. N. Pull lever. N. Drop evil gem. S. E. E. E. N. N.
Unlock door. W. Drink strength potion, move barrel and
eye. Take key and stamina. E. E. Take three coins. Search
Insert key. W. W. S. W. W. Pull lever. S. Take gem. N. E. E.
pull lever. S. Take two turn monster spell, key and mayor's
E. Place gem on altar, kill bubbles for key, open chest for
corpse, run for lever and pull, take key. Unlock E door with
crown. Open chest for superfast potion and freeze spell.
magic missiles and dispel traps. W. N. E. E. E. Dispel trap
wand. E. Open chest for shuriken, W. W. S. Insert key. Use
Open chest for money. N. E. E. N. Pull lever, drop two
unlock door wand on E door. E. Kill bubbles, read books,
on box, open for talk to dead spell. W. Talk to corpse to be
helm. Jump up on post and across. N. Freeze eyes and kill.
take jade. W. W. Take key, open box for two caskets. Pull
blessed. S. S. W. W. S. Dispel trap, open chest for money
Insert left key. E. N. Pull levers. W. Kill eye, take key,
and freeze orb. Take coins, search barrel for turn monster
lever. E. S. Kill eye, drop six rocks in barrel. Open box for
Immortal potion and wand. Unlock door. E. Unlock door. S.
tiger's eye. E. N. E. N. N. Insert key, open red casket for
orb. S. W. N. W. Bless magic missile wand, turn monsters
W. Insert right key. W to Level Three. Right, you can
ruby. N. Take superfast potion, insert spider poison in bar
and kill. Read note and follow instructions. W. Drop three
breathe again now - until the next time, at least.
rel, search barrel for key and orb. S. W. Search corpse for objects jump up and across to lever. Pull lever and take

ANARCHY ACADEMY
MIND BLOWING S =® GRAPHICS INCORPORATED INTO A
STIMULATING AND EXCITING ADVENTURE GAME
WANDER THROUGH AN ACTUAL HIGH SCHOOL, OBLITERATING TEACHERS,
RUNNING RIOT AND DOING ALL THE THINGS YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO DO, WITH
THE FINAL OBJECTIVE BEING THE TOTAL DESTRUCTION OF THE SCHOOL.

AVAILABLE NOW FOR ONLY £12.50 FOR YOUR ATARI ST/STE
PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO AARDVARK SOFTWARE PLC.

AARDVARK SOFTWARE PLC
30 AUCHNACLOICH ROAD

ROTHESAY,
ISLE OF BUTE,
SCOTLAND

PA20 OEB
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

all onamiga (£9.99) atari st (£9.99) commy cass (£3.99) speccy cass (£3.99)
ammy cass (£3.99) also on PC (£9.99) double dragon I & II, xenon, shinobi

w r> II. V w 11; 11 i\.\' \) y un ^yiijij_n£ Jxa-^

Data Pulse
Quantum Mechanics

Data Pulse Hard Drives

The cached Quantum Mechanisms used in the Data-

The Data Pulse range of drives come in a variety of
capacities and include the following.

Pulse range of Hard Drives are made fo very high
American MiDtary standard and are covered by a 2

•

Full Metal case providing good shielding

year manufacturers warranty (from date of
manufacture). They are all 3.5" mechanisms with a

height of just 1inch and integrated SCSI controllers.
They have an average access timeof 11ms utiising a

and can be used as a monitor stand.
•

On/Off switch and DMA device selector
mounted on front.

64K look ahead disk cache.

H

Integral PSU.

All Mechanisms used are Autoparking reducing the

A

DMA OutforDaisy chaining.

risk of damage during transit.They are also very low
power which means they can operate without the

A

Space for second mechanism internally.

**
W

Choice of controller boards (prices differ):
GE-Soft board or ICD boardlwith clock).

need for a fan. thus reducing noise.

NEO Desk 3 Special Offer
TM

Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess of

1Mb per second. Both come withformattingand
partitioning software.
•

Due to the popularity of our hard drives I
and bulk purchasing power. We can now
offer NEO

Desk 3,

I

the replacement

desktop which was voted "Software utility
of the year" for 1990 by ST Format
readers, to buyers of our hard drives for
just an extra £24.99. We can also offer

All drives come with a range of PD utilities

this perfect hard drive companion to all existing
Ladbroke Computing Hard Drive owners (Phone for

and Turtle Backup software, plus demo's of

details).

Midistudio and Midistudio Master

New Prices
52Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
105Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)

"Neodesk 3 is trulyinvaluable for the ST owneif
-ST Format-

£ 369.99
£ 489.99

52Mb 11ms (ICD+clock) £389.99
105Mb 11ms (ICD+clock) £499.99

All prices include VAT &Delivery. Dealer enquiries welcome.

Aries Upgrades
LadbrokeComputing have been active in the field of
ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutions for the entire

range ofST's. In thattime ourengineers have gained
experience in the field and have used that
experience to research and develop our own range
of upgrade boards.

We have developed our own .5/2/4Mb upgrade

board using an in house designed, Multi layer circuit
board which measures just 52mm x 62mm. smaller
than a credit card. We have achieved this

miniturisation by utiising 4 Megabit memory chip

2Mb and 4Mb. By using high density ZPP RAMchips
of different capacities it is possible to start with a
.5Mb board and to upgrade it to 2Mb and then 4Mb
at a later date.

The boards require some soldering, due to the
instabilityof some plug in devices, but are very easy
to fit and come complete with fun instructions to fit
ANY ST including Mega'slexcept STEs which use
SIMM boards). Ifyour shifter chip is not socketed you
wiU have to desolder it and install a socket which is
suppled.

technology. The result of this reduction in size is a

To check your board has been installed correctly we

reduction in cost and more reiable operation, due to
the fact that the board resides under the ST's

supply you with a disk which has a memory check
program. If for any reason your upgrade should

shielding protecting itfrom interference and reducing
Electromagnetic emissions.
The board is manufactured in the UK and hand

Aries Upgrades (Any ST(FHM))

The board now comes in three configurations, .5Mb,

refuse to work we have skilled technicians on hand
to offer technical support.

assembled in our workshops by skilled technicians
The boards are then thoroughly tested before
despatch.

IMG Scanner for ST Still available. Requires 9 pin

512K Upgrade Board £39.99
2/2.5Mb Upgrade Board£99.99
4Mb Upgrade Board £169.99
Our skilled technicians can install the above upgade

boards for E20 including VAT and return delivery.

4or 16 chip STF(M) only £29.99
Aries Upgrades STE

512K SIMM's upgrade
2Mb SIMM's upgrade

£24.99
£74.99

4Mb Simm's upgrade

£149.99

Epson compatible printer to operate. Best results

All theabovepricesinclude VAT &Delvery. Pleasecheck cenffguratjon

obtained from Photocopies. NOW only E29.99

ofyour machine with our staff before ordering chip orSIMMs upgrades.

Now £99.99
B'lOO tracks storage, 20 tracks playing simultaneously.
13^240 ppq resolution.
EfMidi Standard File format option.
Q'Realtime scrolling arrange window.
B'tl levels of quantise, including humanise.
H'Pipeline/Module system.

H^Loop record.
B^Midi soft keys.
Q'Works on 1040STF(M)(E)

Midistudio Junior Now £29.99

ST Secure is a hardware protection system for the Atari ST
ST Secure can stop unauthorised use of the ST computer
and any hardawre connected to it using a combination of

password software contained on a 'key disk" and a

hardware unit which installs inside the ST's case.

The hardware unit measures just 1 inch square and can be
installed very easily in about 30 minutes and does not
require any soldering.

Once installed the hardware unit will allow approximately 45

seconds of computer use before resetting the computer. If
during this time the password is entered correctly then the
unit is disabled until the next power up.

P/ease flead: Terms nf Sale

1

>)
K
N L/l

adbroke

imputing

International

Atari SC1435

Ladbroke Computing are the longest established Atari dealer in the UK.We have developed
an extensive customer service policy which means that we test all Hardware prior to

despatch to ensure that goods arrive in working order. Although our prices are not always
the cheapest we do endeavourto offer consistentlygood service and backup. This isn't just
1

our opinion, we were voted 'Best Dealer 1989' by the readers of ST World magazine, not lor

1

All prices are correct at copy date 10/12/91 (while stocks last), and are subject to change

'the number ot boxes shifted', but lor quality service.

1

1

without priornotice. Please phone for up to date prices. All prices include VAT &delveryfin
mainland UK), there are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Next day courier delivery is available

tor anextra £7 (Mainland UK). All prices available onMail Order. Shop prices may differ.

£249.99

Atari's new medium resolution
Stereo. Colour monitor includes
green screen feature, cable, and

STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack

swivel stand.

package & 1st Basic, mouse.

Atari SM144

E139.99

High resolution 640 x

Medium resolution. Stereo, Colour
Monitor includes cable and 12

months on site warranty (Mainland
UK)

monsters, Final fight, Sim City, ST Tutorial, Neochrome art T. ^£y£y

Z!...™L...

I3..SS!.. *..TS£

Includes: FST. remote control. Scart

input (giving near monitor quality
display). 60 tuner presets, sleep
timer and Fastext. Comes with
cable and 12 months on site
warranty.

mouse, XL \^J

ATSPeedC16 E 249.99
Includes DR DOS 5. Socket for

80C287 Co-Processor Norton
STE

4Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack pA r>Q

Adaptor board to fit AT Speed to

~,..zt..}r?.*~..

1040STE Curriculum Pack

c

£

Mega

B

24.99

24.99

Our service department can fit
the above emulators for £20

including return delivery.

Includes 3 packs of Educatbnal software catering for
5yrs to GCSE, 1 Business pack consisting of

2Mb STE Curriculum Pack
replacement

E 150

Adaptor board to fit AT speed to

software.

290 Dpi.

Ar opeed

Includes DR DOS

As above with 2Mb (2048K) memory.

wordprocessor, spreadsheet and database, and 1
creativity pack consisting of Hyperpaint and Muse maker

quality O ^ C

at e>requir5' STFM 2r ?J~

2Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack p O /TQ
As above with 4Mb (4096K) memory.

Philips Cube TV E269.99

High

Please state which version you

Includes; 9 lives, Escape from the planet of the robot O O fJ O

Asabove with 1Mb (1024K) memory.

Philips 8833Mkll E229.99

Squik.

PCSpeed.(XT) E 99.99

r\r\*c\
1Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack T
CjlSi

400 14"

Monochrome monitor

£369 wiM
P1QQ 10 bulk disks

As above with 2Mb (2048K) memory.

~..>rr..>?..V7..... 40 Bulk disks

4Mb STE Curriculum Pack

£479

As above with 4Mb (4096K) memory.

£5
£19

100 Bulk disks

£41.5

10 Sony Branded disks £7.80

iterjj ut
Star LC84-800
£22249

Star LC24- 2QO Colour

"Power of the Mac, without the price.

Stari.t SJ-48

0.

C2B9.99
24 Pin printer

24 Pin printer
222 cps

£238.99

Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Qfe
48 nozzle BubHejet printer

222 cps

5 Resident LQ fonts

5 Resident IQ fonts

Accepts font cartridges

Accepts font cartridges

Fully portable
166 cps
Epson & BM compatible

Q Supports Hard driveand second floppy.
QlCompatible with STFM, STE, Stacy.

Spectre GCR V3

Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

including 128K

£409.99

Ij Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

Bottom feed

Bottom feed

2 Resident LjQ fonts

Push or pull tractor feed

Push or pun tractor feed
Paper parking

Near laser quality output
Rechargeable pack available

Paper parking

ROMs

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

Sheet feeder available

Star LC-20
Star LC24/10
Star LC-200 Colour

HP Deskjet 500

389.99

All Star printerscome complete with IP
months on site warranty (Mainland UK) and a
free ST/Amiga/PC compatible Centronics
cable. Printer stands paper and replacement
ribbons/cartridges are available from stock.

Cannon BJ10EX

269.99

Please phone for more details.

149.99
189.99
199.99

Roctec ST 3.5" drive.

£59.99

ST Internal drive upgrade.

£53.49

Due to space restnetons we can only tst a
small amount of products normallyearned in
stock. Phone for further details on Monitor

stands, Dustcovers, Hgh density disks.

Mouse mats from £2.99.A wide range of
cables, Josty switchboxes £19.99, Forget Me
clock II £19.99. Printer paper Printer ribbons,

Lynx 2 (Console only)

£79.99
Lynx 2 Power supply £12.99
£11.99
Ninja Gaidon
£24.99
Many more games in stock, Please phone for details.

Lynx soft cases

Laser toner/Ink jetcartridges.A wide range
of pysticks from £6.99,Books, Magazine
back issues, and much more.

Phone for quotes on Atari
TT's, Desktop Publishing

£124.9

Includob Altelm

Packs, IBM PC

Keypad cent

Compatibles.

Other titlesjB

How to Pav

ESI] (0772) 203166 Fax 561071

You can phono yo
, details or send, a cheque/postal
r orders made payable to Ladbroke

Computing

International.

j

Please

ufficient clearance time lor cheques.

irj-T/'

_'

Shop &Mai order premises:33 Ormsklrk Road,Preston,Lancashire, PRI2QP Open Monday to Saturday
9:30am to 5:00pm. Phones answered from 9:00am. Dealer enquirieswelcome. Ladbroke Computing
International is a trading name of Ladbroke Computing Ltd.All trade marks recognised.

HARDWARE

the add-ons you want

All powered up
Right, you've got an ST. It's a powerful and
capable machine - but it doesn't stop there.
A quick look at the back of your ST gives

you a glimpse ofthe possibilities. All sorts of
goodies can be plugged in to transform it
into a real power machine - extra disk drives, wacking great super-fast hard drives, printers, modems,
monitors. You're spoilt for choice. What you need is a
simple guide to tell what they do, what to look for
and which are the best. Now, where do you think

you're going to find one ofthose? Step this way...

FLOPPY DRIVES
Before your ST can do anything, it needs data. So,
enter the floppy disk drive. The original disks were 8
inches round and, er, floppy. By the time Atari came
to work on their new baby, a new 3.5 inch standard

was emerging. Data is recorded rather like it is on a
tape machine, except on a circular disk - so you can
zoom in anywhere to read data. From the early cum
bersome and unreliable machines, disk drives have

developed into compact and efficientlittle beasts.

Since you've already got one of these in the side
of your ST, why would you want another? Well, for

JOYSTICKS

starters, it makes disk to disk copying a doddle,

You can't get very far playing games without some

there's no more endless taking disks in and out of the
drive and most serious software benefits greatly from

thing to play them with, can you? Most games are joy

having a drive B- you can keep your program disk in

drive A and your data disk in drive B. Many big games
take advantage of a second floppy, too. Everything
gets a little bit faster and a little bit easier.
If your budget means a hard drive (see page 99)
is out of the question, then a second floppy ought to
be at the top of your upgrade list. Your ST uses
industry standard 3.5 inch double-density disks, each
capable of holding 720K of data and programs that's an amazing 737,280 characters or so. Early
520 STs were fitted with single-sided drives, which
have only half the capacity. Thankfully, Atari soon saw
the light and they've all been double-sided for the last
three years.
Because the basic mechanisms are mass-pro
duced and need little modification to work with an ST,

stick-controlled and there are all sorts of weird styles

and shapes available. Good quality micro-switches
add to the life of a joystick, so listen for a clicking
sound when you move the stick around. Auto-fire
comes in handy - this automatically rapidly presses
the <Fire> button for you. It's down to personal pref
erence which style of joystick suits you best.

As soon as you start getting into today's mam

Sting-Ray
£14.95 Spectravideo » 081 900 0024

moth games or any kind of serious business on your
ST - be it graphics, DTP or music - the basic 512K

Unusual hand-held design with micro-switches.

just isn't enough. Many serious programs don't even
get off the ground on a 520, so it's time to expand.
Memory chips have been getting cheaper and
cheaper and, for a little outlay, you can transform
your machine. With 1MByte or more you can load up
plenty of Desk Accessories and use a nice big RAM-

STF Rating -81%
Quickshot 3 Turbo
£14.95 Spectravideo * 081 900 0024
Micro-switches and auto-fire.
STF Rating -77%
Cheetah 125+

£6.99 Premier Mail Order» 0268 590766

Durable and cheap. Has suckers to stick it to the
table, which you'll either love or hate.
STF Rating -76%

MICE

MEMORY UPGRADES

disk, too. Your ST can handle up to 4MByt.es -

extra memory is on its own little board with ribbon
cables to attach it to your ST's video shifter chip and

memory management chip, which need to be re
moved. Sounds complicated? It's actually a great deal
easier than it sounds and is within most people's

reach. However, opening your ST invalidates your

guarantee and if things do go horribly wrong - er,
things have gone horribly wrong. Many suppliers offer
to fit the upgrades themselves, which can save a lot
of grief, especially if you're not entirely confident
about what you should be doing.
Some kits can be expanded again by buying

enough for just about anything you can throw at it.
You can upgrade to 1MByte, 2MBytes or the full
4MBytes. Some STs come with a different memory
management chip which can also handle 2.5MBytes -

extra memory chips, so after expansion to 2MBytes
you could upgrade later to the full 4MByt.es whack.

better check this with the supplier first, though.

There have been at least half a dozen circuit board

On most STEs, upgrading is dead easy. The

designs for the ST - most kits deal with the majority

memory chips are held on little boards called SIMMs
which simply slot straight onto the circuit board. For
STs and STFMs, the situation is a little different. The

of them, but there's always the chance that you open

up your ST only to find the kit is incompatible. Check
with the suppliers that they can help you out - either

One of the beauties of the ST is the mouse-driven

interface. Once you get used to a mouse, going back

to typing everything in is a real bore. You should look
out for the level of mouse resolution, which is mea

sured in dots per inches(dpi) -the higher the dpi, the
more responsive the mouse. The standard Atari
mouse is rather sluggish - 100dpi - and not very

ergonomic, either. An upgrade can make life a little
bit easier and a little bit faster - and you're not going
to need an acre of desk space for your rodent.
Naksha Mouse

£28.99 Future Publishing • 0458 74011

Top quality 280dpi resolution mouse.
STF Rating -88%

MONITORS
If your ST has a "television" port on the back, it has

you have an STE, make the most of it and look out

a modulator which enables it to talk to any TV. The
trade-off for this convenience is picture quality - it's

for a monitor with stereo speakers.

rather fuzzy. A dedicated monitor gives a much
crisper, clearer image. Text becomes easily readable
and everything looks better. If you're going to be
using text-based applications or want to get into
some serious graphics, then a monitor definitely
eases eye-strain - games look groovier, too. No
more arguments when someone else wants to watch

which gives a superb monochrome picture, but.it's
only available using Atari's own high resolution moni

The ST also has a beautiful high resolution mode

tor or a dead swish and expensive multisync job.

Heavyweight desktop publishing, computer-aided de
sign and music programs often only run in high reso
lution. If you're into word processing and serious
stuff, then it's worth your trouble to go for a mono

Unfortunately, not all colour monitors available
can be hooked up to an ST - some need special

monitor - the picture is rock steady and detailed.
There are even mono-compatible games available
(see STF's roundup last month, or page 142 to order

Good, cheap and rather attractive. Ergonomic too.

leads to make the connection or don't work very well

that issue if you missed it) - though you can always

What more do you need?

even then, so always check with the supplier first. If

hijack the telly for the odd alien-bashing session!

telly, either!
Power Mouse

£15 Power Computing » 0234 843388

STF Rating -79%
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the add-ons you want

Power! Get into It by upgrading your ST with a nifty

•

HARDWARE

THE BEST OF THE REST

add-on... or wiring yourself to the mains. Chris Lloyd,

ST FORMAT conducts regular roundups to bring you up-to-date
information on the hardware available for your machine. Over the

now back on solid food, recommends the former and

last year we compared 20 printers (issue 25), 15 hard drives
(issue 27), all the best floppy drives (issue 28) and much more.
If you missed any of these, see page 142 to order back issues.

rounds up the top peripherals available for your ST

Cumana CSA

there is a wealth of drives available.

All look pretty much the same - a
streamlined slim grey box sitting
next to your ST. The actual drives
are invariably Japanese, the quality
varies little and all perform ade
quately. Points to look out for are a
good solid case with a decent
power supply and switch. Power

Pandaal Daatadisk

354

£59.95 City Beat» 0234 857777

£69.90 WeServe

Has a quality Sony mechanisim, internal power supply

* 0705 325354

unit and a nice finish. Good value.

The
solidly-built
Cumana floppy drive
comes with an internal

power supply, handy
long data cable and a
plug already fitted with

can either be internal or via an
external transformer. Since the

£45 Power Computing
* 0234 843388

Uses your ST's joystick

costs a little bit more,

port for power. Has the
same good quality Sony
mechanism as its big

but then it's that little
bit better.

has an internal PSU.

the

drive only needs a little juice to run,
you can draw power from your ST's
joystick port - if money is really
tight this saves a few quid.

STF Rating - 85%
Power PC720E

correct

fuse.

It

brother the PC720 which

STF Rating -90%

by fitting it themselves or supplying a different kit.
And while you're at it, another thing to watch out for
is whether the upgrade is "populated" or "unpopu
lated" - that is, supplied with or without memory
chips themselves. Unless you have a source of cheap
chips it's better to get the "populated" versions.
Power 2MByte
£99.00 Power Computing v 0234 843388

At a very competitive price, this little
board takes your ST to 2MBytes another 2MBytes can be added later.
The instructions are clear and concise.

STF Rating - 92%
Evesham Micros SIMMs Conversion
£119.95 Evesham Micros » 0386 765500

This kit gives an STFM the abilityto use STE SIMMs.

STF Rating -69%

STE SIMMS
STEs use SIMMs - Single Inline Memory
Modules. These are little boards holding either
256k or 1MByte that slot straight into your STE.
No soldering, removing chips or anything nasty.
Just open it up and slot them into place. There
is space in the STE for four, and the system is
set up to use them in pairs. This gives you four
basic configurations: 0.5MByte, 1MByte,
2MBytes, and 4MBytes. SIMMs are cheap, too.
Adding two 256k boards to turn a 520 into a
1040 costs around £30 - an absolute bargain.
And two 1MByte boards turning your machine
into a 2MByte monster costs around £80.
Upgrading an ST's memory has never been so
cheap and easy. Available from most electronics
suppliers - try Evesham Micros ^ 0386 765500.

STF Rating - 86%

Philips CM8833 Mk 2

Atari SM124

Atari SC1224

£219.00 Swift Micros » 0582 476257

£109.99 Best Prices » 0903 700714

£260.00 Atari s 0753 33344

Lovely picture, stereo sound capabil
ity (so you can get
the most from your
STE) and as sexy

Specially built by Atari for your ST's

Atari's own colour monitor. Excellent picture quality,

any monitor on the
market. The Philips
is pretty cheap, too
- go for it!

high resolution, the
SM124 gives you
an exquisitely crisp
and steady mono
chrome display. It
looks good and is
cheap - what more
could you ask?

STFRating-90%

STF Rating -90%

an

appearance

as

but

some

users

might feel that the
colours tend to be
a

bit on the dark

side, and it is just a
little pricey.
STF Rating -84%
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tyM, wow t vv c
... with Protext 5.5 because the pop-up thesaurus will
provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With
words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main

<

-<U*

entries and 827,000 responses!

Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options.
Automatic hyphenation lets you produce awell-spaced
page layout without the bother of manually purling in
soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation
points by algorithms and look-up tables. Elimination of
widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer
need to worry about those infuriating single lines atthe
top or bottom of pages. Protext formats the text to avoid
these as you edit the text. Extra blank lines atthe top of
a page can be suppressed.
New document analysis features provide a wealth of
information about your text. You can examine a list of
all the words used -alphabetically or by the number of
occurrences. Other statistics shown include average word

length, average sentence length and atable of the
number of lines on each page.

TO b/ood/ brilliant

ST FORMAT

"one hell of a performer"

COMPUTER SHOPPER

"if you need a professional word
processor Protext is perfect"
"nothing else available comes close

& Conversion to and from WordStar 5.5 and
Microsoft RTF

& Full printed documentation of new features.
AMIGA COMPUTING

ST APPLICATIONS

PROBATA 1.2

FKIQtj (including VAT and delivery)

New version of Prodata nowwith pull-down
menus, mouse orkeyboard operation,
automatic record numbering, merge database,
instantaneous filtering, prologue form, edit

For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST orTT.

fields in any order, 2-across label printing. Full
details available from Arnor.

Price: E85+VAT, upgrade from vl.l E30+VAT.

Protext 5.5

^ Enhanced file selector with different sorting
methods, bulk copy and erase.
& Prodata users - mail merge directly from Prodata
files, no need to export.
£< Mail merge: nested repeat loops.
& New window-based help facilities.
,Y Improved line drawing.
> Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing
capital letters.

£152.75

Upgrade from 5.0to 5.5
£30
Upgrade from 4.2/4.3 to 5.5
£60
Please return your original disks when upgrading
French or German spelling dictionary £35.25
When upgrading please return any extra spell checking
dictionaries for afree update to the revised version.

4^i»tdud£A< >• Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation,
extensive printer font support and proportional
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen
editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents,
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting,
macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language,
exec files and the fastest search and replace around.
Altogether the most comprehensive word processing
software for your Amiga or ST.

Ct Both Protext5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory

Arnor Ltd (sf), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299

the add-ons you want

HARDWARE

-> MODEMS
Take a look at the back of your ST and you find a
port labelled "modem." Modems (modulator-demodu
lators) are clever gadgets which give your ST access
to the world using the telephone line. They convert
the binary data your ST uses into audible tones which
can be squirted down the phone line to another mo
dem, which converts it back into binary data. Bingo!
You can exchange data with any modem-equipped
machine in the world. You can call up bulletin boards

to swap the latest software and information and leave
messages for your mates. These are the computer

equivalent of a telephone conference service and are

less it costs to run. There are standard speeds and

often run by enthusiasts, though there are also com

error checking methods used by the various bulletin

mercial networks such as CompuServe and Cix. You
can check share prices or read the world news
almost as it happens - there are even games where
other characters can be other real players sitting in
front of their STs 1,000 miles away. You have instant

boards and services, called protocols. The most pop
ular are V22 and V22bis which run at 1200bps and
2400bps respectively. Early modems had a dial on,
but now most can auto-dial, saving a lot of hassle.
Look out for Hayes compatibility - the industry stan
dard. British Telecom don't like unapproved equip
ment attached to their phone lines, so watch out for
BT approval - modems without it are not necessarily
unsuitable or dangerous, just not strictly legal.

access to mounds of information and services - the

only limit is the bashing your telephone bill takes.
Modems can shift data at various speeds known
in terms of bits per second (bps). The faster it is, the

Supra 2400 Modem

Supra 9600 Plus Modem

Fax Modem

£129.85 Surface UK Ltd

£495.00 Supply Solutions

£299.00 Atari Workshop

* 081 566 3639

v 0753 832212

2400bps Hayes compatible
and a bit of a bargain, it

The bee's knees: 9600bps,
Hayes compatible, auto-dial

Has the added bonus of

also has auto-dialling v^^^^;<
and auto-answer.
^ It it.A

and bells and whistles. But

well as a modem. Handles

then you do pay for it all.

graphics as well as text.

t

081 566 6677

STF Rating - 90% ^ ™

being a fax machine as

STF Rating -78%

STF Rating -84%

HARD DRIVES
The add-on which can really transform your system.
Once you've lived with one of these, nothing else is
as good. Hard drives are essentially very big and very
fast disk drives. Instead of a single plastic disk revolv
ing at 300rpm, a hard drive has a number of solid
aluminium disks whizzing round at 3,600rpm with the
read/write heads just a couple of microns from the
disk surface. All this adds up to a drive big enough to
store dozens of disks'-worth of data, and fast enough
to banish those waiting-for-the-disk-drive blues.
Because the heads don't touch the disk, data should
be safer, and you're not limited to floppy disk capac
ity any more, either. Samples and animations, for
example, can be multi-MByte affairs.
Hard drives come in a variety of flavours: size
varies from 20MByt.es to the ridiculously large. For
serious applications, 40MByt.es are adequate, but
the more MBytes the merrier. All hard drives are very
fast compared to floppies, but some are quite a bit
faster than others. Something below 30 milliseconds
access time is getting quick. Caching can speed this
up even more - this is the ability to use an area of

memory to hold frequently accessed data, so it
doesn't have to be read from disk again.
Hard drives attach to your ST via the DMA port,
which is also used for Atari's laser printer. If you're
going to use one of these, if s vital that the hard drive

has a throughport so you can use both at once. Autoparking is important, too. With the read/write head so
close to the disk and the disk racing round so fast,
the possibilities of the two meeting can be disas
trous. Auto-parking moves the head away to a safe
place when not in use.
You'll probably want an auto-booting drive, so you
can install all your Desk Accessories and utilities on
one drive and have your system set up as you want it
each time you switch on. Hard drives also get hot.
Some use a fan constantly circulating air about inside
the case; others use the case itself as a heat sink,
which makes life a lot quieter. All drives come ready

Protar 40DC
£423.00 Protar « 0923 54133

The Protar series of drives are excellently built, offer
ing auto-booting and parking with a wide range of set
up programs. There's a range of capacities - the
40DC is a 40MByte model with a 64K disk cache on
board. Beautifully put together and well featured. Top
of the tree stuff.

STF Rating -90%

formatted and with software to get you started.
The new kid on the block is a removeable hard

drive, which uses big removeable cartridges to store

your goodies. Run out of disk space? Just buy
another cartridge! Data can be moved about easily.
You could take sensitive or important data home with
you - all you need to do is take away the cartridge.
The disadvantage is that, because the disk is not in a
sealed unit, it's not as reliable or as fast as the nor
mal hard drive. Unless the portability is important, or
you need a cheap way to store enormous amounts of
data, it's better to stick to a fixed drive. Either way, if
you want to get into some serious power-using then a
hard drive is the biscuit.

Ladbroke 52MByte

Protar 44R (removeable)

Power Computing 40MByte Slimline

£429.00 Ladbroke Computing » 0772 203166

£611.00 Protar» 0923 54133

£299.00 Power Computing » 0234 843388

Offers auto-park and auto-boot, with DMA throughport
and cache. The Ladbroke drive is fast, quiet and well
put together, with a good tough case. Comes with
the excellent ICD hard drive management utilities.
Plenty of MBytes for the money. Top contender.

Based on the Syquest mechanism, the 44R uses re

One of the cheapest hard drives around, and a solid
performer. There's no fan, so no constant whirr. No
DMA thoughport either, so using the laser is out of
the question, but you do get auto-booting and autoparking. Best budget buy.

STF Rating -81%

moveable 44MByte cartridges. Slower and less reli
able than ordinary drives but each extra 44MByte
only costs about a ton. Same excellent build as the
other Protar drives.
STF Rating - 79%

STF Rating - 74%
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the add-ons you want

HARDWARE

> PRINTERS
Not much point having a word processor or desk
top publishing package without one of these. There
are printers to suit all budgets, giving various quali
ties of output from rough and ready to professional.
The most common are dot matrix. Cheap, versatile
and simple, dot matrix printers use a row of tiny pins
to punch at the paper through a ribbon much like an
ordinary typewriter. The quality of resolution depends
on the number of pins - usually either nine or 24.
Since this kind of printer makes an impact on the
paper, you can take carbon copies. It also means
these are also the noisiest printers - often a tea
break in the next room is in order when printing long

documents. All offer what is called near-letter-quality
(NLQ) - where the print head makes a second pass,
slightly offset, to improve the result. There are colour

The business - gives
splendid results. Easy to use,
compact, with 22 built-in
fonts. Also has a fancy imageenhancing function.
STF Rating - 91%

Dot matrix printers offer the cheapest way into
hard copy and are adequate for most uses, but even
using a 24-pin printer on NLQ they still lack the pol

electrostatically. The paper is rolled over the drum
and the toner heated to bond it on. The output is

ished appearance of professional output. For that you
need an inkjet or laser printer. Inkjet printers have
come down substantially in price - they work by
spraying little blobs of ink onto the paper from a
matrix of tiny jets - usually 64. At 300 dots per inch
the result is hard to beat. Spend a lot more and you
can get a colour inkjet. There's little software support
at present but it's just about the only affordable way
to get decent colour output. Inkjets are the the qui
etest printers, and the slowest. For quality output on
a budget, they're the bizz.

superb. The catch is money - lasers have been get
ting cheaper, but still cost a small bomb to buy and

kCannon Bubblejet

IKX-P1123

' £1,291.00 Hewlett Packard

At the top of the heap are laser printers - real

professional gear. The image of the page is scanned
by a laser onto a drum, which then attracts the toner

Panosonic

Hewlett Packard

ILaserjet 3P
' s 0344 369369

versions that use various coloured ribbons - output is
reasonable but far from polished.

I BJ lOe

I£311.00 Panasonic UK

I£405.00 Cannon UK

built-in fonts.
STF Rating - 90%

basics such as bold, underlined, italic and so on.
When you print a straight WP document it's these you
get - you pays your money and takes your choice.
Before you can get anything out of a printer, your
program needs a printer driver - a bit of code that
tells your printer what to do. To get the best output,
you need a good driver. It's worth checking for soft
ware support before parting with your readies, stf

Atari SLM 605
£1,056.00 Atari UK « 0753 33344

' The cheapest inkjet

The cheapest laser printer and by far the fastest. Lovely print
quality, too. Uses lots of memory though, because it draws the
image in your ST's memory, so you need at least 2MBytes.

and a good performer, too.

STF Rating -89%

' « 0344 853915

The best buy 24-pin
dot matrix printer. Good all
rounder - fairly fast and quiet
(for a dot matrix), with five

run. Most have built-in fonts and can handle the

'•b 081 773 3173

Fast text output and superb
final output. Very small and
beautifully quiet as well.
STF Rating - 90%

Star LC-10
£223.00 Star UK » 0494 471111

A 9-pin dot matrix printer, the LC-10 is getting old now but is still
a nice little number. Good paper handling, four built-in fonts and
quite a reasonable turn of speed. One of the quietest dot matrix
printers. To be replaced by the faster LC-20, but still widely avail
able and often at bargain prices.
STF Rating -88%

Don't buy a High Resolution Monitor
until you've checked out The Monulator, an incredible new software utility which turns any TV or monitor into a
monochrome monitor capable of displaying every single pixel of the ST's superb High Resolution screen.
Run the wealth of ST monochrome software,
using your existing TV or monitor, with no loss of display quality!

All ST professionals agree that a high resolution monitor is essential for serious use. The Monulator is a direct
replacement for the Atari SM124 monitor in a complete, easy-to-use package. No special hardware is required.
Simply plug in yourTV, insert the Monulator disk and watch the screen go Hi Res! What's more, with its unique desk
accessory control panel, the Monulator sports features that the Atari SM124 can only dream of(forexample, a green
screen mode!)
Compatible with: Calamus ...Cubase... Proflight... Pagestream... Calligrapher...Signum ...DynaCADD ...Hyperpaint ...WERCS ...Degas
Elite ...Steinberg Pro24 ...DevpacST ...QuickST ...BeckerCAD ...MegaPaint... Notator...Printing Press...Protext...That's write...Write on!
The list goes on...

The Monulator is also compatible with the entire Atari ST range, from the 520 STFM to the Mega STE!
ATTENTION USERS OF THE MICK WEST MONO EMULATOR

Does your system run slower than a soporific snail?
Are you fed up with having to decide everything at boot-up?
Can your eyes take much more of the fuzzy icons and unreadable text?
MORIARTY SOFTWARE has the answer: THE MONULATOR!

The price? Look through this magazine and you won't find an SM124 monitor for less than £120. A software monitor
comes a little cheaper. The complete Monulator package, including documentation, postage and FREE Technical
Support, costs just £20 (Overseas add £2).
Available direct from MORIARTY SOFTWARE,
1 CEDAR CLOSE • LANGLEY GREEN • CRAWLEY
WEST SUSSEX • RH11 7SB •

Credit card orders to Goodmans International on (0782) 335650.

For an information pack please send a decent-sized SAE.

ft

Mctnulfrtoir
ST Format rated 87%
Latest release now Version 1.8

POWER COMPUTING

\'\t

NEW
New Series 900 Hard Disk

LOW

PRICES
ORIGINAL SERIES 900

SLIMLINE

New Atari TT workstation

^**%%s^.

available

now!

40MB Slimline Hard Disk
100MBSIimlineHardDisk

• Powerful 68030 32MHz processor
• Up to 26MB RAM

ForQuantum& Sony 11mS Access

Super-slim metal case
• Low profile mechanism
• No need for a cooling fan

SPECIFICATIONS

drives, add £35

POWER

• Buffered Thru'port

DRIVES

• Optional battery backed upclock
• High speed 20mS seek rate

•
•
•
•

High quality NEC mechanism
Auto booting as standard
32MB partitions on STE
Thru'portfor external devices

The ideal high-power machine for
office word processing and publishing
2MB

Fast 20mS drive

> Write protect switch, protect your

4MB
8MB

ICL utilities included

valuable data

• 1 year guarantee

• Power supply

• Many graphics resolutions

£2229
£2449

Hi-res colour monitor

100MBSeries900

• ICDInterface & Utility disk

100MB + Lattice C

£449

B

Other sizes available

40MB

£329

£479

100ME

40MB

100MB

with clock £339

with clock £489

With any Power Hard Disk
Lattice C Version 5, £55 (normally £89)

MEGASTE2
MEGASTE2
£1149
Two megabyte computer with 1 MB 3-5"
£55

Built-in power supply

NEW! 512K RAMExpansion
£45

for all STFM Machines

• Back-up yourdisks at lightning speed
• Copiesfrom the internal to the

MEGA STE 1

PC720

disk drive, 16MHz, 48MB internal hard

disk, mouse, midi interface, 12" high

external drive

• Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip
• Back-up an ST disk in around
40 seconds

resolution mono monitor.

PC720E

TURBO

OPTICAL MOUSE MAT ; I ICD INTERFACES

Powered through joystick

ST RAM Expansion

• Atough replacement pad foryour
optical mouse
• Strong plastic backing stops creasing

• High resolution grid gives precision

ICD interfaces are ideal as a startforbuilding
yourowndesk unit. They arecompatible with
the powerful ICD hard diskutilities and come
with full fitting instructions,
Ad-SCSI with Thru'Port

mouse movement

Replacement optical mouse mat £9-95
OPTICAL MOUSE

Micro-SCSI Internal Mega Drive

£199

AdSpeed
Built-in Blitz Turbo and virus blocker

SOFTWARE

boots from drive B

Lattice C V5

Pro Flight
Harlekin
Wercs
Knife-ST
PC Ditto
NeodeskV3
AT-OnceST +

PC7200I
Official internal drive

• 300DPI resolution

(no case cutting, but must be small button)

• 600mm/sectracking speed

PC720P

• Mouse holder

Mouse mat

Including PSU

2MBRAM Expansion

£29
£29
£45
£24
£29
£29
£34
£189

HisoftC

Atari internal drive

No soldering required
Expandto2MBor4MB
Plugs directly insidethe ST
Full fitting instructions
Uses latest high capacity RAM chips

£89
£29

DevpacV2

PC720I

•
•
•
•
•

£50

4MBRAM Expansion

£69

Add-SCSI PluswithThru'Port &Clock £99

£29 95

Power Mouse

£15

CHIPS

£249
£95 Supercharger
£249
MMU
£28
£40
Power Computing Atari STtech support telephone 0203 661136 Mon-Fri5pm-8pm

1MB Simmsfor STe Expansion

DMA

£28

All prices include VAT, delivery and aresubject tochange. Specifications aresubject tochange without notice. Next day delivery £4-50 (U.K. mainland only]. Dealer enquiries welcome.

POWER COMPUTING LTD

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7Pr
Tel: 0234 843388

Fax: 0234 840234

POWER COMPUTING FRANCE 15 Bid Volla.re 75011 PARIS FRANCE

TEL. ID 43570169 (6 lines)<= FAX|1)43380435

VISA

POWER COMPUTING ENQUIRIES TOACL Engineering Penh AUSTRALIA
(09)4810555

VENTURE INTO A
NEW MUSICAL
WORLD

Even more great ST offers
SEQUENCER ONE PLUS

In last month's special issue of ST FORMAT,
we gave away a unique version of Gadgits'
Sequencer One. It has all the useful MIDI
features of the original Sequencer One plus a
special sound-chip editor, so it can be used
with any ST - even if you don't have any
MIDI gear connected. STE owners can hear
their musical creations in stereo, thanks to
support for the STE's enhanced music capa
bilities. The issue included a free "Get You

Started" supplement to help you get going.
If you missed all this, turn to page 142 to
order your copy of the issue.
To make sure you get the most out of
Sequencer One we're offering special deals
on other associated packages. For even
more features, you can invest in Gadgits'
latest upgrade - Sequencer One Plus. Then
there's the Sample Series, which gives you a
set of samples you can load into Sequencer
One (or Sequencer One Plus). The Hit Kit
enables you to start writing your own pro

UPGRADE KIT
GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE
Don't miss out on this incredible offer!

Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus for a

host of extra features including the
unique Juke Box screen and Gajits'

new Diamond Drag note editing sys
tem. Also includes: improved sample
playback, support for the Microdeal

range

of

sample

replay

hardware,

tempo maps, auto count in, MIDI sys
ex handling, track solo, extra quan
tize options, and much more! All of
this will sell for £129.95 (RRP). For a
short time only, Sequencer One Plus

is available as an

upgrade kit for

Sequencer One owners (that includes
all Cover Disk owners) at just £49.95

(RRP). We're offering it to you at a
mere £39.95 - an amazing total saving
of £90!

fessional drum tracks and bass lines.

Don't miss these special offers - start
making the most of Sequencer On

GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE

The Sequencer One User Kit con
tains the full program User Guide
and a User Registration Card. The
User Guide includes a beginner's
introduction to sequencing and
MIDI, lots of pictures and exam
ples, and an index. The User
Registration Card entitles you
to free update information
and the Gajits telephone
Helpline
support
service.
You can benefit from all of

this for just £6.95!
DESCRIPTION: Seq. One User Kit
PRICE: £6.95
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ORDER N°: ST396
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THE HIT KIT
GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE
The

THE SAMPLE SERIES

Hit

Kit

position

GAJITS MUSIC SOFTWARE

is

a

system

music

to

use

com

with

Sequencer One and Sequencer One

A collection of five volumes of digital

Plus. It can help you to create profes

sound samples for use with Sequen

sional sounding drum tracks, bass lines,

cer One and

and other accompaniments in

Each

Sequencer One

volume

contains

up

Plus.

to

80

a

wide

range of musical styles - for example,

high quality samples and includes a

ballad, blues, disco, house, latin, reggae

specially written demo song (which

and techno. Very little previous musical

needs

1MByte

of

memory

to

run).

Each volume costs just £9.95 (RRP
£12.95).

The

complete set

can

be

yours for only £39.95 (RRP £64.75) -

knowledge is needed to obtain frighten-

ingly rapid results! Can you write a num
ber one hit? Here's the kit to help you,
only £24.95 (RRP £29.95)!

saving you nearly £25!
DESCRIPTION: The Hit Kit
PRICE: £24.95

ORDER N°: ST398

HOW TO ORDER
•

Just make a note of the name of the

package you want to buy and the order
number next to it. Then fill in the handy
coupon below.
• If you wish to order by credit card or
have any queries, ring the ST FORMAT
Mail Order Hotline on:

0458 74011
ST FORMAT Mail Order
No stamp required if posted in UK,
Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

Name
Address

Postcode

Telephone

Description

Price

Order No

TOTAL ORDER |
•for overseas orders call Trevor Wilt br prices on +4445874011

ft

Method of payment - please tick appropriate boi

D Access

DVisa

• Cheque

D PC

Credit card No

Expiry date

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to :
Future Publishing Limited.

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt, STFORMATJhe

Old Barn, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11. 7BR. *

hints and tips

STOS

STOS surgery
Come in, lie down, relax and tell me all about it You can talk to me, I'm a
Doctor. Chris Lloyd peers into the STOS medicine cabinet
Programming was once the domain of seri
ously serious types. Everything was horrible
impenetrable assembly code. Then came
BASIC - Beginner's All Symbolic Instruction
Code. It was designed to be useable by nor
mal people - or at least, those who don't think in hex.

preter commands, the token number 162 doesn't

when defining the whole screen. When using the
reduce command to compress a screen to half its
vertical size, the horizontal size needs to be 319. If
you capture the screen as a string and want to paste
it down again, the horizontal size needs to- be 320.
Don't ask why.

There are at least half a dozen different varieties of

BASIC for your ST. STOS is designed to make the
production of games and other graphic-based pro
grams a breeze. It handles the really difficult bits for
you with a range of powerful commands. Not suprisingly it has sold loads of copies - 126,341. Well,
thereabouts, anyway. Like all programming though, it
isn't all a bowl of cherries - although the manual is
one of the better ones, there's still a lot to learn.

STOS Surgery brings you a heap of tips every month
just for the STOS-heads out there.
DISAPPEARING

MENUS

The manual tells you how to create menus using the
menu$ command. What they don't tell you is that you
can get rid of the options again by using a null string.
You can empty the options or a whole menu.
menu$(2)="" would wipe the whole of the second
menu, menus (2,3)="" would get rid of the second
menu's third option and all subsequent ones.
Having a bit of bother using a menu with a back
ground on screen? The trick is to use screencopy
to copy the background picture to the screen, start
ing eight pixels from the top so it doesn't interfere
with the menu. Now, why didn't I think of that?
HOW

BIG

IS

THE

SCREEN?

STOS, wonderful as it is, has a few, er, inconsisten

cies. It's never quite clear which coordinates to use

SPRITES

Although a sprite bank has its palette saved with it,
there's no direct command to retrieve it. It is possible
with a bit of mucking about though. Try these lines the J symbol means no line return yet.
10 X=hunt

(start(1)

to J

(start(1)+length(1),"PALT")+4
20

for A=0 to 15:colour A,deek(X)
: X=X+2

J

: next A

Been getting miffed because you've been using the
put sprite command and the sprites don't appear?
It's probably because the screen hasn't been updated
yet. The sprite is positioned using the sprite com
mand, then pasted onto the screen with put
sprite. If the screen hasn't been updated then noth
ing appears. Use an update command first.
If you want to get rid of sprites you can use the
off command, but unfortunately this zaps all the
sprites. To get rid of one you could move it to a coor
dinate off the screen - not bad, but rather crude, the
fastest is to use one of the traps. Try -

work because of some bug or other. You can get
round this by adding a space before the number.
Many commands use parameters - these are
variables used in their execution. Each new command

uses a table of parameters. When setting up the
parameter table for a compiler extension, you can
save yourself some space and effort by directing all
commands with the same parameters to the same
table. Neat, eh?
SORTING

array contains numbers, then any unused elements
are zeros. These then come first when you sort the
array. If the array contains strings, then unassigned
elements hold blank lines - null strings. If you don't
know the exact size of the array, then you need a
routine to check through the sorted array until you
get some data, or work out how many valid elements
there are and jump to this point, stf

ME TOO! ME TOO!
To order SJOS - complete with com
piler, Maestro sound package and
over 600 sprites - at a saving of
£42, turn to page 126. Or perhaps
you already use STOS? Got some

hot STOS tips to share with the ^7 «""!N %"

world? Need a perplexing programming

substituting your sprite number for n.
PROGRAMMING

predicament sorted out? Let us know about it! In that
way, you can share your tip with well over 70,000
other ST enthusiasts and be in the running for our
monthly prize of £25. Write in to the STOS Surgery,

EXTENSIONS

One of the advantages of STOS is the way you can
add new commands, with a bit of assembly program
ming and some blood and sweat. Here's a couple of
little tipettes. Rather than saving all the command

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

shows off the power of STOS - try writing anything this
short and powerful in another language!

Remember all that nasty trigonometry maths stuff that
seemed to have no use at all? Well, with a little work you
can get sexy effects using sine waves. This little listing
takes a section from the top right of a picture stored in

lovely sine-type way. because were goin
ber as the pixel offset, it's mutliplied by 20.
Each frame of the sequence is drawn line by line. We
don't want to see this on-screen so the background screen

bank 6 and gives it a ripply wibbly effect much beloved by
demo writers everywhere.
Line 10 sets up a blank screen in low resolution. Line
20 reserves a dimensioned array and grabs the palette
from memory bank 6. A dimensioned array is a variable
with lots of separate elements - In this case, 720: two
complete revolutions using degrees. Lines 30 and 40 do
some horrible maths stuff converting the degrees into radi
ans, then calculating the sine of the angle. This gives you
a series of numbers that cycle between 1 and -1 in a

is defined as the logical screen and all the drawing takes
place here.
Lines 50 to 70 draw each frame. The Z variable is

:,y*^

<
rough a wobbily paten.

multiplied by

10

key off : flash off : curs off : mode J

20

dim ARRAY(720)

30

for X=l to 720 step 1 : ANG#=rad(X)35 J

0: els : hide on

ne-waviness is alte

: get palette (6)

ARRAY(X) = (sin(ANG#)*20)

40

used to step through our array. Changing the step value
gives sharper or shallower waves. Line 60 looks daunting
but Isn't, honest. It copies lines from the picture in back 6
to the logical screen and each line is offset using your
array. The width of the picture has to be a multiple of 16 here the wobbled picture is 96 by 71. The larger you make
it, the slower everything runs. This little number really

Compiling the program speeds everything up enormously.
For each frame, your ST needs to do 497 bits of maths as

SORT

When a dimensioned array is sorted, the whole array
gets sorted - not just the element you've used. Ifthe

dreg(0)=0:dreg(l)=n:dreg(2)=0:trap 5

WIBBLY WOBBLE

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

names when saving a BASIC program, STOS uses a
token to represent each command. When you're
putting together the token list with your new inter

: next X

logic=back

50

for Z=l to 360 step 8 : for Y=0 to 71

60

screencopy 6,20+ARRAY(4*Y+Z),Y,116+J
ARRAY(4*Y+Z),Y+1 to logic,0,Y

70

80

next Y

screen copy logic,0,0,96,71 J
to physic,115,60

90

next Z : goto 50

ATARI ST PROGRAMS
HOUSE

SPECIAL OFFER

SOFTWARE

Sage 127.95

Accountant Plus

Sage 224.95

Astrology Program
Antic 9.99
Adimens plus v3 Database ..Kuma 98.99
Bookkeeper v3.2
Sage 85.95
Canvas

ATARI ST BOOKLIST

3D Graphics Programming
6800 Assembly Lang. Prog
Atari ST Explored
Applications Guide inC

QUANTUM

Accountant v3

Abacus 18.45
Mcgraw 21.45
Kuma 9.75
Compute 19.45

STBasic Sourcebook &Tutorial
Alori 9.50
From ST Basic to C
Abacus 17.95

Game Makers Manual

Digita 63.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Dev/Design
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture
Data Manager Prof
Degas Elite

36.95
Disks 16.95
44.45
46.95
46.95
46.95
34.55
21.95

Delux Paint

Sigma 12.75

GFA Basic v3 Development +disk ....Glen 17.95
Guide ToCalamus DTP

52MB
105MB

IDE
IDE

52MB
105MB

64K
64K

SCSI 64K
SCSI 64K

Cache
Cache

Midi &Sound Book

M&T 16.95

57.45
65.95

12.95
15.95

IMPrint9/24 Pin Mono
IMPrint 9/24 Pin Colour
K-Data
K-Resource 2

10.95
15.95
Kuma 42.95
Kuma 33.95

K-Roget Thesaurus
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T

36.75
Kuma 64.45
Kuma 88.95
128.00

Knife ST
Lattice Cv5

Megapaint3

Masterplan Spreadsheet

149.95

That'sa mouse 290 dpi Compo

Golden Image Mouse 290 dpi
DAATA MOUSE 360 dpi Pandaal

56.56

1040 STE Family Curric
Atari Lynx II
Atari Lynx II Plus PSU

367.95
79.95

89.95

Psion Series 3 Pocket
PC 128K
Portfolio Pocket PC

179.95
178.95

Mega 1STE 8/16 MHZ
Mega 2 STE 8/16 MHZ

639.95

48MB HD

959.95

Mega 4 STE 8/16 MHZ
48MB HD

1064.95
1704.00
1820.00
1999.00

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor ...273.95
Atari SM 124 Mono
139.95

TT PTC 1426 Multisync

425.00

urn i ii ii 111111 !•
Citizen 120D Plus inc lead
Citizen 124D inc lead
Citizen Swift 9 Pin inc lead
Citizen Swift 24 Pin inc lead
Citizen Swift 24E + colour

135.95
199.95
195.95
289.95
309.95

Citizen Swift 24X Wide Carriage....405.95

Colour Upgrade Swift 9/24

36.95

Star LC200 Colour
Star LC24-10
Cannon BJ10E Bubble Jet

219.95
224.95
265.95

Ribbon for LC10 (min 2)

2.99

33.95

NeoDesk 3

28.55

159.95

Personal Finance Man. Plus

19.95
24.95
21.95
17.95
24.95

520 STE Discovery Extra Pack 299.95

Phone

Pagestream New UK v.2.1
...218.95

AT Speed STE Adaptor
Nalcsha mouse 280 dpi

Hisoft 23.75
Hisoti 119.99

Master Sound 2

ATSPEEDC16 16MHz PcEmulator •

Compro 39.95

45.95
31.99

Digita 23.95
Digita 39.95

Special

DRDOS 5.0 included

38.95
23.95

83.95
16.95
23.95
Hisott 41.45

Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2

ATontePC2B6 Emulator 16 MHz
AToncePC286 Emulator 8 MMz

Write On

48MB HD
TT 30/02 4MB 32 MHZ
48MB HD
TT 30/02 8MB 32 MHZ
48MB HD

200400dpi16grey tones
75.00
Golden Image Hand Scanner 3grey modes 200-100 dpi Touch Up V1.6
169.95
179.95

Timeworks Publisher v2
88.95
Werks
Hisoft 23.45
Wordtair
Hisoft 59.95
WordPerfect
179.95
Word Writer
Timeworks 39.95

GFA Basic V3.6 Interpreter
GFA Compiler v3.6

Hisoft Forth

DAATAscan Pro. AT25SCANNER 3 Dither

172.95

TT 30/02 2MB 32 MHZ

Hisoft C Interpreter

Modes 100-400 dpi 64grey scales
149.95
Cameron Handy Scanner 3scan -modes

Database

System 3 Smalt Bus. Accounts...47.45
System 3 Extended
Digila 63.95
Tempus 2
Hisolt 29.95
Thats Write
Compro 84.95

GFA Basic v3.5 Plus 10 games .37.95

GFA Draft Plus V3.13
GFAGShell
GFA Mission Control
Harlekin 2

Your FirST BASIC
Bookmark 14.45
Your Second Manual to the Atari ST 10.95

0800 220912

First Word+Newv3.2

Fun School 2 AllAges
Fun School 3 Allages

Tech' Reference Guide vol 3....Compute 22.45
Tricks &Tips onthe ST
.Abacus 16.40

UPGRADE KITS AVAILABLE FOR PC's
AMIGA'S and ATARI

Hisoft 45.99
Digita 31.95
38.95
ZZsoft 19.95

First Word V3.2 Special otter -

Tech' Reference Guide vol 1....Compute 19.45
Tech' Reference Guide vol 2....Compute 19.45

£170
£285

45.95

Devpac v2
DGCalc Spreadsheet
Easy Draw 2
Easy Text Plus DTP

with Neodesk 3

Programming the 6800
Sybex 23.95
Real Time 3D graphics Atari ST ...Sigma 17.55
ST Programmers Guide ST Basic ....Logo 22.45
ST Machine Language
Abacus 17.95
The Elementary Atari ST
Compute 17.95

£155
£265

Cache
Cache

19.95

Introducing ST Machine Code ZZsoft 19.75
Learning CProg Graphics
Compute 16.45

HARD DISK DRIVES

12.99

Cashbook Combo

ATARI ST PROGRAMS
Superbase Personal 2 Database...69.95
Superbase Professional

31.96

Proflight

Hisoft 31 96

Protext v5
Protext v5 5
Quartet Microdeal

Arnor 99.95
119.95
39.95

Replay 8 Microdeal
Sequencer 1 Gajits
Spectrum 512

Cumana 3.5 1 Meg CSA354
External 3.5 1 Meg Inc PSU

79.95
59.95
Megafile 30 Hard Drive....Atari 349.00
Megafile 60 Hard Drive....Atari 465.00

65.95
72.95
27.95

Amstrad Ext SM 2400 Modem 175.00

Linnet External 1200 Modem ....279.00
Linnet External 2400 Modem ....324.00
Linnet V32 Modem

675.00

All prices Include VAT. Carriage FREE UK & BFPO: EEC Add £6 Air Mall

20% OFF ANY GAME
SOFTWARE

Please send Cheque/PO made payable to:

Prices exclude VAT and Delivery
Allow up to 28 days for delivery. E&OE

RHS, Ramara House, 402 Wakefield Road,

PLUS QUICK FREE

Dalton, Huddersfield West Yorkshire HD5 9XJ

G^j
i

H

Telephone Sales 0484 425843

Hours ot business10am-7pm Monday to Saturday

DELIVERY UK

f^\

II ^^ J

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

SOFT EXCHANGE
Offers you the best in quality service and prices.
All our diskettes are of high quality Japenese media.

AIRCRAFT QUALITY CONTROLS
from "iR. &. SimcdcUuxm-

*** THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS ***
10 DS/DD Disks +100 Cap Lockable Boxes
20 DS/DD Disks +100 Cap Lockable Boxes

£12.50 200 DS/DD Disks t 2x100 Lockable Boxes
£15.50 300 DS/DD Disks +3x100 Lockable Boxes

£71.99
£109.99

30 DS/DD Disks +100 Cap Lockable Boxes
40 DS/DD Disks +100 Cap Lockable Boxes

£18.99 400 DS/DD Disks +4x100 Lockable Boxes
£22.99 500 DS/DD Disks +5x100 Lockable Boxes

£145.99
£179.99

50 DS/DD Disks t 100 Cap Lockable Boxes
100 DS/DD Disks +100 Cap Lockable Boxes

£25.99 1Banx 90 Stackable Box +50 DS/DD Disks
£28.99
£41.99 2Banx 90 Stackable Boxes +100 DS/DD Disks ...£53.99

3 Banx 90Stackable Boxes +250 DS/DD Disks

New Flight Pedals
\>

£»>9.99

x . J<C^
j^if** V,"

WE ONLY STOCK THE BEST QUALITY DISKS
SO WHY BUY FROM ANYWHERE ELSE
PANASONIC
BULK 3s DS/DD
10

20
30
40
50

100

150
200
250
300

400
500
1000
2000

4.99
8.99
12.99
15.99
20.99
36.99
52.99
66.99
83.99
96.99
128.99
159.99
P.O.A
P.O.A

SONY BULK
31 DS/DD
9.99
14.49
18.99
23.99
41.99
59.99
81.99
89.99
1 12.99
147.99
179.99
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£9.99
£25.99

£39.99

80 Cap Lockable Boxes
Mouse Mat
Disk Labels 200
Disk Labels 1000
Monitor Cover
50 3! DS/HD

£7.99
£299
£3.50
£13.99
£6.99
£29.99

games.

Only E34.95 + p&p Including FS2 software patch.

7.99
14.99
20.99
27.99

GOLD AWARD

33.99

64.99
95.99
125.99
157.49
187.49
247.99
294.99
587.99
1 165.99

2 Banx Stackablc Boxes 90
4 Banx Slackable Boxes 90

<-*..

,

GOLD AWARD

BetterthantheBESTAnalogueStick

£17.99
£33.99

40 Cap Lockable Boxes
100 Cap Lockable Boxes

£5.99
£8.99

Disk Labels 100
Disk Labels 500

£2.50
£7.50

Key Board Cover
Logitech Mouse

£4.99
£19.99

100 31 DS/HD

£57.99

All prices include VAT, post and packing in UK, overseas orders

please write or telephone. To order please send Cheque/P.O. made payableto

SOFT EXCHANGE
101 Clifton Road, South Norwood, London SE2S 6QA
Tel: 081 653 9094 (24 HRS ORDER LINE)ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED.
I
Government and Educational
W "'

orders quoted at very competitive prices.

--

The Gravis MoUSeStlCk®

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts, who
demand PERFECT control, with programs such
as Proflight, F19, Mig29, etc. A professional
quality, programmable optical joystick C/W 16k
microprocessor and L.C.D. screen offering
1200 line count resolution. Works perfectly with

Includes Labels and Lifetime guarantee.
I Banx Stackable Boxes 90
3 Banx Stackable Boxes 90

ca"y increasin9 the realism and allowing the use of a
second joystick for throttle control. Flight pedals also
perform with F16 Combat Pilot and all car racing

TDK 3; DS/DD
BRANDED

5.99

5 Banx Stackablc Boxes 90

Designed to use in conjunction with the brilliant Gravis
Mousestick®,' the pedals are supplied with custom
software to interface with Flight Simulator 2® dramati-

jf

all

simulations with sensible mouse routines

and any others in its programmable joystick
mode. No other joystick comes even close to
the Mouse Stick for perfomance, reliability and pleasure in use. £69.00 + p&p

Full technical support and 1 year

^.{£ Si*iudetfco*t&

guarantee.

Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate

S.A.E or telephone for full details.

Telephone (0272) 550900
Fax: (0272)411052

Crews Hole Road

St. George
Bristol BS5 8AY

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRICE £99.00 per SET
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

ART

GALLERY

THE KANDY COLOURED TANGERINE
FLAKE STREAMLINE PICTURE SHOW
RED HOT

/dW^vAND

"^-J) BLUE
^f / This rather friendly-looking
^^^^^^£ v example of the classic big
IV N "*

of

bad dragon picture is the work

Bill

Croan

from

Gateshead

who sent us an extremely comprehensive break
down of all the little tricks of the trade. This sterling
effort wins our my-gosh-it's-big monthly prize for
being such a swot.
• Neochrome is £5.95 from Goodman Enterprises
v 0782 335650

•"After selecting my source material, I scanned
a tracing of it in two halves using a hand scan
ner at 200dpi. I used Neochrome to copy each
screen in the paste buffer and re-sized it to half
screen, then re-pasted the two onto one screen.

Then I had the important task of choosing the
palette. The original picture of the dragon was blue
against a sea of fire, which I wanted to keep as true
to as possible. I used Cyber Paint's Range function
to select blues for the dragon and flesh tones for the

rider. After black and white, I have 14 colours to play
with - remember where the light is coming from and
get an idea which shades you're going to need.

Neochrome is the perfect tool to enable
detailed work to be carried out in the

Magnification window, at the same time as display
ing the actual size on the main screen. As with

painting, always step back from your picture after
bouts of concentration on a particular section.
Working in Magnification for fine detail is great, but
it sometimes you gives a false impression of the
finished object. ST art is learning to compromise. The
original picture of the skeletal rider was "beady
eyed." However, that looked wrong so I made him
"shallow eyed" instead. Here we see the two ver
sions in detail and at actual size.

TO BOLDLY GO
Garry O'Hare from Solihull has taken a slightly dif
ferent approach and used a 3D model as the basis of

his picture of a vaguely familiar spaceship - much
beloved by artists and animators everywhere. Fasci

nating, as somebody once said. (Actually, what he
really said was, "Why have you gone and added those
rococo frills to the original design? They'll go out of
date as quickly as the fins on those huge 1950s
American cars! It's just not logical..." Then they told
him all the extra bits were going to be Vulcanised,
and for some reason he changed his tune. Compro
mise? I can't believe my ears. For that matter, I can't

Studio. I always do my setting up in mono
because it is so much easier to see which way round
the object is. This is a hidden line wire frame super-

believe his ears either...)

view, which I use as a final check to make sure I am

• Cyber Studio is £51.00 from Electric Distribution

happy with the view angle and scale of the 3D
object.

n 0480 496666

••The first stage is a 3D model using Cyber

THE ONES THAT YOU WANT

Having made a note of the settings in mono
mode, I switch to colour for the final superview. At this point, I set the colour palette I want to
use and where I want the light to come from. As you
can see, the final view as it comes from Cyber
Studio is still very rough, so this is where the real
work of drawing the picture starts.

DELUXE PAINT
£59.99 Electronic Arts ~ 0753 549442

Probably the best ST art package - DPaint

There are dozens of art programs
around for the ST. Each has a slightly
different approach and none of them

excels in all areas. Basically, you use
the mouse to lay down colour on your
screen using a range of tools. All of

them feature a basic set of drawing
tools - brushes which work like er,
brushes, spray cans which throw little
dots about, fills which "flood" areas of

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

screen with a colour or a pattern and
block functions, where you "cut" a sec
tion of the picture out and perform all
sorts of magic on it before "pasting" it
down again. Implementation varies and
each program has its own particular
quirks and strengths. So, take your

mouse in hand, boot-up your art proggie and get artistic. You know it makes
sense.

boasts a host of fancy features. Loads and

saves in NEO, Degas and its own IF for
mats. Block manipulation is excellent, with
all sorts of wacky distortions possible. Palette

handling is groovy, too - ideal for remapping
palettes. It supports the extra colours on an STE.

Comes with resizable fonts and you can design yourown. DPaint also has a complete animation stu
dio with tweening - that's the process of telling your ST to create intermediate frames between

shapes and positions of shapes. It only works on blocks, but is powerful and easy to use. DPaint
only works in low resolution and can be fussy, but contains about all the functions of the other pack
ages with a fewextra of its own. Ifyou're serious about graphics, this one is at the top of the list.
STFHating-92%

ART

Mix in an ST and an art program, add a dash of time

and a pinch of imagination. Leave to simmer for a
while, remove from heat and strain the contents into a
disk. Chris Lloyd checks out this month's menu

Before painting the dragon, I filled in the back
ground with the flames' base colour; this
enabled me to "anti-alias" it - that is, to remove all

the jagged lines. As I draw, I keep the useful bits,
like the scales and claws, by the side of my screen.

Using the Jack Knife tool I can cut these out and
paste them on as needed. This way you have an

s there an artist lurking inside you just bursting to get out? Do you
feel like coming over all colourfully creative on your ST? Share your
hard work, tips and techniques with the rest of the world through
ST FORMAT'S Gallery pages. In no time you'll have thousands of
screaming fans not recognising you in the street. Send your work, saved
out at various points right through to the end, along with a detailed explanation of
each stage and any tricks or exciting gimmicks you used to complete your cre
ation to us at - Gallery, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

I

As I drew more of the dragon, I decided that

Ithe mouth wasn't open far enough, so using
the Copy Box tool, I surrounded the full picture and
dragged it to the top of the screen to enable me to
expand the size of the lower jaw. Then, I surrounded
the bottom jaw just under the top teeth and dragged
the jaw to its new size.
It would have been easy to just mirror the wings,
but remember - the direction of the light adds to a

unlimited number of custom brushes.

GALLERY

The flames are added directly to this picture
using the Nozzle tool - loaded with two colours
as the brush - and the freehand brush. I had to do

some last minute alterations to finish it off properly
- the flames background hid the detail of the skele

ton's shoulder and therefore had to be altered, and I
made the background black as I'd initially intended.
Finally, I was able to add the all important signature,

and sit back and admire my efforts!*"

picture. It is just as quick to fill the wings' outline
with the base colour and repaint using a freehand
brush with two shades of blue.

The basic idea is to blend the roughly shaded
areas into each other to smooth them out,
straightening out things like the engine supports. I
use Degas Elite to do this. I think it still has the best
zoom of any paint program - ideal for this sort of
work. It is much better to do this by hand because
the anti-alias function of paint programs just tends
to end up blurring the picture.

Still using Degas, I pick out the windows on the

I primary hull and also lighten up its underside
to make it stand out more. At this stage, I find it's
best to leave the picture alone for a couple of days,
because when I come back to the picture, areas that
need touching up - or even changing - really stand
out. I always keep a copy of the picture at this stage
without the background. This enables me to use the
same picture with different backgrounds very easily.

For this version I chose a simple starfield back
ground. To do this, I used Cyber Paint 2,
because the starfield picture I used was one I had
done some time before and used a different palette
to the Enterprise picture. Cyber Paint 2 enables you
to have a different palette for each picture in a

sequence. So, I loaded up both pictures, clipped the
starfield into the clip buffer and used the Fit Colour
command to match the colours to those used by the
Enterprise picture. Then it just remained to paste the

starfield below the Enterprise picture.**

CYBER PAINT 2
£51.00 Electronic Distribution
~ 0480 496666

The only real rival to Deluxe Paint. Has all
the usual drawing functions as well as
some dead sexy animation and distortion
effects. Loads and saves NEO and Degas as
well as delta-compressed animations - that is,
sequences where only the differences between
frames are saved which makes it possible to save a lot longer sequences. Cyber Paint is part of a
suite of Cyberprograms, including 3D modelling and texture mapping programs.
STF Rating -92%

CANVAS
STF 30's Cover Disk - if you don't have

your copy, go on down to page 142 for
details of our back issue service.

This has got to be the best value by a

long chalk. A complete FORMAT Gold winning
art package was yours with STF 30. Canvas has a
comprehensive range of goodies including some
weirder ones, such as a 3D modelling studio. It
can produce 4096-colour pictures on an STE and 512-colour pictures on an older ST. It saves and
loads in NEO, Degas and its own format. You can even save and load fill patterns, palettes, and
sprites. It lacks a decent animation suite and some of the swisher functions of the heavyweights.
Even at full price, Canvas was a bargain. Start here.
STF Rating - 90%
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Announcing...

POOLSWINNER
THE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM CtOI(1
WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
•

Happy New Year to all our customers

THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, PoolswLnner,

now has artificial intelligence. The latest version of the program.

Repairs from £23.00 inclusive.

own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to

Free registered carrier pickup and return despatch
for ultimate peace of mind, anywhere in the UK!
Free diagnostic inspection.
All repairs carried out are covered by free 90 day

Poolswinner Gold,has the powerto learn from the resultsof its

improve performance,
• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English
and Scottish League matches are generated automatically by
Poolswinner Golu, which now incorporates its sister program

F1XGEN 91/92(yearly updates are available from Selec).
• MASSIVE DATABASE 22000 match database over 10 years.
•

PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS, NO-SCORES, AWAYS and

warranty.

HOMES Predictions are based on many factors .. recent form,
the massive database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and

draw averages. The user can adjust affparameters.

• SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee that Poofswinner performs

£36.50

significantly better than chance.

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used for the non-league
and amature matches so often on the coupon now.
• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically generated by the program
as results come in.

Fast efficient service, average turnaround 24 hours!
Experienced, qualified engineers.
Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 inclusive.
UNBELIEVABLE NEW YEAR UPGRADE PRICES

• UPDATED WEEKLY. Poolswinner Gold issupplied fully updatedwith all league

520STFM/STF to 1MB....£29.25
520/1040STFM/STF to 2.5MB....£97.00
520/1040/STFM/STF to 4MB....£167.00

results from the start of the season - its ready for immediate use.
• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature, all you
need to start forecasts immediately.
Also available from Selec ...

COURSEWINNER V4

520STE to 1MB....£29.99

£36.50

520/1040/STE to 2MB....£79.99
520/1040STE to 4MB....£159.99

THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. Uses artificial intelli

gence. Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money
etc. Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw
effect etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit.
Sophisticated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree.

POOLS PERM PLUS

CALL FOR BEST

£32.50

Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results and

PRICES ON

or tests your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the weeks
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend.

520/1040/
MEGA STE/

popular perms for analysis. Checksyour weeklyentry for winning lines,

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER

£32.50

Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables,
fixture lists, sequences etc. Set up for British League
football, but can be set up by the user for any league amature etc. Ideal for all fans, league secretaries etc.

Send cheque IPO

for returnofpost service10....

All programs are supplied on
disc, packaged with detailed

FLOPPY/HARD

literature. Formats available:
IBM (3.5" or 5.25")

DRIVES AND

AMSTRAD PCYV
Prices arc inclusive of VAT & delivery

MUCH MUCH

V
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street,
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE.

Telephone:

o • MORE.

091-455 4300

Selec Software.,

UCICU OWI IVVdl C(Ea.!9W)

62 Altrincham Rd, Gatley, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4DP
(send for full list of our software)

A

ELECTRONICS

instruction manual, and support
AMIGA
ATARI ST

acsA

Tel 061-428-7425
Phone or FAX 24 hrs

Don'tthrowaway your plastic printer ribbos cases whenthe ribbon

HUB"
SUPERB
FROM YOUR

COLOUR

Recycle It

DUMPS
PRINTER

only £23.50
£28.20
£39.95

Magenta, Orange, Purple, Brown, Green, Blue, Red
for a wide range of printers.

* Vary Dump size from 1mm to 10 metres in length
* Select part of screen to be printed
* Choose from a variety of densities and passes
* Colour correction for best possible colour

T-Shirt Printing Ribbons

* Colour catalogue function. Put a picture disk in and
Flexidump will print a miniature of each picture and print

PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT

4 Colour Citizen Swift

£29.61

4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload)

-£13.16

4 Colour Star LC10
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

£14.57
-£29.61

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin (Reload)

.£12.22

4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin

.£33.84

Mirror, Upturn, Fill, Rbox, Random, Invert, Frame, Block,
Circle, Sketch, Upright or Sideways Dump, Auto Calculates
on 1:1AspectRatio or Deselectthis and Stretch the Dump.

4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload)

£14.10

1 Colour Citizen 120D/Swift
1 Colour Star LC10
1 Colour all Star 24 Pin

£8.93
£8.46
£10.34

Ideal for use with T-Shirt printing ribbons.

1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80
1 Colour Epson LX80
1 Colour Epson FX100

the titles.

* Also includes a complete production label program
* Other features include Text Insertion, X Reflect, Y Reflect,

FlexiDump Plus (2 Disks) Colour and Mono
9 and 24 pin drivers included only £39.95

=i

Reloads for:-

Star LC200 9 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
Star 24 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
Citizen Swift 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
Normal ink ribbons available in Gold , Silver,

* Superb Colour/Mono Graphics Dumps

*

wears out. Just take the top off, take out the old ribbon and reload
it with a newone. It's simple. Full instuctions supplied.

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1080
1 Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A

FlexiDump Mono 9 pin printers £19.74

Heat transfer Pens 5 large red/orange/yellow/green/blue,

Above prices include VAT and Carriage.

Heat transfer Pens 5 small red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Small pens have a fine nib

How to order: Enclose cheques/PO made payable to:

|

CARE ELECTRONICS oruse Access/Visa.

Large pens have a market size nib

£14.10 a set
£11.75 a set

YELLOW and BLACK AND FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS
VISA

Phone our order lin on 0923 894064 (Answerphone outside normal hours)
Atari ROM Cartridgestakes two 27256or 27512 EPROMS
-£11.28
50 Colour Pictures

Fax: 0923 672102

£14.57
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

^^<<^ieiei^^^^^^e:^i^^^^

Do you have any Software that needs Marketing? If so call now on 0923 672102

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1999

£10.34
-£11.28

T-SHIRT RIBBONS NOW AVAILABLE IN RED, BLUE, GREEN, BROWN,

CARE ELECTRONICS
Dept STF, 15 HollandGardens, Garston, Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Tel: 0923 894064

£7.52
-£6.11
-£9.40

=g

ART

GALLERY

TWIN PEAKS
Aren't they tall and moody? Nick Drummond from
London brings us this broody view of the World
Trade Centre. That perennial favourite Degas Elite
was used along with Neochrome Master to access
the extended STE palette. He reckons it took about
three hours, mostly in Magnify mode.
• Degas Elite is £25.99 from Electronic Arts
« 0753 49442.
•

RezRender was on STF's Cover Disk 23 - turn to

page 142 to see how to order your copy.
• (Veocfirome Master is no longer available.

HI

Light was built up on the buildings using

••The shaded background was done with the
Gradient feature on RezRender using an invisi

ble object. A palette from white, through red, to
black was chosen, and the screen framed. The Box
tool was used to produce the simple buildings. The
background is slightly lighter than the foreground.

Change to protect the sky and the original

shading. Change was set to the colour of the build
ing. This was repeated for the foreground, making
sure the colour bands lined up. A shade of one step
darker was used for each band to keep the fore
ground separate. Alternate dots were used on the
water to give it a proper surface. This was done with
the Line tool using a dotted line. The reflections of
the buildings were added, and smoothed into the
water by building up colours again.

FOR FREE! ER,
WELL, NEARLY
Ifcl
•

More detail was added to the background with

I some further buildings, sloping of roofs and
other surfaces. Two more foreground structures
were added. The sun was added between the build

ings with white. Colours were built up around it to
make it glow and blend it into the sky, as well as
anti-alias it.

Getting into the graphics scene needn't take

01
•

much of a slice out of your wedge. There are
some competent art programs out there in the

The buildings were smoothed and anti-aliased

H and more detail was addedto the foreground.

Public Domain. Technically these are free,
although you pay a small charge for duplica

Smear was used on the water to make it slightly less
flat. The palette was altered to a warmer yellowishorange tone. The light on the buildings was

tion and administration. Check out the PD

directory of Public Domain libraries on page

smoothed out in order to blend the colour bands into

48. Let's take a look at the better colour ones.

each other. Points of light were added to the water.

EZ ART: EZ Art can work on an A4 or A5

screen and has a reasonable range of tools various brushes, fills and so on. Nothing
fancy, but all dead easy to use and depend
•

able. One of the best around in PD.
STF Rating -82%

This is where

PALETTE MASTER: This one boasts the ability
to use more than 16 colours at once - up to
50-colour pictures are no problem. Nice range
of tools, too. Loads NEO and Degas, as well as

Neochrome
Master was

used to change
to an STE colour

palette which
gives a much

its own ART format. Pictures can be saved as

stand-alone programs and, with a bit of
fiddling, incorporated into your own programs.

better effect.

Finally, the

STF Rating -80%

whole picture
was touched up

ART: Similar feel to Degas Elite. Works in all
resolutions and is a solid art program.
Includes a few fancy bits like user-definable

and the border

was changed to
black, and
that's it!"

fills.

STF Rating -75%

MEGAPAINT: Enables you to work on a screen
of up to 2,560 by 1,920, although you need lots
of RAM for this. Works in all resolutions, but
only has a basic range of tools.
STF Rating -72%

File

NEOCHROME
£5.95 Goodman Enterprises

Spt

Make

Block

DEGAS ELITE
£25.99 Electronic Arts

~ 0782 335650

» 0753 549442

Atari's original art program and bundled with most
STs since. It was in the Public Domain for years
until Atari recently withdrew it. Goodman's have
now got the distribution rights. By today's stan
dards. Neochrome is pretty basic - although still

One of the first commercial art packages and still
widely used. Degas introduced the Degas format
pictures - a sort of unofficial standard picture for

workable - with a nice range of cut and paste func
tions. The tools are selected from a range of icons on the bottom half of the screen, which also
holds an excellent zoom window. It only uses its own NEOformat pictures, and you're limited to one
screen and low resolution. A good read of the manual also reveals some limited animation functions.
It is dependable, easy to use and friendly. Not bad, but getting old and looking it. Still not bad value
at this price.
STF Rating -84%

mat. Works in all resolutions and can use GDOS

fonts, so you have hundreds of different styles of
text available. All the tools are selected from a full

screen menu, then you switch back to the picture which can be a little laborious. All the basics are
here, but nothing very fancy although it's all easy to get to grips with. A good art package, but,
frankly, past it. Canvas offers much more for much less.
S7FRating-82%
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YOUR

STE

the inside story

Working

B

Power Supply Input & Smoothing

The main power connections plug into the circuit board
here, providing 5, 12 and -12 volts for distribution to all cir
cuits. The 5-volt line, the most-used, has a large capacitor
attached to it. This smoothes out the rather jittery signal which
the power supply provides.

under cover

GST MCU

The GST MCU is another new STE custom chip, replacing
three chips on the old ST. It handles all the control signals

Just what goes on in the twilight

T h e things we do for love. Just for you, we took

world under the keyboard? What

where, and ripped it open. We don't care about
invalidating warranties - but you probably do,
especially if you only got your machine this
Christmas, so let STFdo the dangerous work for you!
Inside an STE, you find oodles of chips, resistors

does it take to make that old ST

magic? Neil Jackson attempts some

exploratory surgery without the aid
of an anaesthetic - or a guarantee

B T o n e and Volume Controller

This chip controls the volume of sounds played through the
stereo output. It can also filter sounds to change their tone,
like the bass and treble control on a hi-fi. You can control this

chip through software.

a brand new STE, the very latest you'll find any

and assorted components. But what do they all do?
And how can you tell which chip is which? This feature
takes a look at the heart of your ST and outlines the
main systems which together form the powerful
machine you'll be using every day.
Bet you never knew there was so much in it, eh?

H

Video Clock

B R A M - SIMMs

H

the circuits above.

The STE has special sockets for analog paddle controllers,
though there are few devices around which use them. This
circuit decodes the paddle signals and turns them into digital
data for processing or storage.

B G S T Shifter

H

This is a new, custom-built Atari chip, found only in new
STEs. It takes data from an area of RAM known as the

screen memory. It converts the data from eight-bit bytes into one
long stream of pulses for each of the three main colours - red,

green and blue. These pulses are sent to the video amplifiers for
further conversion.

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992
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PAL Encoder

This arranges the video signals so that they conform to the
appropriate TV picture standards governing the length and
number of display lines. In the UK, this standard is Phase
Alternating Line (PAL) - in the USA a different chip is used to con

B

H

Digital to Analog Converters
These two chips turn digital sound data into analog audio
signals. There are two - one for each stereo channel. The
audio signals are then amplified and filtered before output, using

The UHF Modulator takes the analog video signals and
mixes them with an Ultra High Frequency (UHF) carrier sig
nal. The resulting signal can be fed into a household TV and
displayed.

form to American NTSC standards.

through the Tone and Volume Controller.

Audio Amplifiers

This group of components boosts the level of signals from
the Digita] to Analog Converters and then feeds them

Paddle Decoders

Video Amplifier
This group of components turns the digital output from the
GST Shifter into analog video signals. These signals are
then processed again, to make them displayable on a monitor
and a TV.

on, and selects the
stored or retrieved
(Bit-Block Transfer
blocks of data very

UUHF Modulator

Because the GST Shifter is not directly controlled by the
main processor, it has its own timing clock. This clock con
trols the speed of the data coming out of the GST Shifter and
synchronises the PAL Encoder so that the picture is properly dis
played.

Input and Output Buffers
These chips protect the main circuits from being damaged
by a duff joystick or a shorted-out RAM cartridge. They're
just like miniature relay stations which pass data through from
one side to another. If something goes wrong with a peripheral
device they may blow, but they save the expensive chips from
damage.

H

which the processor uses to turn other chips
appropriate RAM chips when data is being
from memory. It also contains the Blitter
Processor), which you can use to move large
quickly.

The main memory lives here, in the RAM banks. On the
STE, special pre-packaged memory cards called Single In
line Memory Modules (SIMMs) can be plugged in here to increase
the memory available. There are four slots, which means you can
upgrade to a maximum of 4MBytes using 1MByte SIMMs. Older
STs use individual memory chips which need to be plugged or
soldered directly onto the circuit board. They're not so easy to
upgrade, but it's still possible.

B1 Old Blitter space

J Despite the appearance of the new GST MCU chip, the STE
' circuit board still has a space left for the old Blitter chip.
It's not much use now, and it'll probably disappear when Atari
redesign the layout.

MFP Timer Clock

I

The Multi-Function Peripheral uses this circuit to provide a
basic timing signal from which all other its timers are

derived.

the inside story

1

l

I Floppy Disk Controller
This is another brand new custom chip, found only in new
STEs. It's known as the AJAX chip, and it's Atari's most
recent enhancement. It controls the entire floppy disk system,

BY

and is responsible for moving the disk drive heads into position
and reading or writing data. The AJAX was originally developed for
the TT but is being used on the STE because it works so well.
When combined with a different disk drive, it can read from and

YOUR

^>
Bl Central Processing Unit

1 The brain of the system: the Motorola 68000 processor.

I This is the device which actually runs your programs. All
other chips on the board are subservient to it and run under its

control. All the calculations involved in any process are done by
this all-powerful chip before being passed on to the appropriate
sub-system. The 68000 usually spends most of its time running
the main operating system program, which is stored in the ROMs.

STE

1
BROMs

These two Read Only Memory (ROM) chips contain all the
STE's main functions in one giant program called TOS, the
Operating System. The program is run by the processor from the
moment the power comes on. On the latest STE, the current ver
sion of TOS is 1.62, but there are six earlier versions you may
find on other STs or STEs.

write to new 1.44MByte floppy disks.

I Sound Chip
The sound chip in the ST and STE is the same - a Yamaha
YM2149 Programmable Sound Generator. It can produce
three channels of sound at once, and these are mixed together
and sent to your TV or monitor through the monitor socket and
UHF Modulator. You can control the sound chip directly in your

I

System Clock
This small circuit provides the main system clock which is

Ifed tothe processor. It runs at a speed of 8mHz - giving the
ST and STE the edge over the Amiga games machine, which has
the same processor but a slower clock.

ERS232 Booster & Buffers

Two chips and a few extra components here handle the
STE's RS232 port. RS232 data is transmitted and received

at 12 and -12 Volts because of the longer distances it has to
travel. These signals are converted into standard 5-volt signals
which then can be sent to the processor for processing.

own programs.

Bl Multi-Function Peripheral

J This chip provides several timers which the processor uses
I to keep track ofthings like the number offrames dislayed.
You can also use it for producing time signals for your own pro
grams.

jACIAs: Keyboard &MIDI
The ST and STE use a separate processor to detect which

1key
I
you've pressed on the keyboard. This processor (not
shown) passes its data to the main 68000 processor through
one of these two Aysnchronous Communications Interface
Adaptors (ACIAs). They store the key codes until the 68000 pro
cessor is ready to read them, enabling the keyboard processor to

get back to reading keys in the meantime. The other ACIA is used
for exactly the same job, but it buffers MIDI data from the STE's
MIDI ports instead of key data.

HDMA Controller

For speed, the ST and STE use the Direct Memory Access
(DMA) Controller to squirt large amounts of data straight
into RAM, rather than going through the processor. The processor
initialises the DMA Controller, telling it where to get data from
and where to store it. Then the DMA Controller takes over and

the processor is free to do something else. Data is passed
almost invisibly to and from RAM during the minutely small
moments when the processor isn't using the memory.
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THE ANSWER TO YOUR

DISK DUPLICATION PROBLEMS

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT
WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN AROUND 40 SECONDS!!
J Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the computer disk drive controller
chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.
J

Menu driven selection of Start Track/End Track up to 85 tracks.

J

Ideal for clubs, user groups or your own disks.

J

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

J

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, etc.

-I

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

iJ

Now with TWO SUPER POWERFUL "SYNCRO" MODE that actually synchronise your Disk Drives for even greater accuracy!!

•

Comes complete with EXPRESS FAST FORMAT PROGRAM.

-J The most powerful Disk Copier ever conceived.
'•-'

No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Now with new, improved 3.1 Software.

Ifyou don'thave a second drive we can supply S YNCRO

EXPRESS together with a Disk Drive for ONL Y...
WARNING
1988

I COPYRIGHT
ACT

OQQ

*~ <s™- 99"-

Datel Electronics Ltd., neither condones nor authorises the use of it's products for the reproduction of copyright material.
"^e Dackup facilities of this product are designed to reproduce only software such as Public Domain material, the users

ownprograms orsoftware wherepermission to make backupshas been clearly given. Itis illegal to makecopies,even
for vour own use<of copyright material, without the given permission of the copyright owner, or the licencee thereof.

TTOUR O R D E R F A S T !
HOW TO
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] K^kVmii^mWl CREDIT CARD ORDERS
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT,
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD,
LONDON, W1. TEL:071 5806460

hints and tips

PROGRAMMING

cmpi.w #l,dO

Assembly pointers

;is there a 1
;in register dO?

Ell beq do_high_res ;if there is, jump to
;the part of our
/program

"do„high_re s"

Moreassembly language advice from STF's expert, Roger Pearson
ast month we looked at getting into assembly
language programming - you don't really need

L

any more than an ordinary 520ST! Then we
examined sending a character to the printer
using GEMDOS function number 5, cpmout:

move

#"A",-(sp)

move #5,-(sp)

,-push letter "A"
;advise GEM we want to

;use the printer routine
trap

#1

;let's do it,

addq.l

#4,sp

; correct stack pointer

top window, which shows the CPU registers while the
bottom window shows the program. (MonST is avail
able in the Devpac package from HiSoft ^ 0525
718181 - Devpac 2 is £39.95, and Devpac 3 is due
any day now at £69.95.) Note that MonST uses hexa
decimal numbers throughout. The ST, which uses the
68000 CPU, has eight address registers and eight
data registers. They are all general purpose except
for the register a7, the stack pointer.

use GEMDOS

Bits and bytes

What is all this stuff about bytes? The smallest
Although this is a simple example some common
questions do arise when newcomers are first intro

duced to assembly language. What is the stack
pointer and why use that for accessing the subrou
tines held in the ROM? The stack pointer is a special
register - the last one of eight address registers held
internally in the CPU, also referred to as register a7.
Most assemblers accept a7, or sp.
In one go the instruction -(sp) takes a piece of
data (address, number, and so on) and places it in
memory at a place pointed to by the stack pointer.

This area of memory, called the stack, is reserved
for this purpose. The stack pointer is "pre-decremented," signified by the minus sign before (sp). This
simply moves the pointer down the stack to the next
position, where the data is to be stored. The stack

thus grows downwards from the top of memory.
The stack pointer is ideal for this sort of process
because it can be used over and over again for many
different subroutines. To ensure that the stack poin
ter points back to its original position after the trap is
executed (so it can be used again), you add four
bytes to the stack pointer. Adding is the opposite of
decrementing, so you get back to the original place.
Another question that often arises is by how
much do you need to add to the stack pointer to cor
rect the stack, after a trap instruction? If you look at
the amount of space the stack has used, you can
then calculate the value you need to add to the stack
pointer. In the above example you have twice moved
a word and therefore used two words in total, so four
bytes need to be added to the stack pointer to cor
rect it. Once the stack pointer is used again the data
that it previously pointed to is over-written.
A debugger is a program written to enable you to

addressable place in your machine's memory is a

byte, or eight bits. Of course a bit can be referred to
but the byte has to be addressed first. A bit is like a
switch - it can be either on or off - and a byte is a
just a group of eight bits. A "word" is two bytes, and
a "longword" is four bytes, or two words or 32 bits.
Bits can be used to represent numbers by the use of
binary notation, a method of counting using 0 and 1

where 0 is represented by the switch being off and 1
by the switch being on.
When the assembler instruction move #5, - (sp)
or move.w #5,-(sp) is used, an area of the size of
a word (two bytes) - the area pointed to by the stack
pointer - is used to store the number five. A # is
always used before a number which is declared to be
"immediate data" (this term is explained shortly). The
suffix .w in the instruction move.w denotes a word

instruction. Most assemblers assume .w by default
when no suffix is used. Other types of suffixes indi
cate the size of instruction being used - for example,
move.i which moves a longword (four bytes) and
move.b which moves a byte.
All comments in our source code have to be pre
ceded by a "*" or",-". Also in Devpac any text after
an instruction is taken to be a comment provided a

space is between the instruction and the comment.
Your queries

A question from D Robins of York. How can I tell
which screen resolution my program may be run in?
The XBIOS call number 4 can do that for you.
* getrez,

debug your program by examining the internals of the
CPU - among other things. You can even execute
one instruction at a time if you wish. It also enables
you to look at the stack pointer and all the other reg
isters used by the ST. If you look at the screen shot
of the MonST debugger in action you should be able
to see the stack pointer address register, a7, in the
&8:865FFFFF 80 **** **** **** **
01:88000088 682E 81B2 86FC 8838
02:80888600 662E 8162 O0FC 8838

03:fFFFFFFF
D<:88000000
05:88860009
06:60080008

(1:803FFD8D 6585 8685
02:88eCB688 608B 8866

07:88000000 M2E 8102 00FC 8838
PC:B68C890fl SR:0S9B
II

move.w #4,-(sp)

/function 4

trap #14

,-call the XBIOS

addg.l #2,sp

;correct stack

cmpi.w #l,dO

beq

do_high_res

.-program "do_high_res"

*

03:00800088 662E 0162 0BFC I
84:fl83F?FF8 6666 0000 0066 !
05:00008664 0006 86B4 003F I

med res or low res here

* . dump user back to Desktop?

H6:BBBCB6l6 6680 0008

\.J.i,.La.n. X..

B88C8900>6«88 8250 2943 6864 2D43 8140 0C2E 0030

'..2)6. .-C.J...:

do_high_res

,5f...,p..,8.(1,.
?.?(.. Man. BgHn.r

* high res code here

>BR« S88BC8B66

H0UE.L B,5688«M)
MO0E.I. D3, 511140(061

CHP1.B it530,S8873C»t.J
Connand:|
1,75

(61

HiSatt

1986 -

author 0

• MonST is a debugging program which enables you
to see where the bugs in your program are.

register - for example, cmp.w di,dO which com
pares the contents of register do with register do.
The line beq do_high_res means Branch if EQual
to label "do_high_res." Ifthe register do contains the
number 1 then the program branches to (that is, con
tinues from) the part of the program where the
matching label "do_jiigh_res" is found.
This routine is especially useful if you have writ
ten a program that is only suitable to run in high reso
lution. A user running the program in medium
resolution could then be warned that the program is
not suitable for medium resolution and can then be

returned to the GEM Desktop, stf

JARGON BUSTERS
BIOS
Basic Input/Output System - handles, for
instance, screen output and keyboard input
CPU
Central Processing Unit, the 68000 chip
Desktop The GEM WIMP environment
DOS
Disk Operating System, but used to signify
the whole gamut of an operating system
GEM
Graphics Environment Manager, from Digital
Resource. The part of the operating system that han
dles graphic display (windows, icons and such)
GEMDOS Like MSDOS, except GEMDOS.
Hexadecimal Base 16 method of counting, favoured
by assembly language programmers. Normal method
of counting is base 10. We have 10 fingers, but com
puters use 16-bit words to do the counting.
Label
A marker used to define a specific place in a
program

Operating System

The ST's internal routines, like

disk formatting, sending characters to the screen,
and so on. Held in the ST's ROM

RAM
Random Access Memory. The part of memory
programs can both write to and read data from
ROM
Read Only Memory. Contains all the code
used by the Desktop, disk Input/output, and so on
WIMP
Windows, Icons, Mice and Pull-down menus.
Term for any Interface that uses these elements. Also
known as GUI - Graphical User Interface.
XBIOS
extended BIOS, part of the ST's operating
system

WE WANT
YOUR TIPS

aIU*

That's all for this issue, but

if you have any queries
you'd like FORMAT'S
expert to tackle for you,
send them in! Or if you
already know something
about assembly programming,
send that in too - that way you can
share your knowledge with well over 70,000
others and possibly win yourself £25! Write to:
Assembly Pointers, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. We can only
answer in these pages, though - personal
replies are unfortunately out of the question.

*177?>

«7:683F?FFS 0060 8600
!!?•80087550 0061 0000

08668910 0073 6616 US 6872 8488 8841 8248 S0DF
0.1 ,V

HnnST Ditassmblw/Dtlmmipr

;if there is, jump to
;the part of our

IE 2E4C 6188 2300 2878 0001

TOS

;is there a 1
;in register do?

* not high res so do code for

«0:8008299S 8882 6686

*» 602E 8182 80FC 00
662E 0182 88FC 8838
602E 8162 06FC 8838
662E 0102 8SFC 8030

return the screen resolution

* in register dO

Here, cmpi.w #i,dO means CoMPare Immedi
ate data, 1, with the contents of size two bytes (a
word) in register do. Immediate data means num
bers, rather than numbers that may be contained in a

Note that register do returns the following codes:
0 = low res, 320*100 pixels
1 = med res, 640*200 pixels
2 = high res, 640*400 pixels, monochome
Examine the last two lines of the source code:
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The next issue of PCFormat is numbered, imaginatively, 5 and will be appearing on
every good newsagent's shelves on January 23.
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LOW PRICE

FREE DELIVERY

Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning
range of high quality matrix
printers from Citizen. Each
Citizen printer is built in the
UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability
and output. Our confidence
in Citizen's quality is such
that we are pleased to in
clude a 2 year guarantee
with every printer. Plus, if
you buy a Citizen printer
from us, we will give you
the Silica Systems Printer
Starter Kit (worth £29.38),

Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland

144 CPS

FREE STARTER KIT
Worth £2938 - With every Citizenprinter from Silica.

T

\

I

Silica offer a 2 year warranty (including the
printer head) with every Citizenprinter from Silica.

I

a>

Included with the Silica Starter Kit.

FREE
COLOUR KIT
With every Swift 9 and Swift 24e printer.

Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80 column
144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ

•
•

4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel Interface as Standard

•
•

Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation

•

Pull tractor & bottom feed

•

a

1Jl
'

WINDOWS
3.0
Free Windows 3.0 driver

',

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
STARTER KIT

MADE IN THE UK

I

/

9 pin PRINTERS

The 120Dprinter is availablewith
a serial interlace for E115+VAT.

SAVING: £109

\

SILICAPRICE: E115

Ret: PRI 2125 - £135.13 inc VAT.

£1151

FREE HELPLINE

Citizen printersare manufacturedto high standards.

SERIAL INTERFACE OPTION

..E25

TOTAL RRP: £224

Technical support helplineopen duringofficehours.

FREE OF CHARGE!

80 COLUMN

•
•

—-—

+VAT-E135.13

ref: PRI 2120

24 pin PRINTERS

/•
"

'i

"

r CK NSK j/7

m:

gSS

Wle^mM stfc**

fJolour Option Extra

192 cps

80 COLUMN

. Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
3 Fonts

•
•

• Parallel Interface

> Epson and IBM Emulation
i FREE Colour Kit
. FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

£239

COLOUR KIT
STARTER KIT

8K Printer Buffer +
Parallel Interface

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RHP:

E3B
£25

I FREE! COLOUR KIT ]

3 Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• A3 landscape printing

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi

RRP:

See Accessories \

136 COLUMN

• Citizen Swift 9x - 9 pin - 736 column
• 192cps Draft, 4Bcps NLQ

> 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ
• 8K Printer Buffer +

192 CPS

C170

£329

STARTER KIT

_E25

"*flfl

TOTAL BRP: £354
SAVING: E105

SILICA PRICE: £179

+VAT=C222.0a

ref:

PRI 2209

SILICA PRICE: £249

NOTEBOOK PRINTER

+VAT=E292.58

rcl:

PRI 2309

24 pin PRINTER

216 CPS

80 COLUMN

• Citizen Swift 24e - 24 pin - 80 colt,
• 216cps Draft, 72cps LQ
•
•

8K Printer Buffer +
Parallel Interface

6 Fonts

Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation

•
•

FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:
COLOUR KIT
STARTER KIT

CPS
Citizen 224 - 24 pin - 80 column
192cps Draft, 64cps LO

•
•

8K Printer Buffer +
Parallel Interface

•
•
•

Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation
Colour Option Available

COLUMN

2 Fonts

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP:
£269
STARTER KIT
£25

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
•

•
•

TOTAL RRP: £294
SAVING: £95

£365
£38
£25

SILICA PRICE: £199

+VAT=E233.83

ref: PRI 2484

TOTAL RRP: £428

SAVING: £169
SILICA PRICE: £259

VAT-E304.33

ref: PRI 2534

ACCESSORIES STARTER KIT

24 pin PRINTER
COLD
AWARD
Best Budget
Printer 1990
Micro Decision

80 COLUMN

64 cps

i Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

^Colour Option Extra - See Accessories

192 CPS

• Non-impact Printing On Plain Paper
> LASER QUALITY - 64cps

136 COLUMN

• Citizen Swift 24x - 24 pin - 136 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

i 4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

' Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

•

8K Printer Buffer +

>. Parallel Interface

•

Parallel Interface

' Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulations

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• A3 landscape printing - FREE Colour Kit

• Power: Mains, Battery or Car Adaptor
' FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
P:

.

STARTER KIT

£325
£25

fr%Mtk

•

144 cps
80 COLUMN

• 144cps Draft, 48cps LO
• 8K Printer Buffer +.2 Fonts

E489/*

STARTER KIT

E25

TOTAL RRP: £514

SILICA PRICE: E249

^ tVAi-C292 5B rel PRI 2300

iK.

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

mucA
SYSTEMS

Worth: £25+VAT=£29.38

PRA 1274 Swift 9x/24x

£30.66

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB 3520 120D/Swlf1 9 Black
RIB 3949 Swift 9x Black

RIB 3924

£2.91
£7.15

124D/224 Sw24/24e Black £4.20

Toget you up and running with your new
printer from Silica:

• 3 (4" Disk - Amiga & ST Drivers
• 3# " Disk - Drivers for Windows 3
•

2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
•

100 Continuous Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes
Ifyou already own a printer, and would
liketo buy a kit, you may order one (ref:
KIT 5500) for £24.95 - E5 off RRP!

RIB 3936 Swltt 9/24/24e Colour... £15.63

RIB 3246 PK48 Single Strike
RIB 3346 PN48 Multl Strike

£3.61
£3.61

COLOUR KITS
Swift 9/24/24B
Swift 9i/24i

£35.25
£3525

PN48 ACCESSORIES

hi

PRA 1148 PN48 Battery
PRA 1155

>tf.r=i:i9S5a tai phi ?wv.J

MAIL ORDER:

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

£24.03

PRA 1236
PRA 1240

SILICA PRICE: £349 I +VAT=E*H)

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

PRA 1242 f240/224 Sw9/24/24e

SILICA PRICE: £169

PN48 Cable Extn

PRA 1162 PN48 Car Adaptor

£51.70
£TBC

£TBC

All prices Include VATand Free delivery.

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 900am-6.00pm
No Late NightOpening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA
fell "071-580 4000
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.QOpm
No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 071-3234737
LONDON SHOP:
Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-600pm
Late Nignt: Thursday until 6pm
Extension: 3914
SIDCUP SHOP:
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

...£25

SAVING: £105

1*9 Atk

£5645
£32.25
£26.38

PRINTER STAND

TOTAL RRP: £274

SAVING: £165

• ar

£42.00

32K MEMORY EXPN

£249

STARTER KIT

124D/224 Sw9/24/24e

PRA 1753 124D/224 Swift 24/24e . £13.10

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

4 Fonts

PRA 1228

SERIAL INTERFACES

• Parallel Interface

RRP:

PRA 1200 12QD
£7t3fi
PRA 1215 124D/224 Sw9/24/24e .. £88.70

PRA 1189 120D+
PRA 1209 124D/224 Swill 9
PRA 1709 Swift 24/24o

• Graphics Res: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:

SHEET FEEDERS

• Citizen 124D - 24 pin - 80 col

Opening Hours

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

|To: Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0292-55, 1-4 The IVlews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 AU)\

11 PLEASE SEND A CITIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUE
rvlr/Mrs/Ms: .

I

I
Postcode: .

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
EAOE - Advertised p

55D 1
s may change - Please relurn Ihe coupon lor Ihe latest inforn

FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS,
CHISWICK,LONDON, W4 2EQ

LAZER

Telephone: 081-747 9344

SOFTWARE

Hours of opening: Mon-Sat 10.00am -6.00pm

3D Construction Kit

£26.99

4D Sports Boxing*.

£16.99

Elvira Mistress of Darkness £21.99

688 Sub Attack

Epic*
....N/A Eye of the Beholder

At O Tank Killer

£22.99

Adv. Destroyer Sim. |A.O.S.)

£16.99

Fax:081-9951325

F15 StrikeEagle II
F19 Stealth Fighter

£15.99

COMBAT ACES

£18.99

Fighter Bomber, Gunship,

£23.99

Falcon

£19.99

£19.99

FIST OF FURY

Dynamite Dux, Shinobi, Ninja
Warriors, Double Draqon ll
£16.99

Adidas Golden Shoe * £15.99 F29 Retaliator

£14.99

Afrika Korps*
Agony
Air Support

£16.99

Feudal Lords

£16.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS

£18.99

Final Conflict

£16.99

Robocop, Ghostbuster II,

....N/A

Final Whistle

..£8.99

Indiana Jones, Batman

Aisheido

£16.99

Alcatraz*

£16.99

Final Fight
£16.99
Flight of the Intruder....£16.99

Alpha Waves
Armalyte

£16.99

Formula One*

Armour Geddon

£16.99

Atomic Robo Kid

£15.99 Gun Boat

A.W.E.S.O.M.E

£16.99

£16.99 Gauntlet III*

Gods

Gunship 2000*

SOCCER MANIA

Micro Soccer, Football Manager
World Cup £19.99

£17.99
WHEELS OF FIRE

£16.99

GRANDSTAND
Gazza, Pro Tennis Tour,

Hard Drivin, Chase HQ, Power
Drift, Turbo Outrun.

£15.99

Worldclass Leaderboard,
Continental Circus

£10.99

£16.99
£21.99

£17.99

CHALLENGERS

Bomber, Great Court, Stunt Car

£23.99

Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter

£14.99

Barbarian II (Psyg)

£16.99

Hard Nova

£15.99

PLATINUM

Bard Tale III

£16.99

Harpoon (1Mb)

£21.99

Black Tiger, Strider, Forgotten

B.A.T.

£22.99

Hill Street Blues

£15.99

Worlds, Ghouls N Ghosts

Battle Command

£14.99

Home Alone

£16.99

£16.99

Battle Chess

£14.99

Hunter

£19.99

Battle Chess II

£14.99

Hudson Hawk

£14.99

Battle Master

£18.99

Ian Botham's Cricket ... £18.99

Bill Elliots Nascar Racing*
Billy The Kid*

..£16.99

Imperium

£16.99

£15.99

£16.99

Blade Warrior

£15.99

Indy500
Jahangir Khan

Blues Brothers

..18.99

James Pond

£14.99

£16.99

Blue Max

....N/A Jimmy White Snooker..£18.99

Bomber Bob

£15.99

Boston Bomb Club

£16.99

Brain Blaster

£16.99
£15.99

Beach 2

£19.99

Buck Rodgers
Cadaver

Kick Off II(halfMb).... £12.99
Kick Off II (1Mb)
£15.99
Killing Cloud
£15.99
Knightmare
£18.99

Last Ninja III*
£18.99 LeisureSuit Larry III
£16.99 Lemmings

£15.99
£26.99
£15.99

Cadaver Pay Off Levels
Captain Planet*
Carve Up
Carthage
Celica GT4 Rally

£14.99

Lord of the Rings

£15.99

£16.99

Lotus Esprit
LotusEsprit II *

£15.99

£10.99

Loom

£18.99

£16.99

Lost Patrol

£14.99

£15.99

£15.99

Racer.

£17.99

Rising Sun, TV Sports Basket
Ball, Wings.

RAINBOW COLLECTIONS

Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble,

£20.99

New Zealand Story
£12.99

MIND GAMES

Austerlifz, Waterloo, Conflict In

Europe. £14.99

PRECIOUS METAL

Xenon, Captain Blood, Crazy
Cars, Arknoid

FLIGHT COMMAND

Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier,

£20.99

Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chase
£12.99

MAGNUM 4

Afterburner, Double Dragon,
Operation Wolf,
Batman Caped Crusader

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME II

£16.99

Black Shadow

Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden path,
£6.99
VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME ONE

Xenon II, TV Sprots Football,
Bloodwych, Lombard Rally

Midwinter, Carrier Command,

£16.99 Ml Tank Platoon
£15.99

Chuck Rock

£12.99

Magic Pockets
Magic Story Book

ChuckYeagerA.T.F.

£16.99

Manchester Utd Europe £15.99

Cisco Heat

..16.99

MaupitiIsland *

£16.99

FULL BLAST

Colditz

£18.99

Mega LoMania

£19.99

Corporation

..£9.99 Mercs

£16.99

Chicago 90, Rick Dangerous,
Highway Patrol, P47, Carrier

Speedball II, Rick Dangerous II,

Cruise fortheCorp:
Cybercon III
Cyber Fight

Command, Ferrari Formula One

£16.99 Metal Master

TV Sports Football, Midwinter,

£15.99

£17.99

Mig 29

£21.99

£15.99

Midwinter II

£23.99

Might And Majic III*...£21.99
£16.99
MonkeyIsland
Monkey Island II*
£17.99

Darkman

£14.99

DickTracey

£15.99

Disc*

£15.99

Double Dragon III
The Rosetta

£16.99

Moonstone*

£19.99

Narc

£15.99

£26.99 Navey Seals
Dragons Lair
Dragons Lair II (Timewarp) £26.99 Nightbreed
£16.99 Nightshirt
Dragon Wars
..£14.99

Elf*

Nitro

Order Form

£15.99
£15.99
£16.99

£14.99

£15.99

Blasteroid

£6.99

Prehistoric

£16.99

BloodMoney
£15.99 Centrefold Squares
£15.99 ChuckieEgg
£23.99 ChuckieEggll

£8.99
£6.99
£8.99
£8.99

£17.99 Colossus Chess
Continental Circus

£6.99
£6.99

Prince of Persia
Puzznic

Railroad Tycoon
R.B.I. Baseball II

RobocopII
Robocop III*
Rugby World Cup

Batman Caped Crusader.£6.99

CrazyCars

£6.99

£15.99
D.Dbl Horse Racing
£6.99
£14.99 D.Thompson Olym.Chall ...£6.99
£16.99 Def. of the Crown
£8.99
Savage Empire
£19.99 Deluxe Strip Poker
£6.99
Search ForThe King....£19.99 Double Dragon
£6.99
Shadow Dancer

£16.99

Shadow Warrior

£15.99

Sim Earth*

£16.99

Simpsons*
Space Ace
Speedball II
Star FlightII

£15.99
£26.99
£15.99
£15.99

£6.99
£6.99

Gauntlet II
Hard Drivin1
Hero of the Lance

£6.99

Kick Off • Extra Time

£6.99
£6.99

Last Ninja II

£6.99

Leather Goddess

£8.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

£15.99
£16.99
£19.99

Swiv

£15.99

Team Suzuki
Terminator II*

£15.99 Licence to Kill
£19.99 Moonwalker
£14.99 North & South

Their Finest Hour

£19.99

Operation Wolf
Outrun

£12.99

Toki

£15.99
£15.99

Turrican

£9.99

Turrican II

£6.99
£6.99

£6.99

RAC Lombard Rally

£6.99

Rainbow III
£6.99
Return of the Witch Lords.£9.99

RickDangerous

£7.99

£19.99

£18.99

Falcon £1 $.99

UN Squadron*

BOARD GAMES

Wings (halfMb)
White Death (1Mb)

£15.99 Super Hang On
£6.99
£15.99 Super Off Rd Racer
£9.99
£18.99 Switchblade
£6.99
£19.99 Treasure Island Dizzy ....£4.99

Scrabble, Cluedo Master Detective,

£17.99

£16.99

Risk - The World Conquest Game

BIG BOX

Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen, Bubble Plus, Tin Tin,
PurpleSaturn Day, Krypton Egg, JumpingJackson, Bo Bo, Hostages

Ultimate Ride
Ultima V

£16.99

Wolf Child*
Wonderland

£18.99

World at War

£16.99

£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

£6.99
£7.99

Turrican

£7.99

TV Sports Football
Vigilante

£7.99
£6.99

£16.99

XOut

£7.99

T

Expiry Date:...

ST Format November 91

Name

Date .

Address

Post Code

£6.99
£8.99
£6.99

Wrath of the Demon....£1 8.99 Worldclass Leaderboard £6.99
W.W.F.*
£14.99 Wizball
£6.99
Zeus*
£16.99 Zenonll
£7.99
Zitrix

Please charge my Access/Visa card no:

£6.99

Stunt Car Racer

£19.99 Tin Tin on the Moon
£17.99 Turbo Outrun

Wolf Pack

£6.99

Speedball
Starglider 2

1At the time of printing these games were not available, but will
be despatched to you on release date.

Total

£7.99

Predator

£15.99

Turtles Arcade*

Viz

Price

£7.99

Utopia

Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X
Out, Chase HQ, Turrican

Computer Titles

£6.99

KingofChicargo

Super Cars II
Super Monaco G.P.
Supremacy

Mission Disk*

£7.99

IK+
Indiana Jones
Last Crusade
Iron Lord

£15.99

Their Finest Hour

£6.99

H.H.'sGuide to theGalaxy .£8.99

Strider II

Team Yankee

£6.99

FantasyWorld Dizzy
ForgottenWorlds

Ultima VI

TOP LEAGUE

POWER UP

£6.99

£1 8.99

Predator II

UMS II

£19.99

£15.99

Barbarian II(Palace)

Powermonger

Road Blaster
£18.99 R-Type
£16.99 Run The Gauntlet
£18.99 Shadow of the Beast
SilkWorm
£19.99

SturntCar Racer, Starglider II,
Soccer Challenge

£19.99

£16.99

£15.99 Axel's Magic Hammer ....£6.99
£7.99
£21.99 Baal

Total Recall

POWER PACK

Centurion

£19.99

Plotting
Populus + SimCity

Shadow Of The Beast II .£15.99 Dragon Ninja

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

TV Sports Football, Lords Ofthe

Chase H.Q. II

£16.99

£16.99
BUDGET TITLES
£15.99 3-D Pool
£7.99
£16.99 ATFII
£7.99
£6.99
N/A After Burner
£6.99
£15.99 Arkanoid II

Reach For The Skies* ..£23.99

Back to the Future III.... £16.99 Hard Drivin II

Brat

Football Manager II, Gazza,

Outrun Europa*
Pang
Panza Kick Boxing
PGA Tour Golf
PitFighter

Tel:

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: Lazer Software
Credit card orders taken. 75p postage and packing. EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non EEC countries add £3.00 per item.
All items subject to availability. E. & O. E.

GREAT SOFTWARE
CAN BE YOURS FOR AS LITTLE AS ABSOLUTELY,
TOTALLY, DEFINITELY, VERY NEARLY,
JUST ABOUT NOTHING AT ALL. (HONEST)
Owning an Amiga, PC or ST now means that you can buy incredibly good software

for little more than the price of a disk. Stunning games, utilities, demos, graphics,
word processors and more can be found in Public Domain and Shareware software.

But (but! but!!) where do you start? How do you know which programs are
completely wonderful and which ones should be re-formatted instantly?
What's the best way to buy PD? And - whilst we're

For these answers and a whole trainload more, you
magazine called PUBLIC DOMAIN.

# Every issue is packed full of reviews PD programs assessed for the Amiga,
PC and ST.

9 Every review is screenshotted. You can
see exactly what you'll be buying.

# Every copy of PUBLIC DOMAIN comes with
an incredible program-packed coverdisk so you can get the very best PD for your
machine every time.

W Every page is in glorious full colour, so you'
have unrivalled quality.

# And every edition of PUBLIC DOMAIN is backed
by the full editorial resources of Europe's most
successful news-stand computer magazine
company, Future Publishing.

PUBLIC DOMAIN comes to you from the company that brings you Amiga Format,
PC Format, ST Format, Amiga Shopper, PC Plus, Commodore Format, Your Sinclair,

New Computer Express, Amiga Power, Amstrad Action, PC Answers, Sega Power
and 8000 Plus; markets leaders all.

Issue 3 on sale 2nd January at £2.95

IF YOU WANT OUR ADVICE. BUY ITI
tTMVSO*

tfSft<>H
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ST FORMAT

GOLD AWARD

0763 262582

THE BEST HARD DRIVE AVAILABLE FOR THEST
FROM THE U.K.'S FIRST AND FOREMOST PROTAR DEALER
Progate 20Mb
£279.00
Progate 30Mb
£326.00
wo
Progate 40Mb
£340.00
Progate 40DC
£423.00
PROGATE 100Mb DC
PROTAR VISTO
Progate 60Mb
£437.00
Progate 80Mb
£486.00
HARD DRIVE FOR
14" COLOUR
Progate 160Mb DC
£922.00
JUSTE565.00
Progate 440Mb
£1589.00
MONITOR
Progate R44 removable
£610.00
prutor
£245.00
T60 Tape Streamer
£580.00
T150 Tape Streamer
£790.00

T«

HEWHomeAccounts 2
Small Business Accounls Cash
Small Business Accounls Extra
CashbookConlroller
Final Accounls
Cashbook Combo Pack

£44.90
£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

Syslem 3 (Inv/Slock)

£39.95

C-LAB v3 Upgrade
C-LAB v3-3.1 Upgrade.

Sage Cash Trader
Wages ST

£79.95
£89.00

Cubeal
Cubase v2

. £430.00
.£265.00
.£179.95
...£99.00
...£69.95
...£39.95
...£20.00
.£239.00
. £459.00

Personal Accounls Plus

£26.90

Sequencer1

...£79.95

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£34.95

.£169.00
...£39.95
...£59.95

Prodala

C-LAB Aura
C-LAB Midia

Mark Williams C v3
...£99.00
...£29.95
...£69.95

Dala Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (v3.02)
Super Base Prolessional (V3.02)..
Digila DGBase

C-LAB NolalorAlpha

LANGUAGES &COMPILERS

DATABASES
AdimensPlus

C-LAB Nolalor v3.1
C-LAB Creator v3.1

MarkWilliamsC Source Debug....
ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran

Prospero Fortran TT
Prospero Pascal
ProsperoToolkit
Hisolt Lattice C v5

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Calligrapher Junior
Pageslream v2.1

...£69.00
£164.99
.£159.00

HisoltHighSpeed Pascal
HisollC. Interpreter
Hisoll Devpac V2.22

Hisoll Devpac v3
Hisolt DevpacTT

Fleet Street Publisher v3.
Calamus
0-Line Art

.£159.95

Hisoll Basic

I Timeworks DTP v2..

...£89.95 |

Hisoll Nevada Cobol (Wilh CP/M).

. £250.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
. £245.00
.£135.00

Tecltnobox Draller v2

PC Board Designer

...£99.00
...£79.95
.£199.00
...£79.95
...£18.95
...£39.95
...£32.95
...£39.95
...£59.95
...£39.95
...£39.95
...£59.95

BeckerCAD

Megapainlll
Megapainl II Prolessional...
GFA Drall Plus V3.13
CAD3D v1.0

CAD 3Dv2 (Cyber Studio)..

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2 .

Hisoll Power Basic

FTLModula2

FTL Modula2 Developer
FTLToolkil

GFA BasicInlerpreler v3.6
GFA Basic Compilerv3.6
MPE Forth83 (GEM)
Minix v1.5

...£89.00
....£42.00
...£75.00
...£75.00
...PHONE
....£75.00
...£55.95

..£115.00
...£89.95
...£49.95
...£37.95
...PHONE
..£119.00
....£39.95
...£59.95
...£42.00
...£52.00
...£69.95
...£49.95
...£45.00
...£24.95
...£44.00
.£149.95

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread3

K-Spread 4
NEW3DCalc

Logistix v1.2
Hypercharl byAtari
LDW PowerSpreadsheet.
Digicalc

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & TVEI

UNSURE OF THE TITLE? — PHONE FOR INFORMATION
All prices include VAT & delivery.

Make cheques payable to Cambridge BusinessSoftware.

TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G
24-HOUR ORDER LINE
0763 263127
WORD PROCESSORS

MUSIC

ACCOUNTS

FAX 0763 262425

.. £67.96
..£89.00

..£34.95
..£79.95
..£95.00
. £99.00
..£29.95

Thais Write
Write On
3ST First Word Plus v3.2
Prolexl v5
Prolexlv4.2

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95
£109.00
£69.95

Wordperfecl V4.1

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordllair

£39.95
£65.00

MEMORY UPGRADES
XTRA RAM FOR STFM
XTRA Ram1 Mb
XTRA Ram 2 Mb

£59.95
£99.00

SIMM UPGRADE FOR STFM
DELUXE XTRA Ram1Mb
DELUXE XTRA Ram2Mb
DELUXE XTRA Ram4Mb

£65.00
£109.00
£179.95

STE SIMM UPGRADES
XTRA Ram STE 1Mb
XTRA Ram STE 2Mb
XTRA Ram STE 4Mb

£39.95
£85.00
£159.95

MISCELLANEOUS
#£WATSpeed C16 PCEmulaior
PC Speed
Golden Image Hand Scanner
SLM 804Replacement Drum
SLM 804Toner Cartridge
Neodesk v3(UK)

£229.00
£99.00
£179.95
£169.95
£39.95
£29.95

Deluxe Paint

£59.95

Hyperpainl v2
Hyperdraw

£29.95
£29.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

ArtTutor
*FWHarlekin v2
Turbo ST v1.8

£19.95
£49.95
£29.95

MODEM USERS CALL OUR

BULLETIN BOARD

0763 261624

PACE MODEMS
Linnet PlusV21.V23
Linnet 1200V21, V23. V22
Linnet 2400 V21, V23,V22, V22bis

£149.00
£229.00
£270.00

LinnelQuad V21,V23,V22, V22bis,V42
Linnel V32V22, V22bis, V32,V42bis, MNP5

£329.00
£549.00

NO surcharges on European orders
MANY OTHER TITLES IN STOCK

I
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hints and tips

Desktop

TIPS

To get you started, Neil Jackson brings out some tasty hors d'oeuvres. For
pudding, there's picture pie with compression custard and a fractal flan.

TEN TOP NOT-TOO-TECHNICAL TIPS
1. Why can't I select High Res
olution

from

the Set Prefer

display a file which isn't a text file. Instead of humanreadable words and characters, the file contains all

sorts of purely ST-readable data not meant for your

ences menu?

You can only use this ultra-fine
screen mode when you have an Atari
High Resolution monitor plugged in. On
a TV or a colour monitor you can only get
Low or Medium Resolutions to work. (See page 135
for explanations of what resolutions are all about.)
2. Why can't I get Accessory (.ACC) files to
work?

You need to copy them to the main directory on a
blank disk (that is, not inside any folders) and then
reset your ST with the little spring-loaded button at
the back. The Accessories are then hidden away in
the Desk menu on the Desktop, even when you're
running another program. So long as you've got the
Desk menu, you can move the mouse up to the menu
and click on the Accessory you want to run.
3. Why can't I run Accessories from inside all
my other programs?
Accessories only work when your ST is still in GEM
mode - that is, when there's a standard menu bar

with drop-down lists at the top. When you're inside
programs like games and some .TOS or .TTP pro
grams, the Accessories are either dumped from
memory or are inaccessible.

4. When I turn on my ST, it goes mad - the bell
rings, and it refuses to reset properly. What's
up?

eyes. These gobbledegook files are usually data files,
or sub-routines for programs which the ST loads in

under the control of an associated program, so don't
delete them. Just press the Q key to abort the listing
and you return safely to the Desktop.
6. How can I make my Desktop appear faster?

TECHNICAL

8. I keep getting the warning "Data on the disk
in Drive A may be damaged." What should I do?
If one of your disks which used to work starts going
wrong and brings up this message, then press the
"Retry" button. The disk is obviously borderline qual
ity and you should get rid of it. You may still be able
to get the data off the disk, even if it means doing a
few retries. Your best bet is to try to copy the files
onto another (safer) disk as soon as you get the
chance.

If the message never seems to go away when
you retry, then the disk is really knackered. There is
still a way to get at least some of the data back, but
it's a bit complicated. You need a special program
called a "disk doctor" which can ignore the errors on
the disk and still find the data. The best one we know

of

is

KnifeST,

available from

HiSoft (a

0525

718181), priced £34.95.
9. My ST just crashed and displayed a load of
bombs on the screen. Is my machine damaged?
What about the program I was running?
The chances are that your ST is fine, but the program
may be "bugged." The bombs are displayed when a
program crashes in a way the programmer wasn't
expecting - the number of bombs represents the

Just put a blank disk into the drive and hit the reset

ST's internal error routine which was called as a

button. The Desktop appears much faster than if you
have no disk in the drive, regardless of whether
there's a customised Desktop setup (a DESKTOP.INF
file) on the disk. You can create your own person
alised "boot disk" containing a customised Desktop
just by formatting a disk and selecting Save Desktop
afterwards. When you've got a setup you like, guard
it from viruses by opening the write-protect tab and
always use it start up your ST in Desktop mode.
7. The games disk I bought comes up with "0
bytes free in 0 items" when I open it from the
Desktop. Is it blank or damaged?
Probably not, but it is protected. Game disks usually
don't have a standard ST directory, so there's no list
of files when you open up the window. The disk
appears to be empty for the same reason. When you
find a game disk like this, don't worry - it just means
that you have to press the reset button to get the
game to load. The game disk's special disk format
enables it to load and run automatically.

result. You could try simply turning your ST on and
off and starting again - but you'll probably still have
trouble with the program. Everything else should be

It's probably just that you're holding down the right

• When you check

mouse button at reset-time - the ST doesn't like this

a commercial

for some reason. Alternatively, it may be that your
joystick was set to auto-fire mode before resetting -

games disk, you
usually see a dis

this has the same effect.

play like this.

5. When I double-click on some files and select

Where's all the

data gone? Is the
disk blank? Things

SHOW from the dialog box, I get a screen full of
rubbish, accompanied by bell sounds. What's
going on?

are not always as
they seem.

This is perfectly normal - you've asked your ST to

as normal - there are no hardware effects to the

bomb error display, so nothing is damaged.
&n
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• Wossit all mean? When your ST
crashes and prints loads of these little cherry-bombs
all over the screen, it means something bad has hap
pened to your program - but what about the ST?

10. My mate's Amiga games-machine has a
similar looking display of windows and icons. Is
is compatible with the ST? Which is better?
Yours is the best, without doubt! The ST has the
advantage of having all its operating system (includ
ing the GEM windows and menus stuff) stored inter
nally on the ROM chips. The Amiga games-machine,
on the other hand, only has a fairly basic command
line interface built in. When windows are required,
they have to be loaded from a separate disk file each

time. Ugh! Thankfully, no, the ST and the Amiga
games-machine are not compatible. (What a concept!)

CHAOTIC COLOURING
Here's a rather neat alteration, courtesy of Tor Galaasen
of Hardbakke, Norway, for the FRACTA.BAS program
which appeared on Cover Disk 28. Tor reckons that as
you zoom closer and closer into the Mandelbrot set, you
lose detail and colour because of the calculation round-

ing-up errors.
To improve the picture quality when zooming, you

need to modify one line in the GFA Basic 2 listing. You
need a copy of GFA Basic 2 on STF's Cover Disk 19 to do
this - see our back-issue service on page 142 if you need
a copy. Load the listing into the main editor and find the
procedure called DrawJVIandel. Alter the line

which

reads: Kir = K Mod Colnum to the following, all as a
single line of listing (the 0 character is just to remind you
not to enter a line return):

Kir = Trunc(Colnum*J

((K/Maxiter)*(l/(Abs(LoglO(J
(Qitiax-Qmin)/25))))))

This provides a different and dynamically changing
transfer function which transforms a particular number of
iterations into a corresponding pixel colour. The transfer
function is dependent upon the magnification used - and,
at greater magnification, the colours are a great deal
more accurate. In the original program, the colours corre
spond to several different iteration levels which may
appear all over the image. In the modified version, each
colour corresponds to a single iteration level per screen.
This means you could now create an animated zoom-in

without losing colour quality as you get deeper Into the
Mandelbrot set.

• Develop your Fractal skills even fur
ther by modifying the Fractal program from
Cover Disk 28. Don't worry, it's only one line of pro
gram code, but it's worth it.
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UieServe
Visit our showrooms. See before you buy.

NEW

Citizen 224
Enhanced 24pin printer, optional colour
with easy to use control panel
2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

£229

of Hampshire
Best for service
High quality products. Full technical support.

NEW HP
Deskjet 500 Colour
300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.
3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

inc VAT

£629

Optional Colour Kit £26.00 with printer
Atari ST printer driver £5.00

Swift 24E
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer
2 year warranty. + cable & paper

with cable & paper

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi Inkjet printer

£1 75 inc VAT

with cable & paper

Citizen 120D +
with cable & paper

£229 inc VAT

Star SJ-48

£1 19 inc VAT

360dpi Inkjet printer

Printer Drivers
5.00

Canon BJ-10e Colour ....4.95

with cable & paper

£229 inc VAT
The above 3 printers are
all Canon BJ-lOe's

Panasonic
KXP1123

Printer Dust Covers

Probably the best 24pin mono
printer available.
Price with
_

with cable & paper

Price includes on-site maintenance

Citizen Swift 9

_

360dpi Inkjet printer

£229 inc VAT

£2/5 inc VAT

Citizen Swift Colour

Brother HJ-100

cable & paper

most types in stock

from £4.70 inc vat

£ 1 7 9 inc VAT

Panasonic/Epson
KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i 24pin

134
227

KXP4420 Laser

761

Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

135
239
281
839

LX400 9pin
LQ450 24pin
LQ570 24pin
4100 Laser

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Naksha Mouse
for Atari ST & Amiga
with house & mat

£2 1 .50 inc VAT

Squik Mouse
£1 3.90 inc VAT

Star
LC20Mono 9pin
135
LC200 Colour 9pin
189
LC2410 Mono24pin ...182
LC24200 Mono 24pin 219
LC24200 Colour 24pin 275
Prices include VAT cable & paper

inc VAT

On Site support available phone for details

Competition Pro 5000

SpOrtS Joystick
Various Colours. Micro switched.

Fully guaranteed. Steel shaft

Atari SC1224
14" Colour Monitor with cable

£239 inc VAT
Atari SM124
Hi Res. Mono monitor with cable

£1 1 .50 inc VAT

£1 29 inc VAT

Philips CM8333 MK2
£219 inc VAT

1 /2M Simm Module
£19.00 inc VAT
0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

Atari STEs
with discovery xtra software

Colour monitor with cable

19.00
69.00
138.00

Cumana CSA354

520STE 51 2k ram
520STE 1M ram
520STE 2M ram

£289
£309
£349

520STE 4M ram

£429

SONY
DISKETTES
SONY branded

External 1 M Drive

(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

£69.90 inc VAT

lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

Internal 1M Drive
£49.00 inc VAT

7.50
32.30
59.93
141.00
540.50

Accessories
Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88
Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

1st Word+ /Neodesk3
1st Word Plus & NeoDesk 3 bundle

£62.00 inc VAT

DISKETTES
SONY bulk
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

5.95
19.80
37.95
88.42
339.58

50 x 3.5" Disk box with lock
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock

5.99
7.50

Phone for our 56 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

Deskjet 500
H.R 300dpi Inkjet printer
Laser quality at dot matrix price
3 year warranty

£345 inc VAT

All products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification
Established 6 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 1 1.

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Mon. to Friday. 9 to 2 on Saturday
Postage 94p (80p +VAT) Securicor £5.46 (£5.50 +VAT)

UleSerue
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354
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TECHNICAL

LHARCING AROUND IN SPACE
LHARC-ST, Archive utility, Version 8.518, comnled on 17/11/89 at 15112158

LHarc Under Test

isage: LHfiRC connand archive [filenames]

This test was carried out by running the archivers from a Command Line Interface (CLI) and timings are in
seconds. Each test was carried out using a text file and a binary file, both the same size.

( Comands)
a - Add filets] to archive
n - Hove fileCs) to archive

e/x - Extract filets) fron archive

p - Extract to printer
1/v - Short/Ueroose list of archive
d - Delete filet's] in archive

i- Extract with inquiry

r - Benane file in archive

s - Extract to screen

t - Test archive integrity
-( Switches >-

h - Hold after comand
o - Overwrite existing files
f - Floppy/TurboDos check off

TEXT

BINARY

Packed size

20,119 bytes
7,603 bytes

20,119 bytes
9,285 bytes

Archiver

Add-TEXT

Add-BINARY

Extract-TEXT

Extract-BINARY

LHarc 0.60

30

20

6

8
5

Original size

b - Retain backup copy of archive
n - Ho compression (store only)
c - Add connents

Iritten in Effl J lorbo-C by Jon Debb (via FidoHet node 2:282/3581, with lots c
lelp fron Bart van Berk. Conpression functions adapted fron Voshis 1ZSS source
toy key to continue :

• Just what is an archive? Why is LHarc different to
ARC? How many versions of this famous file-cruncher
are there? Read on and explode those myths.

Despite the massive capacity of even the stan

dard ST, there are still times when you wish that all
your programs were that bit smaller so that you
would be able to get them all onto a single disk.

LZH 1.13cl9

11

10

4

LZH 1.13c21

11

10

4

5

LZH 2.01b

11

10

4

5

XLHarc 1.2

14

14

7

8

LHA 1.30

14

13

5

5

NAMENPROGNAME) .

This generates a verbose listing of the archived

•
•

2.01 series handles wildcards and folders okay.
2.01 series uses -Ih5 method, but can convert

files inside your LZH file, and shows the compression

-Ihl as well.

method. The most common method on the ST is -Ihl

•
•

STE compatible.
Much, much faster than the Webb/Van Herk ver

Because of this, LHarc was created. LHarc is an
archiving program which compresses files into a
smaller space.
Once they're compressed, files can be sent down
phone lines more quickly, or stashed into smaller

decompress an -Ih5 archive with an old -Ihl stan

So how do you tell which LHarc version you own?
Easy. Just run the LHarc program and don't enter

x D:\TMP\ARCHIVE.LZHAD:\TMP\ *.*

space on hard drives, and so on. The only thing you
can't do after compressing them is run them.
Instead, they need to be de-compressed again, thus
creating a new full-sized copy of the original program
when you need it.

anything at all. The program should respond by bring
ing up its Help screen (also accessible by just enter
ing h). This usually shows exactly which version of

important.

because it's the oldest. But recently the superior -Ih5
method has been appearing on the ST, and you can't
dard LHarc.

LHarc it is.

The trouble with nice ideas like this is that if dif

ferent versions of the main archiving program exist,
then incompatibilities arise. In the case of LHarc, pro
grams in their compressed state are generally given
a 1ZH file extension. But this doesn't tell you which
version of LHarc was used to compress it.
The first LHarcs were written on the PC by
Haruyasu Yoshizaki (or Yoshi as he's known), then
versions were made for UNIX by Yooichi Tagawa.
Finally, Yoshi made the source code PD and versions
started to get ported to the ST.

All you need now is some idea of which LHarc

does what, and that's where helpful soul Paul Civati of

sions - and smaller archives too.

• Make sure a space is inserted between the path
and wildcard when extracting, as follows:
The space that's represented by A is extremely

XLHarc 1.1 / 1.2

Ported by Bill Shroka (based on UNIX version by
Yooichi Tagawa)
• The X denotes UNIX compatability.

the Tavern BBS comes in. He's knocked up a list of
all the variations on the LHarc theme. Take it away,

•

Handles wildcards and folders.

•

1.2 can't delete a file from an archive.

Paul...

• Not SFX_LZH (a self-extracting LHarc) version
1.6 compatible.

LHarc 0.51 and 0.60

Jon Webb & Bart Van Herk

LHA 1.30

• 0.51 has a few bugs but both verions handle
wildcards and filenames okay.

(Shareware - see page 45 for an explanation of what
this means)

•

Roger Burrows (based on PC version 1.13b by

Not as fast as the German 1.13c series.

Since its arrival on the ST, LHarc has undergone

Haruyasu Yoshizaki)
• Compatible as long as the correct switches are

several "tweaks" and one major change in the com
pression method. To find out the compression
method used on the LZH file you're trying to decom

and 2.01i

•

press, use any version of LHarc and enter the com

Ported by Thomas Quester (based on PC version by

must be lower case.

mand

Haruyasu Yoshizaki)

•

V

•
•

command line.

A:\PATHNAME\PROGNAME.LZH

(substituting the name of your LZH file for A:\path-

GOT A PROBLEM?
GOT A MODEM?
If the answer to both these questions Is "yes,"
then you've got a 24-hours-a-day hotline to
Desktop. Simply use your modem to dial up
the Bath BBS on s 0225 840060. You can log
on and leave messages and questions for
ST FORMAT at any time of the day or night, as
well as read many other messages from ST
owners and programmers. There is a wide
range of utilities and programs stored on the

Bath BBS to help and entertain you - you can

LHarc 1.13cl9, 1.13c20, 1.13c21, 2.00, 2.00a,
2.00b, 2.01a, 2.01c, 2.01d, 2.01e, 2.01g, 2.01h

These are known as the German versions.
1.13 series handles wildcards but not folders.

used.

•

Sensitive about command and switch case -

Handles folders if correct switch is put on the
Not SFX_LZH version 1.6 compatible.

FORMAT NEEDS YOUR DESKTOP TIPS
Remember how it was when you first started on the ST? Remember how helpful those little

technical tips and pointers were to you? Well, how about returning thefavour? If you've got J
a tip, a short cut, an undocumented feature, a bug, a password - in short, anything at all

you've found that helps you get more from your ST - send it in. That way you can share
your informationwithwell over 70,000 fellow ST enthusiasts - many of them just panting to
learn from you - and possibly win up to £50. Or, if you have a technical problem or query,
we want to hear about that, too - it could get answered in these pages and even win you £20!
Name
Address

Daytime phone

Brief description of tip .

even get hold of all ST FORMAT back-issue

Cover Disks. The best questions and tips
could win you a prize or be printed here - you
may even get a direct reply via electronic mail!

Please complete this form and send it, along with your tip, to:
Desktop, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.
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A LEEDS ATARI CENTRE A
PRINTERS

STE - THE RANGE

520 Discovery Extra
520 1 Meg
520 2 Meg
520 4 Meg
1040 Family Curriculum.

NEW! Citizen Swift 24E. Now with 2 extra

£299.00
£329.00
379.00
£449.00
£379.00
CALL

Mega STE 1 &2

NLQ fonts, 20 CPS faster in NLQ mode
FREE Colour Upgrade

JUST £299.00
NEW! Citizen 48P Portable

Unbelieveable quality from an
unbelieveably small unit

OUR PRICE £289.00

MEMORY UPGRADES

NEW! Canon BJ10EX

As with hard drives, we only stock one make Frontier. Why? Because we never have any trouble
with them. They fit nearly all types of ST and Martin

no more printer driver problems
as this top selling bubble jet is now
fully Epson compatible

is a nice chap!
X-Tra
X-Tra
X-Tra
X-Tra

Ram
Ram
Ram
Ram

Deluxe 1/2 Mes
£65.00
Deluxe 2 Meg
£109.00
Deluxe 4 Mes
£179.00
Standard 1/2 Mes .-£55.00

X-Tra Ram Standard 2 Meg
STE 1 Mes
STE 2 Mes
STE 4 Mes

£89.00
£35.00
£80.00
£149.00

FITTING SERVICE AVAILABLE!

GOODIES FROM COMPO!

ESSENTIAL ITEMS
Internal Drives
Colour Solution
External Drives

£59.00
£139.00
£69.00

Great value at only £249.00
NOT FORGETTING
Citizen 120D +
Citizen 124D
Swift 9
Swift 9X
Swift 24X
Pro Dot 9/24

£129.00
£199.00
£189.00
£279.00
£389.00
CALL

StarLC200
StarLC20
Star LC 24-10
Star LC 24-200
Star LC 24-100 Colour

£209.00
£159.00
£199.00
£259.00
£299.00

PC Speed (STE or FM) ..£99.00
AT Speed
(While Stocks Last) ....£149.00

ZY-FI Stereo System ...£38.00

AT Speed C-16

Joy/Mouse Extenders...£6.00

Adaptor Board for STE .£25.00

Hewlett Packard

Deskjet 500

£399.00

Dust Covers

£5.00

Thats A Mouse

£19.00

Seikosha SP1900

£129.00

Centronics Cable

£9.00

Thats Write

£99.00

All printers, needless to say, come with free

Write On

£49.00

cable. Most black ribbons £3.99 Each

Samplers

£35.00

£229.00

MAIL ORDER

HARD DRIVES

By Phone: Quoting your Access/Visa number

We are Protar Authorised Dealers.

In fact, they are the only ones we stock.
With quality and value this good why buy anything else?
Prosate30Meg
Progate 40 Meg
Progate 40 DC
Progate 60 Meg
Progate 100 DC

£307.00
£339.00
£423.00
£437.00
£619.00

on: 0532 446520 Mon-Sat.

ByCheque - Make cheques, P/Os or
Building Society Drafts payable to: Miditech
(please allow for 7 days for cheque clearance)
Delivery: Please add £6.00 courier delivery.
For orders under £100 please add £2 p&p.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

PLUS! A great range of DTP, Graphics, Business, Midi, Educational
and Games Software, PC Compatibles, Books, Accessories, Midi
Keyboards and Expanders.
All on demo in our city centre show room with helpful, friendly
staff to make sure you make the right choice. If you can't make it in
to see us, we offer a fast mail order service (Next Day £6)

Open:
Mon-Fri
9.30-6.00

EST 1988

Sat

9.00-5.30

A\illlTI 11!

Local Price Match

54 The Merrion Centre (Balcony)

VISA, ACCESS, CREDIT FACILITIES (SUBJECT TO STATUS)

Leeds LS2 8NG

Prices correct at time of going to press, but may change without notice E &OE

Tel: (0532) 446520
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AN ALL ROUND VIEW?
In the beginning there was Degas Elite by Tom
Hudson, the first successful art package for the ST.

PD programs you can use to view your picture format

As a result of its early popularity, Degas Elite is the

program

CVtolMG

GEMView

Guck

Picswitch

most widely supported picture format on the ST. It

version

1.2

1.0

1.7c

0.7

.ART

/

wasn't long, however, before other art programs
started to arrive and tried to topple Degas from the
top spot, some with a degree of success!

This fight for supremacy has brought us some

SPX Show

View GIF
1.2

.CL?

very good and innovative software, but has also left
us with a bewildering number of picture formats on

the ST, not to mention some of the most widely used
formats on the Mac and PC-compatibles. Most art
packages support several different formats, the three
most common being Degas (.PI1..PI2 and .PI3 - low,
medium and high resolution respectively), Neo
chrome (.NEO) and GEM BitImage (.IMG) files.

This means you can usually import that special
picture you've just found into your own masterpiece
with only one or two jumps between different pro
grams. Here, courtesy of Dazz Smith from Lanes
and Daron Brewood of STUN BBS (» 061 429

9803, up to 2400 baud), is the definitive guide to ST
picture viewers and converters- we hope!
All the following picture formats can be viewed
on the ST:
.ART
,CLO

ART DIRECTOR
NVISION

.CP8

.CRG
-FLI

.DOO

DOODLE

.GEM

GEM METAFILES

.GIF

GIF IMAGES

.GR8
.GR9

ATARI GRAPHICS 8
ATARI GRAPHICS 9
IFF IMAGEFILES

.IFF

.IMG

IMG (GEM BIT IMAGES)

.KOA

KOALA

IBM

.MAC
.MAS
.MPT

.NEO
.PAC

MAC PAINT
MAC STARTUP SCREEN
MICROPAINTER
NEOCHROME
STAD IMAGES

PC?

DEGAS

PDF

DF RASTERFILES

PGO

NVISION

PI?

DEGAS

RLE

CIS VIDTEX

'.SCO

NVISION

*.XBM

.SPC
.SPU
.SPX
.SUN

SPECTRUM 512
SPECTRUM 512
SPECTRUM 512 EXTENDED
SUN RASTERFILES

Above is another list of picture file formats showing
several PD programs which can display them. To
order the program you want once you've found the

.TN?

TINY

FORMAT'S comprehensive directory on page 48.

X BITMAP FILES

one most useful for you, contact a PD libraries from

BIT 0' BLITTER BANTER
Paul Ley of Hertfordshire would like some details

of the operation of the STE's blitter chip (blitter
stands for bit block transfer processor).

One of the problems with GEM applications is
that they can be slow, especially with programs or
applications that process a great deal of data, such
as DTP or graphics software. This is where the blit
ter chip comes in. '
It is designed to take over some of the routines

of the main 68000 processor (called the line-A
opcodes) and it executes them faster than the

68000 can, to process graphics and other informa

tion without any other 68000 operation being

and move them around within the system at high
speed - without accessing the 68000 processor,
thus leaving it free to run the main program. The
larger the blocks of memory being moved, the more
efficiently the blitteroperates.

Among the processes that the blitter chip
speeds up are block movement of memory (both
screen memory and data), horizontal and vertical

line drawing, window drawing and updating, text
scrolling, graphics rotation and magnification, area
filling and pattern filling.
This results in a marked speed increase in GEM
operations, because GEM automatically uses the

delayed or stopped.
To do this, it works with data in the DMA (Direct

blitter for block graphic calls. Line drawing and text

Memory Access) register and uses a memory range

and GEM box drawing speed can be increased by

independent of the 68000 processor. What this

means is that the blitter can take chunks of memory

printing to screen can be speeded up by up to 20%
up to 80%. Without the chip you would need several

KBytes ofcode built into the software to bring about

the same amount ofspeed increase with graphics.
Unlike the 68000 processor, which operates in
bytes and words, the blitter is bit-oriented, which
makes it ideal for doing work with bit-mapped graph
ics. It is also able to deal with normal copy and
transfer commands such as high speed RAMdisk
operations.

So what use is it to you, the user? It's obviously
not going to be much good for games software

unless routines for the blitter are specifically written
into the game code. The main advantage is with
GEM based programs such as word processors,
desktop publishing, graphics and animation soft

ware (such as the Cyber series), databases, spread
sheets and so on. So it is the "serious" user of the

ST who is likely to gain the most benefit. Fortunately
the majority of ST programs are GEM-based and
use the blitterquite happily.
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hints and tips

TECHNICAL

GFA Programmers' surgery
Once again, Barrie Capel tackles your GFA Basic programming queries
In this month's Surgery, we take a look at menus. First of all, let
me nail my flag to the pole and say that I am a fully qualified
GEM hater. Althoughfine for most purposes, the ST implementa
tion is visuallly poor and lacks sparkle. I prefer to create my own

can be used since nothing actually appears unless an Accessory
is installed.

The "Los Endos" bit is used so that the exact number of

data entries doesn't need to be declared - the loop stops when

it's read all the data, regardless of how many you tell it to count
to.

structure. However, when you actually create your menu program,

if you use a larger value you don't have to keep altering it each
time that you find you need to add another entry. When the pro

Menu Menu_bar$ () declares the string array to be used,
and On Menu Gosub Menu_proc declares the procedure to
jump to if an event is detected. The program then sits in the

Do... Loop waiting for a menu event, such as you clicking on
an entry.
You need to be able to detect events, and, for that purpose,

user interface to suit my own tastes. However, some programs

gram is complete and the number of entries has been finalised,
alter it accordingly. The array A$() is just for the "About Me"

you are writing maydemand the use of GEM menus, so yourwish

message.

GFA Basic gives us the function Menu(n),

is our command...

The order in which entries are placed in the menu array is
very important, unless you enjoy re-booting your ST! The order is
as follows: first, menu bar title, entries in the first drop-down,

determines the event to look for. The one we want is the number

null string. Second, menu bar title, entries in the second drop
down, null string. And so on, until you reach last menu bar title,

The procedure Menu_proc simply checks this value, and
jumps to the appropriate procedure. Andthere you have it!
Things to know... if you clear the screen, the menu bar is
still there - you just can't see it - so do a get
0,0,319,10,bar$ and so on first, replacing it with PUT at the

A GEM drop-down menu is basically one long dimensioned string

array, where each element of the array holds one item of the
menu bar and drop-downs. The program sits in a loop looking for
an "event" with the ON MENU function, such as moving the
mouse into the menu bar area or pressing the mouse button
over a menu entry.

Thankfully, GFA Basic takes care of most of the hard work,
leavingyou to decide what to do with the information it chucks at

entries in the last drop-down, null string. Finally, two more null
strings.
The Data statements hold the menu headings and the
items, and are read into the array with the For... Next loop.

you. So, let's start with a simple example which, thanks to the

The last two elements of your menu structure must always be
Nullstrings (" ").

wonders'of modern computer science, is already written and can
be found on this month's Cover Disk under the name GFA-

always put all data for each drop-down menu on one data state

In order to make the data statements easier to read, I

MENU.LST. Use MERGE to load it into GFA Basic, and let's see

ment line.

what's so complicated about all this... You need GFA Basic 2.
which was yours on STFCover Disk 19. Ifyou missed that, turn

The first element of the array (element 0) always contains
the first menu's title - the bit that appears on the menu bar

to page 142 and ordera copy fast - that issue won't be offered

itself on the top line. In most cases, this is "Desk," and contains
any Accessory programs that are installed. Even if you haven't
got any, you must leave six slots free - the maximum allowable
on the ST-just in case someone else using your program does

again!

Loaded? Right, the first thing to say is that the main bones
of the listing are only up to the end of the procedure
Menu_proc. Therest isn't relevant to menus. Most options are
dummies, but just so that you can see something, the last drop
down has working entries, and on the Desk menu the "About
Me" entryworks. The resolution is checked for, so it works in all

have Accessory programs installed.

In our example, when the far left drop-down appears, the
first entry is "About Me," followed by a separating line of minus

signs, then the six .ACC slots. A null string denotes the end of
that menu.

resolutions.

Drop-down menus, along with the entries in each one, are
held in the dimensioned string array Menu_bar$ () . The first
line creates this array, and normally has the same number of ele
ments for Menu_bar$
as there are entries in the menu

ANALOGIC
ANALOGIC
AMMXK3C

One useful feature is that any menu entry whose first char

acter is a minus sign appears in light text and is unselectable,
so you can prevent users running .ACCs or trying to select your
separating lines. Forthe Accessory slots, any dummytext strings

where the value n

of the selected drop-down entry, and this

is returned in

Menu(0).

end of the procedure.

If you decide to permit Accessories to be used, SGET the
screen first and replace with SPOT on exiting the Accessory, or
you're left with a "hole" in your screen.
It is possible to place ticks in front of menu entries to show

they are currentlyselected, by using Menu n, 1 and removethem
with Menu n,0 (where n = the menu entry number). You may,
therefore, want to leave a blank space in front of each entry of
the menus just in case.
Menu n,2 and Menu n, 3 disable and enable menu entries

respectively. This also applies to previously disabled .ACC
entries.

Theoretically, there is a limitto the size of a menu system,
along the lines of no more than two-thirds of the total screen
area to be covered by all the drop-downs, but it's unlikely you'll
find the need to use that many anyway!

Okay, that lot should keep you occupied till next month,
so keep those problems rolling in to GFA Programmers'
surgery, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1
2BW. Sorry, we're only able to respond to queries in these
pages, so no personal correspondence is possible.

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD

i Tel. Mon - Sat. 9am to 7pm

152 Latchmere Road, Kingston-upon-Thames
Surrey KT2 5TU

I TEL: 081 546 9575
• Tel/Fax: 081-541-4671
REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES

COMPUTERS

512K

520 STE Disco-very Extra Pack
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack

lMeg

2Meg

4Meg

329.00 359.00
349.00 409.00
Please call for prices

439.00
489.00

299.00

Mega STE

520 (ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE)

59.95

• FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND

• ALL REPAIRS CARRY A FULL 90 DAY GUARANTEE

• Wepickup computersfor repairs & memory upgradesfor only£5.00 + VAT
(including insurance) for NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY to us and return by
MONITORS

COURIER SERVICE FREE

PROTAR VISTO 14" ColourMonitor + Cable
PHILIPS 15" Colour TV/Monitor(Model2331) with remote control
+ Fast Text + Scart Cable
PHILIPS 15" Colour TV/Monitor(Model3332) with remote control

235.00

+ Scart Cable

239.00

ATARI SM124 High resolution Monochrome Monitor

149.00

269.00

o

MEMORY UPGRADES

520 ST / STFMto lMeg

=:

59.95

520 ST / STM / STF / STFM to 2.5 Meg

149.95

520 STE to 1 Meg
520 STE to 2 Meg
520 STE to 4 Meg

29.95
79.95
149.95

EMULATORS

PROTAR HARD DISKS FOR YOUR ST at unbeatable pricestill Christmas
Progate 20....:
Progate 30
Progate 40
Progate 50 DC
Progate 80
Progate 100 DC
Progate 440

279.00
309.00
329.00
409.00
419.00
549.00
1589.00

Progate R44

589.00

Progate T60
Progate T150

569.00
779.00

PCSpeed
AT Speed C16

99.95
249.95

POWER SUPPLIES
• We are Authorised PROTAR
"stockists

STFM/STE Power Supplies (service exchange)

44.95

NEWPower Supplieswith ONEYEAR GUARANTEE

54.95

* All Protar Hard Drives come with a

full replacement warranty, a DMA
throughport, device number
switching and Disk Management
Software

12.95
12.95

joystick/Mouse extension lead
Squik Mouse

5.95
14.95

Super Pro Joystick
Dust Cover
Mouse Mat

....14.95
4.95
4.95

• Allprices include VAT and NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY subject to availability
* Fixed charge for repair does not include disk drive replacement & keyboard

DISK DRIVES

1 Meg 3.5" SonyInternalDrive
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive withits ownpowersupply

ACCESSORIES
STE/STFM Scart Lead
STE/STFM Mkll CM8833 lead

•

49.95
59.95

* All prices subject to change without notice
• We reserve the right to refuse any ST repair

VISA

AATARI ST
520ST-E

DISCOVERY

XTRA

SKS£MI1_PACK

PACK
>

HARDWARE:
512K 520ST-E + VIOUSE

£329.99

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE.
FINAL FIGHT - Arcade Game
SIM CITY • Lile Sim
9 LIVES - Arcade Game
ROBOT MONSTERS - Arcade

v

/-/y - '' '

'

'

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE:
CONTROL.ACC - Utility Software
EMULATOR.ACC - Utility Sotlware

'•

NEOCHROME - Art Package

£25.99
£29.95
£19.95

£20.42

FREE
FREE
£49.99

£29.99
£4.99

ST TOUR - Tutorial

PLUSI FREE FROM SILICA:
TENSTAR GAMES PACK

£219.78
£104.97

PRODUCTIVITY PACK
TOTAL VALUE:
YOU SAVE:

fPLUS! flt£E'
in in"

1Mb 1040ST-E + MOUSE
1. PLAY & LEARN
CURRICULUM PACK 2. JUNIOR SCHOOL
The Family Curriculum Pack 3. GCSE REVISION
comes with a 1040ST-E com 4. BUSINESS COMPUTING ...
puter and mouse plus 5 software 5. CREATIVE COMPUTING ....
modules (3 titles in each), one for PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA
TENSTAR PACK
every age range. The combina PRODUCTIVITY PACK

^ 1040ste FAMILY

»'"

V-"

,N>-J
•**fe*

tion of education, creative and
business software from Atari,
plus the FREE entertainment and
productivity packs from Silica,

£399,
£76.59
£58.54
£55.54
£159.85
£134.97

HOLIDAY
(.ACCOMMODATION,
v

ATARI

TOTAL VALUE: £1210.23
YOU SAVE: £811.23

SILICA PRICE - INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY

£323

£32 E9

520ST-FM

DISCOVERY

£219.78
£104.97

PACK

£259

makes for a package the whole
family can enjoy!
PLUSI FREE HOLIDAY ACCOM

SILICA:

£836.02
-£507.02

INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY + FREE TENSTAR & PRODUCTIVITY PACKS

ATARI ST - MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!
FROM SILICA
WITH EVERY

ATARI ST
[TOTAL FREE PACKAGE)

ffUMMfl^5)

TENSTAR GAMES PACK

£219.78:
£24.99
CheSS Player 2150 - By CP Software
£24.95
Drivin' Force - By Digital Magic
£19.95
Live & Let Die - By Elite
£19.99
Onslaught - By Hewson
£19.99
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software
£24.99
Rick Dangerous - By Firebird
£24.99
Rock 'n' Roll - By Rainbow Arts
£19.99
Skweek - By US Gold
£19.99
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark
£19.95

fife,:

Asterix - By Coktel Vision

The TenStar Games Pack is THE software

compendium for Atari ST owners, featuring ten top
titles with a variety of different types of games for
you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in its own
plastic case, with a colour sleeve and full
instructions. The TenStar Games Pack is FREE!

TENSTAR GAMES PACK

when you buy your ST from Silica Systems.

[FREED _£219.78
[FREE!

SILICA SYSTEMS ST 1

PRODUCTIVITY PACK J

Every Atari STfrom Silica comeswith a FREE Siiica STProductivity Pack,
worth over £100. This packhasbeenspecially puttogether bySilica tohelp
you to get to grips with the productive side of /
^
computing from day one. Each title has been tried
and tested bytens ofthousands ofAtariSTowners,
who have begun word processing with 1st Word
and programming with Atari ST Basic.
1st WORD - from GST
SPELL IT! - for use with 1st WORD
ST BASIC - With tutorial

£59.99
£19.99
£24.99

C

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY!

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONJ

EveryAtariST fromSilica comes witha FREE 72 page, fullcolour
people to stay up to 16 nights in one hotel (or
any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights)
with accommodation FREE (you could take
up to six nights for four people, or other

• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decidewhen to buyyour newAtari STcomputer, wesuggestyou think verycarefully about
WHERE you buy it.Consider what itwill be like a few months after buying your ST, when you may re

quireadditionalperipheralsor software, or helpand advice withyournew purchase. And,will the com

pany you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, weensure that you

S^

PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

hotels in France are also featured.

MAIL ORDER:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 11ir

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at yourservice.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales

£59.99
£19.99
£24.99

TOTAL RRP: £324.75

WORTH
NEARLY:

your meals (prices are listed in the brochure).
Reduced rates in top London hotels and

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•

ST Basic - Programming Language

FREE!

k HWtaJ

in the catalogue. Allyou have to pay for are

TOTAL RRP: £104.97

Spell It! - Spell Checker

brochure with accommodation vouchers. These vouchers entitle 2

options). Choose from the 250 hotels featured

Lj

PRODUCTIVITY PACK - £104.97
1st Word - Word Processor

LONDON (SELFRIDGES):
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

"-• l.;it<: Ni()flt Opi.Tiirti]

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

LateNight: Thursday until 8pm

1st Floor, 369 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Fax No:

081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
Late Nighl: Thursday until 8pm
Ask for extension 3914
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm
Late Night: Friday until 7pm
Fax No: 081-309 0017

fib: Silica Systems, Dept STFOR-0292-63, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4D)Hl

11 PLEASE SEND FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE
I

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Address:

will have nothingto worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, withour unrivalled
experience and expertise,we can nowclaim to meet our customers requirements withan understan

ding which issecond to none. But don'tjusttake ourword for it. Complete and return thecoupon now

for our latest Free literatureand begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

SILICA

SYSTEMS

E

I

Postcode:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?

63B I

FAHP - Arlirprt<coH r.r,e.at- ^nrl cnar.illmti'.n^ ,«-,,, e.V.~e.r.r.

....
..-.-_. .l__^^^^. ..^^^^
may change • -I.
please return
Ihe coupon. for
Ihe latest information.

The latest and greatest ST offers at
STEREO MASTER

P\

MICRODEAL

Playback stereo sound cartridge plus

This sound sampler offers real-time

special effects - echo, reverb and
much more - plus STE stereo support
DESCRIPTION : Stereo Master
PRICE : £29.95

PLAYBACK & QUARTET

W? MICRODEAL

ORDER N° : ST394

the excellent Quartet sample

I

sequencer (RRP £49.95) for a tenner!
DESCRIPTION : Playback & Quartet
PRICE : £29.95

ORDER N° : ST372

DESCRIPTION : Playback ONLY
PRICE : £19.95

ORDER N° : ST379

JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKE
The best snooker simulator in ST

gaming history. Get your hands on
this addictive FORMAT Gold winner

and teach yourself how to play
snooker with the professionals.
DESCRIPTION : White's Snooker
PRICE : £22.99

ORDER N° : ST388

FUN SCHOOL 4
EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

©

The new follow-up to the classic
educational packages from

Europress. All three modules are
available separately here.

DESCRIPTION : Teddy Disk
PRICE : £17.99

ORDER N° : ST389

DESCRIPTION : Frog Disk
PRICE : £17.99

ORDER N° : ST390

DESCRIPTION : SPX Disk
PRICE: £17.99

ORDER N° : ST391

STFORMAT EVEN BIGGER VALUE
Get hold of £25 worth of /

software and make cer- /

GST SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

tain you get your hands ^J?***..

The new upgrade to GST's acclaimed
DTP package - with automatic text
wraparound, custom page sizes,
quick key shortcuts, and much more,

on a copy of Britain's ^i^
biggest-selling ST maga
zine each and every
month for a whole

year. Turn to page •"-..
142

now

for

our

astonishing offer.

6

TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

even on a standard 520ST.
DESCRIPTION : TIMEWORKS 2
PRICE : £99.95

ORDER N° : ST395

THE STOS COLLECTION
Mandarin Software

I

You don't need to be a dedi

cated programmer to write
your own FORMATGold

games. With STOS, the
game-creator, you can

the best possible prices

createfast, exciting games
quickly and easily.
Using an easy-to-understand BASIC language,
'

•*•§&>
*i-:

STOS enables you to build versatile games - anything fron
shoot-'em-ups to adventures. When you've written it, com
pile itusing STOS Compiler to make itrun as fast as
commercial games. As partof thecollection, we'realso

HOME ACCOUNTS 2

offering STOS Maestro, to add sound to your games, and
Sprite 600, a collection of over 600 animated sprites for

DIGITA

use in STOS games.

Now you can keep track of where all
the money goes with the latest

DESCRIPTION : STOS collection

version of the hugely popular Home

PRICE: £49.99

ORDER N°: ST381

Accounts package.

DESCRIPTION : Home Accounts 2

PRICE : £44.99

ORDER N° : ST392

Mouse
NAKSHA MOUSE & TRACEY
NAKSHA

A high-quality 280 dpi resolution
mouse. Comes with a free tool (RRP
£7.95) which enables you to trace
pictures with the aid of your mouse.
DESCRIPTION : Naksha Mouse
ORDER NO : ST368

• Just make a note of the name of the
package you want to buy and the order

number next to it. Then fill in the handy
coupon below.

• If you wish to order by credit card or
have any queries, ring the ST FORMAT

\

Mail Order Hotline on :

THUNDERHAWK AH-73M
CORE DESIGN

0458 74011
ST FORMAT Mail Order
jJALL'LLLffPITIT

The FORMAT Gold winning helicopter
flight simulator that soars above the
others - with dazzling attention to

detail, smoother graphics and simpler
controls. (1MByte recommended)

Channel Islands or the Isle of Man
Name

Address

DESCRIPTION : Thunderhawk
: £21.99

ORDER N° : ST393

Postcode
Telephone

Description
STF BINDER

Price | Order No V

STFORMAT

Keep your collection of the world's top
ST magazine together in this high
quality binder with ST FORMAT printed
on the spine - now in a bigger size!
TOTAL ORDER
DESCRIPTION : One Binder

PRICE : £4.95

ORDER N° : ST112

DESCRIPTION : Two Binders

PRICE : £9.00

ORDER N° : ST112:

• For overseas orders call Trevor Witt for prices on +44 458 74011

Method ofpayment - please tick appropriate box
• Access
nVisa
DCheque
QP0
Credit card No

Expiry date

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to :
Future Publishing Limited.

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt, ST FORMAT, The
Old Barn, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TAl 17BR,

P.D. Over 10 disks 99p each ONLY £1.25 each for up to 10 disks.

This is not a gimmick, it's a fact.
INCREDIBLE OFFER. Yes! Only £1.25 each for up to 10 disks from

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE SUPPLY CO.
Characters between asterixes

show special requirements;
*M* = Mono Res

*C* = Colour Res
*D* = Double sided disk
*Z* = J Mb RAM

(s)

= Not TOS 1.62

multi-user environment allowing up to 7 A043 THE ARTIST, A great drawing G090 TALESPIN, the wolf and the 7 S005 B/STAT V2.01, this is a sophisti
cated graphing & statistical analysis
package with all the normai options. kids.
G092 FUZZBALL, a great platform program. *DX*.
U034 DOUBLE CLICK, format v3.03 *M\
S007 OPUS V2.2, This program is a
game.
9/10 sectors, 80/82 tracks.
G093 SHIPWRECK, educational maths GEM based spreadsheet & charting pro
U035 DEC, edit clone, disk engineer
Clipart
gram
*DX*.
v3.01 allows you to do almost anything C002 Various human figures, different with graphics. Not STE.
G094 ZOG, a great blasting game. S009 WG DATA, high quality DTB
to a disk via GEM.
cartoons, titles & more.
withcustomscreen layout. Full docs.
U040 AUTOGEM, autoboots any Gem C003 Sports figures-high quality, July SUPER SENSORI
G097 WIZZARDS LAIR, complete text S01 1 DOUBLE SENTRY, on excellent
program when booting. VC spreadsheet 4th logos.
fully
working accounts package (no
&
graphic
adventure.
a non-GEM spreadsheet.
C010 Occasional clips, various charac
G098 UNDER BERKWOOD, An VAT).
U041 ADDRESS LOG, on this disk ters, etc.
concurrent tasks. *D*

Desk Accessories &
SOI 3 INVENTORY PRO V2.0, is a
there's a limited address book & label C011 Loads more fruit &
absolutely massive graphic adventure
Utilities
fully featured stock control system. Very
G100 NAVAL BATTLE, battleships
U001 Dir printer, various RAMdisks, printer &a disk cataloguer thatautodisk C012 Herbs &kitchen parts"
a
horizontal powerful.
C013 Humorous clips plus the individual G102 CENTAURI,
snapshot saves screens to disk. Desk directories.
SO16 SHEETV2, fully featured spread
U003 Desk ACC formatter, calendar,

U046 SUPER VKILLER, detects 5 dif letters A-Z.
ferent viruses, recognises 7 anti-viruses & C015 Babies, boys & girls.

U008

All English version *DX*

Ace. loader.

clock, dir printer & a Disk Manager, pro 133 othertypesof boot sector.
U050 GEMINI, desktop replacement.
grammerscalculator.
68000

ASSEMBLER,

an

address/mailing list. An autodial utility - U052 GEM PLUS, this is a great vari
ant of Neodesk.
date/time input. Label printer*.
U009 - PICSWITCH 7, changes all U057 GEMDOS USERS GUIDE, a
graphicresolution. Hi-res &colour emula disk full of information about GEM-DOS.
tors. BBOOT boot from your B drive. U058 ATARI TOS 1.4 FIXERS,
SWITCHER 2 progs in memory at the (STFMs with Rainbow TOS}: POOLFIX,
PRG & TOS 14 FIX. PRG for fixing o/s
same time.

FSEL 5.5, gives you improved facilities bugs.

scrollingshoot'em-up
G106 VIRUS, a game with great
C016 More girls, scrolls & occasional graphicsand sound.
clips.
G108 FLYOVER, a bombing raid with
COl 7 More Artdeco, baby boy &girl.
a reasonable level of difficulty.
C018 More varied humorousclips
G109 GLOB, you collect cherry cakes
while avoiding pursuers.
Gl 1 1 TRACKER, you drive your
Wordprocessing &
tracker through enemy territory.
Desktop Publishing
Gil 2
OVERLANDER,
o good
W001-006 TEX, 6 disk pack, includes
shoot'em-up .
TEX the document processor. *M*.
G113
CHANCE,
the
Archons
have
W008 1st WORD, Wordprocessor.
Fully GEM based professional wordpro taken over a space platform close.

U059 XCONTROL, Atari's latest TT
from the desk top.
cessor.
U010 STE BOOTUP, boot your STE control panel accessoryfor all ST's.
U063 MEMFILE 2.0, Memory and disk W015 HYPERTEXT, Shareware prog
into medium res.
suitable for the production of very profes
editor
with
powerful
features.
U011 DIY DEMO, create demos featur
sional documents. *MD*.
ing a title screen & scrolling message,
W017 ST WRITER ELITE V4.1, top
without any programming skills.
qualitywordprocessor.
Graphic, font and
U014 ARC, file compiler. BICLOCK set
art/drawing disks
time/date without using an .ACC slot.
FONTRIX loads an 8 bit font & make it A005 PALART, excellent art program
GEM difficult. MONOEMU v5.0 makes with full docs on disk. Excellent features.

your colour display think its hi-res mono
U015 FILE SELECTOR V6.0, replace

G115 MUTANT, reactor in a nuclear

ment for the GEM file selector. Select driven drawing package. Both programs

Warzone,

powered mine goes out of control. The
the end cavern & destroy it.

Daleks,

House & Mousemess.

tures. *M*.

GO 18 RUSH, move the bricks in order

mono & colour versions

disk.

ST to IBM MODIFIER, alters the format
of DS Atari disks so that an IBM can

A025

FONTKIT 3.31,

by Jeremy

Hughes. An excellent program, well

game.

improved on 3.2. *D*
read them.
U027 ANTIDOTE, Super virus killer for A027 ANI-ST, ex-commercial package,
detecting & killing all bootsector viruses, quality animation system. You draw the
initial & final shapes & the ST draws the
comes as a .ACC.
U028 DISKMECH, is a powerful disk ones in between.
analyser/archiver/editor with options to A029 MASTERPAINT, drawing pack

make programming shoot'em-ups easily.

G032 BALLER, an arcade castle & can

nons game graphic adv. *M*.
a

G141

great

DUNGEON! Multi choice fan

tasyadventure with some humour.
G144 HACKMAN, 50 levels of a

maze game.

great Pacman clone.
G14S ELEVEN CRYSTALS II, part 2 of
lenge is to sail to Bermuda.
o great textadventure by Fink.
G039 INVASION, adventure set on a
G149 STARMAZE, Guide your craft
huge spaceship.
around the various levels blasting the
edit sectors, format sectors, edit bytes, age, excellent features. Mono and GO41 HACK! is a Dungeon & Dragons alien craft on your way.
text adventure.
edit tracks & analyse disks, with full doc colour.
umentation. CPANEL is a vastly improved A030 PICWORKS, this is a utility for G045 AYATOLLA, Your border is
Programming/ Language
enlarging, reformatting & manipulating under attack from terrorists.
control panel.
G046 ROBOTZ, addictive & very
U030 AMC GDOS, Atari's replace picsup to 3 times normal size. *M*.
disks
playablegame.
There
are
40
levels.
A042
ST
CAD
v2.1,
a
medium
or
high
ment far GDOS, used the same.
P001 6800 ASSEMBLER,
U032 MOUSE TRICKS, extensive con

res CAD package. Full docs very good.

M016 CASIO CZ SOUNDS & EDI
TOR.

M018 ACCOMPANIST 2.3, full fea

tured midi sequencer. *C*.

sequencer.

M022 SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER &

PAT MIX, RVB DEMO, SPREAD.

Educational
E002 WORLD MAP GAME.

E019

SOLAR

G038 BERMUDA RACE 2, the chal

G047 FRUIT MACHINE, is a great

P008-P010, C LANGUAGE DISKS

SYSTEM

GEOGRA

PHY.

E020 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR a great

shareware package.
E021 ZOO MAKER, a game with a
difference, you are asked questions and

the computer tries to guessthe animal.
E023 COLOURING BOOK, superb
program for the young.

General

*D*.

G033 ADVENTURE WRITING SYS

TEM, create adventures.
G037 TUNNEL VISION,

CALIFORNIAN,

E004 SPELLING, made easy.
E008 CHUNNEL, a French to English &
vice-versa tutorial game, with words &
vein as FROGGER.
short phrases. *C*.
G123 THE NAME GAME, based upon E011 TYPING TUTOR (2), with full
the Sun puzzle. Create your own.
documentation.
Gl 28 TARK, great text adventure.
E013 MATHS MADE EASY, Another
G129 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE, a great programwith speech synthesis.
role playing adv.
E014 KIDGRAPH, KIDMUSIC, KIDG130 LLAMATRON, a great share PIANO, KIDPOTATO 'C*
ware game by Geoff Minter. *D*.
E015 KIDPUBLISHER, DTP, Kidsong.
G131 VIDEO POKER, Las Vegas E016 DOT2DOT, join the dots to make
poker playing machine.
pics. Alsocreate your own.

A015 FONTS2, 7 screen & desktop G021 UPSTART, an excellent shooting G132 DERRICK THE DROID, a great
the cherriesgame. *S*.
SCODE makes ASCII for easy data trans fonts. Columbia, Devoll, Hudson Saturn, G022 COMPANION, is a shoot em mix of platform, shoot'em-up & puzzle
Spokane, Thames &Universal Roman.
fer.
game.
up mission in outer space.
A018
CANVAS,
a
great
art
package
U023 This disk is packed with various
G025 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER, Gl 36 PORK II, another send up of the
programs for printing all kinds of labels. that fully supports the STE.
ZORK series. Subtitled "The Gizzard if
Football
team
management.
U024 CHK 2.3, Tells you everything A020 PALETTE MASTER, A good art G027 DIE ALIEN BLOB, a great Showbiz".
you should ever need to know about a package that offers the user up to 512 shoot'em-up, excellent graphics.
G137 MORIA, a fantasy role playing
colours. *C*.
disk.
G028 TREASURE SEARCH, find the game. *D*.
DISK DOUBLER, is a utility for convert A024 FRACKTAL, is a fractal drawing hidden treasure. *D*.
G138 SHOOT'EM-UP BUILDER KIT,
U019 DRFLOPPY, a disk sector editor,

ing 2 single disks quickly onto 1 D/S program from Germany that comes with

SINGING

raisons

M013 MUSIC WRITER, this program
lets you create musicon screen.

scrolling shoo'em-up.

that formats 3.5" or 5.25" disks for DOS graphprogram thatcan handle bar, hori
to create a way out for the ball.
or TOS comes with source code. ARC zontal bar, stacked bar, line & dot
G020 YAHTZY, an extremely popular
SHELL vl.91 MEGA formatter, a multi charts. The disk is formatted so that DS
users can access extra routines.

M012

Gl 16 KEY TO ATLANTIS, underwater

G016 NAPOLEAN, conquer Europe,
drive, sort, print, get full info on selected are fromGermany.
file, re-name, show timeor name in selec A012 DOODLE, this disk has the origi good wargame simulation. *M*.
G017 EMPIRE BUILDER, property
nal
mono
&
colour
versions.
Also
some
tor. Virus Killer v2.01 detects 6 types of
developersimulation. LOST TREASURE &
Mandelzoom pictures.
virus.
JUMPSTER.
A013
ST
GRAPH,
a
comprehensive
U016 100% IBM compatible formatter

purposediskformat.

program.

workers start to mutate. You must get to MODULES. D DREAD1, D DREAD2,

Games disks (colour
unless stated)

G001

Music
M001 COMPOSER, a music creation

RA, collect jewels to prolong your life, M020 XBIOS, music construction kit.
find the secret passages, and if you can, M021 PERCUSSAMAN, is a 4 track,
get out alive.
16 instrument, digitally synthesised

Haunted G118 MARS MAZE, good platform
game. Work your way up against time.
gram with some 3D elements & coord G014 SUPERBREAKOUT, there are Gl 19 STEEL, blast everything in sight.
display. Studio (1Mb RAM} is a mneu over 40 brick types all with special fea G122 HEDGEHOG, along the same
*C*.

so that you can run most mono pro A009 COLUMBIA, A drawing pro
grams.

Gl 14 ESCAPE FROM THE TOMB OF

sheet. Similar to Lotus 123 docs.

F005 CONSTELLATIONS, a compre
hensive Astronomers disk. *M*.

F009 THE PLANETS, a slide show

around the planets. *D*.
F013 POOLWISE V3.5, a sophisti

cated pools predictor. Med res.
F016 ST TOUR, excellent guided tour
of your ST.
F01 7 YOUR SECOND ATARI MAN

UAL, a 250Kbyte text fileon the ST
FOI9 GENEALOGY, shareware pack
age for tracingfamily trees.
F021 BUSINESS LETTERS, 100 busi

ness style letters in ASCII code.

trol over mouse movement& menu style. CALCPLOT, scientific calculator and func
1, 2 & 3 of Elementary C, a set of 3
G056 SLIDER, 3 levels, quality puzzle
Demos
U033 MX-2 V2.3, a multi-tasking & tion plotter.
disks.
game.
P012 CPM EMULATOR, this is a D005 THE DEFINITIVE DEMO, by the
G063 SOLITAIR, with 3D graphics.
LostBoys. *D*.
CPM-8 version 2.0 that runs at 2MHz.

Disks
99pfor over 10
or £1.25 for up to 10
All orders PLUS 50p p&p
International orders plus 10%

Air Mail 50p per disk
Cheques etc. payable to:

fruit machine simulator.

Macpan is a kind of Pacman. Galaxy &
D006 SLATATANIC CULT, music
Sprengmeister are strategygames. *M*. P013 CPM UTILITIES, for P012
demo I & music demo II. *D*.
G064 ATOMS, is a mentally challeng P017 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, D007 ASTERIX DEMO, digital sound
CONTEXT V2, PRO-ED & P-EDIT,
ing game for 2-4 players.
KILLERCHESS, fast & furious chess plenty of features &documents.
BOMB THE BASS, demo
game. AMMOTRACK's a super race & P020 SOZOBON C, probably the best D0O8
PD C compiler with full K&R compiler D009 TRANSYLVANIA DEMO, by
blast'em game.
the LostBoys. *D*.

G068 SKIDPAN, a motor racing game

support. *D*.

written in STOS. (Not STE).
G069 STOCKMARKET, wheel & deal
GALACTIC WARRIORS, shoot'em-up.
G084 FLOYD THE DROID, ultra fast

P022 SPRITE EDITOR, create & save

D010

your own sprites.
P023 C TUTORIAL, disk manual, an
excellent intro into C programming.

DEMO. *D*.

SOUND

CONNEXIONS

P026 MKRSC, a simple GEM resource
shoot'em-up. Sampledsound.
G085 AIR WARRIOR, a flight simula construction utility.
tor. Full docs.

G086 COMPUTER

PINBALL, as

it

Communications Disks

sounds. DEVASTATOR, a 3D strategy C005 UNITERM V2.0A, with auto-

game.

PDSSC

dialler & phone book.
C006 VANTERM 3.71 & 3.8, is just
about the best PD communications pack
age around.

Rush your orders to:

ACCESS/VISA

PDSSC
5 Walnut Close

ORDERS

Applications, spread

TELEPHONE

sheets, databases, etc.
5001 DATABASE 1, this is a GEM

Barkingside, Essex, IG6 1HE

(0354) 8448

5002 ST SHEET, this is a very good

driven database.

quality spreadsheet. *C*.

SEND 60p
IN STAMPS
FOR A DISK

CATALOGUE

fun

school 4

EDUCATION

When school is fun
Fun School - possibly the only mention of the word "school" that kids

enjoy hearing! The latest in the series is out. What's it all about? Was it

MMinnii "^ -sa

worth waiting for? STF's education specialist Terry Freedman investigates
Fun School 4
MACHINE: ALL COLOUR STS

Under 5s
When you load this disk, you're

PRICE (EACH PACKAGE): £24.99

introduced right away to Teddy. He

FROM: EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

' starts by blowing a balloon and get

CONTACT: 051-357 2961

Parents who tell you schooldays are the
best days of your life must have forgot

ting carried away by it, only to fall from
the sky a few seconds later clutching the main menu!
All this to the accompaniment of music which might
not make the Top Ten but isn't too bad.

The manual advises you to take your child

ten how awful their own schooldays
were. Educational software packages
like the Fun School series have helped
make learning much less painful, and parents

through the program by reading out a story devised
for this purpose. It's designed to help you give
instructions at the appropriate level of language.

and children alike have welcomed them with
open arms. Fun School 2 was the first edsoft

package), Teddy Paint (a graphics program), Fun
Train (a vocabulary-related program), Teddy's House
(about colour recognition), Teddy's Karaoke (music)
and Teddy's Books (about putting things in order).
Each game has a number of levels, ranging from
the relatively simple to the relatively complex. For
example, the Addition program at Level One gets you

package to reach the games-dominated soft
ware charts, and the FORMAT Gold rated Fun

School 3 series has been a top-seller since its
release over a year ago. Each is a collection of

programs for several age groups, and the longawaited Fun School 4, just released, follows the
same format. So what does it have to offer?

SPOT THE
IDIFFERENCE
The three packages in the new Fun School 4 range

^itt^pttf^tttti

The programs on offer are Addition (a maths

counting the number of objects on a blackboard.

Level Two gets you adding sets of objects. At Level
Three you have to add numbers expressed as
figures. In other words, as you become more skilled
at counting and adding objects, you can start to
develop a mental connection between, say, the sight
of four objects and the figure "4."

Another example: the Books program requires

• Anyone can produce a visual masterpiece with
Teddy Paint. Eat your heart out, Constable!

ferent keys on the keyboard enables you to get differ
ent "scenarios" and the sprites to go with them. For
example, press F2 and you get the "country" sprites.
Then press "," and you get a cow, press "." for a
sheep, and press "/" for a fence - brilliant! You can

also change the colours, draw freehand and print out
your masterpiece (and save it).

This program makes it so easy to get good
results that it's quite addictive - perhaps too addic
tive! Mind you, all work and no play etc... Not that the
other programs seem much like work. There is

another side to the Paint program, though - it
encourages you to explore the keyboard to find out

what the different keys do - much more exciting than
getting this info by pressing <Help>! It also tests
your short term memory quite well too, when it
comes to recalling what each key does!
One criticism of this package is that none of the
programs is set in a real world context. Still, for this
age group it's probably more important to make the
learning fun rather than realistic.
• Contents: onedouble-sided disk; 16 pagemanual; carsticker
(car sticker?)

have several things in common:

you to say which book Daddy is reading. At Level

• They all feature a central character who goes with
you wherever yougo within the program

One you can work out the answer by looking at the

PRESENTATION

9

number printed on the books on the bookshelf and

EASE OF USE

• There are several different programs within each

seeing which one is missing. At Level Four, though,
the numbers on the books aren't visible, so you have

8

LONG TERM INTEREST

8

package - and the emphasis Is on different

• You canchange the level of difficulty of play
• The emphasis is on learning through play - hence
there are appealing tunes and Interesting animations

• Mistakes are pointed out orcorrected in a positive
manner, which Is another way of saying that you don't
get called a dunderhead if youget it wrong.

VALUE FOR MONEY

9

sages like "bigger."

EDUCATIONAL VALUE

8

Teddy Paint is quite good fun, especially if draw
ing is something you're not too good at. Pressing dif-

OVERALL

to countor keep guessing, prompted by screen mes

91%

PSSST.
There are a couple of things you should know about

before yourush out andbuythese programs:
• The manuals make a big deal out of the fact that

they're all in line with the National Curriculum (which
is good), but be aware that the National Curriculum

has changed about six times already (and that's just
the past week!)

• There's no provision for keeping scores within the
programs, so it's not easy to keep tabs on where the

gaps in yourchild's knowledge and abilityare

• These are very wide-ranging insubject matter. Ifyou
want something a bit more specialist in nature, check
out the Scetlander range (reviewed in the last couple
of issues of STF- see page 142 for details of how to
order any you may have missed).

flJSJ^lto_ "'^toS1_^X1jl? fD&^QQDfj5©
' In Fun Train you have to match words and pictures,so it helps develop vocab skills.

I
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DELIVERY
SERVICE
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.and the keenest prices

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help
N01 FOR ATARI ST USERS!

AD & D Collectors
Barbarian 2

21.99
17.99

Beast Buster

17.99

Captain Planet

17.99

Cruise for a Corpse

18.99

Deuteros
Elf

19.99
16.99

Eye of the Storm
Final Fight
Finest Hour - Mission
Flames of Freedom
Gauntlet 3
Grand Prix
Hard Nova
Home Accounts 2

KingsQuest V
Knightmare.
Lemmings - Data disk

Phone
17.99

Armalyte

16.99

Armour -Geddon
Battle Chess 2
Battle Command
Battle of Britain
Blade Warrior
Borodino

17.99
17.99
16.99
19.99
17.99
13.99

Captive

15.99

Chase HQ 2

16.99

Chips Challenge

16.99
17.99

Demoniak
Elvira

20.99
19.99

Flight of the Intruder
F15 Strike Eagle II
F19 Stealth Fighter

27.99
22.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

(Under 5, 5 to 7 or over 7)
(Under5, 5to7or7to11)

16.99

17.99

Indy Jones - Last Crusade

12.99

Kick Off 2

15.99

Lemmings

17.99

Life and Death

15.99

Master Golf

24.99

Mega Lo Mania
Mega Twins
Mercenary 3
MIG29 Super Fulcrum

21.99
16.99
22.99
27.99

Lotus Esprit Turbo
Merchant Colony
MightyBombjack

16.99
1999
16.99

Moonbase
M1 Tank Platoon

RBI Baseball
Return of the Witch Lord

19.99
11.99

17.99

Rick Dangerous 2

16.99

Robin Smith Cricket
Robozone

17.99
17.99

Robocop 2

16.99

Rolling Ronny

16.99

Sarakon

13.99

Secret of Monkey Island

19.99

Sim City + Populous!
Speedball 2
Supercars2
Super Monaco Grand Prix
Supremacy

19.99
16.99
16.99
17.99
19-99

Switchblade II
S.W.I.V.
Team Suzuki
Team Yankee
Toki
Total Recall
Turrican 2
U.M.S. 2
Wonderland
Z-Out
Zak McKracken

17.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
17.99
16.99
16.99
19-99
19.99
14.99
13.99

Zone Warrior

17.99

Terminator 2
Thunderhawk
Turtles Arcade
UMS 2 - Planet Editor
Ultima 6
Under Pressure

17.99
19-99
17.99
12.99
22.99
17.99

Utopia

19-99
17.99

Phone

Batman - The Movie
Bubble Bobble

6.99
6.99

Dragon Ninja

6.99

BAAL
HardDhvin

6.99
6.99

Lombard RAC Rally

6.99

Menace

6.99

RType

6.99

Shadow of the Beast
Xenon 2

6.99
7.99

Colossus Chess
Chaos Strikes Back

8.99
12.99

Dungeon Master
RickDangerous
Strip Poker
Spindizzy Worlds

12.99
8.99
8.99
4.99
9.99

.15.99

Fun School 4

Falcon Collection

20.99

Fists of Fury
HollywoodCollection
Leisure Suit Larry Triple

19-99
19.99
34.99

Master Mix
Monster Pack
Phantasie- Bonus Edition
Platinum
Power Pack

16.99
19-99
19.99
17.99
16.99

BG.59 Bubble Trouble; plus Jumpster.

Power Up

21-99

..16.99

UTILITIES
Devpac ST (2)

44.99

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler

55.99
16.99

GST C Compiler
MiniOffice Spreadsheet
MiniOffice Graphics

16.99
15.99
15.99

Neodesk 3

27.99

Protext (5)

109.99

Word Writer

34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor

19.99

3D Construction Kit

27.99

JOYSTICKS
Joystick & Mouse extension.
Quickshot III Python
Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR
Competition Pro Extra
Sting Ray Handheld

BG.62 Millipede; arcade classic!
BG.64 STumped; Cricket simulation.
BG.66 Mystic Well; Dungeon Master
style Role Play adventuring!
BG.68 Die Alien Blob; SEUCK produced
vertical scrolling action game.

Arcade Joystick

..15.99

Squik Replacement Mouse.
FURRY MOUSE COVER

6.99

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality).
Disk drive Cleaner
ST Dust Cover

14.99

with eyes, ears and nose -

1999
21.99

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)

Test Drive 2 - Collection

21.99

6.99
18.99
19.99
12.99

Home Accounts;

3 different

statements; 100 entries. (Not STE)
BU.53 Opus Spreadsheet + Charting.
BU.56

Your Second Manual to the ST

superb reference book on disk!
BU.57 ANI-ST (formerly Aegis Animator
costing £79.90!) + GFA Raytrace demo!
BU.58 FSelect; Better File selector
BU.59 ZX81 Emulator; including 38

program files! Happy Days?!
BBC Emulator, + Apple Emulator

BU.61 ZX81 Programs; 100+ files to use
with ZX81 emulator (BU.59)
BU.64 Fractal Landscape Explorer.
BU.67 Cardfile; Simple database.
BU.73 Noisetracker; Conversion of

Amiga music program; Soundtracker!
BU.75 Geneology; Family Tree...
BU.76 Hypercopy; Superb disk copier!
BU.77 Art ST; Art program.

22.99

MU.07

..79.99

MU.13 F-Copy 3; Superb copier, will even
backup some copy protected disks.
BE.16 Chunnel; French vocabulary game

+ Mouse Mat and Bracket

+ Operation Stealth

FREE: Corporation and Kick Off 2

MG.04 Bumper Jack; Platform game.
BU.07 STWriter ELITE; High Quality
Word Processor. Fully documented!
BU.29 Label printing; Accessories.
BU.36 Assistant Chef; Recipe d/base.
BU.37 Pools; Expert result predictor.
BU.39 Fractal Zoom; Comprehensive
fractal generation program

BU.78 Easy Text; Desktop Publisher.
MU.05 Sheetv2.0; Spreadsheet...

Great Xmas_ present! _

Citizen Disk Drive

Make a Break; Snooker Trivia.
League Soccer; Management.
Bombed Out; Original puzzle.
Infiltration; 3D Adventure.
Alien Blockade; Arcade puzzle
BOLO; Arkanoid variation.

Accessories: CPanel, Disk Cache etc.
...6.99
.19.99
....9.99
....3.99
....3.99
....5.99
..14.99

Printer Stand

BG.73
BG.74
BG.75
BG.76
BG.77
MG.01

BU.60

ACCESSORIES

Rainbow Collection

TopShots

.15.99

Zip Stick Professional

Locking Disk Box (40+)
Media Box (Holds 150+)

BG.69 Pop Music Challenge; Quiz

BU.48
...4.99
...9.99
..11.99
.12.99
.19.99
..13.99
..16.99

SportingGold
Super Sim Pack
Premier Collection
Virtual Worlds
Wheels of Fire

puzzle game. ST Format ****

ART & MUSIC

BG.71 Pacman; Brilliant version!
BG.72 Llamatron; Jeff Minter classic

24.99

16.99
21.99

.15.99

Fun School 3

BG.45 Orbit II: Arkanoid style game.
BG.47 Vegas Gambler; Casino games;
Roulette, Poker, Blackjack, Slots...
BG.55 Froggy; Classic arcade game.
BG.57 Dungeon Master; NEW Dungeon,
created using Dungeon master editor!
BG.58 Soko; Original addictive 50 level

Shoot-Em'Up action game. Brilliant!

Robin Hood

Simpsons
Spirit of Excalibur

(Under 6, 6 to 8 or over 8)

graphics adventure written with STAC.
BG.44 Zoltar II; Super Shoot-Em-Up

..59.99

Rise of the Dragon

17.99

.'.12.99

....6.99

..87.99

24.99

24.99

Rj'nSchool 2

..15.99

..29.99
..39.99

Railroad Tycoon

Silent Service 2

..15.99

Replay Professional.
ST Replay (VIII)

17.99
16.99

Shoe People

Lets Spell At Home
Lets Spell At Shops
Shapes and Colours

MASTERsound 2
Quartet

18.99

Predator 2
Pro Tennis Tour 2

17.99
18.99

..19.99
..19.99
..15.99

BG. 01 Monopoly; Classic board game
BG.20 Dungon Master; Maps of levels
showing doors, treasure etc.
BG.43 Wizards Tower; Superb Text and

45.99

Powermonger

Shadow of the Beast 2
Shadow Sorceror

Postage & Packing = 50p
....8.99

23.99
19.99

17.99

16.99

99

Minimum Order = 3 disks.

..17.99

19-99
16.99
17.99
24.99

17.99

£9.99

II and over

DELUXE PAINT

Nebulus 2

Rubicon

£1.25

10 disks plus File Box

CAD 3D (1)..
Degas Elite..

Pegasus
Pepes Garden
R Type 2
Railroad Tycoon

RugbyWorld Cup

I to 9 disks

EDUCATIONAL
Postman Pat
Learn to Read with Prof
Prof Makes Sentences
Puzzle Book 1

19.99

17.99
17.99
19.99

TCB Tracker

..199.00

Darkman

Magic Garden
Magic Pockets
MagicStorybook

Video Kid

including lead!
STAR LC200 (Colour).
including lead!

Death Knights of Krynn

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2

World Wrestling Federation

..159.00

12.99

GODS
Golden Axe
Hard Drivin' 2

Little Beau

STARLC10

24.99
16.99
24.99
17.99
37.99

27.99
22.99
11.99

PUBLIC DOMAIN

PRINTERS

BEST SELLERS

NEW RELEASES

SO.04

Gemini;

Notes;

NeoDesk style desktop.

Chord Dictionary; 2500

TOP QUALITY DISKS - SENT BY RETURN OF POST!

BYTEBACK
DEPT ST 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS, NG241 JE
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available

B
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fun
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these programs are inventive and do their job well.
Library and Basketball are about sorting things into
an order, but the two programs adopt a totally differ
ent way of reaching their objective. It's this willing
ness to look at a problem or skill from different
angles that gives the Fun School range its strength

year olds

The central character in this package is Freddy
the Frog, who takes you through every program.
There are six separate parts: Library (where you have
to sort things into alphabetical order); Basketball
(concerning series - such as "a, b, c" and so on);
Opposites; Typing; Log Cabin (maths) and Shop
keeper (more maths).
When you come to think about it, it's amazing
how many variations on a theme you can have. For
example, both Log Cabin and Shopkeeper are about

and appeal.

Another good aspect of this particular package
also is that there are more levels of difficulty than
there are for the younger age group and a bit more
parental input - for example, you can edit the details
of the books in Library.
And, of course, most of the individual programs
are set in a realistic context: after all, there's a much
more obvious point in learning how to add or subtract
when it comes to buying something than in doing

maths, and include addition and subtraction prob

lems. But the programs tackle these problems in dif
ferent ways.

In the Log Cabin scenario you have to add or
subtract in order to obtain the correct length of wood
to help you build a log cabin. In Shopkeeper you take
the part of either a customer or a shopkeeper,
depending on the level you're on, and you have to
add or subtract money and identify coins. Both of

Talking of which, the Opposites program is a bit
disappointing. It involves selecting from a list of
words the opposite of the one presented. Get it right
and there are some interesting animated effects.

• Library looks simple enough - but believe it or not,

• Getting away from a crocodile is a good incentive
to finding your way around the Typing keyboard! (Er,
it seems the "W" key didn't move fast enough...)

ATARI 1040STE

• Contents: one double-sided disk; 23-page manual; registration
card; car sticker
PRESENTATION

9

EASE OF USE

8

LONG TERM INTEREST

8

VALUE FOR MONEY

8

EDUCATIONAL VALUE

7

OVERALL

• Get your sums right and the Log cabin gets built.
Shame the sums bear no relation to the actual task •

and what if you remove the bottom log in the pile?

PRINTERS

SERIOUS SOFTWARE

January special offer

JANUARY SPECIAL OFFER

StarJet SJ48
Inkjet Printer

INCLUDES

ATARI 1040STE, Mouse, Manual

First Word Plus and Neodesk 3

Only £58.75

only £235.00

Business Module:- ST Word, ST Calc, ST Base

Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2

ONLY £299.95
PLUS FREE! Our new software starter pack
comprising:-

Creative Module:- Hyperpalnt 2,
Music Maker 2, First Basic

Play and Learn Module:- Prof Plays A New Game,
Prof Looks At Words, Prof Makes Sentences.

Home Office Module:- Database,

Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor, Spell
Checker, Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor, Mono

Entertainment Module:- Ten great action
games.

PLUS FREE!! A superb disk

PLUS OUR FREE SOFTWARE PACK
AS LISTED ABOVE

MONITORS
Philips CM8833 MK2 Colour
Only £239.95
Inc Lead, on site warranty and F19 Stealth Fighter.
NEW!! Atari SC1435 Colour

Only £239.95
FREE!! Tilt N Swivel stand

'"I

CUMANA CSA354 1Mb
ROCTEC DRIVE
1Mb

containing eleven great games.

£59.95

All items in the family curriculum pack
above, plus:- Vinyl Dust Cover, Mouse
Mat, Two Microswitched Joysticks, 10

£6.95

£2.95
£2.95

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

New low price £13.95

blank disks in a box.

NAKSHA MOUSE

ONLY £389.95

with Mouse Pad and Bracket and free

Operation Stealth
Only £24.95

VINYL DUST COVERS

JOYSTICKS
£5.95

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1123/1124

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

StarLCIO

£4.95

Star LC24/200

£4.95

StarLC200
Citizen 120D+
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24/24e

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

Atari SM125/SM124

£6.95

Philips CM8833/2

£6.95

£44.95
£89.95

Neo Desk 3

£29.95

Data Manager Professional
Replay Professional

£34.95
£99 95

Quartet
STOS

£39.95
£21.95

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprites

£14.95
£10.95

Greetings Cards
Calendars and Stationery
Signs and Banners

JANUARY SPECIAL OFFER

Zipstick Professional
Autofire Joystick
Only £10.95
Professional

Cheetah 125+

Konix Navigator
Konix Speedking
Cruiser

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

FAMILY CURRICULUM

Atari 520ST/1040ST

£18.95

Deluxe Paint
Vidi ST

ACCESSORIES

Printer Stand
Disk Head Cleaner
Mouse Bracket

£22.95
...£39.95

Degas Elite

Lets make series:-

DISK DRIVES

ONLY £364.95

BONUS PACK
PLUS PACK

ALL PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD

French Mistress, Geography Quiz

DISCOVERY EXTRA

Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack
above, plus!! Vinyl computer cover, mouse
mat, twin joystick extension lead, 10 blank
disks, second joystick
ONLY
£319.95

Star LC24/200 (UK)

£199.95
£239.95

General Knowledge Quiz, Spelling,
Primary Mathematics
GCSE Revision Module:- Micro Mathematics,

Creativity Module:- Virus Killer, Colouring
Book, Label Printer, Mail Merge.

Star LC200 Colour (UK)

Junior School Module:- Answer Back Junior Quiz,

Emulator.

Education Module:- Kidi Story, GCSE
Maths, Spell, Alphabet, Number Go Round.

85%

o

FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

Atari 520STE with double sided disk drive,
mouse, owners manual, First Basic, Neochrome,

ST Tour, Escape From The Planet Of The Robot
Monsters, Final Fight, Sim City, 9 Lives, Joystick

EDUCATION

4

Well, okay, it's good fun, but not particularly realistic.
Worse, though, is the fact that it's really almost a
guessing game, at the higher levels at any rate, in
which you have to guess what the program thinks is
the opposite. Unfortunately, you can't edit the words
used, so you're stuck with what you're given.
Never mind. Maybe a good way to use the pro
gram would be to ask your offspring what they would
regard as a better word. At least that'll help to teach
'em that computers don't know everything!

sums from a blackboard.

coping with the order of ten things at a time is quite
hard, even for adults.

ATARI 520STE
DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK

school

Fun School 2 Under 6 years
Fun School 2 6-8 years
Fun School 2 Over 8 years
Fun School 3 Under 5 years....
Fun School 3 5-7 years
Fun School 3 Over 7 years
Fun School 4 Under 5 years
Fun School 4 5-7 years
Fun School 4 Over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years
Better Spelling (8 to 14)
Better Maths (12 to 16)
Learn To Read With Prof (4-9)

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16,95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£20.95

Prof Looks At Words (4-9)

£13.95

Prof Makes Sentences (4-9)
Lets Spell At Home
Lets Spell At The Shops

£16.95
£13.95
£13.95

Lets Spell Out And Aoout
Magic Story Book
Pepe's Garden

£13.95
£20.95
£16.95

Mathtalk

£13.95

SIMULATIONS
£12.95

£7.45

£12.95
£9.95
£8.95

Flight Simulator 2
European Scenery Disk
Japan Scenery Disk
Hawaiian Scenery Disk
Scenery Disk 9
Scenery Disk 11

£24.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

Jet

£24.95

MAIL - CENTA
17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00, please add 50p.
Order value £10.00 to £99.99, delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over, please add £5.00. Personal callers welcome at our

m\ retail shop but please bring thisadvert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays. All items despatched same day if possible.
Personal Cheques may require 7 days clearance. Proprietor Martin Bridges.

^m

AMAZING OFFERS ON
3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

11.95
21.95
31.95
37.95

m

HOW TO ORDER
BY PHONE

0782 208228
BY FAX

0782 281506
BY POST

MEDIA DIRECT
COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD

DEPTSTUUNtT3
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE

SHELTON NEW ROAD
ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS

STOKE ON TRENT
ST47SH.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

5.25M DSDD DISKS

5.25" DSHD DISKS

10

9.95

30

9.95

30

18.95

25

23.75

50

13.95

50

21.95

£9.00 NEXT DAY

50

39.95

100

24.95

100

36.95

(UK MAINLAND ONLY)

100

59.95

200

46.95

200....
68.95
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES LABELS)

<ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES ENV./LABELS)

few
f DISK STORAGE BOXES"\
3.5" 60 CAPACITY.... .5.45
3.5" 50 CAPACITY.... .4.95
35*40 CAPACITY
.4,45
5.25" 100 CAPACITY. .5.95

REMEMBER !!!

INCLUDES ENV7LABELS)

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES

3.5" 100 CAPACITY... 5&5

3.35 P&P PER ORDER

25

12.45

200

79.95

50

22.95

500

.179.95

100

41.95

1000

339.95

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS)

WE ONLYSSIHIGH QUALITY
DISKETTES.OUR 3.5" DISKETTES
ARE MADE BYKA.0 AND OUR
S.2S- DISKETTES ARE MADE BY

ATHANA.WE DO NOT SELL SUB
STANDARD DISKETTES FROM
THE FAR EAST.

5.25* 50 CAPACITY. .4.95

ftftft OFFER ftftft
DEDUCT £1,00 FROM THE
ABOVE BOX PRICES IF
PURCHASING A QUANTITY
OF DISKETTES

(RED,GREEN,YELL0W,0RANGE,BLACK,WHrrE COLORS AND QTYSOF YOUR CHOICE)

3.5" DSDD DISKS

5.25" OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES

5

I

FOR 4.50

10 FOR 7.50

5.25" DSDD DISKS

25 DSDD

13.75

50 DSDD

26.45

50 DSDD

18.95

100 DSDD

44.95

100 DSDD

34.95

200 DSDD

84.95

V

25 DSDD

200 DSDD

10.45

67.95

(ALL DISKS 100%ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV /LABELS)

THIS MONTHS

SPECIALS
ftft OFFER 1 ftft
200 DSDD +

2 100 CAP BOXES

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
QUALITY MOUSE MAT...
m»>o;h»+h*

MOUSE POCKETS--.
3.5" CLEANING KIT..
5.25" CLEANING KIT

. . . . .150
1.95
...1.95

.Z&S5

ATARI DUST COVER1:<+V4 •>+>:<>.., >-•-+*• ...3.95
AMIGA DUSTCOVER..... ............3.95
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND..........5.95

MON ITQR STAND....................... .12.95

67.95

ftft OFFER 2 ft ft
NAKSHA MOUSE+
MAT AND POCKET

.3*95

22.95

RIBBONS
WE STOCKA
LARGE RANGE FOR
AMSTRAD
BROTHER.

ftft OFFER 4 ftft
ATARI EXT.DRIVE

PLUS

CITIZEN
EPSON
NEC
OLIVETTi
MANNESMAN TALLY

BANX BOX

SYNCRO EXPRESS II

.9430
.\v.v>;-.'jW;;-;<c-.''X'>i>.w;

SEtKOSHA
PANASONIC
STAR
AND MANY MORE

ftft OFFER 5 ft ft
ACCESORY PACK
MOUSE MAT

HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS
CAN BE STACKED

MOUSE POCKET

SWITCHES AND CABLES

DISK CLEANING KIT

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

1

9.00

3+

8.50

5+

8.00

TRADE GOVERMENT

89,95

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE
OF DATA SWITCHES AND

CABLES

POSSO BOX
HOLDS 150 3.5" OR 70 5 25" DISKS

DUST COVER

-9t90

7.99

CAN BE STACKED

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

PHONE FOR A QUOTE

ONLY 15.95

AUTHORITY AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

fun

school 4

EDUCATION

Here the central character is Sammy the Spy.

more interesting than learningtimes tables (yeccch)!

Same general format: six different programs, lots of

Timetables involves checking train arrival and
departure times from notice boards and, on Levels
Three and Four, carrying out a simple addition or sub
traction. Actually, even the observation aspects alone
are worthwhile, as you know if you've ever tried to

comprehensive directory. Finally, Desert Dates is a
history program which requires you to pinpoint dates
of certain events. As you move up the levels (of which
there are four), the dates become more and more
precise. This is the weakest of the six programs, but
then what can you do to make a load of dates inter
esting? Maybe the answer is not to bother trying...?
Overall, this package is both entertaining and

'cos there probably won't be more than one soon...
Still, as a multiplication-tutor this is great - so much

-> 7 -11 year olds
noise - er, music - and some pretty good animation

effects, plus several levels of playfor each game.
First there's a game called Proportions, which,
oddly enough, is about proportions. You're shown a
group of objects and you have to answer questions
like: "What proportion have grey moustaches?" There
are three levels, and they get progressively harder by
having a larger number of objects and also by chang
ing the type of proportion you have to work with.
Next comes Spy Quiz. This is a wide-ranging quiz
which tests loads of things, ranging from spelling to
general knowledge questions. There are four levels
of difficulty, and on each level you can set the time
limit for each question at 10, 20 or 30 seconds.
Exchange Rates is a good idea and well thought
out - especially the way there's an on-screen calcula
tor which you can use to help with the sums (but only
three times!). In case you haven't guessed yet, what

you have to do is convert one currency to another. A
shame that European currencies are used, though,

make heads or tails out of all the information boards

educational - not a bad combination at all. There are

at an airport or main railway terminal!

one or two "buts" which apply to all three FS4 pack

Spy Travels concerns geography. With six levels
to choose from, you can simply point at an area on
the map to find out what it is, or at the other extreme
you can navigate a plane to different locations. This
is very good fun, and older kids could get a lot from

ages (see boxouts, page 129), but nothing's perfect!
The most disconcerting aspect of this one is that the
mouse doesn't work in it, which makes it slightly less
easy to use than the others.
Contents: one double-sided disk; 23-page manual; car sticker

it too. On the other hand, its main value is to whet
your appetite for the subject - it's not detailed

PRESENTATION

«
7

EASE OF USE

enough for really serious work. Also, on Level Six,
there seems to be no penalty for flying all over the
place as long as you arrive at your destination. You'd
think there would be a "best route" option or a timer
built-in. Ifthis is what especially interests you, look up

LONG TERM INTEREST

7

VALUE FOR MONEY

9

EDUCATIONAL VALUE

the Geography Tutor program available from several
Public Domain libraries - see page 48 for FORMAT'S

•7

OVERALL

82%

WI viol i i s t H e o d d
one out?

Tmaiiri
••
Monor>aiil
Houercraft

• Excellent graphics and a strong central character
help to create an interesting atmosphere in Spy
Quiz. The questions aren't bad either...

• Spy Travels helps you learn a sense of direction,
as well as where the various places are. (Personally
I always travel by auto-pilot...)

• With all the colour in Timetable, it's hard enough
to read off the information, let alone do sums with
it. In other words, pretty realistic!

Educational
ET1

Tel bill

773695
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Programmes
Written by experienced

a "

teachers.

88% in ST Format June 91

Tel: 0626 779695

Mail Order prices £12 per game

Day or evening

Do you want to see your children use the computer for something
other than shoot-em-ups?
Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out
which button does what?

Kosmos are specialist

\Mm\
^HTP
\tV^BWm VISA

Subjects

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for

Send SAE for information or disk/50p for demos, state computer

9'r-t-n.c.K, jftcvni^h.

<J

Jtali

A't-r-TiXdkn,

JCAAe'TX.O*', 4\J6ettr-T-lj>

To: C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon. TQ14 9NH
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ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

jfirtillntf.
j&T-ithmtrtic,

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)
512K-E40

2 Meg -£100

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K- POA

2 Meg - POA

• REPAIRS - Phone for details

COURIER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE
PLEASE
PHONE

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment
with order. All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or
workmanship. All cheques payable to BREVCO thank you.

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Pence, London, SE20 7LJ

JfiJL 081-659 2851

OF&G-tlyall, Jfvo-T-t

producers of Educational
Software designed to help
you enjoy learning from
your computer. Versions
are available for most

popular home &business
computers. Many of our
programs even allow you to
add your own lesson
material.

tyir-fvt Aid

Write or telephone for a

%y
\Z

&'t-nA-r-o, I JCn&w-ltd'fA.
FREE 20-page BROCHURE
Q7\.g.la.7h<£, JcO'ttrtnoL
of our Educational & Leisure
J&ju-r-al MiArto-r-u.
software
Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed in UK)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406
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m
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FAST TURNAROUND

ATARI REPAIRS

COMPETITIVE PRICES

+ Over 10 years experience with Atari computers

* 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal
* Most computers will be turned around in just 24 hours!
•*• Prices include full service check, overhaul and soak-test

* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty
* * Simply send your machine along with a £15 diagnostic fee * •
and we will send you a written quote for the cost of repairing your machine, typically £45.00
How to take advantage of this exceptional offer:
Simply send or hand deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed below, enclosing payment and this advert
and we will do the rest. (If possible, please include a daytime telephone number and fault description).

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
•mm
visa

Studio Master House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds, LU4 8EZ.
Telephone (0582) 491949 (4 lines)

frjM£MjJ

BUILD Y O U R O W N R O B O T
with the NEW ST INPUT/OUTPUT PORT

SPECIAL OFFER

^GS

Have you ever wanted to design and construct
your own robotic arm or vehicle?
With the input/output port you can harness the
power of your ST to control robots, electric motors,

r.?.fHi

sensors, even the mains.

The cheapest I/O port on the market sells for £89.95

QUANTUM
HARD DISK DRIVES
52MB
105MB

IDE
IDE

64K
64K

Cache
Cache

£155
£265

• LATEST MODEL has 8 extra inputs, giving total ofl3
inputs and 8 outputs.

7 used it to control a tune lapse cine camera...so simple to
operate from a basic program" G.R. Turner.
AMAZING SENSOR & CONTROL EXPERIMENTERS KITS

Plug into the I/O port above (no soldering required) KIT ONE £24.95.
SPECIAL OFFER £3 OFF if purchased with I/O port above.
6 electronic projects including software and instructions. Projects include: electric motor, light
bulb, relay, transistors, tilt sensor, 4 LEDs, reed switch.

"Bought for my son, it has enabled him to gain an understanding of the interaction I

between computers and theoutside world." P.H. Morgan

KIT TWO £19.95

j

KIT THREE £19.95
Mains Controller

Light Level Switch + 4 extra LEDs.

CREATE GIANT COLOUR POSTERS

Up to 100 metres wide! Compatible with all dol matrix printers including LCI0, LClOc,

52MB
105MB

SCSI 64K
SCSI 64K

Cache
Cache

£170
£285

LC2410, Swift, Citizen, Epson etc. Up to 6 passes of the print head! Unlike other poster printing
and colour dumping software, this one is only the latest feature to be added to PAINTPOT v.2.3:
A powerful ST graphics Package with a revolutionary user - friendly front end.
Paintpot runs in mono & colour, loads and saves standard PI* & IMG graphics files, supports
STE 4096 colours and GEM fonts. PRICE ONLY £14.95 including manual.

"Using Paintpot is a real pleasure" Micromart

UPGRADE KITS AVAILABLE FOR PC's
AMIGA'S and ATARI

0800 220912
-i

Prices exclude VAT and Delivery

Allow up to 28 days for delivery. E&OE

TV USERS ?
Are you fed up with changing the aerial lead when you want to use your

DOUBLE LIMPET SWITCHBOX

The first ever mouse/joystick switch. Not the cheapest but still the best quality. Includes I
indicators + velcro and instructions. PRICE £23.95

LOBSTER COLOUR/MONO MONITOR SWITCHBOX
Same Atari grey case as the Limpet. Includes audio output. PRICE £19.95

MIDI SWITCHBOX (new) PRICE £19.95
ST tO HIFI CONNECTOR (not STE) 4 metres long. PRICE £10.95
ST to HEADPHONE CONNECTOR price £10.95 (st) £7.95 (STE)
UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE.

If not completely
satisfied, you may
return any product
within 30 days

By mail: please send cheque payable to Switchsoft.
By phone: ring Switchsoft order line on 0325 464423.
quote your Access or Visa number.
Prices: include P&P in UK. Overseas: please add £3.

for a full refund.

Dept STF0292,
26 Ridgeway, Darlington,
switchsoft

Co. Durham DL3 0SF

l^M/»ilDI SEQUENCES
Get your "Hands On" the Midi sequences the Professionals use!

computer or television set?
Why spend hours sequences your favourite sonss when you can set complete songs pre

If you are then maybe the SPLITTER is the ideal accessory for you.
The SPLITTER can be used to combine two weak signals into one, or it can
be used to plug both the aerial lead and the computer aerial lead into the
back of your television set, so there's no need to struggle any more with
that tiresome and annoying task. There are many other practical uses for
the SPLITTER to make it the absolute essential add-on at a price that won't
split your pocket.
The SPLITTER comes wtih full instructions and fitting guide, all for the low low

price of £3.49 + 50p P+P Same day despatch (when possible).
Send cheque/P.O. payable to ADPHONE or ring for information.

programmed by professional prosrammers.

The qualityof our sequence data is rapidly becoming the "Industry Standard"
But Don't take our word for it!

The Music Industry
The Music Press

The Computer Press

The Computer Industry

;We provide sequences for Roland & Casio
: "Remarkably close to the originals..."
David Hughes - Sound On Sound November 1990
: "HandsOn" were extremely accurate and faithfulto the
original.." Jon Bates - ST Format - April 1991
: We supply sequence data to Commodore

The PRICE: Each Sons ONLY £5.25 (Min Order 4)
Phone or write for our FREE catalosue.
"Hands On" Midi Software Ltd

ADPHONE, FIRST FLOOR, DALLAM HOUSE, 56-58 BEWSEY RD, WARRINGTON,
CHESHIRE, WA2 7LS 0925 241146 9am-6pm 6 days.
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1 992

14 Lodge Road, Bedhampton, Havant, Hants P09 3LL
Tel/Fax (0705) 452628

what

does

TECHIE

it mean?

TALK

Jargon busters
Words likethis are explained in their own entry

Bits, nibbles, monitors? What are we talking about? If you're new to the ST

Alert boxes: Your ST warns you that certain oper
ations, like formatting a disk or erasing files, can be
dangerous to data. A dialog box pops up with an
alert message which you must read and acknowledge
(usually by clicking on "OK") before proceeding.

you need our crash course in techno-speak, Jargon Busters. Soon you'll be
warbling away about odd aligned addresses with the best of them

Application: Little-used alternative name for "pro

Control Panel: The Desk Accessory that came

DTP: Acronym for desktop publishing, the high-tech

gram," so-called because you apply your ST to the
task in hand. Alsothe form you use to beg for a job.

with your ST. When loaded, it enables you to change
all sorts of system-wide settings, like the keyboard
repeat speed and whether you want the keys to beep
each time they're pressed.

method of creating newspapers, magazines and
books using computers for typesetting and printing.

ASCII: Acronym for American Standard Code for
Information Interchange which is the standard method

File: A chunk of information stored on disk. Could be

a program, data for a program, a instruction docu
ment or any other collection of storable information.

for sending data from computer to computer. Every

CPU: Acronym for Central Processing Unit - the chip

character and punctuation mark has a unique code

inside the ST that handles the main processing tasks.

File Copy: To copy individual files from a window

number.

Crash: What happens when your ST goes wrong for

to a disk or from a window to another window. You

Auto-boot: See Boot.

some reason: a badly-written program, a data file is
missing, or something similar. Sometimes the ST dis
plays a number of bombs which can help program
mers find the problem, but usually the ST just freezes
and does nothing, forcing you to reboot.

copy a file icon to its new home by dragging it.

BASIC: Acronym for Beginners' All-Purpose Sym
bolic Instruction Code, which is the most popular and
easiest to learn programming language for newcom
ers to the ST.

Floppy Disk: The actual storage medium where
data is kept. Made of a similar material to audio tape,
but it's flat, round and er, floppy. Kept safe inside a
plastic sleeve, which you insert into a disk drive.

Baud Rate: Pronounced "board," the speed in

Cursor: The marker (usually a rectangular black

Folder: The ST's name for a directory. You can

bits per second (bps) that your ST sends data from its
serial port - a connector at the back that you use
mainly to connect modems. All transmissions over

shape) that shows where the next character you type

store many (usually related) files inside a folder and
move them all around at once by moving just the
folder icon. To access a file which is inside a folder,
simply double-click on the folder icon to open it up.
Folders can also appear inside other folders, up to
eight deep.

telephone lines conform to a standard baud rate of
either 300, 1200, 2400 or 9600 baud. It is not the

will appear. Also the Editor when he sees how late we

all are withour pages.

Data file: Used by programs to store information
they need to run, such as text or graphic data, or by

rate at which you get bored playing Gauntlet 3.

programmers to store user instructions. The data file

Bee Icon: The ST changes the mouse pointer to a
bee when it's busy doing something you can't inter

icon is like a sheet of paper with one corner folded
over.

rupt, like loading data from a disk.

Desk Accessory: Accessories are programs

Bit: The smallest unit of computer data. Eight bits

with a filename ending in .ACC. Stored in the root
directory of a disk, these are automatically loaded
into the ST's memory on booting. They can then be
run at will, by selecting the relevant name from the
GEM Desk menu, at the top left of the Desktop. You

make a byte, four bits make a nibble (no, really). See
also Kilobyte, Megabyte.

Boot: You boot your ST by (a) turning on the power

Font: Aset of printing or display characters of a par
ticular type, size and style. The default font is the one
used to display everything on screen. Some programs
enable you to load and use other fonts.

Format: You prepare a blank disk to take data by
formatting it. The ST checks the disk and arranges the
internal structure of the disk so you can use it. Format
ting erases all data which is on the disk in the first

or (b) pressing the reset switch when you have a disk
in the drive. The ST reads the first part of the disk (the
bootsector) and then displays the Desktop. The bootsector can be set to auto-boot a specific program,
which runs immediately upon booting with no input
required from you. Most games load like this.

can have a maximum of six loaded at once. Also that

place, so use it with care. Also the second half of the

stupid little executive toy you keep on your desk and
which everyone else hates.

name of the best ST magazine in the world.

Desktop: See GEM Desktop.

Bug: An error in a program, which may make it

you of the effects of some operation or other. You're

crash. Also a pathetic joystick.

Byte: Computer memory is organised into groups

also given a number of options, one of which you must
select to remove the dialog box from the screen.

dow) opens the currently active window up to its maxi
mum size (usually the full screen) to enable you to see
many more files than you'd see with a small window.
Clicking it again returns the window to its previous

of eight data bits, called bytes - short for "by eight."

DiskCopy: The ST's copy program. Move Floppy

(see Nibble).

Cartridge: Cartridges plug into the port on the
side of the ST and often contain a program on a chip,
which loads instantly since it does not require the use
of the disk drive and uses none of your ST's RAM.

Click: You perform a click by positioning your
mouse pointer on an icon on screen and quickly
pressing and then releasing a mouse button once.

Dialog box: Messages your ST displays, informing

Full Box: This gadget (top right corner of a win

size.

Function Keys: The topmost row of keys on the

standard disks (like the FORMAT Cover Disk).

ST keyboard, marked Fl to F10. These can have a
multitude of different functions (or none at all), depend
ing on what the particular program you're running uses
them for. Many serious programs use them to do
repetitive tasks at the touch of one key.

Disk Drive: Your ST's main storage device. It uses
this to read from the floppy disk and write data to it.
On bootup, the ST displays a Floppy Disk icon on the
Desktop for each disk drive you have connected.

This program is the part of the ST's operating system
which handles all the windows, icons, and graphics
functions used on the Desktop.

Disk Icon A on top of Floppy Disk Icon B and it
attempts to make an exact copy of the source disk,
but it's not infallible. For example, it can't copy non

GEM: Acronym for Graphics Environment Manager.

Close Box: The small box at the upper left-hand

Double-click: Two quick clicks on the left mouse

corner of a window, used to close an active window that is, the one you're working in.

GEM Desktop: The "file management" screen

button. Double-clicking opens files, runs programs
and enters folders and disks. The speed of a double

Cold start: Rebooting your ST by turning it off,

click can be set with the Control Panel.

which includes (at least) two Floppy Disk Icons, the
Menu Bar and the Trash Icon. You get this when the
ST boots as normal, before running any programs.
From here, you can select various functions (such as
running a program) and any Desk Accessories you

leaving it for 30 seconds and then turning it on again
with the power switch. This is the only way to get rid
of viruses in memory. See Warm Start

Dragging: The method for moving icons around

which 16 can be on screen at once. This current set

the Desktop. Point at the chosen object, press the
left mouse button and hold it down. The object
selected should turn into an outlined ghost-image
which moves around the screen as you move the
mouse. Let go of the mouse button to deposit the icon

of 16 colours is called the colour palette.

in its new position.

Colour Palette: The SThas the capability to dis
play 512 different colours (STEs can show 4096), of

have loaded.

Ghost: An outline of an icon, file or window which
shows the current position of that item as it is
dragged around to a new location on the Desktop.
Also a nasty ST virus which flips the up and down axis
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GAME
3D Construction Kit
3D Pool
A.P.B
Addicted To Fun-Rainbow

(Comp)

PRICE
26.96
7.95
6.96

13.95

Advanced Fruit Machine

5.95

AfrikaKorps

19.95

After Burner
Alien Storm

6.96
19.96

Arkanoid II - Revenge Of Doh
Armaltyte

6.96
16.96

Armour-Geddon
Atomino
Back To The Future III
Barbarian II

15.96
16.96
15.96
6.96

Barbarian II (Psygnosis)
Batman - Caped Crusader

16.96
6.96

Battle Chess
Battle Chess II
BeastBusters
BiUiards 2 Simulator
Bionic Commando
Blade Warrior
Blue Max
Brat
Cadaver

15.96
16.96
16.96
16.96
6.96
16.96
19.95
16.96
16.96

Cadaver - The Payoff

10.95

Captive

15.96

Carrier Command

7.95

Carthage

16.96

Challenge Golf
Challengers (comp)

16.96
19.95

Chaos Strikes Back
Chase HQ II

16.96
15.96

Chips Challenge

16.96

Chuck Rock

16.96

Cohort - Fighting For Rome

20.95

Continental Circus

Corporation + Mission
Cruise For A Corpse
CyberconUI

6.96

D.T. Olympic Challenge

16.96
16.96
16.96
6.96

Darkman
Das Boot
Defender Of The Crown
Defenders Of The Earth
Deuteros

15.96
20.95
7.95
6.96
19.95

Dizzy Collection

16.96

Driller

6.96

GAME
Golden Axe
Gunboat
HardDrivin'
Hard Drivin1 2
Head Over Heels

PRICE
16.96
20.95
6.96
15.96
6.96

Heroquest
16.96
Hitchhikers Guide To The Galaxy ...7.95
Hollywood Collection (Comp)
19.95

Hostages

6.96

Hudson Hawk
Hunt For Red October
Hunter
IK+

16.96
16.96
19.95
6.96

Indiana Jones & L. Crusade (Act) .13.95
Indianapolis 500
16.96
Insector Hecti
It Came From The Desert

5.95
16.96

Jimmy White's Whirlwind
Snooker
Kamikaze
Kick Off + Extra Time
Kick Off II

19.95
5.95
6.96
13.95

Killing Cloud
Killing Game Show

15.96
16.96

Kult

6.96

Last Ninja II
Last Ninja III

6.96
16.96

Leather Goddess Of Phobos
Led Storm

7.95
6.96

Leisure Suit Larry III
Lemmings

23.95
15.96

Licence To Kill
Life And Death
Line Of Fire

6.96
16.96
16.96

Lombard RAC Rally
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge
Lotus Turbo Challenge II

6.96
15.96
16.96

Ml Tank Platoon

19.95

Magic Garden
Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook
Magnetic Scrolls Collection

16.96
15.96
19.95
19.95

Manchester United Europe

16.96

Maupiti Island
Mega-Lo-Mania
Megatraveller I (1 Meg)

19.95
19.95
19.95

Mercs
Metal Mutant
Miami Chase

16.96
16.96
6.96

Microprose Golf

22.95

Midnight Resistance

15.96

Dungeon Master

16.96

Elf
Elvira
Enchanter
Exile

15.96
19.95
7.95
16.96

F-15 Strike Eagle II

22.95

Midwinter
Midwinter II

19.95
22.95

F-16 Combat Pilot
F16 Falcon

16.96
15.96

F-19 Stealth Fighter

19.95

Mig 29 Super Fulcrum
Monster Pack (Comp)

26.95
16.96

F-29 Retaliator

15.96

Fantasy World Dizzy
Fast Food

6.96
5.95

Final Fight
Fists Of Fury (Comp)
Flight Of The Intruder
Flood

16.96
16.96
22.95
8.95

Forgotten Worlds

6.96

Formula One Grand Prix
Frenetic

22.95
16.96

Full Blast (Comp)

19.95

Gauntlet II
Gauntlet III
Geisha
Gods

6.96
16.96
16.96
15.96

Moonwalker

6.96

Myth

15.96

Nam

19.95

Navy Seals

15.96

Nebulus2
North & South

16.96
6.96

Operation Stealth
Operation Wolf

16.96
6.96

Outrun Europa
Panza Kick Boxing

16.96
16.96

Paperboy 2
Pegasus
Pit Fighter
Platinum (Comp)
Power Pack (Comp)

16.96
16.96
16.96
16.96
16.96

GAME

PRICE

Power Up (Comp)
Powermonger

19.95
19.95

Predator 2
Prehistorik
Prince Of Persia
Pro Tennis Tour 2

15.96
16.96
15.96
16.96

Proflght
Projectyle
R-Typell

29.45
8.95
16.96

R.B.I. Baseball 2

19.95

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)
Rainbow Collection (Comp)

22.95
13.95

Rambo III
Realms

6.96
19.95

Rick Dangerous II

16.96

Robin Hood
Robin Smith's Int. Cricket

16.96
16.96

Robocop II
Rocket Ranger

15.96
7.95

Rod-Land

16.96

Rolling Ronny

15.96

20

£9.25

STOS
SWTV

19.95
15.96

25

£11.30

30

£13.25

35

£15.10

Secret Of Monkey Island (1 Meg) ..15.96
Shadow Dancer
Shadow Of The Beast II

16.96
16.96

Silent Service 2 (1 Meg)

19.95

Double Sided

Double Density
QUANTITY

PRICE

10

£4.75

6.96

40

£16.90

Sim City/Populous

19.95

45

£18.80

Sim Earth

19.95

50

£20.50

80

£32.45

100

£36.90

120

£43.70

150

£53.85

200

£68.95

300

£103.45

Silkworm

Simpsons
15.96
Sky Chase
7.95
Soccer Manager - Multi Player....16.96
Speedball
7.95
Speedball II
15.96
Steve Davis Snooker

8.19

Super Hang On
Super Monaco G.P
Superbase Personal II
Supercars
SupercarsII
Supremacy
Swap

6.96
16.96
64.95
6.96
15.96
19.95
16.96

Switchblade
Switchblade II
Team Suzuki
Terminator II
Thunderhawk
Toki
Total Recall

6.96
16.96
15.96
15.96
19.95
15.96
15.96

Treasure Island Dizzy

400

£135.95

500

£167.50
FULL NO QUIBBLE
REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

100% ERROR FREE

4.49

Turrican II
U.M.S. II
Ultima V
Underpressure

15.96
19.95
19.95
16.96

WITH LABELS

Utopia

19.95

(with keys & dividers)

Vidi-ST & Vidi-Chrome
Viz

96.35
13.95

Warlock The Avenger

15.96

Warzone
Waterloo

13.95
7.95

Wheels Of Fire (Comp)

19.95

Wild Wheels

15.96

Wings

19.95

Wizball

6.96

Wolfpack

19.95

Wonderland

19.95

World Class Leaderboard
Wrath Of The Demon
Xenonll

6.96
19.95
7.95

Xybots
Z-Out
Zone Warrior

6.96
13.95
16.96

BOXES
10
£0.94

40
£4.95

50
£5.60

80
£6.30

100
£6.80

120
£8.75

Zydec 3.5 External
Disk Drive

Quality Mouse Mats

New titles will be sent as
rd orders:

(9.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone)

0 7 1 - 6 0 8 - 0624

Cheques/Postal Orders to

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 61
Showroom open Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm
Exit 2, Old Street Tube

£57.99

£2.95

what

.A

does

it

mean?

of your mouse, so it operates backwards.

phone line and thereby communicate with other

Hard Disk or Hard Drive: Another storage

remote computers and bulletin boards.

medium, this time with a non-removable magnetic sur
face. It's much faster than a floppy disk and can hold
a lot more data.

High Resolution: One of three video display
modes available on the ST. High Resolution consists of

640 dots horizontally by 400 dots vertically and is
black and white only. You need a high resolution

TECHIE

TALK

onto a disk - that is, not in any folder. Also a very
very small map which shows termites the way to the

Monitor: Adevice like a TV set, but without the abil

bottom bit of a tree.

ity to receive TV transmissions. You plug it into the
monitor socket on the ST which sends pure video sig
nals straight to the screen, for a better, clearer pic
ture. High res monitors are monochrome and can
only use the ST's high resolution mode.

RS232: An industry-standard interface connection

Mouse: The device which moves the pointer around

for peripherals which require serial information.

Serial information is sent byte after byte down the
interface cable. On the ST's casing, the RS232 port
is marked "Modem," although serial printers may also
be connected here.

monochrome monitor to use this mode.

on screen. You slide it around on a flat surface and

Scroll: To move information up, down left or right,

Icon: A small picture on the Desktop, representing

the small rubber ball inside picks up the movement
and relays it back to your ST, which updates the

using the slider bars at the side of the window.

pointer's position on screen. A mouse also has two

window. Click on the arrows at the ends of the bar

an item such as a disk, file or folder. You select files

and operate programs by clicking on the appropriate
icon. Also used in some programs and games to
enable you to give commands or make selections.

buttons on the top for selecting files and operating
programs by clicking.

Information Line: The line at the top of a win

Move Bar: The bar at the top of a window, just

dow which shows how many bytes are used and how

above the Information Line. You click on this bar to

many items there are.

Input/Output (I/O): The name for the commu

with the arrows, by clicking on the shaded part or by

Nibble: Tour bits, or half a byte, hence the name.
Ninety nine: Type of ice cream.

Sector: Tracks on an standard ST disk are divided
up into nine sectors each, each of which can hold 0.5k

Parallel Interface: A standard interface for
connecting your ST to a printer. It's the one marked

the screen or a printer.

"Printer" on the back of your ST.

Interface: A hardware connection that enables

Partition: Hard disks are subdivided into smaller

your ST to communicate with a peripheral device.
Could be a printer cable, or a hard drive connection,

sections called partitions. To the ST, each partition

for example.

part of the same drive.

looks like a separate disk drive, butthey are actually

Kilobyte (K): 1024 bytes (not a thousand bytes,

PCB: Acronym for printed circuit board, which all the

because it's binaryfor 210).

chips and components of the ST are soldered onto.

Joystick: Device that you plug into your STto con

Also PolyChlorinated Biphenyl, a nasty gas pumped
into the atmosphere when you burn toxic waste.

Low Resolution: This is another of the ST's

video display modes. Low Resolution has a display
size of 320 horizontal dots by 200 vertical dots and
can display 16 colours on screen at once. If you have
a high resolution monitor, you cannot access Low
Resolution mode.

Loop: See Loop. (Ho ho ho)

Machine Language: The sequence of numbers
to which everything (BASIC programs, resource files
and so on) is eventually translated so the CPU can
understand them.

Medium Resolution: Another of the ST's three

video display modes. Medium Resolution has a display
size of 640 horizontal dots and 200 vertical dots and

can display four colours on screen at once. Medium

resolution cannot be accessed on a high resolution
monitor.

Megabyte (M, MByte): 1024 Kilobytes (see
Kilobytes, Bytes).

Memory: The chips inside the ST which store data
and programs. There are two types: RAM (Random
Access Memory) which can be written to but loses its

data when you turn offthe power; and ROM (Read Only
Memory), where the main operating system is kept,
which retains its data without power, but cannot be
written to. Memory is also, er, urn, what is it now? Er.
Never mind.

Menu Bar: The bar at the top of the GEM Desk
top. When you start up, it displays the Desk, File, View

and Options menutitles. Otherapplications may have
different headings.

MIDI: Acronym for Musical Instrument Digital Inter
face. A built-in standard interface designed to con
nect your ST to a musical instrument such as a
keyboard or a drum machine.

and the information moves in that direction. The

shaded portion represents information which is not
currently visible on the screen. The white block shows
the portion which can be seen and it can be moved

drag the whole window around the Desktop. Also
what you do when you're chucked out of the pub.

nications process that occurs when your ST talks to
its disk drives, printers, and so on. Input is data that
comes into the ST, from a floppy disk, for example.
Output is the reverse - for instance, data sent out to

trol manygames. Also... er, perhaps not.

Scroll Bar: One of two bars that border an active

Peripheral: Any device which can be connected to
your ST, like a monitor, printer, disk drive, etc.

Pixels: The dots which make up the ST's video dis
play. The name comes from "picture elements."

Pointer: The arrow which you move around the

dragging the block itself.

of data. These sectors and tracks are part of the way
a disk keeps track of its data.

16-bit: A computer (like your ST) which can read in
and write out 16 bits at a time. Consequently it runs a
lot faster than 8-bit machines. Also the size of a very
small Airfix model.

Size Box: The small box at the lower right-hand
corner of a window which can be dragged to expand
or shrinkthe window. Doing so is called "sizing."

Spacebar: The long horizontal key at the bottom
of the keyboard which prints spaces when hit.

Sprite: The name given to any character in a game,
usually mobile, that is animated and may or may not
be controlled by the player. Also a popular soft drink.

TOS: Acronym for The Operating System, the main
program stored on ROM inside the ST. It controls all

Desktop to select files and operate programs.

the ST's functions and the operation of the disk
drives, mouse, printer, video display and so on. In

Printer: Adevice to provide you with a hard copy of

short, the brain of the ST.

text or graphics created on your ST which is of suffi
ciently high quality for you to make your own
professional-looking publications.

which contains several sectors . The data on the disk

Program File: Afile which contains an applica

can be read or written quickly.

tion. Program file icons in a Desktop window are
boxes with a shaded top edge.

Trash: The GEM Desktop icon which is used to
delete files or folders from a disk. Once placed on
the Trash icon, data is erased permanently.

RAMdisk: A program that sets aside a part of
memory and lets you use it as a very fast disk drive.

Very helpful for single drive owners who get tired of
disk swapping, since it enables you to perform copy
operations in two quick moves, but everything in the
RAMdisk is lost when you turn off.

RAM, ROM: See Memory.
Reset Button: The small, spring-loaded, grey
button at the back of your ST. Press this and the sys
tem re-boots (see Boot) and forgets whatever it was
previously doing. This doesn't kill any internal viruses,
though; to do that, you need to switch off the main
power for at least 30 seconds. Also what you need to
do when you break the fire button on yourjoystick.
Resolution: See the fuller explanation under

Track: A circular path on a hard or floppy disk,
is arranged into tracks like those on a record, so they

Virus: A nasty little program which is stored in the
bootsector (see Boot) of a disk. These viruses usually
damage the data on your disks or temporarily change
the way your ST operates (see Ghost, for instance).
It's hidden, so you can't readily find it, and it runs when
you boot from that disk. It lies in memory and can
copy itself to other disks' bootsectors if not discov

ered and eradicated using a virus killer program.

Warm start: Rebooting your ST by pressing the
reset switch. This does not clear the machine com

pletely, so it doesn't remove any memory-resident
viruses. Also supposedly what you get when you eat
Readybrek in the morning. See Cold Start.

Window: The area that appears when you double

High, Low and Medium Resolution.

click on a disk and which is used to display files and

RGB: Acronym for Red, Green, Blue. These are the

folders. You may have up to four windows on the

three primary colours which the ST uses to create its

Desktop screen at once. Also the large glass object
that stops your room being really dark all day.

colour video display. Colours are specified as an RGB
value. An ST has eight levels of intensity for each
colour, creating 512 (8 x 8 x 8) different colours. An

STE has 16 intensity levels, giving 4096 (16 x 16 x

Modem: Short for MODulator/DEModulator. A

16) colours.

device which enables you to connect your ST to a tele

Root Directory: Anything that is written directly

Write-Protect: To prevent a disk from being
written to by the disk drive. Every floppy disk has a
small tab in the corner; set it so that you can see
through the hole in the disk. When it's in this position,
no data (or viruses) can be written to the disk, atf
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SPECIAL OFFER

QUANTUM

Imperial Conquest
is a war game for one or more players, based in the ancient
Mediterranean in the years after the death of Alexander the Great. In
less than twenty years he had created an empire stretching from
Greece to India. The aim in Imperial Conquest is to match the
achievements of Alexander, to create an empire that dominates the
Mediterranean world in the space of one lifetime.

HARD DISK DRIVES
52MB
105MB

IDE
IDE

64K
64K

Cache
Cache

SERIOUS GAMES
Serious Games produce large scale strategy games, games designed
to be played not reviewed. Our software does not contain digitised
pictures or sound, tunes, animation, or arcade sections. We believe
such things to be irrelevant in pure strategy games, they may grab a
reviewer's attention but they will soon be ignored by the long-term
player. We use all the computer's memory to create large games with
as much payability and depth as can be crammed in.

The game starts in 270 BC as Rome wins overall control of Italy,
Carthage fights to extend its empire in Spain, and Alexander's short

£155
£265

lived empire has broken into three parts. This makes five nations with

sufficient wealth, population, or national unity to have a real chance of
creating a substantial Mediterranean empire. These five major

powers are - Rome, Carthage, the Seleucids, the Ptolemaics, and
Macedonia.

52MB SCSI 64K
105MB- SCSI 64K

Cache
Cache

£170
£285

There are also eleven minor nations, which may be too small,

disunited or backward to pose a serious threat to the major powers but
which can be used to form alliances or trading pacts. These minor
nations are - Numidia, Gaul, Greece, Celtiberia, lllyria, Dacia, Bithynia,
Galatia, Armenia, Media and Thracia.

UPGRADE KITS AVAILABLE FOR PC's
AMIGA'S and ATARI

The leader of each nation controls troop recruitment, the hiring of
mercenaries, fleet building, tax levels, makes trade pacts or military
alliances, and commands their armies on the battlefield.

Imperial Conquest works on any colour ST with a double sided diskdrive. It costs £20.00 including P/P. (Overseas add £4.00).

0800 220912

Cheques/postal orders payable to Serious Games.
Serious Games software is not copy-protected and all orders are
dispatched by return post.

Dept STF1, Serious Games, PO Box 6, Seaham,

Prices exclude VAT and Delivery

County Durham SR7 7EE

Allow up to 28 days for delivery. E&OE
Matrix Software Club

El

| QUICK EASY & SIMPLE
COMPUTERS

YOU

It

CHOOSE
YOUR PRIZE

V

S

I

on titles you're disappointed with?
The Matrix 'buy back' scheme is the answer!
We buy them back!

I

* Super Fast Service * Computer Helpline

* Top titles - Latest Releases, Business, Utilities, Education
* No commitment to buy
Matrix - established 1981 - over 2i thousand registered members.
Whatever your taste in software it will pay you to find out more today!
For information pack and full lists send large s.a.e. stating your machine or phone

sawvo

4^

0898 313 477]
CALLS COST 36p (cr) 48p per min all other times

How Many Software Titles Are
Parked In Your Garage?
Ever whished you hadn't spent your hard earned cash

3* »

RING NOW!
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RAM

customer services on 0920 444224

Matrix Leisure Services, Dept STF31, Unit 4 Mill Studio Business Centre, Crane Mead,
Ware, Herts, SG12 9PY

m

1/2 price first years membership subscription!
DO YOU OWN...

STUNNING VALUE
ST/STd ¥•©!©- TOILER 224.m

For the price of a PD disk you get up to 47
Professional 8-bit samples on one disk

Professional titles for your video
For all video formats plus free video

100's to choose from: Percussion, Vocals, Instruments

ON STF

and special FX.
Also available Professional 16-bit samples for the AVR Pro12 + 16.

DISK 29

m i MASTER ST/STd £2§a§5

The sensational new Art Package
Advance Block Manipulation
Neo, Degas, Amiga IFF Compatible
Perfect package both programs £4§a§&
LASER DISTRIBUTION LTD, PO BOX 1,

gl CALLINGTON, PL17 7YX. 0579 82426 2S
8

Quartet, TCB Tracker, Repky, Replay Pro, Midiplay, Drumbeat, Stereo Replay?

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1 992

AS SEEN

Expanding sample library, still only £3.50 per disk.

COVER

Use Akai S900/950 disks with your
i Wj
Atari sample playing software for only £10.00 ^^^^^
Our
Out NEW program translates Akai disks into AVR format.
Send £10.00 for program or ask for details.

SEND £1.50 FOR CATALOGUE + FREE SAMPLER DISK SPECIFYING
8 OR 16 BIT FORMAT + SOFTWARE USED
PREMIER MUSIC SERVICES LTD

18 Foyle Road, Chandlers Ford,

Eastleigh, Hants S05 3QP. Tel 0703 260485
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Feedback

Write to The Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW
LOST

FOREVER

My son recently managed to write over
his copy of the Microprose game RVF
Honda. Since he had been unable to

make a backup because of the protec

tion, he was left without a copy of the
game. We contacted the Microprose
hotline with a view to obtaining a re

placement. I was advised by the hotline
that the game was no longer available
and was out of production.
While we can appreciate that soft
ware houses are protecting their copy
right, we do feel that, if they use copy
protection, they should at least retain
some sort of master copy for situations
like this.

We would be interested to see what

you can do about this, for it appears to
me that if Microprose don't have a copy
there isn't much anybody can do. We
should mention that we have already
tried to obtain a new copy from the
retail trade without success.
A E Jenkins

as the software houses replace dam

Since I am quite new to the ST(E) I am

difference between the films and the

aged disks. Using the excuse that the
game has been out of production for
two years is unacceptable.
There may be a chance that you
can repair the disk - it depends on how
badly it's been damaged. If just the
bootsector (the very start of the disk)
has been written to, you can use the

not sure what this means.

Could you please tell me where I
could get a decent STE manual - when
I bought my ST, it didn't have one.

game. I was somewhat surprised to
read that, since we have pointed out to
you that Titus secured the rights for the
Blues Brothers video game based on

D Butter

the characters, not the movies.

Ultimate Virus Killer (£9.99 from Dou

disk. It's a ridiculous situation because

repair it. UVK includes an option to re
pair the bootsectors of many popular
game disks, including RVF Honda. But if
a larger area of the disk is destroyed
(say by having a text file saved onto it)
even UVK can't help.
We took the matter up with Micro
prose, and I'm happy to say that they've

the letter from A Jenkins of Gloucester:

now managed to find a way to replace
your disk. A new copy of RVF Honda
should be with you soon. I think all soft
ware houses should replace damaged
disks that you can't back up.
BUT

YOU'RE

ALLOWED

ware publishers regularly stamp their
feet about backup devices, claiming
that they're used for piracy purposes
and that they should be banned. This
attitude is perfectly acceptable as long

stf: The game was given to this free
stf: First, you have no legal rightin this
country to make a backup of a game

glas Communications, PO Box 119,
Stockport, Cheshire SK2 6HW) to

Gloucester

stf: I'm appalled by this situation. Soft

Doncaster

DO

NOT
TO

THAT

I'm writing to ask why, when I'm back
ing up my games, the dialog box
appears saying, "the destination disk is
a different sort to the source disk."

ARE YOU A SINGLE-SIDED
ST OWNER?
I've been the proud owner of a brand new STE for six months and I've bought every issue
of ST FORMAT in that time. However, I must admit to being very confused by all this
talk of Side A and Side B. As far as I'm aware, Atari haven't sold a single-sided ST for
almost three years. The vast majority of serious software and all games are now being
released on double-sided disks, so everyone who owns a single-sided ST must have
upgraded their machines by now. Why can't you abandon your double-sided option and
make the disk easier to use for everyone?
S Laugharne

it can cause problems like the one in
what happens if you accidently corrupt
a disk and it's no longer available?
What's happening in your case is
that the game disk is formatted with a
different number of tracks or sectors

lancer to review because he is particu

larly good at this type of platform
game. He had never heard of a Blues
Brothers video game (and neither have
the rest of the team), so assumed you

were writing the game with elements of
the film - and let's be honest, that's
what most of your customers are going
to think. Ifyou say it's a licence from a
video game, then we'll take you at your

from the disk you're trying to copy it to.

word - but the fact remains that The

The number of tracks and sectors on

Blues Brothers is an average platform
game with few redeeming facets. Its
rating of 72% is justified.

the disk defines the way the data on the
disk is stored. TOS-formatted disks are
formatted with 80 tracks and nine sec

tors, but many game disks use a differ
ent combination, so the Desktop Copy
function can't cope - it can only copy
disks that have the same track/sector
combination. The game disk is, in all

probability, specially protected anyway,
so even if was in the same format the

Desktop couldn't copy it.

CATALOGUING

MY

COLLECTION

My youngest son (14) owns a 520
STFM. He occasionally lets me use it
and I have become a great fan. What
information I have comes from asking
my son questions and reading ST FOR
MAT. I would be grateful, therefore, if

It's not just game disks that are for
matted like this; you can do it yourself

you could point me in the direction of a

with

and select items from various collec

one

of the

hundreds

of disk

copiers in the Public Domain which are
able to format and copy these unusu
ally-formatted disks - see page 48 for
our extensive PD library directory. Of
course, ST FORMAT can't condone the
illegal backing-up of game disks (even if
it is a good idea).
As for the manual, the shop where

you bought your STE should have sup
plied you with it - it's part of the stan
dard package. Hassle them first, but if
you have no joy give Atari a ring on

program that would help me catalogue

tions. Using my record collection as an
example, I would like to be able to pre
pare a list in any order, each recording
to have several associated fields; for
the program to sort the list into order

(say alphabetically); and for me then to
be able to select items such as "all

symphonies," preferably "all Shosta
kovich symphonies," or even more pre
cisely "all Shostakovich symphonies on
cassette" and then print them.
I am told that such requirements

can access the information contained on it. However, I take your point that the vast
majority of software publishers now distribute their programs on double-sided disks. In
addition, the cost of upgrading to an internal double-sided drive has fallen dramatically:
Power Computing even sell an internal double-sided drive (the PC72001) for as little as

Titus Games

are relatively easy for a home com
puter. I have tried several disks from
the PD libraries, all apparently offering
to do the job but not really able to do
the full listing, sorting and selecting that

Thank you for the Blues Brothers review

I mentioned.

in the December issue of ST FORMAT.
The article mentions that "The brothers

£45. Give them a call on sr 0234 843388 for more details.

look good as little sprites but apart
from that there isn't any reference to

I would be grateful for your advice
as to a suitable package - if it were
cheap enough, I might actually buy it.
Tom Fay

the film." Your reviewer James Leach

Stretford

Cheshire

stf: Our aim has always been to talk to as many ST owners as possible. Thishas meant
formatting our Cover Disk in such a way that both single- and double-sided ST owners

As of next month's issue I intend to abandon the single/double-sided format of our
Cover Disk - unless I receive letters from any disgruntled single-sided ST owners in the
meantime. By changing the Cover Disk to an ordinary double-sided format, we can
squeeze more flies onto the disk and make it easier foryou to access the information there'll certainly be no need to hunt through an array of folders any more.

a- 0753 533344.
BLUES

VIDEOS?

From Vincent Pargney,

sums up by saying: "Doesn't tie up with
the licence like, say, Indiana Jones and
The Last Crusade." The main critical

points of this review are based on the

stf: The program you need to solve all

your problems, Tom, is a database. If
you've tried some PD programs and
ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992
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. found them lacking, you should be
thinking about buying a commercial

package. They offer greater flexibility
and storage capacity than their PD
equivalents, but obviously at a price databases are notoriously expensive.
We did a roundup of the best

ADVENTURES
IN

painting by Phillip James de Loutherbourg
called Coalbrookdale by Night, painted in
1801. For those who don't know, Coal
brookdale is where the famous Abraham

Looking through issue 29 of ST FORMAT I

Garby's had their iron works.
I've let you In on this little bit of Infor
mation because i thought it unfair that the
artist who did this screen should get all the

ture in issue 28 of ST FORMAT (see

noticed a very familiar picture. This picture,

credit. Looking closer at the buildings

page 142 to order a copy ifyou missed
it). The most comprehensive package
on the market is definitely Superbase

one of the Adventures of Robin

which take up most of the left half, it looks
like they have been digitised as well!

databases in our "serious software" fea

Professional from Precision Software

f» 081 330 7166), but it does cost a

hefty £250. It can do all you describe
and more. A more modest purchase

PLAGIARISM?
Hood

screen shots - the one where he Is being
hanged - is familiar to me, because I actu
ally have a postcard of the original picture I
think this Is based on. If you look at the
left hand side of the screen shot, it's virtu
ally exactly the same as the left side of a

James Bell

Shropshire

stf; Outrageous! Disgraceful! Appalling!
Well, maybe not. We contacted Millennium

about this somewhat odd situation. Ian

Saunter, Millennium PR man (and, Inciden
tally, co-designer of the Robin Hood game)
said that althoughthe left side and the sky
of the picturehad indeedbeen digitised, he
wasn't sure if it was from the picture you
mentioned. His recollection Is that the sky
was "one of the bits of digitised sky we
have hanging around." The hanging man
himself was definitely drawn from scratch
by artist Rob Chapman.
Here's the offending picture from The
Adventures of Robin Hood. Has anyone else
noticed any other famouspaintings making
an appearancein games? Do you thinkdigi
tised Images should be used In this way?

might be Prodata (£99.88 from Arnor

' 0733 68909) - it's not quite as pow
erful or easy to use, but it'll do the job.
USELESS

UPGRADES

After reading the letter from D Hardy in
issue 29,1 felt I had to write. What con
cerns me is compatibility between the
STE and the STFM. How will all the pro
grams - and also Atari themselves stand on the STFM in another couple of
years? Will it be an obsolete machine

and regarded as such? I have recently
spent a lot of money on updating/
upgrading my STFM, so I feel slightly
bemused at the thought of wasting my
money, memory upgrades, hard drives
and printers. Will Atari stand by the
STFM and give us a chance for, say, an
upgrade board at a reasonable price so
we won't have to worry?
M Radford

people in Britain who still have an STFM
and are quite happy with it.

it works by storing electrical charges in
individual atoms of the slice. Also, the

"very simple and very well explained in

The STE's been around for over

memory can work at a similar speed to
modern DRAM chips but it can store the
data for much longer, so it can even re

there is no labelling on the DMA ports."
To be consistent, perhaps your review

place floppy disks and, if you use it like
a cartridge, it will also stop piracy.

er should have read our manual as well.
2. The "Time Trials" of all the drives

The second idea is more of a new

technique for making silicon chips by
using radiation pressure to paint single

using the same interface and mecha
nism (ours, ICD and Third Coast's "32MByte" that was actually a 52MByte)

atoms on a silicon base. The idea is

should produce the same times. Any

two years now, yet there is still only a
handful of games and virtually no seri

ous software that takes advantage of
its superior features. If this trend con
tinues you can be quite sure the STFM

will never be completely obsolete.
As for the hardware you say you've
recently acquired, you should have no
problem using the hard drive and the
printer with an STE if you do upgrade.
The only major hardware incompatibility
that the STE has suffered was the DMA

chip problem that surfaced shortly after
the STE was released, which meant
some models of hard drives wouldn't

work with it, but there should now be no

STEs with the faulty chip still out there.

West Midlands
MASSIVE

stf: Whenever a popular micro like the
ST undergoes a major upgrade, there
are always people who worry about the
future

of their older machine. These

worries generally turn out to be un
founded. Atari are indeed now promot
ing the STE as the "standard" machine,
but they and the software houses aren't
immediately going to abandon the
STFM. It just wouldn't be worth their
while, because there are thousands of

MEMORIES

I have a couple of ideas that could im
prove the power of modern computers
but I haven't got the resources or the
money to build them for myself, so I am
wondering if you can help me get in
contact with some companies that will
be able to help me make these devices.
The first device is a new type of
memory for computers that can store
about 10,000 gigabytes of data on a
slice of silicon one centimetre square -

WHAT'S GDOS, THEN?
I am desperately seeking the GDOS Dev Kit in order to develop my own colour inkjet
printer drivers. Please, don't sing the same old song about the beautiful GDOS drivers
from Timeworks and Mlgraph, because they don't work for the Hewlett packard PaintJet
or for its bigger brother XLand the new HP DeskJet 500C.
There are plenty of output device drivers to be found for the PC and Mac but few ST
printer drivers which can support the higher performance colour InkJet and thermal trans
fer printers with resolutions between 180 and 300 dpi. Because of this, I programmed
my own colour printer driver for image output in C. It Is technically possible, with far bet
ter results than PC and Mac owners could ever dream of. Unfortunately, my self-made
driver doesn't support Metafile output. Is there any secret source or a magic word to
help me find out the GDOS information I need?
J Likos

deviation must be due to the manner of

ing on, but, instead of using sunlight to
push a satellite attached to a giant sail,
the process is scaled down and it uses

timing device used. Since the ST does
not multi-task, a separate device must
have been required.
3. As mentioned for other drives, ours
is auto-park, auto-boot, is fully compati
ble with the Atari specifications and is
very quiet, no fan. It also has DMA

a laser to move atoms or small molec

ules. This new technique will enable you
to construct smaller components, then
with present technology it will allow you
to make 3D components instead of 2D
components (which is all we can do to
day) because the paths between the cir
cuits will be shorter and the chips will

ture all about GDOS very soon, but what I need to know Is what you need to know. Ifyou
have any questions on the workingsof GDOS (such as: what is it? Whatdoes it do? Why
do you need It?) write to GDOS? Sounds A Bit Odd To Me, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath, Avon BA12BW.
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select and power switch easily accessi
ble, 7MBytes of software (MCP, Alterna
tive Desktop, Backup software x 2,

Demo programs, etc), two-year war
ranty, speed, etc.
The review was ill-informed, incon

work a lot faster.
Robert Coare

sistent and drew conclusions based on

Essex

erroneous data. We would be pleased
stf: Well, your ideas certainly sound,
er, interesting, Robert. I'm not quite
sure why you're written to us about
them. Were you thinking of producing

these devices for the ST? Won't they be
a little bit, urn, expensive? I'm sure IBM
(IBM Research Centre, Hursley, near
Winchester, Hants) or Inmos (1000
Aztec West, Bristol, BS12 4SQ) would
be very interested in seeing your de
signs for these devices too.
For the bemused and bewildered, a
gigabyte is 10^, or 1,000,000,000
bytes; so 10,000 gigabytes is
9,765,625,000K - which is quite a lot,
really. And in a silicon slice one centi
metre square. Sounds incredible, but
then a machine with the power of your

ST would have filled a large room only
25 years ago. Send us a finished unit
when you're famous.
RECOMMENDED

be sufficientlycovered In an answer to a letter. Forthese reasons I'll be running a fea

the manual." Ours is "not easy, since

similar to an idea that NASA are work

Finland

stf: Many people have written In expressing an Interest In GDOS, the ST's Graphic De
vice OperatingSystem. It's a fairly complicated area, and certainly something that can't

1. The Protar installation is said to be

HARD

DRIVES

From Brian Davies,
Ladbroke Computing International

I must point out that we as a company
take exception to some of the info and
conclusions drawn in your hard drive
roundup in the October issue (STF27).

to see this rectified.

stf: Firstof all, let me say I'm surprised
you feel a need to complain, Brian. The
review in question was part of a round
up of 15 hard drives, each accom
panied by a 150-word mini-review. Your

drive rated third at the time with a stag
gering score of 81 %and has been part

of our "recommended buy" selections
in several issues since last October.

I've been to great pains to check
the facts with both my reviewer and the
various distributors concerned:

1. When some people buy a hard drive,
myself included, they yank it out of the
box and connect it up before even read
ing the manual. In this case, it's impor
tant that the DMA ports are labelled.
You certainly shouldn't need to refer
back to the manual if you want to
change the connections in future. The
ports on the Protar drive are labelled in
English, the ports on our Ladbroke re
view model weren't labelled at all.

2. The time trials involved averagingten
tests with a stopwatch for each opera
tion on each drive. Any errors would
have averaged out, and couldn't have
favoured any one drive anyway. I'm sur-

LETTERS

Mill to on ijMfcls death- Kors«oilltin than g ten
KEtFiinSij!

the

front-mounted switch "makes life

easy but is prone to knocks" and we
mentioned the long warranty. In view of
this, I cannot agree that there was any
thing wrongwith our review.
BACK

CHEAT

MODE

with no success.

Macclesfield

prised you suggest that the setup was
dodgy simply because one of the tim
ings didn't agree with your estimations.
I'll agree that this suggests it may have
been a one-off with the particular drive
sent to us for review, but this is pre
cisely why your drive was given a
speed rating of 93%.
3. In the intro to the roundup, we stated
that all the drives came "complete with
all relevant utilities to get started." In
the review of your drive we mentioned
its quietness, auto-parking, booting and
the DMA selector. We also stated that

medium res. I have tried everything I
know, installing it from Desktop, putting
it in an AUTO folder, Superboot v5.5,

Stargen and even Autoload vl.04 -

Hayley Clarke

sff: We've got just what you need! In
Venus from Gremlin, all you need to do
is press <Undo> until the words "Cheat
on" appear. This gives you infinite
energy. In Virus, from Firebird, hold

SHORT BUT
SWEET

to do is make ST Writer autoboot in

INTO

Please help me! I'm having trouble play
ing two of my favourite games - Venus
and Virus. I keep running out of energy.
Do you have any hints to help me out?

• The hanging of Robin. Original?

ST Writer Elite for all my word process
ing, and a great job it does. What I want

The program boots up in low res
but there is nothing wrong with my eye
sight, so that's no good to me. I'm that
desperate I have even thought about
buying something I don't really need Neodesk. It's only the price tag that
puts me off and no guarantee that it's

The Feedback tray groans daily under
the volume of bulky letters which
pour into it, so put your question on
the back of a postcard and you're
more likely to get a reply!
I need help. I am trying to find two
games - one that was reviewed In a pre
vious issue and one that is fairly old and
written by Mike Singleton, who helped

the answer.

with Midwinter 2 - Flames of Freedom.

Pete Cassar

The games are Castle Master and

Easton

Doomdark's Revenge.
Cuckfield

down <Enter> and 0, then <Enter>

stf: It sounds like you have one of the
early versions of the STE that was

and P. If the cheat mode has been acti

unable to boot in medium resolution.

vated, a red bar appears below the
green altitude line. Pressing L gives you
an extra life and missile, F boosts fuel
to full. For more cheats, turn to Gamebusters on page 85.

What you need to do is alter one byte
of your saved DESKTOP.INF file to
make the STE try to boot in high resolu

Domark's Virtual Worlds compilation
(£29.99 Domark tt 081 780 2222).
Doomdark's Revenge, as far as we
know, was a Spectrum-only game that

tion. Since it can't do so (on a colour

was never converted to the ST.

MEDIUM

BOOT-UP

Right. First of all, I've got a 520 STE
upgraded to 1MByte and I tend to use

Neil Gow

display) it defaults to medium res.
Using a text editor (ST Writer Elite
itself is ideal), find the line in the file that

reads "#e 18 12." Changethe "12" to
a "13," so you've got "#e 18 13." Resave the file as ASCII, reboot and you'll
be in business.

MODEM MYSTERIES
UNSCRAMBLED
I have just recently bought a modem on the cheap off an old mate of mine,
though he never supplied me with any kind of "instructions." To be honest, I
haven't got a clue on how to set all the different kinds of dials and settings.
Thaf s where you come in. Being a monthly reader of the best ST mag around, I
thought I would contact you to see if you could help me. I've tried looking in July

1990's issue on modems but it wasn't much use, so I've drawn a very "rough"
copy of the modem and sent it to you. What do you think? Yes, I thought you'd
say that.

Anyway, I would be ever so pleased if you could give me any information
whatsoever, so I can actually phone people and get onto Bulletin Boards. Plus, if
possible, could you give me some phone numbers to try?

MULTI-PLAYER
MADNESS

My friend and I enjoy two-player games
that we can play via the modem (RS232) ports, but not using a modem. We
set up our STs and monitors so we're
facing one another. We have a few
games that we play in this fashion such
as Stunt Car Racer, Falcon, Populous
etc. We would be grateful if you could
tell us what other software supports
play by this method.
L R Rigden
Faversham

Mike Hardy
Lancashire

stf; From the drawing you've enclosed, I would say you've got a WS2000 from
Minor Miracles. I used to own one of these modems myself about fiveyears ago
and it provided me with my first introduction to the world of comms. Modem

technology has progressed in leaps and bounds in the meantime, and it's now
possible to get your hands on much faster modems at increasingly attractive
prices. The WS2000 is a manual dial modem so you can't get it to dial a tele
phone number for you. Instead, first switch your modem to ORIGINATE mode,
then select the baud rate (300 baud or 1200/75 if your software can handle
split baud rates - most can't). Dial the bulletin board (BBS) number yourself, lis
ten for a high-pitched tone, then turn your modem to the ON-LINE position.
When you've finished with your call, switch back to the OFF-LINE position.
Modems now operate at speeds from 2400 baud (roughly 240 alphanumeric
characters per second) upwards, so if you log on at 300 baud most BBSs
should be able to step down and respond, but don't expect any speedy
response.

Here's a list of BBSs to try.
LighWngers Place, Bournemouth *• 0202 485723. (2400 baud)
Micro-Mola, Plumstead, London » 081 316 7402 (2400 baud)
Sheffield Alt, Sheffield =•0742 325232 (2400 baud)
The Hotel BBS, Rochester, Kent =•0634 831389 (1200 baud)

The Village, Bromley, Kent a- 081 464 2516 (2400 baud)
If you want to leave mail for STF, you can contact the Bath BBS =• 0225
840060 (2400 baud). They also have our Cover Disks on-line.

-

Castle Master is

now available on

In your roundup of your personal
favourite games in STF 25, your review
ers found these games the best In five
categories:
Shoot-'em-up -The Killer Cloud
Platform Games - Enchanted Lands

Simulations - Microprose Golf
Adventures - Secret of Monkey Island
Puzzles - Lemmings.
I think these five games should receive
awards for Games Of The Year 1991.

Ross Teagle
Bournemouth

- Take a look at our Classic Games fea

ture on page 53 and you'll see our pick
of the games of the year. Check out
Populous 2 and let us know how you
think that rates by comparison.
Could you send me the address of a
company called zzSoft, publishers of a
book titled Introducing Atari ST
Machine Code?

stf: There seems to be an increasing
number of games incorporating a simul
taneous two-player mode, perhaps be
cause programmers have realised just
how much more fun it is playing against
another person rather than your ST.
Last month we reviewed Populous 2,
which comes with a two-player option.
Programming team Bullfrog are es
pecially keen on multi-player games:
Populous 2 only scratched the surface
of multi-player possibilities. Using the
MIDI ports on the side of your ST you
can connect many STs together at
once - imagine the possibilities then!
I'm planning a feature for the April
issue explaining the extraordinary possi
bilities for two-player games. They
make bloody excellent games, it's just
a hassle sorting out the leads. Don't
miss it!
• Got something to say? Write to The
Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1
2BW. Technical queries should be
marked Desktop rather than Feedback.

J Campbell
Scotland

- The address you're after Is: zzSoft, 25
Honeyhole, Blackburn, Lancashire BB2
3BQ, a- 0254 672965.
I'm starting a user group for GFA Raytrace owners. We

have a

member's

library and quarterly newsletter. Send a
sample of your best work - raytraced
screens, wireframe data, or texture map
pics In Spectrum, NEO or Degas format
on a disk to subscribe to GFA Raytrace
User News, c/o Nick Smith, 4406 5th

Avenue

South,

Minneapolis,

MN

55409, USA

- It seems strange that GFA appear to
have lost interest in such a worthy pro
gram as GFA Raytrace, especially since
It's the only commercial raytracer you
can find for the ST. It's not perfect by
any means, but its very faults provide
the best reasons why it should be up
dated now and again. A user group can
only help there. Consider the group.
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ISSUE 19

ISSUE 20

ISSUE 21

ISSUE 22

ISSUE 23

ISSUE 24

ISSUE 25

March 1991

May 1991

June 1991

July1991

Disk:31 programs,
including Turrican 2,

April 1991
Disk: Huge animation
package plus Gods &

Disk: Stormball, Dev

Disk: 15 programs3D Construction Kit,

Disk: Atominodemo,

you do get two

February 1991
Disk: Champion of the
Raj; full version of GFA
Basic 2, a complete

Mastersound 2 and 13

Moonshine Racers

disks!

database and more
besides!

AUTO programs.
Inside:Complete

Inside: Get to know

guide to plug-ins; DIY

Inside: 21 pages of
animation; music tips
from Neil Palmer;

your ST;the STFgold

hardware projects; Sim
Earth preview;
14 pagesoftoptips

details of Atari's new

August 1991
Disk: Megalo mania
demo, Flexidump
printing program, a
diaryutility and more
Inside: 20 printers
scrutinised; memory
upgradesguide;
emulators roundup;

portable "STs"

Soul II Soul interview

note that issue 30 is
a little more - but

UK £3.75

(No 30 £4.75),
Europe £5.20 (No 30
£6.20), Elsewhere
£7.25 (No 30 £8.25)
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program in assembly
Plus: free 32-page

buyer's guide extra

pac 1programming
package, exclusive
musicfiles by Neil

RezRender. American

Llamatron complete
game, a better file-

Football game, seven

selector and more

Palmer, 5 disk utilities

invaluable utilities

Inside: DTP made

Inside: 3Dsecrets; top
ten 3D games;
complete guideto ST

Inside:Complete ST
video guide; digitisers
roundup; exclusive

easy;recovering lost
files; complete WP
roundup; RPGtopten

communications

Remember!
At various times

GFA DRAFT 2
v^

throughout the year
we produce bumper issues

GFA

that retail at £3.95.

But as a subscriber you
won't have to pay any extra

and you've already
got your gift

Draft 2
Program for the ATARI ST

If you're interested in Computer Aided Design,
GFA's acclaimed CAD package is one of the very
best available for your ST.

software!

Receive one of these superb gifts
The new cutesy platform game from Millennium,

played over eight massive levels, each with its

when you subscribe to ST FORMAT

Bathroom, and much more! Cute and colourful

- and become eligible to take
advantage of our exclusive

graphics blend with fast and challenging action
to produce a thoroughly addictive romp!

Subscribers' Club offers!

own crazy style - battle deadly dolls and teddies
in the Toys section, murderous instruments in
the Music department, killer soaps in the

Subscribers'
Club
When you subscribe, you not »only receive an
excellent gift of your choice - you can also take
advantage of our exclusive subscriber offers! An
extra bonus or what? Just take a lookl This

month's special offer to subscribers is...

d.#LII%?
Audiogenic
SUBS CLUB PRICE £17.99

(RRP OF £25.99)
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"A masterpiece - there's no other
word for it" - st format 28

This FORMATGold winning platform game con
bines arcade adventure with puzzles so devious
that you spend just as long racking your brains as

flying around doing things. Yet the puzzles are
always, tantalisingly, just within the reach of logic
- when you solve one, you think, "But that was so
obvious!" All this, plus a control system so flexible
and useful that you'll wonder how you ever put up
with anything less!
"Play Exile for hours and you only scratch
the surface, but you always make enough

progressto wantto carryon and get just a little bit
further. Buy this game and you may not want
another until next Christmas!"
- ST FORMAT 28
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Just look at

Defend your ST
from deadly »~.
virus danger "='

all the

IfISSUE 26

ISSUE 27

ISSUE 28

ISSUE 29

ISSUE 30

September1991

October 1991

November 1991

December 1991

Disk: Ultimate Virus

Disk:Rolling Ronny

Disk: Three fractal

Disk:Autoplay intra

January 1992
Two Disks: complete

Killer, Magic Pockets

demo, ST Writer Elite
v4,spiralpattern

programs; MIG-29M

sequence creator;

Sound & Vision

SuperFulcrum: Home

generator, sixutilities

Accounts 2 demo

Daylight Robbery and
StereoReplay demos

Inside: Professionals'

Inside: All you need to

Inside: Making your

packages,plus"Get
Started" supplement;
Populous 2 &Baby Jo

graphicstechniques;
hard driveroundup
Plus 24 page buyers'
guidesupplement

know about fractals on

own intros; score-

demos; &much more

yourST; 25 "serious"
packages reviewed;
floppy drive roundup

writing packages; STrelatedbookroundup;

Inside: Being creative
on yourST;monocompatible games

demo, TOS 1,4 fixes

and a swag of utilities
Inside: Protecting your
ST fromviruses; STs
produceTVads and
business cards;

Calligrapher tested

Band in a Box review

benefits you
gain when you
subscribe...

MINI OFFICE

•

PROFESSIONAL

You save time and

trouble - and you

PRESENTATION
GRAPHICS

guarantee your copy

• You get it delivered
•

You receive one of

these superb

software packages
- as a gift!
• You get first crack
at all special offers
- normally at
exclusive prices
The epic god-game from Imageworks. Take the role
of one of four demigods and vie for supremacy.
Set your people to mine for resources, research
weapons, send troops into battle and spread your
influence over technology levels from stone age to
far future! "Inventive, detailed, annoying, addictive
- and most of all, fun. There's nothing that com
bines strategy and enjoyment so well!" - STF27

Bring your data to life with this flexible package.
It's ideal for creating graphs, charts and
presentations, makes full use of the GEM graphic
environment and comes with a host of invaluable
Desk Accessories.

Complete the coupon below and return
it to us straight away. Can't wait?
Then phone our credit card hotline

for fast and friendly service:

« 0458 74011

YES! Please enter/renew my subscription to ST FORMAT nek as appropriate
D UK £39.95

12 ISSUES

D EUROPE £67.80

D REST OF WORLD £96.85

6 ISSUES

•

UK ONLY

£19.95

To ensure you receive your magazine and disk quicklyand in perfect condition,all overseas subscriptions are sent AirMail
MY CHOSEN GIFT IS

Applies only to 12 issues

D

MEGALOMANIA

•

D

ROBOCOD

PRESENTATION GRAPHICS

D GFA DRAFT 2

PLEASE ALSO SEND ME

Back issues

19

Subs Club Offer

20 21

22 23

I I EXILE —£17.99

24

25

26

27 28

29 30

Existing subscribers please quote your reference number from your address label

MY METHOD OF PAYMENT IS Tick your choice

•

VISA

•

ACCESS

UK £3.75 (No 30,£4.75), EUROPE £5.20 (No 30,£6.20), Elsewhere £7.25 (No 30,£8.25)

Expiry dale LJLZI LJLH

TOTAL PAYMENT £
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Please remember to include all Hems that you have ticked above
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I I CHEQUE Make payable to Future Publishing Ltd, enclose with this coupon in an envelope and send to: ST FOfl/lWr Subscriptions, FREEPOST, Somerton, TA11 7BR. No stamp required!
NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

POSTCODE
PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS VALID UNTIL 29 FEBRUARY 1992
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COMPETITION

February quiz

best song written with Sequencer One and any (or all)

February quiz

of the samples on the Cover Disk. The winner will
receive a Roland PC-200 keyboard, plus one of their
new PCM computer modules - a total value of over
£500. There are also ten fabulous runners-up prizes
of Gajits T-shirts (for the ten most fabulous runners-

up, of course).
To make things even easier, you can use up to
five other samples from different sources, too. Have

This month's slightly different "quiz" has been scientifically proven to be
resistant to stains, withstand as much as 200 square pounds per inch of

pressure, and leave your hair in a clean, manageable state without scratch

ing. Not only that, it can win you over £500 worth of Roland music kit
You're probably still reeling from last month's
surfeit of Sound 'n' Vision goodies - Canvas

and Sequencer One, the complete pack
ages, on our special extra Cover Disk.
Good. You're just where we want you - full

of inspiration to enter the February quiz. (If not, you
probably missed last issue, didn't you? Fortunately,

and level-headed sort of person you are. You might
just have noticed the ten samples lurking daintily
thereon, donated by Sequencer One's creators,

Gajits Music Software. Doubtless you've been muck
ing about with said samples in Sequencer One, and
you might even have put together some tunes. Now,

the FORMAT back issue service is on page 142...)

this is where it gets interesting.
Roland, producers of fine musical kit to musi

Have you looked at this month's Cover Disk yet?
Of course you have, being the thoroughly sensible

cians everywhere, are offering over £500 worth of
MIDI gear to the STF reader who comes up with the

a look at the Gajits Sample Series, from which the
ten samples on the Cover Disk were taken. This is
available directly from STF at a very special price see page 144 for more details. Also available are the
Sequencer One Plus Upgrade Kit, the Sequencer One
User Kit and the Hit Kit - very useful for writing your
prize-winning song.
So, dig out Sequencer One, load up those sam
ples, and get writing that song. Send your entries (in
Sequencer One format) on a floppy disk to Song? I've
Virtually Written A Symphony, ST FORMAT, 29 Mon
mouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2DL by Friday 7 Febru
ary. You could end up £500 worth of kit better off!

THE RULES BOX
1. You have until Friday 7 February and not one milli
second later to wing your entries to what we laughingly
call the ST FORMAT office, down in balmy Bath (just

• You could win this fully featured Roland PC-200 keyboard
and the fantastic CM-300 sound module. The PC-200 is a

lightweight portable master keyboard with four octaves

plus a transposition switch, giving you access to a total of
six octaves. It is pressure and velocity sensitive, and even

enables you to execute program and MIDI channel
changes. The CIY1-300 is a self-contained 16-part multi-

^

timbra! sound module, capable of playing 24
notes at the same time - and because it's a

PCM system it offers CD-like sample

i§

_^'

quality. Useable with any
sequencer program, this
complete £500 system
could be yoursl

m^$mm
•Wi&s

off the Norwegian coast, left of Bavaria - you can't
miss it... unless you keep your eyes permanently
closed or something).
2. Employees, debtors or friends of the family of
debtors of employees of Future Publishing, Roland or
Gajits Music Software will find that an impenetrable
force immediately surrounds their body if they try to
enter this competition, immobilising them until they
give up that futile and pathetic exercise.
3. Newly installed in the FORMAT offices is a state-ofthe-art Perfectly Automatic Unbribable Liar Advisor (or
PAULA for short). If this sophisticated piece of equip
ment detects more than one competition entry disk
from the same person, the disks are instantly format
ted and used as beer mats.

4. Perhaps you think these prizes are only a front for
iSSiSti^Si^i

the real ones. Weil you're wrong, see - darn wrong.

These prizes are the ones on offer, so if you win, it's
that or nothing. No cash. No alternatives. No bag on
the head. No future. (Oh God!)
5. You can trust the Judge. He's been a friend of the

,-v.V \ \ «*
Roland CM-300

family for years. We're like that (crosses fingers).
You'd never meet a nicer person. But he does like his
own way. Ooh, he's a devil for that, oh yes. So you'd
better not cross him once he's made up his mind. He

&*>$&:•.

has connections, y'know.

THAT JANUARY QUIZ - ALL THE ANSWERS
Immortality in form of a permanent place in the Mega Lo Mania
data disk was the spectacular prize on offer last month. Here
are the answers to those, er, teasers... Next month: the true
identities of those demigodsyou'll laughat for years to come!

8. What's the name of the car in Wild Wheels that acts as a goal
keeper? Guard

1. In a game of MegaLoMania you playagainst upto four oppo

Because it accesses drive A

nents: Scarlet, Caesar, Oberon and - who? Madcap

11. What is a MIDI event composed of in MIDIStudio Master? A
note value and length info

9. A game previewed in STF30 features "one massive mutha"
of a monster. What's its name? Space Crusade

10. Why can't you install the ST-IC software on a hard drive?

2. Agame previewed in STF 30 features a troubadour who can
sing songs to aid your party. Name one of those songs. March
of the Bold Ones or Warriors Awakening

3. Which is the first commercial game to use the Trojan Phazer
Light Gun? Space Gun
4. In a game reviewed in STF 30 you haveto throwsalami at the
enemies to kill them. What's the name of the main character in

this game? Rolling Ronny
5. Name one of the two instruments that Dave Clackett played

during his time inthe Royal Marine band. Flute or tenor sax
6. How manydip switchesdoes the Laserjet 3P have? Six
7. Howmany islands are there in Mega Lo Mania? 28

ST FORMAT FEBRUARY 1992

12. When you pause in a game of Mega Lo Mania, what does
your secretary say? "Putting you on hold."

13. How manydifficulty levelsare there in Junior Typist? Eight
14. What's the footprint of the onlylaser printer reviewed in STF
30? 350 mm x 405 mm

15. Howmany possible spells are there in Legend, according to
Tag?2 x 10"
16. Howlong does the ST-IC give you to program an RCU button
before it gives up? 15 seconds
17. What's the name of Jonah Hayes' ship? Er - whoops! This
refers to Suspicious Cargo, the review of which got held

over to this issue at the last minute, so you wouldn't actu
ally have found the answer in last issue. We therefore
accepted any answer for this one. (Except for obsceni
ties. Some people just take these things too seriously...)
18. Nice parallax, shame about the gameplay? Deathbringer
19. How many words can you have in a single word bank in
Robot Words? 68

20. At the end of Mega Lo Mania there's a huge scrap where
everyone tries to kill everyone else. What's its name? The
Mother of Battles

DECEMBER QUIZ WINNERS
50 of the most wonderfully wonderful games available for the ST
were given away back in December. These are the winners:
David Stanford of Derbyshire, Jean Mouvet of Belgium,
Ron Green of West Yorkshire, J C Moncur of Surrey,
Jackie Hughes of London, R D Frodsham of Wigan, A Tin
ker of Wiltshire, Matthew Fyles of Cheshire, E Henson of
Surrey, and Mervyn Holden of Nottingham.

ST NEEDS HELP?

star assoc.computers

ST FAULTS REPAIRED

RECOMMENDED UPGRADES

QUALITY WORK DONE

FITTED OR SUPPLIED

From only £23.50

ft 1Mb - 4Mb mem upgrades

STM, STFM, STE, MEGA + HARD DISK

ft Emulators
ft Double sided drives
ft Hard disk drives

FOR PEACE OF MIND, SPEED + POSTAGE

&more

CHARGES PAID CALL FOR OUR FIXED
PRICE OFFER ANYWHERE IN UK
ft INCLUDES FREE PIECE OF SOFTWARE ft

RING OUR ENGINEERS ON

081 961 5366 OR 081 961 4412

Shop 10, Bridge Park, Harrow Road, Brentfield, London NW10 ORG

SPECIAL OFFER

QUANTUM

Due to massive bulk buying andlow cost advertising we
can offer you The Best Disks at most Competitive Prices

3.5" ™s 35p

HARD DISK DRIVES

INC VAT
+ LABELS

For Qry's
of TOO+

Qty's below 100 @38p each; 250+@34p each;500+@33p each.
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

SONY 3.5" 38p
100 Capacity Disk Box
Mouse Pockets
Printer Stand
Posso Box

4.25
1.75
4.25
15.95

52MB
105MB

IDE
IDE

64K
64K

Cache
Cache

£155
£265

52MB
105MB

SCSI 64K
SCSI 64K

Cache
Cache

£170
£285

3.5" DSHD „65p

5.25" DSDD.24p
5.25" DSHD 36p

50 Capacity Disk Box

3.50

Mouse Mat

2.25

Amiga/Atari Dust cover....2.50

UPGRADE KITS AVAILABLE FOR PC's
AMIGA'S and ATARI

3.5"/5.25" Cleaning Kit... 1.95

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive

24.95
54.95

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER
200 3.5"DSDD Disks

0800 220912

+2 x TOO Cap Boxes

Please add£3.35 p&p/next day£8.50. Cheques/POs to PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept. STF)

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, Newcastle,

TELESALES HOTLINE O

d

•••

m

~|

0782 2 1 2970 ^5ff ""

Staffs. ST5 4EY.

r

BIT IMAGE TO

Prices exclude VAT and Delivery
Allow up to 28 days for delivery. E&OE

A11 p'ices are correct at!

^\

COMPUTERS
For probably the best prices and deals on Home and Business Computers,
Acorn, Archimedes, Atari ST's, Lynx, Commodore 64's, Amiga's, Amstrad,
Star, Citizen, Canon, Panasonic, Sega Consoles, Goldstar. Plus printers, disk

VECTOR GRAPHICS
improve the quality cf ycur DTP
cutput!
We will convert all vcur
favcurite bit image files tc vectcr
graphic files quickly and at lew ccst.

drives, monitors, memory upgrades and accessories etc. Great deals on
PC's.

* FAX M/C's * ANSWER M/C's * PHONES *

Joysticks from £4.99 Blank disks 5.25", 3.5"

SGM ELECTRONICS
Send 9" x 4" s.a.e. for full details:

54 Wigan Lane. Wigan, Lanes, WNI IXS
Tel: (0942) 321435 Fax: (0942) 821273
Mon-Thurs 1 1,00am - 9.00pm

TcpDraw Prcaucticns
PC Ccx 322

\\^ Thcrntcn Peath, Surrey CP7 7Z€

/

Fri - Sat 1 1.00am - 7.00pm or later
Repairs to most makes of computers
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END
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Christmas is over, New Year's been and gone and now there's no more of ST FORMAT issue 31 to read either.

Except the collection ofdaft bits, stupidities and oddnesses called...

Twilight zone
AND THERE'S MORE...
2 (and if you haven't, why not?), we're giving away

derful talents of your ST. It's all very well having so
much power at your fingertips, but can it earn you
any money? Next month, we interview four com

an exclusive world on next month's Cover Disk.

We've been playing this classic god-game all through
Christmas and eventually convinced programmer
Peter Molyneux to give us our own version.
Then, we're kicking off a new Beginner's section

pletely different individuals with one thing in com
mon - they're all using their ST to make them
money. We explain how you could follow in thenfootsteps and give you advice on the kinds of possi

1991, WAS IT?
It being a New Year and all, the ST FORMAT team
woke up for just long enough to let you know what
their favourite games of 1991 were. As if you cared.
• Mark Higham, Editor and Peter Molyneux's chief
PR person:
Lemmings - Psygnosis
• Neil Jackson, Technical Editor and man with his
head in the clouds:

For those of you who have invested in Populous

You've read an awful lot this month about the won

SO THAT WAS

to help new ST owners maximise the real power of

•

The Secret of Monkey Island- US Gold
Ed Ricketts, Games Reviewer and recently de

void of much hair
Llamatron - Llamasoft

•

Chris Lloyd, Disk Editor and slight hippie:
Battle of Britain - Lucasfilm

• Alex Soboslay, Production Editor and man who
knows what "chiasmus" means without looking it up:
Tetris - Notthatlhavetimetoplayitsoft
• Paula Richards, Production Assistant and pos
sessor of seemingly hollow legs:

Timeworks DTP 2? We've been giving it a severe test

their ST. And we're spicing up our STOS tips section
by getting Asa Burrows from the STOS Users Group
to answer your questions.
As if that's not enough, we've got all the best

ing this month and it's lookinglike being one hell of

regulars- even more games cracked in next month's

ware Inc.

a DTP package. Next issue, we're going to be demon
strating everything you can do with this budget-

Gamebusters, all your techie troubles answered,

•

priced DTP package - from writing party invitations
to fully-fledged fanzines. Can't wait? Then pop down

and the best Public Domain programs reviewed and

to our Special Offers page (see page 126) for the best
deal you're likely to find.

Thursday 13 February. To make sure of your copy
and get a great deal besides, check out page 142.

bilities available.

If that's not enough to get you back here on

Thursday 13 February, then how about our review of

The Stenographer's Quest - Legally-bound Soft

exclusive news stories, details of the latest ST games

•

Paul Morgan, Art Ed and unrepentant Brummie:
Populous 2 - Electronic Arts
Steve Fardy, Art Assistant and book collector:

That Crap Game With the Worms in It- Off-Hook

rated. It's all here, so make sure you are. See you on

•

Steve Carey, Publisher and er that's it:
Excel - Tenreasonsonpapersoft

Hardly seemed worth it, did it?

TEN THINGS TO DO WITH YOUR DISCOVERY XTRA
BOX ONCE YOU'VE UNPACKED YOUR NEW STE
1. Keep it in the cupboard under the stairs
for three years "in case you ever need it,"

comprehensive education and suchlike, all

then throw it away the week before you
want to pack up your ST to move house.
2. Cut out the picture of the horrible child
from the front who's pretending to know
how to use an ST, wave it in front of next
door's dog and see how long it lasts.
3. Line it with polythene, fill it with water
and use it as an "opaque-look" fish tank.
4. Cut two eyeholes in it and sell it as an
extremely unusual fancy dress costume.
5. Write a strong letter to the local news

6. Tear it up into very small pieces and use
them to see how many interesting ana
grams of "Atari" there are.
7. Throw it away.
8. Use it as a punchbag to ease your frus
trations when that !*#!!? cat In Nine Lives

cops it again.
9. Use it to start the world's first (and last)
collection of ST Xtra Curriculum Family Dis

covery Fun Learning boxes.
10. Put it away and forget about it, and get
on with using your ST.

paper about it, complaining bitterly about

1st Choice
A.V.A. Ltd
Aardvark Software PLC
ACS Electronics
Ad Phone

Analogic Computers
Arnor Ltd
BCS
Best Prices

Byteback
Caledonia PDL

124
98
38
58-59

130
50

Cambridge Business Software...118
108

Can't find ST FORMAT?

Coombe Valley Software
Datagem Ltd

133
136

Britain's biggest and best-selling ST magazine often sells out- sometimes even before it's dueto go
on sale! If you can'tfind S7Fon your newsagent's shelves, try asking the person behind the counter there may be more in the back room. If thatdoesn't help, try oneofthe bigger newsagents, like John

Dataplex
Datel Electronics
David James

Menzies or WH Smith. Ifyou don't want to subscribe - but see page 142 and you maychange your

Eagle Software

Future's circulation department on » 0225 442244, and she'll sort the problem out in record time.

Evesham Micros
Freaks PDL
Frontier Software

—

Fujitsu

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Complete this form and hand it to your newsagent
Please reserve me a copy of ST FORMAT every month, beginning
with the March issue, out Thursday 13 February
Name
Address

Postcode
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FutureWorld
Goodman PDL
GST Software Products Ltd

68, 112
138

88
62-63
49
52

37
14-15
49
10

22, 39

Merlin PD
Microdeal

50
12,43

Microprose

75

Miditech

122

MJC Supplies
Moriarty Software

83
100

MT Software
Naksha
Office Choice

44
35
46

PD Shareware Supply Co
128
Penge TV & Video
133
PLC (Media Direct)
132, 145
Power Computing Ltd
71, 101
Premier Mail Order
Premier Music Services

72
138

Probus
Protar Ltd
Ramara House Software
RC Simulations

49
27
105
105

Rubysoft
Selec Software
Serious Games
Seven Disk

78
105
138
46

Silica Systems..67, 77,91, 115, 125
Soft Exchange
105
Soft Machine

Kosmos Software

Switchsoft
Thalion
The ST Club

134
IBC
46

Top Drawer Publications

145

Ladbroke Computing Int
Lancastrian Holdings

To the newsagent: STFORMATis published byFuture Publishing and isavailable from
your local wholesaler. Send backall your Future shopsave coupons forentry ina free

LAPD
Laser Distribution Ltd
Lazersoft
MailCenta

drawto: Sue Hartley, FuturePublishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

Manor Court Supplies
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Merlin Express

Hands on Midi Software
134
Hard Cache Ltd..105, 134, 138, 145
HCS
11
Intermediates
9

Matrix Software

6

28-29
76
92
108
134

Care Electronics

mind - just fill inthe form below andhand itto your newsagent, who will be delighted to reserve you a
copy every month, or even deliver it to your door. Still nojoy? If all else fails, phone Sue Hartley in

—
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because Atari missed out the E on Xtra.
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